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Abstract

Managing/Cooperation and Complexity in Education:
'The/Case of Educational Service Agencies

Janet A. Weiss
Principal Investlgator

Educational service agencies (ESAs) are public education.agencies that
provide specialized programs and services to a group of school districts in a
specified. geographical region and the state department of education. Most

states have encouraged the development of ESAs that have either evolved out of
county districts or have been created to provide` technical assistance,
i-movation. economies of scale, or more professional service delivery to local

scsool.distritts. This research examined nine.ESAs in five states to explore
th. dynamics of successful intergovernmental collaboration. At the nine
sites, 300 intensive, semi-structured interviews were condutted with state
education officials, state legislators. ESA staff. ESA board members, local
superintendents, other local district staff, and local school board members
knowltdgeable about the creation, growth, and performance.of the,ESA. Data

from observation and organizational records were also collected.' Results show,
how the external political and legal context influences ESA performance and
how ESA managers respond toconstraints in their environment. Findings will

be of interest to scholars in the fields of educational_ policy making,
implementation, and organization thioiy, to practitioners in state and local
education agencies that have contact with ESAs, and to ESA administrators.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Educational Service Agencies and the Research

If public education ever was a strictly local affair, it is no l'onger.

The organization of school districts, certification of teachers, choice of

textbooks, constraints on curriculum, determination of racial composition,
requirements for specialized services for handicapped, bilingual, and
disadvantaged students -- a1I may be imposed in whole or-in part on a school

by some outside agency. In the 1980s, localities pay less than half of schodl

costs; the remainder comes from state and federal sources. Today local

districts must provide schooli that please not only local taxpayers, elected
officials, interest groups, and parents but are Iso responsive to the demands

of their patrons and regulators in the larger vernmen,Lal arena.

The regulation is reciprocal. Federal education policies are empty words
without implementation in local schools. State departments of education are

similarly hostage to local cooperation. Educational policy in the United

States is a web of cross-cutting regulations, legislatioh, bargaining, and
mutual influence that has grown increasingly intricate. In response, a

growingproportion of education policy requires interschool, inter-district.
on inter-governmental collaboration. Indeed this trend in policy design is

spreading throughout the domestic arenas_of government. But it is difficcilt

to plan patterns of interaction likely to produce desired outcomes. All

educational innovations, from computers to Head Start, are still drucially
shaped by the pulling and hauling among reglslatures, bureaucracies, and
schools during the policy making and implementation process. To analyze this
interplay of major education actors and its effects on the viability of

educational programs, this research focused on one interorganizational

arrangement, which I will call an educational service agency ,(ESA).

A. Educational Service Agencies as Vehicles
for Education Policy and Cooperation

The ESAs we studied have several defining characteristics: (1) An ESA's

principal (and usually exclusive) activity is to provide specialized services
to state and local public education agencies. (2) An ESA serves more than one

local education agency in a well-defined geographical region (often one or

more counties) but does not serve all local education agencies in'a state.

(3) An ESA operates as a public agency, subject to state.education codes. (In

one case we studied, the ESA was a private agency, but 'the terms of public

funding forced-it to operate like a,public agency in nearly all respects.)

(4) An ESA must serve both state purposes and local purposes; it is governed

by state law on one side and total school boards and local superintendents-on

the other side.

ESAs are commonly justified on two grounds. First they improve service

delivery to local school districts by making available supplementary, services
to students. teachers. local administrators. and state administraters that no

single district iswlikely to provide on its'own., Second, they offer the

possibility for economies of scale by pooling the resources of several



districts and addressing educational needs with common expertise. equipment.

and supplies. Most. stays now have a network of ESAs that has either evolved
out of county or other regional school oversight mechanisms. or has been
deliberately established to provide technical assistance. innovation, or
service delivery to regional groups of local districts.

ESAs may take many shdpes and forms, and may grow from different roots.
Some were started by local districts. others by state law, others by state
agencies trying to decentralizer, others still in response to federal funding
opportunities. Some are large and entrepreneurial; others are small and

passive. Some are wealthy; others operate on a shoe string. Some provide a
o'narrow range of services (e.g. limited to special education or vocational

training) and some offer sophisticated multiservice operations (e.g. in-
service professional training, bulk purchasing of textbooks, vocational
counseling and resource centers; dissemination of innovative curricula. data
processing facilities. and others).

.The varlety of organizational forms and missions is reflected in the
welter of names for ESAs: Some states call them regional educational service
centers, others use boards of cooperative services (DOGES), educatiohal
service units or districts, regiOnal education service agencies,i-ntermediate
school districts, county school districts. area education agencies,

cational collaboratives; regional resource centers, etc. Similar diversity

y be found in the ways that ESAs (as I call the generic type)' are funded and

verned. The variety of names is not wholly frivolous; different names
ref ht differences in the historical, legal, and political origins of
regional cooperation in the states, Although we can slide past the name
problem, we will return to the historical, legal, and politidal differences
among the states, for they exercise crucial influence on the development of

ESAs.

A major attraction of Elks as sites for this research is that they are
embedJed in an intergovernmental setting. Many ESAs were first planned and
operated with federal funds from TitJt III of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) of 1965. which called for "a program for supplementary
centers and services, to stimulate and assist in the provision of vitally
needed educational Services...."Acited in pile), and.Mosher, 1968). Initially

the U.S. .Office of Education (OE) awarded these grants directly'to.groups of

local schqol districts. In 1968 ESEA.was amended by the Congrest so that
state education agencies could review, and,.if necessary, veto local.

proposals.' During the early years of ESEA considerable funding was channelied
into regional initiatives, not only from Title III but also from Titles II.
(for library resources) and V (for strengthening state peourdes). Liter

federal funding of large categorical programs, especially for vocational and
special education; also found its way into the. hands of ESAs.

State legisla: Tes and state education agenciei have been more intimately
involved in the creation and development of ESAs. Some ESAs are lineal
descendents of county education Offices that were created Pi:some states to
Supervise local school districts, espeCially smaN,turaldigstricts. Other

ESAs grewlout of state efforts to improve state monitorinV and assistance to

local schools. All states create the legal climate in which ESAs must
operate, by placing restrictions on ESA activities (for example, their
financial and'personnel practices), and by mandating policy directions that

.4



local districts anq-ESAVmust pursue ( for ex'ample, requirements for

instruction io-sbecial education or basic skills). Many states also pay a

large shar-e-;f ESA budgets.through direct allocations for administrative
expepsfl. state reimbursement for students served in ESA programs. competitive

_grints and contracts awarded to ESAs, or through funding that officially goes
to local districts but is designated to be'spent for ESA services. In all

states, the legislatures play- a general and continuing role to shaping. state

wide educational policy, most directly perhaps by the-level of funding ttiat

the state devotes to public education and the formula for the allOcition of

those funds to,districts.

The state educatLeh 1encies (SEAs)/alsO have Significant ipfluence on
the development-and success of'fSAs. Some SEAs have a history of strong

control OW' policyin local districts (for example New York:and California) .
/whIle-otiter states have adopted a hands off polity to loiter local control
(for ex:J*0e New Hampshire and Texas) . State education aye its regulate

loCal access to-both state and federal funding and may rewa d (ot pun(sh)
-local districts for their participation (o'r lack Of partici "lion), in

cooperative or rtgjonal efforts. Depending on their own strength and
compettnce, SEAs may also be able to facilitate ESA operation by offering
technical consulting; assessments of educational needs, or other profeisional

;assistance. Or by creating aPoPitical climate that fosters cooperation among
local school districts.

Finally, however, an educational service agehcy stands or falls on the

strength of local district participation. Federal grant support never lasts

very .long. AlthOugh states may,devoteconsiderable resodlEes to ESAs. success
in providing. efficient and effective services depends ultimately on the local

districts' needs for supplemental services and their: acceptance of'ESAs as

legitimate suppliers services. Local judgment that ESA services are
desiralle, local participation in ESA governance and planning, and the local
allocation of scarce resources for. selected.servicis are the last critical

links in the intergovernnental chain.

Federal support, state legislation and super(ision, and local initiative
have all been central to the growth of'ESAs. ESAs are not-unique in this

regard; in fact, they present an attractive focus for research beciuse they '.

are examples of policies'made and implemented within an interdependent network

ofagencies..
i

-A handful of previous, studies of ESAs has examined their' size)
dispersion: legal obligations, and activities (Stephens, 1978; Devis. 1876)

and their contributions to knowledge dissemination (Yin and Gwaltney, 1981;
Huberman at al."1980.- This'report has a somewhat different agenda ln its
concern with explanation and analysis of the existence and proliferakion'of

ESAs. First, this research focuses on the policy roles. of ESAs: What

difference does it to school districts in a.regionor to a state

education agency to haye access to.an ESA? Mow well do ESA.s satisfy the

policy roles thrust on them? Second, the research-explores the strategies.

that an ESA employs to become an accepted part of the web of relationships

among state and local agencies that predate the ESA:..How is an ESA able to

exist at all in a potentially hostile setting? Third, the research examines

differences between successful and unsuccessful ESA efforts to'elicit state



and local support and collaboration for regional programs and activities: Why
are some ESAs more successful than others along a' mix of criteria?'

These questions emerge fropt a theoretical perspective on relationships
among. organizations based on several research traditions. First 1 assume that
ESAs have come to exist because some constituencies believed that their
interests would be furthered by the establishment of ESAs. ESAs continue to
exist because some constituencies (probably, but not necessarily, the same
ones that supported their creation) continue to.believe that their interests
are or will be served bikESA\pperations. These assumptions grow out of a
model of bureaucratic palitics (Allison. 1971), mutual adjustment (Lindblom,
1965), or multiple stakeholders (Bryk, 1983) that portrays organizational
environments as the composite of the actions of many parties with somewhat
different stakes, needs. and priorities for the performance of public
agencies. The Assumption leads me to questions about the original
expectations for ESA performance (What did their variowsoonstituents
originAlly expect them to accomplish?), and current expectations (How do their
various constituents assess their performance now?). The perspective,
highlights the interdependence of ESAs with a network of other agencies and
stake-ho ders and suggests the folly of trying to understand the ESA as a
free-stinding organization. In their creation, the unfolding of their
history, and their current operation, ESAs must respond to a complex,
political system.

Second, I assume. that ESAs respond to their interdependence with all
these outside claimants by trying to establish a legitimate and stable place
for themselves (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; Aldrich, 1980; Meyer and Scott,
1983). ESAs are not passive receptacles for others to manipulate: I assume
that they proactive4y seek suppqrt and resources from their constituencies.
Neither legitim'icy nor an adequate resource base is automatically available to
ESAs. Through their choices abodt program arealband skills to develop and
through their cultivation of.relationships with outside'groups, ESAs must work
to please their constituents. If they succeed. they are able to obtain a .

stable flow of support. If ESAs define their mission carefully and persuade'
others of the value of that mission, they are able to create a legitimate role
for themselves in a set of organizatiops that predates the creation of the
ISAs.

Third, 1 assume that some ESAs are more successful than others in
derinisig,and executing their mission. Success is assumed to be
multidiAerisional: including elements of organizational survival, growth or
size, professional expertise or reputation for expertise, and political acumen
in not threatening the positions of powerful constituents while also
generating respect and enthusiasm among multiple constituents. Part of the
variation in success is due to the external pressures on ESA development and
part is due to the strategy and management policies pursued by ESA staff.

B. Method

The Method we used to answer these questions required intensive study of
a limited number of sites carefully chosen to permit variation along critical
variables of theoretics' importance. The case studies done at each site were

10



structured on some dimensions to permit comparisons across sites, but
unstructured enough to permit us to capture the par.ticular character of each

site.

BecaUse ESAs develop within an historical, legal, and political context
that is importantly shapes by state policy and politics, the first step in
sampling was to map some of the differences among the fifty states. After

extensive review of previous research on ESAs and the politics of education in
the states and preliminary interviews with people knowledgeable about ESAs,
two variables seemed critical to the viability of inter-district cooperation.
First was the relationship between the state education agency (SEA) and the 1.

local school- districts. Is some states, the SEA exercises considerable,
detailed control over local district activity. In others, the SEA exercises
more restraint, leaving most control to local school boards and
administrators. The relative strength and autonomy of local districts in
setting educational directions seemed important to consider, in assessing their
participation in regional cooperation and their likely receptivity to ESA

services. To gauge local strength and autonomy across states, we examined
research on state politics, bducation mandates, and financing patterns (for

example, Wirt, 1976; Murphy, 1975).

The second, critical variable was the legal basis of the relationship
between local school districts and ESAs. In states with'ESAs, state edutation

:odes restrict some asp_cts of that relationship. For example, in some

states, all local districts are required by law to be members of designated

ESAs. In other states, membership is optional. In some states local

districts are required to participate in certain ESA activities. In others,

participation is a matter for locals to decide. In some states, the major

funding for ESAs comes from the state. In others, local districts are

required to pay for ESA,programs. In still -others, local districts choose

whether to purchase ESA programs. To get a readingon the variations in legal
constraints, we examined the legal codes'of a dozen states bearing on ESAs.

From these two variables, we identified four states that'o-ffered
considerable diversity: Massachusetts, West Virginia, Washington, and

Michigan. The states vary demographically (geographical region of the county,
wealth, urban/rural composition) as well as educationally. On the two
critical variables, Michigan and Washington both have strong SEAs with
significant centralization of policy authority, although both also have a
healthy respect for local control. West Virginia has a relatively weak SEA
but state-controlled financing dominates local spending. Massachusetts has a

relatively weak SEA, a small state share of financing, and a strong tradition

of local control. The ESAs in the four states vary in'legal status, activity,

and financing. In,Michigan, the ESAs grew out of acounty system, have legal
boundaries designated by the state, mandatory participation by local
districts, some direct state funding, and are authorized to levy direct taxes

with the approval of the voters. In Washington, the ESAs were also
established by the state (and have been continually reorganized by the state
board of education), have required local membership, significant state
funding, and state-required local funding. In West Virginia, the state

established ESAs but local membership is discretion9ry. The state pays most

of the cost of ESA operations, with local funding voluntary for the districts.
In Massachusetts, the ESAs are permitted under state law, but it is up to

local districts to establish them, participate in them, and pay for them. The

20
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ESA networks that emerge from thesOcur environments vary considerably In
size, complexity, politicization and programmatic emphasis.

In addition to these fo, states, we conducted an extensive case study at
an ESA in Connecticut (cho n on grounds of convenience rather than
theoretical import) as a iiot study. I incLude the results of that study in
this report because it provides a useful comparison to the other states.

Haying selected the states, the next research task was.to select two ESAs
within each state. To enable comparisons among ESAsof differing levels of
effectiveness, we collected information on all ESAs in the four states from
state officials knowledgeable about ESAs. Data on ESA program offerings and
budget, evidence about levels of local participation in ESA activities, and
ESA reputation among state officials were the three dimensions of
effectiveness that we considered in selecting sites. In each state we
interviewed state officials and went through available archival data to assess
these three dimensions. When several ESAs seemed equally high or.low in
effectiveness, we chose ESAs that differed in geographical location, aiming
for one predominantly urban and one predominantly rural ESA in eacti state. In

West Virginia the smell number of ESAs made it impossible tc achieve much
variation on the urban/rural dimension, although we did choose ESAs'in two
different regions of the state. In Washington. we had something Olf the same

problem but we did find one predominantly urban ESA and one ESA with mostly
rural districts but including an urban area as well. :Evidence on the
diversity of our sites is presented in Table 1.

After selecting sites on the basis of initial interviews with state
officials, we visited the sites to seek permission to study theta in deta.l.
We were fortupate to receive unanimous cooperation from the preselected rites.
so that substitutions were not required.

Our method had threrprongs, which we pursued simultaneously. first we .

collected data about the state context. We interviewed those SEA officials in
each state who had most contact with ESAs for administrative or programmatic
reasons. We also interviewed state legislators and/or legislative staffers
active in elementary and secondary educatipn issues. We collected copies of
repOrtstestimony. laws, regulations, memos, and other documents to amplify
or support information obtained through interviews.

Second we collected data about t'he history and development of the ESAsi
A priori we had identified three groups of people to interview about how an
ESA establishes itself and operates in a network of school districts: current
or former ESA central or administrative staff, current or former ESA program
or instructional staff, and current or former members of the, ESA governing
board. We interviewed all current central staff. all former directors or
4uperintendents who could be located, a sample of current program staff,
fopner program staff who were widely considered by other respondents to be
important and Ohs still resided in the ESA region, a sample of members of the
governing board, and former board members reported by other respondents to be

important and who still' resided in the ESA region. In addition to the semi-

structured interviews, we spent severe! days at each site as observeri,
attended board meetings, examined budgetary and staff records, collected
brochures about-services and programs, newspaper clippings about ESA act-i-v!ty.

12
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and internal reports and correspondence, read minutes of board meetings, and
obtained any other archival evidence available at particular sites.

Third we collected data about key constituencies of the ESAs. Again,

before we visited our sites we identified several key groups to interview:
local school superintendents, other local school district staff with
considerable contact with the ESA, -local school board members- members of
parent advisory groups, and state officials with active involvement in ESA
activities who, were not picked up in our interviewing at the state level.
Where respondents had documents or correspondence to support their answers to
our questions, we collected further archival records.

All interviews were semi-structured. Formal interviews were done fice-
to-face with one or two interviewers taking notes and using a tape-recorder.
Informal interviews, usually much shorter, were done over meals, In the hall,
or on'tht telephone to pursue particular points or get clarification on
answers to questions asked during more formal interviews. They were not tape-
recorded. The distribution of formal interviews is displayed in Table 2.
Many of the documents and records collected are described in Table 3.

C. Analysis

This report includes the first two stages of analysis of these data.
(The third and final stage is still in progress, and will be reported in later

publications.) Chapters 2-6 describe the analyses of the nine sites. Chapter

7 reports on ,the cross-site analyses that have been completed thus far and the
shape of things to come.

Chapters 2 (on Educational Collaboratives in Massachusetts), 3 (on

Regional Educational Service Agencies in West Virginia), 5 (on Educational

Service Districts in Washington), and 6 (on Intermediate School Districts in
Michigan) all share the same analytical structure. Chapter L. (on Educational

Service Centers in Connecticut) is a variation on the theme, because only one
site is described and it was the first one I did. The chapters are arranged.
in order from the least intrusive state to the most intrusive state. Thus, as

the chapters progress, the reader can get a sense of the impact of increasing
state activity on ESA development.

Each chapter first describes the state context for the creation and
evolution of ESAs. This section addresses the fallowing questions:

- Why were ESAs created in the first place? Which groups on the
educational scene shaped the initial decisions about ESA establishments?

- Did etate actors decide how many ESAs should exist, where they should be
located, and what they should do? 'if so, what factors influenced these

decisions? If not, how were these decisions made? Have these decisions
changed over time?

In what ways did state legislators, the SEA, and state-wide interest
groups support the fledgling ESAs? In what ways did these groups make it
difficult for ESAs to thrive?

14
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Table 2

Formal Interviews*

Sites

.ESA. ESA LEA LEA LEA ; SEA State
Staff Boards Supts Staff Boards Staff Legislature Others

Massachusetts

-Urban C011ab

Rural Collab

West Virginia.

11

(2)

5
(2)

6

(1)

8

5

(1)

4

3

7

(1)

2

3

(1)

6

5

(1)

2 2

RESA A 10 2 3 1 0

(1)

RESA B 4 7 6 5

Connecticut 4 3 1

Joint ESC 15 2 2 5 2

Washington 15 3

(2)

ESD West 22 3 6 7 0

(1)

ESD East 13 4 5 3 0

. (1)

Michigan 9 3

Arrow ISO 14 2 5 7 4

(1) (1)

Wilderness ISD 8 6 6 6 2

(1) (2) (1) (1)

* Numbers in parentheses represent respondents who were formerly
affiliated with the-group designated in the column heading. For example,

of the 11 ESA staff members interviewed from the Urban Collaborative, two
were no longer working at the collaborative at the time of our interview.

- Which (if any) state Policy decisions created new opportunities or new

b'arriers to ESA survival and growth?

Did the SEA develop a consistent stance toward ESAs? Did this stance

emphasize regulatory functions? technical assistance functions?
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Table 3

Selected Documents and Records

Massachusetts

State Documents .

Municipal Financial Data (e.g., tax rates)
.Elementary and secondary school directory
SEA memoranda to superintendents
Mass SBE publication concerning collaborative projects
Reforming Special Education (Weatherley, .1979)
Special Education regulations (Chapter 766)
Dissertation on Collaboratives in MA '(Otmers)
Report of 'Governor's commission on school district organization and
collaboration' (1974).

ComMonwealth Inservice Institute, grant information
Laws and regulations affecting collaboratives
Internal SEA memos and legalopinions about collaboratives
Education in the States report'on Massachusetts
SBEla"Policy on Education Collaboratives"
.SEA notice on.collaborativeboard designees
Sample collaborative charter proposal/by-laws
Directory of collaboratives
Maps /
'SEA ajvisory opinion update or). collaboratives
Department of Revenue papers on taxes affecting collaboratRes
MDE Per Pupil Expenditure pamphlet (1979-80)
Mass. Organization.of Educational Collaboratives (MOEC) report on

collaboratives (1979)
MOEC handbook dn collaborative administration
SEA organization chart

Urban Educational Collaborative Documents.

Program descriptions and directory
Board minutes /agendas (1971-81)
Project budgets
Annual reports
Memoranda to LEAs
Program Advisory Committee proposal for staff and curriculum development
Agendas for conferences sponsored by he Urban - Collaborative
Calendar for Professional Development Activities
Urban Coil. descriptive pamphlet of programs and.services
Handbook on approaches to collaboration
Employees Manual
Articles of Organization and By-Laws
Delineitionof UEC roles vis-a-vis all of its constituent LEAs

Early Urban CallaboratiVe descriptioii/handbook/org.. chart (circa 1970)

LEA financial and demographic stat!stics
"Urban Collaboration" (journal article written by UEC director)
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Table 3 continued

Rural Collaborative documents

LEA financial and demographic statistics
Progr'am descriptions
Rural Collaborative descriptive booklet
SEA records for the Rural Collaborative (e.g., staff, funding)
Rural Collaboriltive Articles of Association
Job descriptions for central _staff
Board of-Governors.directory

. Staff directory

West Virginia

,State Documents

W.V.B.E. Summary Report on 911 RESAs - includes program descriptions,
budgets, etc. 'on .all eight RESAs (1980)

RESA conference on continuing education schedule
Student Records procedures
Laws concerning establishment of RESAs
Staff and Board directories
State regulations affecting RESAs

RESA,A Documents

Personnel directory (including Board members)
Budget
Personnel manual
Program descriptions*

RESA B Documents

Personnel directory (including Board members)

Budget
Newsletters
Conference program
Memoranda to county superintendents
Advisory council meeting agenda

Washington

State Documents

.4

State allocations, by ESD
SBE docunents concerning consolidation (minutes, plans, etc.)
OSPI documents 'concerning consolidation plans
ESDs-OSPI correspondence concerning consolidation plans (recommendatas,
alternative plans, etc.)

Newspaper clippings regarding proposed copsolidatiOn (statewide)
OSPI proposal for redistricting board member boundaries
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Table3 continued

History of ESDs in Washi-ngton (short article)
. SEA organization chart/personnel listing
OSPI/ESD Annual Conference delineation of.OSPI/ESD roles (1979-84-

,
ESD budgets tall Washington ESDs)
State laws (Title 28A RCW)
State administrative codes (WACs)
Public Education Management Survey (PEMS) 7 Association of Washington
Business (AWB) report commissioned by OSP1 in 1974

Evaluation of the PEMS recommendations that were implemented
Legislative Budget Committee preliminary audii of ESDs (1982)
List of statutory responsibilities of ESDs
Listing of services offered by various ESDs
Statewide report on cost-effectiveness of ESDs. (submitted by ESDs)
Maps

ESD West Documents

Request for budget extension
Correspondence with OSPI
Organization chart
Description of programs and cooperatives
Budget (including listing of grants)
Repori. to Board members about' budget (1982-83).
Samples of state reporting forms
Sample of program evaluation sheet for parents

E50 East Documents

Organization chart and personnel listing (includes LEA staff)
Description of programs
Budgets
Maps
Cooperative contract samples
Personnel transfer sample
LEA roster
Enrollment of LEAs in various ESD cooperatives

Michigan

State Documents

Special Education RuleS (laws) (e.g., criteria, funding, etc.)
General education laws and regulations (1960 and 1976)
Education directory of Michigan schools'
History of public education in Michigan
MDE forms (e.g., atten1clance, millages, etc) required of ISDs and LEAs by

MDE
Application form for MDE grants (gifted and talented)
MACSS advisory report on consolidation (1957)
MDE report on consolidation (1980)



Table3 continued

ISDs' funding formula and allocations (1982)
Listing of vocational educational centers and activities
MAISA report on consolidation (1967)
Michigan School Finance (Thomas) Study (1968)
Special education funding report.
State Advisory Council on Voc fcluc annual report (1980)
Rectional Supplemental Center study (1980-81)
Michigan Educational Report (SBEnewsletter)
Maps

Arow (SD Documents

Compiled statistics on member school districts
Organization Chart
Mandates for advisory committee(s) and ISO priorities
Board minutes 1948-1982
Program descriptions (1982)
Newsletters (1981-82)
Job descriptions for senior management positions
Budgets

Wilderness ISO Documents

Vocational Training Program operating manual
Directory of local districts.
Program descriptions
Western Michigan University report on ISO organization in Michigan

Board minutes (1948-1982)
Budgets
Cooperative contract samples between ISD and LEAs
Evaluation forms for ISO services
Newsletters
Youth Employment' Service publications
REMC handbook and schedule
Studies of ISO priorities and local needs (1978 and 1981)

Several years of newspaper clippings

programmatic functions? Did SEA staff develop close relationships with
ESA staff or did state officials keep the ESAs a; arm's length?

- Did the state assume major responsibility for ESA funding through direct

or indirect allocations? Did the state take steps to fund ESAs from

local sources?

- In what ways, (if any) do state officials rely on ESAs to contribute to

state functions in elementary and secondary education?. In what ways (if

any) do state officials rely on ESAs to contribute to local functions?

- How do state officials monitor or evaluate ESA performance? What

mechanisms are available to hold ESAs,accountable to the priorities of

the SEA and the legislature?
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- How have changes over the years in the state context influenced the
development of ESAs in the state?

- -0

After presentation of the state context, each chapter turns to analysis
of a two.ESAs studied in that; state. ,The analyses of the ESAs have five
parts: (1) a chronology of significant .events in the history of the ESA, (2) a

narratiye account of the history of the ESA, (3) a description of the internal
management of the ESA, (4) the relationships that the ESA maintains with Ihe,
-local school districts who are members or.are eligible to be members, (5) the

relationships that the ESA maintains with the SEA. Data provided in these
analyses show the proximate context in which each ESA developed and the
choices made by ESA and.locil leadership in response to trends in the regional
and state environments, In each chapter the ESA originally selected as
particularly effective is analyzed first; the ESA originally selected as less
effective is analyzed second.

5

'The ESA analyses address the foLlowingAueSlions:

HistSEX

What major events significantly influenced the ESA's existence? Which
individuals exercised important influence over the ESA's development?
Why were they able tit exercise so much influence?

- What stages of development has the ESA gone through.-during its lifetime?
Were there differences in the forces that shaped the ESA's development at
the various stages? How much consensus is there ab t the differences'in
the organization over time/

- How different vis the -66A five or ten years ago from its status At the
time of the field work? How different was the local context five or ten
years. ago?

- What was the original purpose or mandate for the ESA? Has thit changed

. over time7 Why? Does the ESA have a clear sense of mission-how?

- How did thq,ESA come to offer the mix of programs and services that it
now offers?

- How have the budget and staff changed over time? What factors account
for the changes? How have the organizational structure and internal
management of the ESA charged? Why?

- How do ESA staff and constituents estimate the chances of continued
- survival and growth? What would happen to public education in the region

if the ESA ceased operations?

Internal Management

- How is the ESA structured? What programs and services are offered? How

are funds and staff allocated to the various ESA functions?

- Wow are ESA staff supervised and directed? What is the role of the
/senior manager(s)? the financial manager(s)? the personnel manag,t(s)?

20
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Who has authority'to make major program or staffing decisionS? How

participative is the management philosophy?

- What relationships have developed between ESA management and employees?
How do these relationships support (or fail to support) ESA activities?

r How are major policy and program decisions made? Where do new programs

cOilefrem? The staff? Funding agencies? Local needs? How are programs

institutionalized? How does the professional staff decide where to

inve't scarce resources?

- HoW does the ESA structure affect its ability to monitor changes in

state, regional, and local problems and opportunities? How flexible are

4

administrative arrangements for ESAs to respond to changes in its

environment? How are ESA activities constrained by pressures from
external constituents?

. - How does the ESA monitor the quality of its programs and services? What

mechanisms are in place for evaluation of services to clients? How is

professional staff performance assessed and improved?

Relationships with Local'Education Agencies

- How does the'ESA maintain its relationships with its member school

districts? What mechanisms are in place for ESA staff to communicate
with local superintendents, other central office staff, principals,
school building staff, students, parents, school boards?

- Are there differences among member districts in the-character or
intensity of relationships with the ESA? What accounts for these

differences? Which local districts receive more assistance, service,

advice, or access to ESA resources? Which districts participate most
actively in advising or governing ESA policies or in initiating contact,

with the ESA? Which districts resist alliance with the ESA and why?

- What formal governance arrangements permit' local districts to influence
ESA activities? What role does the governing board play in communicating
local preferences and priorities to the ESA? What role does the
governing board play in limiting or directing the entrepreneurship and
ambition of ESA staff?

- How do local districts evaluate the contributes of the ESAs? Are they

able to evaluate the quality of services they receive from the ESA? Are

they able to procure similar services from other sources? Do they rely

on the ESA for essential services or for peripheral conveniences?

- Why do local districts participate in some ESA' activities? How does the

ESA persuade local districts of the benefits of participation? How do

localdistrict officials perceive the benefits? What do they see as the

threats or drawbacks of participation? What proposed ESA activities do

they reject and for what reasons?
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Relationships'with the State Education Agency

- How does the ESA maintain its relationships (if any) with officials in

the state education agency and the state legislature? What mechanisms

are in place for ESf% staff to communicate.mith senior officials in the

:SEA program staff, legislative staff,, or legislators?
4

- Are the relationships between the ESA and the state unique in any way

that sets the ESA apart Irom rither ESAs?

(If these issues have not already been discussed) How does the state
evaluate the contributions of this ESA? How active is the ESA in
soliciting new clients:or new sources of funding at the state level? How

responsive is the ESA to state priorities?

Throughout these analyses, almost everything that I report is based on

descriptions or explanations confirmed ,by more than one source. When only one

source (archival or interview) provided information, I have labelled the

source so that the reader may judge the' trustworthiness of the report. In

capes where we received conflicting accounts of the same events, I have

reported the side that was supported by the preponderance of the evidence and
commented on the dissenting views. If conflicting accounts could not be

understood to 'my satisfaction, t have omitted them. Certain personal

information has also been omitted at the, request of some respondents ifit
bears only on the fate of individuals, rather than on the develppment of the
organizations.
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CHAPTER II

EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATIVES I4 MASSACHUSETTS

This chapter examines the development and effectiveness of voluntary
educational collaboratives in Massachusetts. We began our work in March 1981

with 'several objectives: to learn what the state education agency (SEA), the

state Board of Education, and the state legislature had done and were doing to

encourage or discourage the growth of collaboratives as a vehicle for the

delivery of education services; to identify two collaboratives to study in

depth; to use the two detailed case studies to learn how collaboratives came

to be created, how the state and local school distl.icts deal with the

collaborative, and hoW a collaborative is able to survive and grow in a

complex environment.

In 1981 there were 42 collaborative, in Massach6setts operating under

certain provisions of.the state education laws and officially recognized by

the SEA. In addition there are some (noone is sure how many'but-certa
fewer than a dozen) collaboratives-that are organized as private non ofit

corporations and are neither recognized nor regulated by the SEA. We chose

one of each to study. (Some state officials protested that the private

collaboratives are not "really" collaboratives. HoWever, as we will see, the

private collaboratives have been created and have learned to survive in much

the same environment as the _public ones.)' By our choice the two
collaborativei,differed not only in legal status,but alsoin 'size (one very

large, the other quite small) and geographic location (one urban, one rural).

. THE STATE CONTEXT

1. Chronology of Events, Collaboratives i1 Massachusetts

1965

Congress passes the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), which

for the first time provides major funding for the improvement-of public

education. Title III promotes innovation through funding for supplementary/

education centers, Groups of local school districts are encouraged to apply

for planning grants.

13_66.

Spurred,by the 1964 recommendatiCns of a high-level commission, the,State

Department of Education plans a network of six regional offices. The regional

education centers, as they are called, are desigoed to improve the SEA's

ability to serve local school districts. The first center opens in

Pittsfield, in the far western part of Massachusetts, in 1967.

1970

The Massachusetts legislature passes a law permitting tWO`or more school

districts to provide themselves with, joint educational programs. This law.
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Chapter 40, Section 4E of the Massachusetts General Laws, is, the first to

encourage cooperation among local districts. A 1972 amendment further
clarifies the legal status of cooperative programs.

1972

The Massachusetts Legislature passes Chapter 766, a sweeping special
education law, requiring school districts to provide all children of school
age, regardless of handicap, with an appropriate education in a public'school
setting if at all possible. This law contributed to the development of
collaboratives by creating demand from the districts for help in serving
children with low-incidence or especially severe handicaps. Local diAtricts
are given two years to plan for the implementation orthe law.

1973

Gregory Anrig becomes Commissioner of Education. Early in his tenure he
decides that the SEA shOuld emphasize regional cooperation through the vehicle
of the regional education centers, and that further cooneration among local
districts should be strictly voluntary. As voluntary col laboratives emerge in
later years, his position is that ehe state should play little role in
encouraging or discouraging their development.

1974

The State Board of Education successfully sponsors a legislative proposal
to-amend Chapter 40, Section-4E to specify organizational and governance
arrangements for cooperative programs. For the first time, these
organizations-are referred to as collaboratives. The amendment also provides
for modest state funding of the start-up costs of collaboratives, but funds
for this purpOseare never appropriated by the Legislature. The Department of
Education issues regulations to implement Chapter 766. The regulations
explicitly authorize school districts to use collaboratives as a way to serve
children with special needs.

1975

As Chapter 766 is implemented, over thirty collaboratives are c ated by
local districts across the state from scratch or from existing cooperative
programs. The collaborative directors form a self-htip association, which
they call the Massachusetts Organization of Educational Collaborative (MOEC).

The U.S. Congress passes a landmark special education law, P.L. 94-142,
partially modelled after Chapter 766.

Commissioner Anrig discovers that his associate commissioner for
vocational education has been defrauding the state through dummycontracts and
grants to consultants. The resulting scandal prompts a crackdown op the way
the state awards grants and contracts and a significant tightening of
procedures.

4
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1977

The State Board of Education issues a Policy on Educational
Collaboratives, to "clarify some ambiguities facrrig collaboratives." It

emphasizes the Board's contention that collaboratives "are not governmental
entities" and "are solely dependent upon their member school systems for their
continued existence."

1979

MOEC responds to the Board Policy by pointing ..ne contradictions of

state policy "which are counterproductive to loca' ,upported collaborative
efforts." The collaborative directors urge-tht's e to clarify vexing legal
problems, including such qpestions as whether the instructional staff are
public employees with rights to collective bargaining and teachers' pension
kenefits, and whether collaborative are eligible for state and federal grants
that normally go to local school districts. 'Commissioner Anrig and the SEA do
not accept MOEC's recommendations. MOEC's efforts to pass legislation
addressed to these questions are also unsuccessful.

1980

The Berkshire County Collabdrative disbands, after years of financial
troubles. The SEA takes no steps to prevent this, as the failure exemplifies
the Commissioner's belief that collaboratives are temporary organizations that
should survive only if their members feel they are of value.

I

The voters of Massachusetts overwhelmingly approve a tax limitation
measure, Proposition 2 1/2r that will cut local property tax revenues and thus
local school budgets by 20-25% in some districts. .

The Massachusetts Teacher Retirement Board votes that certified teachers
employed by collaboratives are in effect public employees and should become
members of the Teacher Retirement System. This follows on the heels of an
administrative decision by*the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission that
collaborative staff are public, employees with the right/to bargain
collectively.

1981

Commissioner Anrig resigns at the end of the summer. He is replaced by
John Lawson, former superintendent of schools in Lexington, Massachusetts.

2. State Context

Regional collaboratives in Massachusetts are a relatively new phenomenon.
Before the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) made funds
available for supplementary education Centers, there was nothing resembling a
formal cooperative in Massachusetts. ESEA Title III money made it possible
for many groups of school districts to cooperate in a formal and sustained way
to develop innovative educational services: But under state ljaw, federal

funds for such purposes had to go to one of the districts acting as fiscal
agent for the group. The groups had no .independent legal status.
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In 1970 the Massachusetts Legislature passed a law to authorize school

districts to conduct joint educational programs with other school districts

that would "supplementOr strengthen school programs and services.' (Chapter

40, Section 4E o( the General 1,,aws) This law for the first time enabled

school districts to work together with shared legal and fiscal'responsibility

for the collaboration. The "collaborative agreement" called for by Chapter

40, Section 4E, spelled out procedures for governance and accountability that
would allow school districts to enter into joint ventures. But although the

1970 law made such collaboration legally possible, few cooperating districts

saw any need to establish their joint projects so formally.

The most serious push toward collaboration in the state began almost

unintentionally. In 1972 Massachusetts adopted a landmark special'education

law, Chapter 766, that mandated all school districts to provide an adequate.,
appropriate, and publicly supported education to,all children with special

needs, to invo4ve parents in decisions about placement.in special education,
Norind to evaluate the individual needs of each child so that all children could

be placed in educational programs that actually benefit them. The

requirements of the law took effect two years later, to permit local schools
to plan and the Stati Department of Education to write implementing

regulations. When the Chapter 766 regulations were issued in 1974, they
spelled out the choice confronting school districts: The requirements of tl)e

law could be met by serving children wlthin the district, serving thgam in

private facilities, or serving them in a collaborative program, jointly with

other districts., In the words of one state official, "[the regulations] were

just saying, 'Hey folks. It may make sense for you to get together'. . .The

regulations at that point in _time weren't suggesting formal collaboratives. .

.Later they sort of tightened that up. But at the time it was an

acknowledgment or a vision.'- This is-another way that makes sense. Primarily

because [informal collaboratibn] was common practice at that time."

As districts began to implement Chapter 766, many of them found that they

could not serve children with severe or multiple handicaps. Moreover the

tuitions charged by private facilities were often very high. Thus the

collaborative option was attractive in many cases, and most Massachusetts LEAs
found themselves participating in a collaborative, Many of the brand /ew

collaboratives were created according to the 766 regulations to help districts

meet specific legal requirements for special education. Some were constituted

on the legal authority of these regulations alone. Others took as their legal

base a 1974 law that specified some governance arrangements for collaboratives

and authorized state funding of the start-up costs for collaboratives as an

incentive to school districts to collaborate. (The state funding never

materialized.) Still others organized on the basis of the 1972 version of the
Chapter 40, Section 4E provisions. 'And yet another group of collaboratives
organized as private, non-profit corporations understate laws administered by

the Secretary of State. By _1-9-7.6Wir-oximately 50 collaboratives of various

types had been established to serve nearly all of the state's 428 school

districts.

But the hodge-podge of legal forms troth led some state officials. in

1978 the State Board of Education recommended,and the State Legislature
adopted a law requiring all collaboratives to reorganize. if necessary, to

comply with the 1974 amendments to Chapter 40. Section 4E. As of 1981. most

seem to have done so, laUt others have not. In particular the collaboratives
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organized as p,,vate. non-profit corporations have not,converted to Chapter

C, Section Estatus, seeing little advantage in the switch of legal
status. As a ,desult they are not officially recognized or approved by the

Oepartmcnt of Education. According to a survey done by a pllaborative
director, a number of those collaborative' which are approved still have not
conformed to assorted administrative and fiscal requirements. As the state

no reporting or monitoring system for collaboratives. there is no easy way

!or the Department to know whether collaborative.' are in or out of compliance
on such matters. much less to enforce these provisions.

This regal history has unfolded-ill a political context that strong:y
emphasizes the sanctity of Iota! control of the schools and the
inappropriateneSs of state intervention in local educational matters..
Educational policy sn Massachusetts has long been marked by the preeminence of
local school committees and the reluctance of state officials to dictate Or
even appear to dictate education policy. The glaring exception to this rule
has t'ieen Chapter 766, the highly prescriptive special education law. But

although Chapter 766 has had profound effects On public schools. it was

debated and passed as a law for the handicapped. supported by advocacy groups
for the handicapped. rather than as an education law.. Had its consequences

for local schools and school budgets been widely understood at the time it was
considered. its passage through the Legiilature would have been much less
Hkeiy. in any event, the dominant mode in the SEA has been to support and

encourage the LEAt. not to set or enforce state priorities. As the State

goare

.n Massacnusetts are based and governed locally. Each

school SyStem which ber,OMeS party to a collaborative agreement does so on
voluntary basis and continues to maintain its local autonomy. . .The

definition of coltatorat ives should leave no doubt that it is the local

school systems whiA are.. fully responsible for the operation of their

col'aboratives. .
,A collaborative should continue ohly as long as it

provides efficient and effective solutions to educational problems,

COnfrontin the ind,v;dual SCh001 Systems. n. the event that a

col!aborat,e ;.s no longer viewed as usefu, Dy its members. ft should not

"ne oft.ca po',cy a,so suggests tnat Ot7'.reason for school districts to

r.-gage ;fl j0,r;t effOr" ;S

,r-olaboraties .rose to owoeide local school systems with mechanisms for

;dint solutions to common problems. the premise being that it is less

eipeni,ve to periorm certain acts collectively. .

AOWeVer, ,_al , districts prefer to operate in expensive isolation. the

:mr. :,on .s that th:s is fine with the states Like so much else in

massacnusetts, collaborative.' are a local matter. Here for exampie is the way

two state offciall descvlbea collatoratives:

.:ollanoratves in this state are an entity of public school systems.
They're nit reCOgniZet ,r 'a way. 1 know this sounds strange but I mean

they're not recognized as a separate ent,t- We hold school systems

respoos,t7e. we don't hold collaboratives responsible. So if certain
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school systems get together and develop a collaborative, that's the way
that they choose to do business.

We don't want the collaboratives becoming an additional layer in terms of
state government around education. . .We see the collaboratives off on
the side. Their primary mission is providing support to local education
agencies. The LEAs come directly to us. . . We don't want them
[ collaboratives] reporting to us. We want them reporting to the local

school districts.

However, this laissez-faire philosophy only partially captures the
reality of the relationships among local districts, collaboratives, and the
state. Although the SEA has taken the position that collaboratives are a
strictly local option, state officials have also seen the benefits of
collaboration and in various ways have tried to encourage it. At the same
time however, they have seen real dangers in the institutionalization of
collaboratives and have taken other steps that have discouraged districts from
participation in collaboratives. On balance, the ambivalence in the state
stance toward collaboratives has probably seriously restricted the
contributions of collaboratives in the State.

On the encouragement side, the SEA has taken some steps to make it easier
for collaboratives to operate successfully. SEA officials and the State Board
Policy on Collaboratives claim that the dominant state role has been
encouragement and support. There are several pieces of evidence for this.
First, the SEA supported some clarifying legislation proposed by collaborative
directors to remove legal ambiguities about collaborative governance and
operations. In particular the SEA supported passage of the 1974 amendments to
Chapter 40..Section 4E, which called for collaboratives to appoint a
treasurer, and specified that collaboratives should be governed by a board
comprised of school committee members from participating sthool,districts.
The amendments also provided for an incentive grant of up to $10,000 for each
schdol district that joins a collaborative; to cover the administrative
expenses of starting a collaborative. Funds for this purpose were never
appropriated, and so the incentive grants were never made. But the SEA

supported the idea. and Commissioner Anrig testified in support of the
incentives'. Later technical amendments supported by the SEA included
authorizing school committees to prepay tuition to collaboratives to ease cash
flow crunches early in the school year (passed by tne Legislature in 1977),
explicitly granting collaboratives the right to contract for supplies and
services (passed in 1978), and granting certified teachers employed by.
collaboratives the right to participate in ttye Teachers Retirement System
(never gassed).

Another avenge of SEA support has been financial. According to one state

official:

One can talk about being very suppottive of an idea or a concept or an,
agency, but the proof of the pudd,ng is in terms of your behavior,
whether the collaboratives are in fact receiving funds fe.om this agency.

Especially in-the collaboratives' early years (1974-78) the support was

, there. Collaboratives recnived many grants-and contracts from the SEA. *Nis

was particularl) true in the area of special education. As Chapter 766 came
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into force in 1974, the associate commissioner for special education saw the
insuperable difficulties that most LEAs faced in meeting the new mandates. In

the words of one of his colleagues:

He was veryvery high on collaboratives and spent a good part of his time
in that area. He nurtured that whole notion because if he didn't have
that, there were no other alternatives [for serving handicapped children]
except private schools. . .1 would say the development of collaboratives

11
min special ducation was a one-man effort. If it hadn't been'for hi,

I'm not e what would have happened.

The support of the Division of Special Education was important in many ways.
The original idea for collaboratives had come from theChapter 766
regulations. The Division also had money from the state and later from the
federal government to distribute to local districts for'special education
purposes. Some of this money went to collaboratives to run programs for low-
incidence handicaps where few communities would have enough children with
particular needs to justify creating a program in each school district. Thus

collaboratives received state and federal funds to take over (from the
Department of Mental Health) programs for cevelopmentally disabled or severely
retarded children and to establish public school programs to serve children
with hearing or visual impairments, physical handicaps, emotional
disturbances, learning disabilities, and various combinations of special

needs.

A good indicator of the Division's initial support for collaboratives was
the way they spent the discretionary funding they received under the federal
special education law PL 94-142. In this period twenty-five percent'of the
state's allocation of special education money was free for the SEA to spend as

it saw fit. instead of simply turning that money over the local districts,
the Division set up a system of competitive grants which collaboratives as
well as local districts could compete for. In many cases, proposals from
collaboratives were looked on with particular favor because collaborative
programs would serve more than one district. Also, collaboratives often had
the professional staff aDd administrative flexibility to respond to the
state's requests for proposals more readily than a school district could.
Thus a sizable share of the discretionary grants went to collaboratives in the
mid-seventies.

Another source of eliceuragement was the Division's assumption of the
start-up costs for the Massachusetts Organization of Educational
Collaboratives (MOEC). MOEC was begun in 1975 as a self-help group of

collaborative directors. As all of them were running at least one special
education program, the Division of Special Education financed some of their
early expenses, including the preparation of a Director's Manual and 'a survey
of administrative and program practices in collaboratives across the state.

Both the Division's support for MOEC and the competitive grant system
changed after a new associate commissioner of special education was appointed

in 1977. Collaboratives got fewer opportunities to apply directly for 94-'142

funds. In 1981 almost all of those funds (90%) went directly to the local
districts, and much of the rest supported the Division's staff in the

Department. But another avenue of Division support was still important to

collaboratives. The Bureau of Institutional Schools (BIS), which serves the

- .....
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state's most severely handicapped children in residential facilities, does
much of its business through contracts with collaboratives.

Before Chapter 766, children in institutions were the responsibility of
the Department of Mental Health. But Chapter 766 required the public school
system to educate all children of school age. The institutionalized children
posed a special problem for the Division of Special Education. In the words

of,one state official:

The law gave the State Department of Education the mandate to provide
them with education. . .It was decided early on, a practice consistent
within the state, to purchase the service. This agency doesn't want to
be in the direct service business, because we can't do it well, . . The

department actively cajoled and pursued collaboratives to develop and
deliver the service, and they're damned good at it. The collaborate
B.I.S. programs are among the best in the state--in fact many of them are
the best in the state.

ti

The division corftracted with collaboratives to provide teacpers.to work with
children_ in institutions. Collaboratives also evaluated the needs of children
from their member districts residing in institutions, did individual education
plans for those children, and served as liaison between the Institutional
Schools and the local districts. Collaboratives were ur04.Jely suited to fill

the needs of both the Division and the local districts, neither of whom wanted
to put scarce staff resources into the institutional schools. The education
of these children was an early priority for the collaboratives and still
accounts for a sizable share of state funding for collaboratives.

The Division of Special Education is the part of the SEA most closely
associated with collaboratives. Although collaborative directors are not on

the regular mailing lists of other Divisions, Special -Education Sends most
routine communication to local sOecial education directors and, to
collaborative directors. Collaborative directors are regularly invited to
special education meetings, to sit on advisory councils,' and to comment on
proposed policy changes. Although collaborative directors have tried to get
on other Department maili'ng lists (e.g. to superintendents), they have not
been successful in gaining recognition elsewhere in the Department.

In only a few other cases has the SEA seen continued advantages to the
use of collaboratives. Funds allocated by the SEA for staff development are
now administered by six collaboratives, one in each region of the,state. But

for the most part collaboratives are ignOred. A number of vocational
education programs are run by collaborftives, but some of them are not
officially approved and supported by tfte Division of Occupational Educatldn.
The state law for vocational education (Chapter 74) made no explicit mention
of collaboratives until 1979, and then was amended to permit only communities
that are not part of a vocational regional district to operate approved
vocational programs through collaboratives. Official approval for

collaborative programs has been slow, in coming. One collaborative director

told us about a meeting he attended at the SEA in which state officials and
local superintendents discussed inter-district cooperation to.offer advanced
high school classes that do not attract many students, such as German, Latin,
or advanced science courses. To his surprise,



Not once during the conversation with an audience of superintendents was..
it mentioned that there already is an existent vehicle that you may want
to talk about for this purpose--the educational collaborative.

Other state activities have limited the opportunities for collaboratives

to thrive. A mild tendency to use collaboratives as a flexible administrative
vehicle for accomplishinvstate purposes was nipped in the bud by a fraud
scandal' within the SEA. It was discovered that a former associate
commissioner of occupational education had 'used several collaboratives as
unwitting conduits for fraudulent grants and contracts. The scandal (in which
collaboratives played a small role) brought under scrutiny the whole
Department's practices for awarding grants and contracts, including those with
collaboratives. Several improper practices were discovered. First,

collaboratives had been used inappropriately as fiscal agents. As one state

official told us:

Collaboratives should not be used to funnel money, funnel without having
any responsibility and control. . .Now I can say the collaborative had
trot responsibility, but real responsibility should be with the cities and

towns... This .department did have a reJationship with collaboratives at
one point when collaboratives were used as fiscal agents. That

relationship no longer exists.

A second source of concern was that, according to the same official,

There was a point when collaboratiyes were used as a mechanism in part to

avoid .state procedures. . .1 remember stopping a contract here my first
month where we were funding a certain collaborative to,provide management
training. . .and they were going to subcontract the work to someone

else. . .A person was being paid at a rate higher than what the
Department of Education would ordinarily pay or that the LegislatOre
would allow the Department of Education to pay. There are state

procedures for hiring consultants. . .You [can't] contract to a
collaborative who then contracts out to someone else at a higher rate
because the state has a limitation on consulting [fees]. That doesn't

go. . .

The SEA had used collaboratives for administrative flexibility and to do the
jobs that no one else wanted to do. As a result, these fledgling
organizations were getting large infusions of state money. As a state

administritor recalled, that made some people

We found ourselves doing a lot of business with.collaboratives,'ind what
was evolving was a relationship which, in our judgment, was not
particularly healthy. Collaboratives; because of the funding source,
werp becoming very dependent on this state agency. And in terms of our

phrTosophy, that's not where the_action is... Clearly the
collaboratives, in terms of this state agency, have delivered on a number

of tough projects. They have, but we have to be careful.

The SEA took steps to make it harder for collaboratives to get state
money directly, and to reduce instances of direct competition for funds

between local districts and, collaboratives. This financial withdrawal (from
$10 million a year in grants and contracts to $5.7 million in 1981) has been
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coupled with continued ambivalence about whether- collaboratives are -a serious

part of the public education system in Massachusetts. On one hand, state

-policy is to support the collaboratives. On the other hand, nobody wants to

support them very much. We sawamong Massachusetts Inii.eaucrats a fear of

collaboratives run amok, out of state controliI_out of local control. The

following quotations from SEA officials illustrate:

We don't want the collaboratives becoming an additional layer in terms of

state government, . .We don't want the collaboratives someplace getting
in-between, so local school districts havi to deal with collaboratives
and collaboratives deal with us.

[Is] the information you receive from 45 collaboratives
representative of the needs of a million and a half kids in this state
over a number of varying program needs? n.e answer is it obviously won't

be. That isn't to say that collaboratives can't do needs assessment
better than local school. districts. Generally they can. . .But there's

always the danger that those 45 will not be representative of what those
needs really are at the local level.

[Your] assumption is that collaboratives. . .might be in a

position to help us meet some of our goals. Yes. They may be. But

again, that may create a problem. If you start building that little
layer, it doesn't seem to me that little layer will serve either the
local agencies or your own.

The Commissioner has always been supportive of collaboratives. But for a

number of reasons there is a sense of keeping them at arm's length.

At least some state legislators share these fears. For example, one told us:

The legislature has been ambivalent towards collaboratives. . . a number

of legislators are very concerned and sensitive to potentially creating

large bureaucracies. There is an inbred legislative concern that a new
idea that is designed to save money and provide better services,- etc.
often has the effect of creating jobs for people who are proposing the
idea and developing large bureaucracies which cost money.

The state's reluctance to institutionalize the collaboratives reveals
itself in many ways. For example, the Massachusetts Department of Education

collects no information about collaboratives. No one knows how many children

in the-state are served by collaboratives, where collaboratives get their

money, how many teachers work in collaboratives, or even how many school

districts are not served by collaboratives. The only way anyone at the SEA

knows anything about collaboratives is by loOking at data from individual
town*, which report on some of their individual dealings with collaboratives.
MOEC has urged the SEA to.collect information about collaboratives. At one

point a form to do so was prepared and distributed. But, according to one

associate commissioner, "the form was not authorized for release," because of

the Department's policy that collaboratives should report to local school

committees, not to the state.

Another' example is the SEA'S decision not, to intervene to help.
.collaboratives in trouble In 1980, the Berkshire COunty Collaborative
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dissolved after a short, troubled life. The director of the regional branch

office of the Department of Education watched the local districts struggle
with the problems of collaboration, but regarded himself as a bystander. In

his words:

We were under a certain amount of pressure to make sure the collaborative

con nued. You can imagine parents were very concerned. . . But I felt

and he. Commissioner agreed with me"that we ought to let it go. I think

the C issioner was kind of happy in that it was an example of the fact
that collaboratives were not forever bound to exist. They could die out.

During the period in which we conducted interviews several other
collaboratives experienced severe financial difficulties. No one in the SEA

central or regional offices expressed a sense of respontibility for faltering

collaboratives. One state official noted approvingly the Commissioner's view:
"I don't think he's either for or against callaboratives, any more than he's

for or against green chalkboards." SEA staff want to be sure that the
children who were served by failing collaboratives will receive an equally

appropriate education elsewhere. But they have no apparent commitment to
collaboratives as an especially appropriate or desirable vehicle for providing
special services to school districts.

The state has treated collaboratives in an inconsistent and confusing

.way. There has been genuine encouragement and support for collaboratives,
particularly from the Division of Special Education. However the Department

has declined many opportunities to support and/or use the collaboratives to

achieve state goals. Although the Commissioner has received a number of
recommendations to expand the use of collaboratives (for example, from the
Governor's Commission on School District Organization and Collaboration and
the Massachusetts Advi.sory Council on Education), most of them have been

dismissed as low priority contenders for the Department's scarce resources.
The Department has also resisted further clarification of the legal definition.

of a collaborative. One collaborative director gave us a list of some ' /

unresolved questions about collaboratives:

May collaboratives borrow money? Who is-liable for what happens in

collaborative classrooms? Why are collaboratives LEAs sometimes but'not

others? Why should staff of a collaborative who teach next door to a
first or second grade classroom not enjoy the same privileges and
benefits [as that first grade teacher]?"

The Department does not want to answer such questions, does not cant to

feed into what one official called "the recognition factor," for fear of

setting the collaboratives in concrete.

Because these questions are left open, because the Department's support
is equivocal, collaborative directors are on shaky ground in many of their

operations. The law says that collaboratives are voluntary; no school

committee has to belong. The Department says that collaborative are not

local educational agencies. As a result the collaboratives must-be
entrepreneurial, must sell themselves in order to generate participation and

funds. But state policies deny them many of the tools necessary to

entrepreneurs. They may not seek new markets beyond their meml'er school

districts; they may not borrow orown property because school/ committees may

3
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not borrow or own property; they.may not offer their staff many of the
perquisites (notably tenure and, until 1981, a pension plan) that school
committees offer their staff. These circumstances have not damped all
collaborative initiative, but all the director,s we spoke to felt frustrated
and constrained by the mixed messages from the state.

Collaboratives in Massachusetts may have potential to improve the state
and-local capacity to deliver educational services. To date, they have
contributedltig.a small, low profile way, most importantly to the delivery of
services to children with low-incidence special needs. For the most part they
operate outside the mainstream of educational policy'and practice in the
state.

B. URBAN EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATIVE

'1. Chronology of Events

1967

A group of Briggs University School of Education deans and seven local
superintendents agree to fdrm an urban-suburban coalition to promote voluntary
desegregation. They submit a proposal for ESEA Title III support. Tb
districts are urban; five are suburban. The largest suburban district, Auber,
serves as fiscal agent for the group. The larger urban district, Lynwood, iS

the group's center of gravity.

1968

The Urban Educational Collaborative (UEC) is-funded, and George Moriarty

becomes the first director. A local university provides rent-free facilities.
UEC begins programs to mix urban and suburban students and teachers.

1969

UEC incorporates as a private, non-profit corporation. The Board of
Directors is made up of superintendents octhe member districts.

,
.

t

UEC begins to diversify programmatically through the establishment of
reading centers and staff development workshops. The voluntary desegregation
programs are brought together under one director and titled the Urban
Programs.

1970

Moriarty tries to broaden the membership base by inviting four of the
working class suburbs.of Lynwood to join UEC. The four decline to pay the

$10,000 per school district membership fee.
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IThe Lynwood Archdiocese Schools agree to participate.

1971

More programs are started. The Urb.a1Programs continue to expand. A

federally-funded work-study program offers academic credit and job training on
industrial job sites. ,The reading centers now employ substantial staff, and
they offer teacher and curriculum development in general edUcation. Special

education programs are established to advise parents, train special education
teachers, and provide a forum for the seven districts to share ideas, problems

and resources.

Two original member LEAs drop out of UEC. There is speculation that the
reason is UEC's desegregation programs; the two communities may no longer be
willing to participate in voluntary integration.

k1EC's bid fails to'win a $1 million contract to develop a 10 year
deseg'egation plan for the Greater Lynwood area.

A federal team makes a site visit to review DEC's application for renewed
Title III funding. It finds inariaquate record-keeping and a failure, to define

behavioral objectives. Further Title III funding is withheld pending

revisions in UEC's bookkeeping system. UEC must borrow over $70,000 to meet
its payroll obligations for the rest of 1972.

George Moriarty resigns i-n July to take a local superintendency,
disappointed at. the loss of the desegregation planning contract. He is

replaced by Bucky Harris, who commits himself to say for a maximum of three

years. Harris, an LEA superintendent ,.from a neighboring state, takes'over in

November. He immediately attempts to bring UEC's.accounting system into
compliance with federal requirements.

19.4

By March, UEC is able to repay its loans. '

Harris rapidly increases UEC's budget, capturing $480,000 in grant monies
in the first six months of his tenure.

New programs are begun and old ones are expanded in the special and ,

vocational education areas..

1974

UEC's annual budget now exceeds $1 million..]

Free office space at Briggs University is no longer available; and UEC

moves into its own office.
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F
Harris solicits a $75,000 grant from a local foundation to subsidize

membership fees for new LEA members. As a result, four new districts -- all

poorer than the suburban members of UEC -- agree to join.

1975

UEC grows. It takes over fiscal management of several small mental
health programs and a program for hearing-impaired students. It begins doing

evaluations of its members' students that reside in state institutions. It

launches its first environmental education program. lt,plans an alternative

high school.

After three years at the helm, Harris resigns. He is replaced by Michael

Cochrane, who has experience with urban and regional planning.

1976

Cochrane reorganizes UEC programs (which now number more than 40) into

four "centers": Reading and Learning, Special Education, Urban Programs and

Career and Continuing Education. For the first time a central UEC budget and

SI
individual project budgets are estab ished. Cochrane encourages the Board of

Directors to become more involved in' "udgetary matters.

UEC increases its role in state institutions, now sending faculty into

the institutions to offer instruction. These programs are funded by the State

Bureau of Institutional Schools.

UEC's budget is $4 million, of which state funds make up 59%, federal
funds 29%, and local funds (membership and tuition fees from member LEAs) 12%.

Staff totals 200.

1977

UEC moves out of downtown Lynwood. The autonomy experienced by some
projects under'Cochrane's reorganization results in some directors never
learning the'route to the new central office.

The tollaborative continues to grow, though more in programs than staff.
The distinct projects now total 50, while staff growth has begun to level off.

MeMber LEAs account for a declining shire of the total budget, causing
Cochrane some concern. Some member districts use UEC resources to start up
their own versions of UEC programs (e.g., in the special education area),

further limiting UEC's potential market.

UEC severs its legal ties to its original fiscal agent (Auker, one of the
member LEAs) which had been the employer of recOrd for some UEC staff to
enable them to participate in the state teachers' retirement system.

UEC hires its first comptroller.
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Cochrane's early reorganization efforts prove too inflexible and

divisive, without resolving his concerns about excessive autohomy in some

projects.. In response to complaints from staff members, he reorganizes again.

He promotes one of the four center directors to associate director, implicitly

demoting the other three, all of whom leave UEC in the next fi8 months. He

starts to promote a more collegial decision-making style among his top

management team, which excludes the center directors.
-

A suburban school district,that had left. UEC in 1972 now rejoins; two new

school districts join for the first time.

The seven Urban Center programs'are together funded at $1 million. UEC

assumes responsibility for the remains of the faltering Desegregation Project

-- the one it had unsuccessfully competed for in 1972.

1_979

Although the Urban Center programs continue to be suce sful, the rest of

UEC has grown so rapidly that urban - suburban collaborationla 'voluntary

desegregation are no longer central to UEC's purpose, or im.ge Some of the

superintendents, on the governing board view this shif/ wit rest regret. A

task force of, the board is set up to explore new avenues for urban-suburban

collaborative programming.

Environmental education and career education continue to grow, with..

additional state and federal funding.

r
Cochrane. attempts to fund more programs by tuition payments from local

districts, rather than from grants. He.is concerned about both cash-flow and

program continuity. At the end of the year, UEC eases its cash-flowoproblems
by obtaining a loan guarantee from the Ford Foundation.

1980

UEC's articles of incorporation are amended to allow the agency to accept

contracts from the Massach6setts Department of Mental Health and the

Department of Education to serve institutionalized'adults, as well as

children. At the request of mental health officials, UEC takes over the

administration of a community residence project. Adult services provide a

potentially new market for UEC programming.

The passage of Proposition 2 1/2 prompts UEC's member LEAs to reexamine

their involvement with UEC. Cochrane urges the Board to consider
collaboration as a creative solution to their fiscal constraints.

UEC's budget now totals almost 56 million.
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UEC searches for new collaborative arrangements with other
collaboratives, local universities, cultural organizations, and other state
and local agencies. as it attempts to cope with impending reductions in
federal, state and local funding. Massive teacher layoffs are announced in
most of the member school districts.

An advisory committee of LEA repreSentativei proposes that UEC facilitate
cooperation on curriculum materials and development. Other plans call for a
principals' center,,cooperative purchasing, staff developmerit and shared
management services. If accepted, these changes would represent a move for
UEC away from serving specialized populations and toward more involvement in
regular education.practices.

2. History

The Urban Educational Collaborative had its roots in earlier programs
involving cooperation among several of the member districts. In the

mid-1960's, three of the LEAs that later helped start UEC were ',dirt of a
Voluntary desegregation program in which black students from Lynwood attended
moStly-white, suburban school*. The three districts also jointly operated a
summer school. In 1967, the school superintendents of these LEAs, along with
the superintendents of'four other LEAs in the Lynwood area, and a group of
local university administrators submitted a proposal for an ESEA Title III
grant to support urban-suburban collaboration and voluntary desegregation.
According to one of these superintendents, their goal was to:

try to put together a collaborative that would have Lynwood. the
. archdiocese Of Lynwood, and Thomas as in a sense the three urban

partners, and then add to that some suburban districts who had concerns,
social conscience, and also were interested in doing some educational
things"together.

The'proposal was funded and UEC began operation in September of /968 as a
Title III project in offices provided rent-f0ee by the Briggi University
School of Education. The Lynwood, Rowe, Crowder, Thomas. Bridges, fldon and
Auker school districts were the original members. Auker, served as fiscal

agent and employer of record for the Title III grant. George Moriarty,
formerly the director of special projects and assistant to the.superintendent
of a'1Orge urban district in another state, was hired .as UEC's first executive
director.

UEC's educational mandate was to develop programs to link the urban °

districts, Lynwood and Thomas, with the suburban communities. The Crowder,

superintendent suggested that,

The basic thrust was to come up with some model programs on a voluntary
basis that would relieve racial isolation in Lynwood.

t
. st. /

UEC's first major project was a voluntary school desegrega ion effort.
Moriarty worked hard to gain the support of the black c unity. He

established contacts with other community programs. Thi resulted in programs
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for suburban middle-school students to spend one to two weeks in racially-

mixed schools in Lynwood. A racially. integrated summer camp led to school

year programs in which students studied the impact of neighborhoodi and

schools on their fellow students. UEC also.organized workshops,that brought

city and suburban eachers together to.share ideas about teaching, curriculum

and students. It = arded $1000 grants to teachers to develop innovative

educational proje designedto improve interracial and urban-suburban

understanding.

The people who were part of UEC in its early days had strong feelings
about the social injustices of the times. Their interest in education went

beyond tht realm of reading, writing 'and arithmetic. Many staff members saw

themselves involved in a model of constructive social change that might

benefit the rest of the country. According to one:

conservative-minded people viewed UEC with some alarm as a potential
force that would break down barriers between the city and the suburbs,

and they were right. .

UEC's organizational atmosphere writ one of, reedom and chaos. One

staffer recalled the situation in the first few years in vivid terms:

No one knew what to do. People would just take off, go on vacation, do

whatever.

This was consistent with the laissez-faire leadership style of George

Moriarty. One UEC staffer of that time said that Moriarty, "didn't believe in

time-clock people." He was anti-bureaucratic, spontaneous, charismatic and

dedicated. He was fairly successful in eliciting similar dedication in his

subordinates, who were strongly committed to UEC's programs, Since the number

and range of programs was small, the commitment produced a sense of .

organizational mission among the staff. The level of informality meant that

staff members often worked outside'their areas of expertise and experience.

One staff member described an in'-ident in UEC's early days when she was given
responsibility for a grant application when she did not know how to type and

had no experience in the grantsmanship area. She says:

we were very .informal in our structure at the ti4eir And everything that

we did was by the seat of our pants. We knew nothing.

The members of-the staff were excited by their projects and were willing to

risk the alienation of potential clients through their aggressive approach to

integration. Moriarty was high on innovation and his "somewhat lax"

administrative style was supportive of new ideas for policy directions. One

long-time staffer said of Moriarty, "He was the only director who was excited

by innovative ideas themselves."

This level of commitment made it possible for UEC to become a going

concern in the face of considerable legal and political ambiguity about the

desirability of interdistrict collaboration. When UEC incorporated in 1969 as

*a private, nonprofit corporation with a board of directors composed of local

school officials, it had only one other clear-cut legal alternative to

consider. IV could have remained as a federally-funded project of the Auker

schbol district, subject to all legal constraints on the Auker school
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'committee. Because UEC's founders sought an identity that recognized ehe-
collaborative nature of the enterprise, they wanted an organization
independe-,. of any single member district. But, Massachusetts law 61 that time
made no provision for multi-district agencies. According to the education
'Code, local school committees and the state department of education were the
only legal public education agencie in the state. (Indeed to this dei,
education collaboratives are not legally permitted to conduct some activities
reserved to local school committees.) To clarify its legal status and to free
itself of certain restrictions on staffing (requiring tenure for teachers. for
example and finance, UEC became a private nonprofit corporetion, surrendering
its legal status as a public education agency.

'Between 1969 and 1971, the collaborative began to transcend its original
programmatic thrust. In 1969 it established reading centers its Lynwood and
some suburbs. This was only the first step. By 1971. UEC was running a
variety of programs in three different policy areas. The largest group was
still the desegregation projects for teacher services, annex schools, and
special eakation. Teacher services consisted of small grants and teacher
workshop programs, a black teacher recruitment program, and'an.urban-suburban
teacher exchange program. The Annex Schools program grew out of the early
summer camp project. Urban and turban children and staff met together at a
non-school sate -- the Annex School -- that was used as a base for the
exploration of urban issues and problems in the Lynwood community. The
special education program focused on integrating mildly retarded children into
the regular program of instruction and improving programs for the mildly
retarded.

UEC's second major area was occupational education. Project SPACE, whicn
began in 1971, was the agencys initial foray into vocational training.
Funded by the federal Department of Commerce andthe Massachusetts Department
of Education, it was an alternative form of high school education which placed.
students in part time jobs in local companies. They received academic
instruction in the mornings and were paid to acquire work eAperienceaand
training in the afternoons.

The third area was the reading and learning center (and its suburban
branches) supported by ESEA Title III funds. The center provided specialized
in-service training and technical advice to teachers, with a focus on the .

diagnosis and treatment of reading problems.

Between 1969 and 1971. Moriarty attempted -- largely"unsucoersfully 7- to
broaden tJEC's membership base by recruiting additional members. In 1970. the
Lynwood archdiocese became a formal member of the collaborative. but four
working -class suburbs declined to join because of UEC's high membership fee of
$10,000 per LEA. While this flat rate was attractive to Lynwood because it
had the largest student population and budget, it wills decidedly less poisblar
with smaller districts.

Neither incorporation nor the (unsuccessful) membership driVe was able ro
help UEC create a secure role for itself, As the agency expanded. both in
size and program diversity, its original mandate became more diffuse. One
highly-placed staff member.recalled,the
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"c ..era a rig agemc., at tne t,me, sort of not know;ng where we

wa-ttd t; gi;. and .tot we ..ar ::e» tc do and just a small group of projects.

UEC faced a umbt of 1,":cu:t pronlems in 197V, Two or.r.,,in1.1 metroers

c' t-ac. POwe .r'rl Bridges, dropped out. mdriarty believed that

they left OF ecause tnel were reluctant to cant -ith the voluntary

1esegregat.or prooraf!it

Rowe 1choo comm;ttee became very conservative. and they didn't want to

mess around LynwOod. They were worried about black kids coming out

:16, Rowe.

This was nc: the worst of UEC's problems. Since its inception, UEC funds

rad come largeiy from Title Iti Trants. In June of 1972, the federal Office

of Education review team came tc Lynwood. to make 'an on-site visit. it was

h,gely ,ticai. and Judged UEC's record-keeping inadequate. UEC's staff was

ShoCked by the review A staff member said:

they trough: in ar on-s,te evaltJation team that abSolutely crushed ut

mean, we were crying in the meetings.

curer T:tlt ii; f,7:rdie withheld untrlMC COuid bring its bookkeeping

system up to federay stt . UEC had to borrow over $75.000 to meet its

Perfoils for thi rest cif . year. Compounding these problems was the

dsapbo.ntment that another agency was awarded the $1 million dollar planning

grant that UEC had hoped to receive to develop a ten year desegregation plan

fOr the lynwOod area.

For its first 'te years. UEC was directed by Moriarty and, to some

extent. by its M,SS40n. But, this mission had already begun to'blur by the

early 1970's. in addtfon to facing the dilemmas of growth, dramatic

fluctuatfonl. in fund rig and cash flow. the politically controversial. nature of

desegregation, the entyatence of retie state toward,collaboratives (and the

concomitant legal amb.guity of UEC's position in le state educational

system', and morarty's lack of interest in administration, UEC did not put a

high Vfor,tV on internal coherence. Moriarty and the staff devoted their

resou'cQs '.ward the eAternal. political image and capacity of the agency, and

neglected fasrion.ng a cliar directon for the staff to pUrsue, foriarty

spent a it,t of tame lobbying the legislature on behalf of policy favorable to.

col'atoratives. Me attempted tO build "rass-roots support through the mass

media. Me said. "we always made -,..ure we had newspaper support." The locai

districts also received a great deal of Moriarty's attention. He made

eirensive. if futile. attemr.ts to build and broaden the membe:ship amore tEAs.

me also worked to maitain good relations with the members. Talking at::ut his

.nformai reiatort w the Lynwood superintendent, he said:

totwer ;the regular JEC. Board meetings) time. I made certain i

probaby yaw Chariel, moh, (the Lynwood superintendent) about once aweek.

f!ways gave me 67.r.en. That was key-to the success of many thi-n:s that

we lid.

'for a'e wv; rorre::
,mportance t,pe e$ternil.

!,74: en,....ronmrnt7 th r,
perception was overly dominant.

a-i ^rr area!, eadrLes; e ;;., the nternal management and the
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further development of the agency's role). Moriarty's style was appropriate
to the period surrounding the birth of an organization like the UEC, but its
further development required skills beyond the capacity of the first director.
As one observer said,

George was a dreamer, idealist. Maybe that was needed to create the kind
of organization, under very ambiguous circumstances. He wasn't the best
manager in the world.

George Moriarty resigned in.1972. He was disappointed at the loss of the
large desegregation grant, and dismayed at the degree to which the agency had
drifted from its.origi-nal raison d'etre. The board replaced Moriarty with
Ducky Harris, a superintendent from a bordering state. Harris was nearing
retirement age and agreed to take the job for a maximum of three years. One
long-time staff member suggested that he took the job to fulfill the
recerements for a Massachusetts pension. Harris spent most of his time as

'director in pursuit of grants at the state and national level. After
Moriarty's inattention to administration, the board wanted a director who
would get UEC back on track while solving its fiscal problems (primarily the
loss of the Title III funding). Harris' expertise in grantsmanship seemed to
mean good things for the agency. The board was reacting to the legacy of
Moriarty, but its solytion did not prove to be stable. Over the next three
years, UEC would swing from one extreme to another, this time of untrammeled
-expansion. Given the realities it faces, UEC i$ not an organization that can
blossom under one dimensional leadership, as powerful as that may be, to the
neglect of other critical aspects of leadership. By the end of Harris'
tenure, UEC would have moved even further from the delineation of a coherent
role.

Harris LOOK immediate action tobring UEC's accounting system into
compliance with federal requirements. AlthoJgh UEC's programs were still
running in the red, the $70,000 debt`was repaid in March of 1973. Between
January and May, he reported.to the board, UEC had submitted half a million
dollars in grant applications.

His great success in winning grants and contracts allowed existing
programs to expand and new programs to be initiated. The Reading and. Learning
Center expanded from 5 schools to 30, and the occupational training program
doubled its enrollment (to 100) .for the 197p.7-4 school year. At about this
time, the state changed its policy from making-payment before services were
rendered to payment six weeks after the presentation of billing. This created
major cash flow problems for UEC and other state grantees. UEC became the
fiscal agent for several other-private programs (e.g., a program for hearing-',
impaired children), and offered management and administrative services to its
members (and eventually non-members) in order to balance its cash flow and
supplement its income with overhead fees.

During its first five years. the collaborative sustained a net loss of
one member. The difficulty in expanding its membership troubled UEC's
leadership for a variety of reasons. Most obviously, they desired a greater
_domain in which to foster educational collaboration a larger student
population to work with. But they also believed that the collaborative would
have to include some of the poorer suburban communities in the area in order
to acquire continued funding through state and federal grants. C-ly the
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wealthier Lynwood suburbs were members and many local people believed that UEC

was not sufficiently representative of the area.(itIncreased membership was a

small, useful source of new funds from fees and tuition, but was more

significant in its implications for fundraising from state and federal

sources.

In 1973, UEC decided to redesign its fee schedule to make membership more

desirable. The flat fee was changed to a sliding scale with a minimum of

$5000 and a",maximum of $10,000, depending on the size of thedistrictl Small

districts could join for half of last year's fee. in addition, feesIor new

members were reduced for the first two years. Harris contaoteo tan potential

members, but the new rate structure persuaded no one to join. In March of

1974, Harris ,persuaded a local foundation to provide $75,000 in grants toe'

subsidize membership fees for new members. As a result, four new districts

signed on, all of them poorer than the original suburban members.

Chapter 766, which was to be fully implemented in the 1974-75 school

ydar, had a large impact on UEC. Chapter 766 created'a market for special

education programs that UEC moved quickly to serve. Here.agaid the original

mission of the agency was dominated'by the pursuit of a new and luCrative

source of funding. UEC contracted with its school districts to provide the

newly required evaluations of educational needs of the handicapped children

from member districts who were in state institutions.' The education of those

who could not be returned to the local districts posed a sizable difficulty

for the districts, for the students from-any given district might be located

in inst;tutions scattered throughout the state. The director of UEC's program

for hospitalized adolescents said that

The state realized the logistical problem, hell of a problem, trying to

get 350 towns to really respond to their students who were- in .these types

of facilities.

As part of the SEA's attempt to deal with this situation, it contracied with

UEC to serve institutionalized children in two regions of the state.

The population of children who required UEC's brand of special education

eventually decreased as many children were taken back into local school

systems. UEC's response was to increase efforts to serve children with

special needs in local districts. UEC set up a committee of local special

"education directors who identified areas suitable for collaborative efforts.

UEC then developed strategies for providing service in these areas, to be

implemented by the districts or by UEC. One local special education director

recalled an example of a UEC program:

Four years ago we said we needed a pre-voc[ational] work behavior

training program for mild to moderately retarded children of high school

age. UEC throughrthe use of the school systems' federal funds developed

what is called Project Satellite. It's an after schodl program. It

deals with training work behavior, skill development in food service..

agricultural landscaping and woodworking.

The UEC programs started with government funds were offered to member

districts for little or no charge for the life of the grant. After the grants

'ran out, UEC charged tuition for the services. Even the special education
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programs run on a tuition basis have been well-enrolled. UEC's involvement in
special education increased to the point where these programs accounted for
35% of the 1981 budget.

In the midst of rapid expansion, UEC became involved in a scandal
centered in the SEA. The associate commissioner of vocational education was
convicted of defrauding the state by creating dummy contracts and grants.
Because of Harris' eager fund raising, UEC had administered two of the
projects implicated in the fraud. While UEC was never acirused of any
involvement in any wrongdoing, local and collaboratiV! staff members feared
their reputation would be marred because of their connection with the
Projects. In fact, there is no indication that UEC's image suffered lasting
damage, but one staff member stated "we still are being questioned to this day
on that project." The more tangible result of this episode was that the state
tightened up its funding procedures and fiscal controit'significantly. These
have caused much annoyance for UEC staff who work with state.money. UEC
central staff called the new procedures "ridiculously tight" and "absurd."

There is no doubt about the entrepreneurial talents of Bucky Harris. One
staffer who is still at UEC described Harris as "kind of like a laissez-faire
hustler" in comparison to the present director, Cochrane. Cochrane himself
stressed the context of Harris' leadership and his emphasis:

I think his [emphasis] was pretty much appropriate to the time. He was
very entrepreneurial, and at that point I think that's what was needed
here. I don't think the agency would have survived without his
[leadership].

Another senior administrator echoed these sentiments:

I think at that time it was the right --, it was the right kind of
directorship, with a few qualifications. There should have been some
people internally who did have responsibility for paying attention to the

\ paperwork, to the trails, to the integrity of what was being Offered
\ through these programs. But at the time, he was probably the best
director that the agency could have had because -- he was a little fat
man with a cigar; he used to go out and hustle bucks. And I believe when
he took over the agency they were operating at a five or six hundred
thousand dollar deficit, and they were in real trouble... And when he
left here we had about three mi'lion dollars worth of grants, so I think
he was probably the right person to be doing the political work at toe
time. Unfortunately there was no structure.

She went on to describe what it was like to work under Harris at UEC:

It was &different agency, it truly was. It was not business like. My
sense was that the-agency was operating off of the seat of somebody's
pants. [Harris] was never concerned about detail; never concerned about
'process, never concerned about equity, never concerned about
anything... He was out hustling grants all the time....he wasn't concerned
about what was happening within the agency.

Another staff member, also highly-placed. focused on staff reaction to
Harris' style:
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Very interested in getting dollars into this agency, however you got

those dollars. ins scruples were not the same as mine. ,And as a staff

member, I felt very uncomfortable about him -- working with him. I

didn't feel that he valued staff very much... Bucky had taken us to t
meeting, and they told us that this "Project Vote" had been funded. B t

it wasn't the project that we had written, he [Harris]. had somehow use
the name of it for something else, worked out some kind of a deal.
were flabbergasted, we didn't know how tc respond. We hadn't been

informed of it and I was sure that we ware going to say something that

was going to get us in trouble. But it was that kind of thing; he was a

wheeler-dealer. And you never knew how he had wheeled or dealed.

During these years of grantsmanship, UEC found itself running large
numbers of unconnected projects; the only common element was their financial
contribution to UEC's survival in an environment fraught with uncertainty
about funding, political support, legal status, and other resources necessary

for-surwlval. The lack of coherence had its side-effects:

What happened is that I believe he caused our audiences to question us a

little. And to question what our motives were, and some of that still

stays.

Other staff, member recalled that Harris' interaction with the UEC Board
accounted for some lack of trust. Harris' priorities were kept from the

Board. They had little information, and took a position of uncritical
acquiescence to the consistent flow of funds.

UEC's loo\se organizational structure was consistent with Harris' first
priority: increasing the agency's budget. The flexible environment made it

easy to start new and perhaps unrelated programs and attracted professional

staff who were committed to particular programs, as .one staff member pointed

out. The informal organizational climate created by Moriarty was perpetuated

in many respects under Harris. Extensive decentralization followed from both

directors' focus on external matters. Harris' orientation to funding differed
frpm Moriarty's constituency-building, but the lack of attention to internal

management was ept same.

Having completed the agreed-upon three year term, Bucky Harris resigned
from his position at the end of 1975. The board of directors selected Michael
Cochrane as the new director of UEC, looking once again for new directions.
It is no surprise, then, thlt Cochrane came"in with the following perception
of his leadership mandates:

Management had to be rationalized. That its image had to be changed.. It

had a mixed image -- it had the image of getting 4hings done. Which was

good. So we wanted to maintain that Nide of it. I wanted to change the

process by wh4ch some of them were done. I think another [mandate] was

to try to establish a much better relationship with the member districts.

To get that Board functioning properly, as a board.., We provide much
more information to the Board now on projects and budgets. When,l came

here, there was a one-page budget. Very, very loose.

The UEC that Cochrane inherited from Hal4"I's,was quite different from the

organization that Harris had taken over three years previously. UEC had\



experienced massive growth in its budget (from less than $1 million to $3.7
milion), portfolio of programs, and staff size during Harris' tenure., UEC
also possessed a decidedly different approach to its mission than it had at
-the outset. While many of the staff were still interested in improving social
conditions, the dominant orientation was toward services to individual
students and maintaining the large flow of funds that woutd keep the agency
alive and growing. The programs designed to further school desegregation were
now considered by.some artlEC (and among its clientele) to be too
controversial for the collaborative to expand further, UEC's new approach (it
continued to develop during Cochrane's tenure) was to monitor the Interests of
state and federal (and to some extent, private) funding agencies's° Ahat UEC
could move quickly into aceas that promised substantial funding. While the

services that they might provide using external grants or contracts would have
to be desired by member LEAs, the focus was less on assessing the needs of
member districts than on responding to opportunities presented by various
funding, sources, mostly at higher.levels of Overnment. While this
orientation had been'incipient in UEC's early days (e.g., the career education
programs begun in 1971), it blossomed in the mid-1970's, especially with the
expansion of funding for special and.vodational education.

While UEC had grown in many ways its administrative structure and
processes had not kept pace with the rapid expansion. in his first major
attempt to fulfill his perceived mandates, the new director attempted to
restructure the.agency into a more centralized, and thus potentially more
coherent, organization: Cochrant"consolidated the 40 or so programs into four
administrative and programmatid centers: reading and learning, special
education, urban programs, and career edudation, each with its own director.
In addition, Cochrane put together theirst agency-wide budget to coordinate
the individual prpgram budgets. To deal with the lingeriv association of UEC

with the state fraud uncovered. 7_the year before. the direcL; tightened up UEC
accounting practices and cooperated fully wrilh state program audits, which had
bywome more frequent after the scandal: Also, Cochrane began to advertise the
availability of major contracts nationally, rather than just locally, in. an
attempt to remove any doubts about the seriousness of the open- bidding
process. In a further move designed to make UEC management more business-
like, a comptroller with extensive business experience was hired in 1977. On

the initiative of this new employee, a computer-based finandial reporting
system wasinstalled to replace the inefficient manual accounting system that
had helped to turn the agency's internal affairs into an "administrative
nightmare.'' At the same time, Cochrane began to encourage the Board's
interest in budgetary matters.

As UEC undertook this initial reorganizationipf its management practices,
it continued to grow. Building on its contracts to evaluate the educational
needs of institutionalized children who were residents of member districts,
the collaborative began to offer instruction in state institutions through
programs funded by the Bureau of Institutional Schools.

This. and similar programs in the special education center, accounted for
an increasingly large share of UEC's total revenue. At.the end of Cochrane's

first year at UEC, the collaborative was involved in the administration of
over 50.separate projects, and the personnel force totaled more than 200. The

1976 UEC budget was just under four million dollars. Within this total, 59%
of total revenue was derived from state funds, 29% from federal funds, and the
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remaining 12% came from collaborative members in the form of membership fees

and tuition froM various programs. The declining share of revenue deriving
from members was a matter of concern both outwideand within the agency.
Although,UEC was formally governed by its membership,'it had become largely

independent of local financial' upport. Many observers felt that UEC was

responding more to its funding sources than to the needs of its local

districts. Cochrane acknowledged this: "I think the nature of the funding.
situation is you do respond to external funding." Combined with the legal

ambiguity of UEC's status, the funding patterns raised some doubts concerning
UEC's legitimacy as a membeororiented educational_collaborative.

The UEC board has functioned since the/Cella rativa's formal

incorporation in 1969, but it never developed the potential for influence that
lay within its grasp. FOrmally it has Subatenti i powers, including setting

the policy directions that KC pursues, approval f all new projects and

budgets, control over personnel and salaries, etc. In reality, the first two'

director* functioned as gatekeepers ancrikeTthe board relatively distant from
UEC's da4ly operations. The board, comoose of busy superintend its and

school committee members from the local districts, was too larg and unwieldy

to operate as a collective, and suffered yearly turnover in m ership, making

it still-more difficult to act as a policy-making board. Co rave involved

the board as much as possible, but its value as a formal channel of

communication remained negligible. The only significant area of involvement
has been setting management salaries, where the board members feel confident

enough of their expertise to exercise significant influence. Aside from their

formal decision-making power, the board serves as an informal input mechanism
-- this will be discussed below.

Cochrane's first reorganization left many problems unsolved, involving
both intra- and inter-center coordination. :The centers were often in

competition with each other for vents or contracts. The staff's primary

loyalty was still to each of their distinct programs and clients, not to the
center or the agency. Budgeting took place at frequent "management team"

meetings. The center directors and the accounting staff get. together almost

weekly. These meetings were the sole integrative mechanism across the four
centers, but they were not effecthie because the accounting staff could not

provide the necessary information.. The two-person accounting staff was judged
incompetent by Bucky Harris, who had informed Cochrane that these two people

would have to gO. Cochrane failed to implement this advice in his first

reorganization. In any case, the 1978 implementation of a computer-based

accounting system by the new controller eventually provided the impetus for

the accounting staff's departure.

After complaints by staff, Cochrane instituted another major
administrative shake-up, in hopes of solving the problems that the partial
nature of his previous solution had allowed to remain. In addition to the new

accounting system and a feasible budgeting process, the reorganization
abolished the four centers. The special education center director was
promoted to the position of associate director of UEC. Cochrane wanted to
increase the agency's flexibility by freeing 'himself from some of the day-to-

day management tasks, and he wanted to promote inter-center coordination. In

her new position. the associate director assumed part of the power that had
previously been wielded by the largely autonomous center directors, and thus
could potentially eliminate some of the rivalry among the programs.
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MEC's budget increased to $5.3 million in 1978, and three new districts
became members, of the collaborative. Coupled with these positive signs,
however, was the fact that most of UEC's accounts receivable were more than 30
days overdue. Cash flow problems had always plagued the agency, and the risk
of insolvency was exacerbated as the budget increased. Cochrane sought bank
financing in order to protect UEC against temporary cash shortfalls, but
without success. UEC was not a very attractive credit applicant, for its
financial history was checkered and its funding was unstable. Finally in
1979, the Ford Foundation agreed to offer UEC a $100,0,00- loan guarantee, which
made it possible for UEC to receive a:subStantial line of tredit through a
bank. This credit arrangement was renewed two years later without the support
of the Ford Foundation, symbolizing the headway made by Cochrane in -

stabilizing UEC's fiscal status. At the start of 1981, UEC projected annual
revenue of $5.85 million.

UEC's programmatic focus had changed enormously when one compares the
agency in 1968 with that of 1981. Originally conceived as a medium for urban-
suburban interchange of students, staff, and ideas designed to achieve some.
degree of voluntary school desegregation, only 8% of the organization's 1981
budget was directed spegifically towards voluntary desegregation. Comparing

UEC in 1981 to its early days, one staff member said:

I think it's much more conservative. That :t I don't think it's
making any effort to really establish a metropolitan collaborative in the
sense of getting kids to cross lines and teachers to cross lines.

The bulk of UEC's, work was now in the areas of educating children with special
needs, running youth employment and education programs, and providing indirect
services in the areas of in-service tes'7her and curriculum development and
administration/management. The collsboeative still ran urban-suburban
'exchange programs 5elevant to its oripile mission, but these accounted for a
fraction of UEC'i staff and expenditures

Troubled by this drift, some members of the board initiated a study in
1979-1980 to assess the continuing need for urban-suburban collaboration. A

subcommittee of the board held hearings .rd meetings in most of-the member
districts to stimulate enthusiAsm for UEC's urban programs and to explore new
collaboration possibilities. But before they had time to complete their final
report and recommendations, tie attenti of the board members was
dramatically diverted awey UEC's r. oblems and toward their own. The

cause was Propotition 2 1/; the itation adopted by the voters to cap
property tax rates at 2 1/2% of a L_Xsed value. Many of the UEC member
districts were hard hit by the co, facing school budget reductions of 15-30%
in the 1981-82 school year. Once again, fiscal imperatives had superseded
commitment to collaborationc, voluntary desegregation, and overcoming
institutional barriers.

The agency's future will he greatly afiected by the LEA response to the
passage of Proposition 2 1/2. UEC aiso faces the impaCt of the Reagan budget
cuts that restrict both state and federal funding. Considering UEC's
dependence on categorical federal and state grants, the successful
establishment of a stable role and effective organizational processes that
support it are more important now than ever before. This fiscal crisis
focuses agency attention on LEA and SEA potent,a1 for support. These are the
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topics of'our fourth and fifth sections, respectively, but we first discuss
the recent internal management, of the agency.

3. Internal Management

UEC began as a very small organization with an unstructured and informal
atmosphere.' According to-Charles Gehringer, who directed the urban programs
until 1980, the small size was necessary to. the organization's mission.
Because voluntary desegregation was so politically sensitive, UEC. needed to

win people over. This was best accomplished by'"starting small, in order-to
show people that it could work," as described by Gehringer.

From the beginning the staff had a great deal of autonomy. The staff

often organized around projects on an ad hoc basis., Tasks were performed by
anyone who was available and willing. In our interviews, people made frequent
comparisons with "a family, not a business." The director was empathetic, but

it was largely up to the staff to solve their own problems. As one staff

member said.

George was very. supportive, but he couldn't really help. I mean, he

would say, 'Oh, I feel terrible for-you' and this kind of thing.

Project managers handled the day-to-day administrative tasks:

Each of the project directors would write their own proposal, develop
their own budget, deal directly,with the funding agency to negotiate,

etc.

Another staff member described UEC as "a collection of free entrepreneurs."
The emphasis was on staff freedom, not their entrepreneurial spirit, though
they had lhat as well.

The loose structure and lack of centralization had its advantages and
disadvantages. The major advantage was the ease with which new programs could
be added and old ones dropped. Two of UEC's administrators started out as
directors of independent programs funded with grant money. They threw in

their lot with UtC, without fear of any loss of autonomy. When funding

expired, orograms disappeared as.quickly as they had appeared. The loose

coupling made USC terrifiAlly flexible.

There wart, of course, obvious drawbacks. There was conflict among the

staff of differvnt projects over educational priorities and philosophies. One

MC s4affor commented,
I-

w2 ota-* maough problems with the funding agency without fighting each

other: 1 think a certain amount of tension is good and inevitable, but

it was way overboard in the past.

Lack of central administration also created inequities in personnel management

and salaries. Another administrator recalled:

[project directors] would hire people -- salaries weren't consistent

between projects. They wo .ild get for their people whatever they could
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fight for, rather than saying... 'Look, all these positions are going to
be doing the same thing. They should be paid the same thing.'

Becauie 114,C was functioning as a holding company, with.a number of independent
ventures, many staff members felt more attached to the particular project they
were working on than UEC as a whole. This was both a-cause and a result of
the high_turnover among agency employees. The lack of staff identification '

with UEC spilled over to the staff of member districts. Many local school

people saw only a piece of UEC and knew little about the rest of UEC's
activities. Not only did this limit UEC's image, it also promoted staff
commitment to specific programs (and clients), rather than to the agency es .a
whole.

When Bucky Harris became the director of UEC in 1972, he accepted this
loose, decentralized structure as giveff. His strategy was to pursue funding
to improve UEC's cash flow And to build the collaborative to a point where the
loss of a program or two would not jeopardize its survival. Harris succeeded

at this strategy, and the agency's budget expanded rapidly. However the

growth in budget and programs was not matched by an increased capacity for
project administration:

there was nobody on Staff here at that point to really handle this
mushrooming of growth. Nobody-was prepared for it. I think they had, a

small accounting office and people that were hired for specific project
activities -- there weren't.any managers that were hired to come and just
manage an agency because there wasn't really any agency at that point.

Michael Cochrane arrived with a mandate and a commitment to tighten UEC's
internal operations. Between 1976 an 1978 he instituted a number of
organizational reforms designed to increase.centralization and coordination.
Butv,the staff resented the loss of autonomy. One center director recalled the

staff reaction to the initial reorganization:

would say there were two or three years of total craziness and then
\Cochrane had to dismantle some of that -- it was too expensive to keep
\that going and had to give people back some [autonomy] -- I mean -- they

didn't give it back -- we fought our fannies off for it.

ochrane initiated a second reorganization in 1978 to dismantle the
center, apparatus and increase fiscal centralization-. THIree of the four center
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direct rs lost power as one of them was promoted to associate director of,UEC.
Sge\t over much of the day-to-day management of the agency. The new
associate director was also supposed to minimize harmful intra-agency
competition for grants and staff, and to decrease conflict within programs.
The thr e center directors who had been demoted all left the collaborative
within 18 months of the reorganization. One of them noted that project
director "were afraid Michael Cochrane would control them." After years of

having a\relatively free hand in running their programs, their autonomy was
suddenly \threatened. According to one of the new central staff members, the
threat wis significant:

now Certain things have to be cleared, now you can't do certain things on
your own...we've become much more centralized, a lot more bureaucratic.
I think there's some resistance to that, to picking. on people who were

\
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r
here beforehand. It's hard to.go from total laissez-faire to a real
structure. I don't think we're totally inflexible, but we've had to
impose quite a bit of structure.

The greatest change -- the most centralization -- came in the fiscal

sphere. This. reflected Cochrane's cqpcerns about UEC's fiscal stability and

integrity. With most of their funds coming,from state and federal granting
agencies, UEC was frequently audited, with serious implications for the
agency. program might be audited years after the .money for -that program had

been spent. If UEC was found to have misused funds, it was/legally
responsible flo reimbursenlent of such -funds to.the granting agency. With its
multi-million dollar budgets,'the organization was faced with the ever-present
threat of having expenditures- UEC's poor capitalization, lack of

-credit and tight operating budgets increased the risk of this uncertainty to
the survival of the agency.

Cochrane established an office -of contract and grant management in 1978
as.part of the reorganization in part to reduce the risk of,disallowances.
The director devoted her full attention to managing the nuts and bolts of
UEC's crucial relationships with its funding,sources. This'meant substantial
changes in. the way progrIM directors could,operate. The contract and grant
director described the Assage to program directors:

look, you don't go out and you don't deal with funding agencies, the
central office does; you develop what you want in your budget, but it all
comes through here, and, I work with you to do it.

She went on to describe the interaction with program personnel required by her
job:

I spend an awful lot of my time telling the project directors, 'it's nOi
me tellittg you that you, can't do this, it's because I know two or three
years from now an auditor is going to come in here and they're going to
say you shouldn't have done that.' So we've had to impose a lot of
paperwork and a lot of red tape as really a protection and put in place
controls whiCh are essential for good accounting management, which people
on the project level don't always see. They're interested in goia.g out

there and delivering services.

Cochrane also wanted other fiscal operations rationalized. For example,

UEC began for the first time to investigate cooperative purchasing across
programs:

you want to buy the same thing, so let's call it the same thing. let's

cost them out the same way. You can't just go out there and do it your
own way, you've got to fit into our system.

Concerns about salary equity created concern about rationalizing
personnel procedyres within the organization. Part of the -new work of the

central office was to deal with the UEC salary structure. This was, to put it

mildly. messy:

There was historically a great deal of inconsistency in the programs
because they all had different origins and there were different policies.
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personnel policies, that apply tosome of the programs that we picked up
initially that were started by other organizations and had personnel
policies and commitments to their staff which we have had to adhere to

over time which we couldn't match in other sources.

Although the agency's budget increased "to $5.3 million in 1978. UEC was

suffering from chronic cash flow problems and overdue accounts, as well as a.

questionable credit rating. The risk was significantly reduced through a
vastly improved accounting system and the Ford foundation's loan guarantees.

The associate director is responsible for such of the day-to-day
management of the organization. including budgeting, as well as shaping the

menu of programs that MEC off.ars. Her monthly meetings with all project
directors are virtually the, only contacts they have with the central office.
A coordinator for program development is also an important contact for program
personnel because of her unique role as instigator. of new projects. According

to staff memberi, Cochrane also encourages innovative ideas, but he doesn't

have as such contact with program personnel. He used to meet regularly with a
"management team" including the associate director, coordinator for program
development, program controller, grant and contract officer, and sii the
project directors. The group proved to be too diverse and cumbersome to
manage much of anything and it was discontinued. Cochrane meets only with -

high -level project staff on an ad hoc basis, save for a yearly weekend
retreat.

Because of its complex structure and environment, UEC is not an easy
plate to manage. The problem is compounded by certain characteristics of the

staff. Most UEC staff do not have a long-term perspective. As one self-

admitted candidate for departure remarked:

I don't think there's anybody were who views this p. 1 ace as permanent,.

from the Director right down to a program aide where we operate the
programs. So it's seen as short-term as a place: get as much as you can
out of this agency as fat as learning within your project, other
projects. etc. and"then take it and capitalize on it somewhere else.

The short-term staff orientation militates against the establishment of

a feasible organizational mission aed the long-term strategies to accompany

it. If the agency is viewed as a temporary base, individual staff members
seem unlikely to extend much effort for the long term good of the agency.

High turnover -- partly a function of UEC's funding mechanisms -- also
hurts the promotion of organizational loyalty. The present staff identifies
with the various programs, rather than with the organization:

If they're a teacher in a residential treatment center, they probably
view themselves as working with that project director or that project.

And I think that many people in the community and our public think of UEC
-- there are groups that think of UEC by the project that they know well.

I would say that's for sure.

The associate director stressed the same point:
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There's got to be identification with an agency... With some of our

other projects there was a problem, certainly with the UP [urban

programs]...At a central manager, I probably don't do enough to bring

people together. We have a single event: a Christmas party.

It appears that the organization lacks integrating mechanisms. The result is

a staff more concerned about day-to-day operation of individual projects than

about the long-term survival of the organization.

The teMporary natJre of UEC's funding through grants and contracts
translates into a pervasive sense of insecurity for employees. The absence of

any stable, well-defined role for U,EC contributes to its staff's perception of

the agency as simply a short -term career opportunity.

We get damn little security, everybody is on soft money. It disappears.

But if you can't give somebody. security then you have to give them some
respett freedom, opportunities for professional growth, lateral
movement.

Cochrane has been honest with his employees concerning their lack of job

security. One project director talked about the interplay between Cochrane's
leadership style in this regard and the inherent insecurity as the impetus for

an employees association:

(Cochrane) was just getting real weird, what can I say. Everybody
realized that someone could just be plucked off and be gone with no
hearing, no nothing, no procedures, no mechanisms, and we just felt
unnecessarily insecure.-

One recent improvement in this area has been the announcement of open
positions across programs, so that staffers are made aware of the
opportunities offered by the organization.

I always felt that everybody here understands soft money, nobody can give
us any guarantees, but at least respect, dignity and some little signs of

caring as an agency about people. Cochrane fears, and I can see that

too, he cam"( promise people more than he can deliver, and sometimes to
indicate caring might look like a promise.

The organization of UE'C employees has not prospered. But it has pushed the

central office to put together official personnel procedures, including
standard practice for grievance handling. The announcement of openings
throughout the agency is another example of responsiveness to staff

Preferences. As one staff member noted. conditions have improved in spite of

continuing job insecurity:

We had no means of communicating with one another, expressing issues and

dissatisfactions... I would just say that things have been more open and

more clear and more honest and that has felt better.

Because so much of UEC's funding is derived from grants and contracts.
the collaborative has suffered a chronic scarcity of uncommitted or general

operating funds and administrative staff. This dearth of uncommitted
resources severely Jimits.the ability of the agency to ponder what role might



prove feasible. One staff member linked UEC's scattered sense of mission to a
shorrage of non-programmatic stiff:

And I think it is because in an agency like this we really don't have
central staff. You, know, most of the staff work -- almost 904 of the
staff. 954 of the staff work on grants. They're running their projects.
and whet central staff we have is either so involved in the management.
the day\to day management with funding sources and the dollars of he
grant,-that it is reelly myself and Michael [Coihrane] that are le to
sort of think about working with school districts.on a more general
basis. And that's a real problem for this agency, and why we'd like to
be able to get funds to support these kinds of activities. It was
something that we've never done well because we haven't had the,meopower
to work in that direction.

One disadvantage of the lack of central staff is the lack of a public
relations effort. The coordinator of program development said:

We have a very poor public relations program here. You might say that we
have none. It's another one of those problems of not having central
staff to assign to its and we can only ask,the project directors to do so
much beyond their day-to-day activity.

The failure or UEC to publicize its activities has decreased the potential
pbol of UEC clients, since a school district that participates in any one
program is a potential customer for other UEC projects -- ;if district staff
are told about the rangi of services available.

As director. Cochrane is well aware of UEC's weaknesses. One of his
reactions has been to institute an annual weekend retreat. The senior
management team and the UEC board take two days when they "try to get business
issues to a minimum." How much effective marketing of UEC to the board or
internal strategic planning can occur in.that context is questionable, because
of the size and diversity of the group:

Fund raising and program development,have always -been intimately related
in UEC. Project staff members with new ideas often %Pagt funding bo support
their ideas. and developed new progranit with th-e- mane, they raised Efforts
to control and centralize grant-seeking necessarily dampen new:initiatives for
program development. UEC has had to struggle-toward a balance of
entrepreneurship on onehand and standardization on Me other hand -. One
staffer put this in perspective:

You can't run an agenCy like that. -- an hierarchical buteaucracy.
tr you are going to have people hustling for bucks, you have to give the
a lot of space, and they have to have a tot of autonomy over their
hustling. You know, teachers don't go out and hustle for dollars to run
the school system Unless they have independent grants that they can
control. Th really felt like that When-Michaei_toChrene came on with this
mandate for cleaning this organization up. shaping it up, that his-
experience has,been some of it -- in an hierarchical school; system.
He felt the way.. to clean it,up war. to just shape it up this way and hape
this person accountable for this person And th;s person and to take away
a lot of flexibility and stuff that Were allowiiig-some .of these crazY=-
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The, response of other educational organizations is also considered to be a
mode of evaluation. A UEC staffer referred to imitation as he sincerest form
of flattery:

We have some national demonstration models that have been very well -
respected, and if they get replicated nationally. that will be another
source of evaluation.

A superintendent of a member district suggested that,

this business, like in all businesses in all phases of education. the
descriptioa, of tne program becomes the evaluation. You know. people
describe what's going on and that becomes the evaluatAo. Its not just
UEG. it's all of education that operates that way. unfortunately. People
do not state things frequently in imple terms that are subject to
examination and then examHe them o see whether they are indeed as goon!
as we say they are.

Until education approximates.a science, this situation will, continue. F scar
pressure on LEAs may eventually put them in the position of critically
evaluating the performance of UEC's programs, but only if they develop the
staff expertise necessary to do sc.

Cochrane is well aware of the agency's uncertain future and the
importance of developing a justifiable. stable role for UEC in the region. -4?)

wants to redefine UEC's mission towards general education and services that
would provide more permanency for the agency. Among the areas the director
mentioned were copperative purchasing, curriculum sharing. staff development
and cooperative planning.

4, Relationships with. Local Education Agencies

Although UEC was created as a tool to help local school districts solve
some of their own prOblems. the collaborative quickly developed a life of its

own. Maintaining this life has been problematic. To survive andvgrow UEC has
had to get and use support from a number of actors in its environment. 'A
variety of federal and state agencies provide the bulk of UEC's funding. and
thus have become important constituents, But UEC could continue to function
without the supporj of these agencies. It could not continue without its
local school. districts. UEC staff'must build and sustain productive
relationships wilhthe.member school districts in order to maintain their
participation and support.

Without the membership of school districts, the Urban Education31
Collaborative would have nothing to collaborate. Membership in Aaisachusett's
educational ()Ilaboratives -is strictly voluntary. There are no laws tnat
require school districts to join educational coflaboratives. Not only is
there no legal compulsion, but Massachusetts has.a long tradition of local
autonomy in education. There are strong norms against centralizing too much
authority for educational matters above the local level. It is in this
unsupportive context that UEC has had to convince local districts that .t is

in their best interests to be collaborative members.
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Merely havi-1 member school districts is only a minimum requirementlor
UEC's existence. UEC requires operating funds in order to be more than an
institutiorial shell. A large proportion of UEC's operating funds have come
from staLe anl federal agencies since UEC's inception in 1968. In the 1981

fiscal year UEC recei ed 85% of its funding from these sources. About 14% of

UEC's funding came from local school systems for services rendered, primarily
in the form of tuition fol individual students. Only 1% was derived from
district membershir fees.

dowever, the local school districts are more important to UEC than is
implied by the- relatively smal; contribution to the collaborative's funding.
In order for UEC to coa ate successfully for most state and federal contracts
and gr nts it must be perceived as a legitimate educational agency. UEU.s

legitimacy 3S an educations .ollaborativ; stems from the acceptance and
particiwatton it attracts from local school districts. Funding agencies would
be reluctant to give money to a collaborative that was rejected by the school
districts in its area. Thus, member districts have substantial, though m_stly
indirect, impact on UEC's abi.ity to acquire the resources it needs to
prosper.

While it is clear that UEC must obtain the support of sChool.districts to
remain a viable organization, the usefulness of U sc ool districts is
less apparent. Membership in an educational collaborative > as VEC would
require a reversal of the traditional attitude of proud self-sufficiency and
agg s ive independence that runs deep in Massachusetts school districts. In

additi n, active involvement in UEC poses a number of more specific problems
for sc cl districts. Four problems are most significant:

First, participating in many of UEC's programs involves logistical
problems. Providing students with educational experiences outside of their
usual school building may be enriching, but it is awkward tc schedule. Inter-

district collaboration almost, always requires people, often large numbers of
students to travel between districts. This is both expensive and time
consuming. The exchange of teachers involves similar problems, and usually
requires extensive negotiations over such issues as timing, pay, fringe
benefits, and job security.

Second, making a commitment to put students in UEC programs can leave a
school district in-a vulneranle ppsition. Many of UEC's programs rely on,
unstable "soft money" funding which tan disappear with very little notice.
Such an event would leave participating school districts with the difficulty
of having to stepAnto the gap with minimal lead time. For example, it would

not be easy to start up an ecology class tharitudents were expect'ng to take
if the anticipated UEC program was cancelled two weeks before it was to begin.
Such a situation is especially dancerous if the dEC program designed to
provide educational services that are mandated by state law, which is true of
many of their special education programs.

Third. while UEC might provide excellent programs, school district money
spent on these programs is money that is not available for local schools. As

the .;chool age population and school budgets have declined'in the 1980:5,
school districts have responded by reducing their staffs. With staff "ready
being ct.-. in some cases supporting UEC programs would lead to firing evc^
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more local teachers. This is not easy for 1oa40ool districts to s allow.
As a school committee member from Eldon put it:

school committee members are still politically accountable. They've got

to get re-elected. And in a fiscally stressed declining enrollment
situation you've got a staff.... Under circumstances like that to get a
district to-approprifate funds for farmed-out education is exceedingly
difficult. The pressure is great, and understandably so, to-use whatever
money you can get to keep your local staff employed.

Fourth, many people have viewed UEC as an excessively liberal
organization.. UEC's involvement with voluntary bussing.of white students into
urban Lynwood created an image that has not faded. Desegregation i-s still a

hignly charged political issue for the Lynwood area. Some suburban
administrators and school committees want nothing to do with an agency that
might put their children in closer contact with urban blacks; avoiding this
contact may have been the reason they moved to the suburbs in the first place.
One of UEC's staff members stated that:

alThe school systems were very uncomfortable t how their school
committees viewed these white kids from the suburbs coming into the city
and working with the Lynwood black kids. And it was always a very

political problem and it still is.

When the Rowe and Bridges school districts dropped out of UEC in 1572'their
choice was attributed to fears such as these. UEC's liberal reputation led
many school administrators to distrust its teacher training programs as well.

While there are many excellent reasons for school systems to remain aloof
from UEC,'the collaborati\I has managed to attract members. In light of the

disincentives, how has UEC induced school systems to become and remain active
members? .The reasons may be summarized in six cAtegories.

First, UEC successfully pursues federal- and state funds that individual
school districts could not bripg in on their own. UEC has many advantages

over school systems in the competition for these resources. Some of the money
is earmarked for collaborative inter-district activities that UEC is best
structured to undertake. Also, UEC employs experts in proposal development
and grant writing who carefully monitor the situation in funding agencies.
This is rarely feasible, for individual school districts. The money that UEC
pulls in from federal and state sources is often used directly or indirectly
to subsidize programs in local school districts. The result is that UEC can

//provide high quality services at a lower cast than either private providersor
the districts themselves. These subsidized prograMs provide the school,
systems with an excellent return on the money they spend to enable their
students to participate. A superintendent said that

we estimatt that the local Membership fee that we put in of about $4,000
approximately, in direct serviceso children magnifies'somehow
out.... Our children have access to services... that are supported by
$200,000 worth of money that comes in someplace, somewhere through the
efforts of the staff members of UEC.

It is an attractive arrangement for many -local administrators.
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Second, UEC provides programs that serve students with very low incidence

needs. In many school districts ther( are children who require, or desire,
specialized educational programs. Such programs might include Instruction for
handicapped children, foreign languages or enriched social studies. Howe er,

(

there is seldom enough interest im any. given district to justify hiring a

qualified teacher. UEC has the capictty to reach across district bounder es

to bring together students with similar-needs. which makes hiring teachers to

provide specialized education more efficient. In addition, UEC organized a

coMmittee of special education directors that facilitates the exchange of
students between districts in order to provide the students with the most
useful programs. Membirship in UEC means. that there is a goodchance that the
students who walk through the school doors each fall with unforseen
instructional needs can be provided with a high quality education at a
,reasonable cost to the school district. Sinte parents of children with
special needs can take legal actiob against school systems that fail to carry
out their instructional responsibilities, UEC's ability to provide education

for students with low incidence needs reduces the uncertainty faced by member

districts. This is particularly true for smaller districts with less . '

specialized curricula.

Third, UEC provides staff services and technical expertise that are not
readily, available to ldcal 'school districts. These include grant writing,
curriculum developmeht, computer systeth design, and teacher training. In many

scnool districts the need for such skills is not great enough to warrant
hiring a specialist. By providing expert services for'many districts, UEC. earl
often put together enough work to justify having a specialist on the staff or

on a regular consulting contract. A local superintendent tells how a UEC
staff member helped his school system win a large grant for a bi-lingual.

education program:

And after we got through fooling with it, the grant wasn't cleaned up

right. It didn't'flow right. Well UEC had a person they sent to us ...

and she grabbed a hold of that. And she spent a, lot of time writing,

rewriting. pulling, stuffing, cutting out, throwing alWay. And one rainy

night when it was very late I drove down toTynwood and the post office
was closed there, and this thing had to be in Washington the next

morning,'so I just threw it over the air mail slot on the post office,
and lo and behold it got to Washington on time. And that project's worth

about a half a million dollars for [our district].

UEC also makes its in-house expertise in grant administration and cash
management.available to districts that do not possess these skills. While UEC

earns overhead fees for these services, they are offered mostly to accommodate

the school districts. Cochrane suggested that the administration of some

grants is not a money making venture:

If I
realfy analyzed it, were probably not doing too well because you

have to borrdw the money before we can make the grant proposal. ...I

think it does help with our relationship withour own districts and with

other districts in the state to do that.

Fourth, UEC provides political benefits to,jpeople in the school systems.
By running prsiects through DEC, ruperintendents can avoid having t go before

their school §ammittees to ask for money for specific projects.
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Administrators with educational ideas considered radical by their school
committees can use UEC %s a vehicle for the implementation of politically
rriky programs. This allows superintendents to distance themselves from any
controversy that might arise, for they can take the position that the
offending program was run by UEC, in which they play only a small part. As

one UEC staff member put it

If they can't do something directly through their own school committee
they can kind of participate in doing it through UEC and yet they're not
- it's a decision of this agency - so they're not directly accountable

for it.

The school desegregation programs are the most obvious example of this use of
UEC. Another exaMPOe is UEC's organization of alternate career workshops for
teachers. This is an important rvice in an evil of-teacher lay-offs, but as
an assistant superintendent said, It's difficult for school systems to-

include within their own. professio 1 development offerings [a workshop'on]
alternate careers. l sends a fun y message to the school committee."

Another benefit that member school systems can gain through UEC
membership is the public relations value of being associated with UEC. This

may be most significant for Lynwood, which has been subject to legal and
political pressure to desegregate its schools. Lynwood's participation in
UEC's programs may be useful in showing that some action has been taken to
improve theracial mix of its schools. A superintendent from a suburban

district put it this way:

I have a sense that Lynwood's participation in,UEC has helped them in a
small way towards meeting the requirements.... It does provide, they can
demonstrate statistically that their' kids are involved with some suburban

kids to some extent. ... it develops a profile for them which I guess

helps them legally.

Fifth, the agency,can provide administrative convenience for LEAs. UEC

can provide,a valuable service to school districts by handling the money for

things such as conferences and workshops. ,This allows the district to run the
programs they desire without having to turn the money over to their city

treasurer, as state law would require if districts handled things like
registration fees themselves.

Sixth, UEC brings together people from different districts who have
common interests and concerns, but who would not ordinarily have a, great deal

of contact with each other. This is done through workshops, Amdvisory'grOups,

and UEC board meetings. Districts can learn a great deal from each_other

about the latest educational practices. An assistant superintendent stated
that UEC put on a workshop dealing with "... competency testing that was real
important for systems to attend so that they could see what each other was
doing, Information about diWict needs and resources is alsoexchanged.
The director of special educia6n for the Own school system, wpo chairs the
special education directors' advisory group, explained that "I,think we do
accomplish a lot because each year we usually focus on one or two major
concerns and try to resolve them. Try to bring a service about that may not

have been in existence before."
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UEC provides a forum not only for task- related expertise, but also for

much needed affective support. School district staff often experience a great
deal of job-related stress, and may have no colleagues who can provide them

with a sympathetic ear. Through UEC groups they may get the social support

that is racking in their own districts. An assistant supierintendent said "UEC

also makes me feel like I'm not stuck in my own little sphere that it is

possible, useful and important to talk seriously with other people in my role

about problems and concerns." This can be a powerful incentive for a district

to become a UEt member. A UEC staff member explained the Rogelburg district's
decision to join UEC as largely due to the new superintendent's desire-to be
in contact with her colleagues: "she's a woman superintendent, and I think

she very definitely needed a support group, and was feeling very isolated and
felt comfortable with this group of superintendents."

UEC'attempts with mixed success to draw local districts into active
collaboration by increasing their awareness of, and commitment to, UEt

programs. UEC programs have received some positive publicity in the local
news media, and the collaborative has become better known to LEA staff through

workshops and meetings they sponsor. Much of this publicity develops around
particular projects, rather than around the collaborative as a whole, which
continues to suffer from low visibility. Advisory groups are useful to UEC in
building support for the collaborative's programs, although local influence is
usually insignificant in the UEC's decisions. The illusion of influence is '

attractiveto.LEA staff, however, and agency staff is aware of this. Said one

staff member, "we really stroke them a tremendous amount...when we need a
program -- we need a letter of support on a program."

The board of directors is also a useful medium for the agency to build
its relkionship with locals. From the viewpoint of UEC's leadership, the
board offers an opportunity to gain the support of the members. Serving on

the board may inculcate feelings of ownership, solidifying the board members'

sense of involvement in UEC. In addition, board meetings provide the UEC
director with an audience of local superintendents and school committee
members that he can attempt to educate and influence. As board members have

never shown a desire tckencroach on:the UEC director's decision-making
territory, increasing their involvement poses little threat to his power, so

this is a low risk strategy. UEC's board is composed of a superintendent and

school committee member from each LEA. The board is the major formal

mechanism that LEAs have to influence agency decision-making. The board
reflects the socioeconomic and political divisions among the 14 LEAs that

comprise the membership of the collaborative. The LEAs form a wide range in

size, racial makeup, wealth, etc. They also express a wide range of views

concerning the agency and its programmatic direction. Some members( are

strongly committed to UEC and attend board meetings conscientiously; others
fit in DEC only when they have time.. Some members never show up (e.g., the

Thomas superintendent).

Despite the diversity on the board, its internal decision-making is
characterized as "consensual" by observers. The director says,

This board votes almost unanimously on everything. That's the consensual

style that they use. They will back away from an issue if its divisive.

There's an unwritten law.
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This norm of consensus' among board members is undoubtedly promoted by the
uneven commitment of the members. The higN turnover among the school
committee representatives allows the most committed members (principally the
superintendents) to lead the board toward consensus. When conflict does
arise, according to one board member, it comes more often from the school

' committee representatives than the superintendents. The member suggested that
this was because the superintendents understand the management problems facing
UEC, so they are less likely to press Cochrane or to confront other,troard
members.

The board has come to play a more visible role vis-a-vis the agency.
This enhancip0 role has been one of Cochrane's priorities. To promote the flow

of information to the board, Cochrane proposed the establishment of a budget
subcommittee and a plannini subcommittee. With close to 30 members, the full

board is too large to work effectively at many detailed aspects of
policymaking (e.g., budgeting). However, the board seldelm challenges UEC's
management, even with its new information and influence. One board member
hinted implicitly at the high level of trust between members and the agency:

They'll give us a list of prospective programs and the source of funding
and then plans for them. And we'do discuss them. We do periodically
suggest certain things that interest us. We haven't taken issue with it,

really, because there's been no reason to, really. They are good

programs.

Despite their increasing.rola of late, they don't get involved Wth
strategic or programmatic decision-making to any great extent. Membets rarely

disapprove UEC staff proposals. According to board members we interviewed,
this occurs not only because of their high trust in UEC, but because UEC is a
secondary priority for members. This situation creates enormov flexibility

for the UEC staff. One central administrator noted:

They don't want to take the time to understand the'type of programs that
we operate and the kinds of decisions that perhaps they could make around
those programs. I'm very grateful, by the way, that they don't
interfere. It would make my job more difficult if I had to worry...about

the board and their input.

There are two exceptions to the general hands-off policy. The board has taken

n active role in selecting directors on all three occasions, with important

consequences for UEC's future dir-art-Lops. Second the board has often
disapproved Cochrane's recommendations for staff salaries. 'Board members have
the requisite expertise to participate as equals in this issue because of
their experience with their own LEAs. But by undercutting Cochrane's control
of an important motivational device,'staff salaries, they have made his job
more difficult.

The level of actual participation by LEAs varies by district, according
to political and economic factors. ParticlOation is not cost-free to LEAs,

and less wealthy districts may find the voluntary participation mechanisms
burdensome or even alienating because of the implicit comparison with other
disti=1.cs. One senior employee described her experiences with a poor

district, where:
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it was just very interesting to see the personalized feeling, you know,
the way people felt about their school district when they couldn't bring
somebody. And how uncomfortable they were that they really didn't have
some tangible curriculum to put on the table versus another school
district. And that's sort of -- that really is reflected in almost
anything that happens in this agency. You see some aspect of that when

it comes to any kind of program. The have-not and the have school

districts.

Nonetheless, agency leadership makes a tremendous effort to keep in touch
with LEAs and promote their involvement. The associate director scheduled the
meeting of one of her three advisory groups in a iparticular district in order
to entice staff from that LEA to become more'active in'the collaborative. The

first director made an effort to contact a certain reluctant LEA
superintendent every week in order to elicit support and involvement. While
Harris largely ignored UEC's members -- he .was concerned primarily with
funding agencies -- Cochrane has made a concerted attempt to rebuild the
relationship with his constituents. Despite all of this, the net influence of
UEC's constituent members on its policy directions is limited. The members do

act as direct and'indirect constraints on the agency's leadership, however,
and therefore-retain some influence over general_ strategy.

-In the future, the support of local districts may become even more
important to the organization. The decline in federal funds and the probable
decline in funding from state agencies will force UEC to look to its members
for funding, more than ever before.

UEC's future course will be significantly affected by the response of
LEAs to the passage of Proposition 2 1/2 by Massachusetts voters. Some see 2

1/2 as forcing LEAs to increase their participation in UEC because of the
.cost-efficient nature of collaborative programming. Districts on tight

budgets will be pressed to cut low-priority or peripheral services. Still,

recognizing the need for the services, the districts may pool whatever money
they have in UEC projects. The budget crunch may also put more pressure on
the school districts to pursue economies of scale through joint purchasing
arrangements. The special education programs that make up the lion's share of
UEC's activities may not be hurt by 2 1/2 because they are mandated by law.
School districts that cut corners on such programs are almost sure to be faced
with expensive legal challenges by, dissatisfied parents.

A more pessimistic view of UEC's prospects in the post-2 A/2 era holds
that the decline in school funds will cause LEAs to pull-their money out of

external arrangements for use Fri their own endangered programs. LEAs already

express a preference for their own personnel relative to UEC staff. In this

scenario, UEC programs are likely to be dropped by school districts.
Proposition 2 1/2 could prove a thrseat to, the collaborative's survival as a
part of the public education system.

5. Relationships with the State Education Agency

Despite the SEA's laissez faire attitude towards collatioratives, UEC
began to get substantial amounts of money directly from the SEA in the early

1970's. When Chapter 766 was implemented the SEA was looking for some vehicle
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to provide the mandated educational evaluations for handicapped children in
institutions. UEC became one of the lergest contractors for these evaluations
in Massachusitts1

The relationahip between UEC and the Massachusetts SEA regarding project
management changel quite a bit over the years. Early contractual agreements
tended to be quite, general and were often modified in response to what was
happening in-the field. This was usually, but not always, done after the SEA
people responsible for program oversight had issued some form of approval.
However, UEC progr s were later inspected by SEA auditors, and UEC was
legally obligated t repay any money that the auditors judged to have been
misspent.

In the first feW years of working with UEC the SEA was flexible about
-----contractprtnasitsns.' Waivers covering contract irregularities were often

obtained. Reflectin

C\

on the SEA's attitude towards UEC at that time, a UEC
administrator said: -

.We would have [h d many disallowances] if the state had not been so
disorganizeetha it really couldn't justify adhering to an audit,

because a lot of t [unauthorized expenditures] was with their sanction.

There was little coordination among the branches of the SEA that UEC dealt
with:

\

Thipy would tell you to do Something and what happened in the case of
audits was different. The bureau comes in and they say "I don't care
what the program person told you; you weren't supposed to do that."

In more recent years the SEA tightened up their procedures and became
mq#e explicit about what was allowable. in addition, the SEA "... really
tightened controls on the payment side, which forces you to become more
controlled yourself." The net effect was to decrease the problems between the
SEA and the collaborative over program audits. One staff member noted:

But we still get, every once in a whilt, some conflict, something that we
were given approval for from the state, on the program side of an audit.
But usually we can work around that by just getting the two parties
together.

From the SEA's point of view, one of the attractive features of UEC is
that it provides them with a means. by which they may carry out legislated
mandates and provide desired services without getting locked into commitments
to more personnel:

Very often when the state appropriates money for services they don't want
to appropriate it in the form of state positions. I guess they want to
give themselves the flexibility to eliminate it if they have to.

State employees acquire tenure rights that can impose constraints on the
program managers' freedom to hire, fire, promote and relocate people. This

difficulty is most burdensome in programs that require substantial
flexibility, such as pilot projects and projects funded with soft money. UEC

employees, unlike those of the state, are not protected by civil service or
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rigid contractual agreements and have little protection from arbitrary funding

decisions.

The SEA can use UEC to handle the fiscal management of a project, which
includes_being the legal employer of all employees. By contracting with UEC
only for accounting and general-management services, the SEA can remain
relatively free from commitments while still maintaining full control over the
actual operation of the project. Such arrangements are attractive to UEC
because they bring in money, and stabilize the collaborative's cash flow,
without requiring UEC to get involved in the complexities involved in the
delivery of services.

UEC's relationship with the. SEA has been helped by Cochrane's role in the
public education fellowship program. Cochrane does,some of the SEA's in-
service policy training on a consulting basis. Cochrane says of his position

... in a way I'm working with the commissioner and his deputies in grooming
the potential mid-management leadership on the staff." In addition to giving
Cochrane a better understanding of the internal workings of the SEA, this
relationship influences the way UEC is seen by the people that Cochrane works
with in the fellowship program. Major contacts with theISEA-also are
initiated by other senior staff. In recent years program personnel have had
relatively less contact with state-level actors than they did earlier.

In the funding, policy, and legal areas, the SEA has provided more
ambiguity than support. Although Cochrane feels that UEC has a good
relationship with the SEA, UEC does not depend on the state ?or active support

outside of the fiscal area, and does not receive much.
-4*

C. RURAL EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATIVE

1. Chronology of Events

1966

Several superintendents in May County decide to apply for a Title III
ESEA planning grant to explore possibilities for joint programs. They receive

$40,000, which they use to hire a consultant.. He develops a proposal fora
project called Special Education Cooperative (SECOOP). The proposal deemed

unrealistic and is not funded.

The president of the local community college rewrites the proposal with
the help of a local psychologist named Grace Leman. This time SECOOP is

funded for $126,000 a year. Leman is hired as executive director.

The grant money arrives and SECOOP opens its doors in Maytown. In

December a class for emotionally disturbed children begins. SECOOP's primary

services are clinical, with an emphasis on diagnostic, evaluative, and
counseling services to the 7600 elementary schV children in the area.
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1968

Twenty four towns., grouped into regional districts with nine
superintendents, join SECOOP, paying a nominal membership fee. The town of

Maytown (the largest of the 24) serves as fiscal agent for the Title Ili
grant.

In addition to basic clinical services, Leman develops the firs. learning
disability programs in the area.. She also hires a remedial reading si..0iff to

supplement the limited staff of speech and reading specialists in the revion.

1970

Leman seeks additional Title III finding as the original three-yea- grant
runt out. Because May Counter an ecqnomically depressed area, she tocceeds
in getting another four years of federal funding. She also cajoles -the State
Department of Mental Health MOO into assigning se,eral staff slots to SECOOP
to provide additional counseling services to the member districts.

an
SECOOP. (now called the May County Supplementary Education Center) begins

a program to identify academically gifted children and to train teachers to
work with the gifted.

1974

With the passage of Chapter 766 and the new law governing collaboratives.
the SEA asks SECOOP to reconstitute as the Rural Educational Collaborative.
Leman asks for the superintendents' cooperation in forming a governing board
to be made up of one school committee member from each town.

In March, the collaborative is officially created, by 16 towns- By-laws

are adopted by the new governing board and approved by the SEA. A search is
launched for an executive director and, in spite of some superintendents'
dissatisfaction with her. the Board asks Leman to continue as director. She

agrees to stay for two more years.

The new board of governors votes to increase, the membership fees from
$2.50 per pupil to $7.50 per pupil, over the vocal opposition of the
superintendents. The increase is designed to replace disappearing state and
federal money.

The collaborative takes over the Developmental Day Care Center for
special needs preschoolers which had been run by DMH. After the
implmentation of Chapter 766, DMH passed its responsibility for these
children to the public schools. The collaborative runs the program on behalf

of the school districts.

The May County superintendents begin meeting monthly.
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1976

The Developmental Day Care Center becomes the ASE program (Alternative
Special Education) in July. Leman hires a diTector, rents space for a
classroom, anJ collects tuition from the districts.

The Collaborative offers the following programs: diagnosis, consultation,
and training; psychological treatment for,children and families; ASE;
coordination of programs tor May County children residing in state
institutions. In addition Leman attempts to fund a needs survey and planning
program, which would link all human services In the county with the public
schools. The program was eventually funded in late 1977.

1977

Leman resigns as director after REC has operated for two years as a
collaborative. Daniel Block, a New York school superintendent,replaces her.
His mandate from the superintendents and the Board of Governors is to expand
the collaboratve's programs beyond its clinical, special_education
orientation.

javi

A new preschool program is launched with federal funding, to give special
needs children a chance to attend classes with non- handicapped children.

The special education directors unty begin to meet regularly.

Block fulfills his mandate as 5 other programs begin. The collaborative
-assumes operating responsibility for educating children in residence at two
large state hospitals and a juvenile detention center.'

1979

The collaborative budget grows from $300,000 in 1977 to over a million
dollars in 1979.

In June Block suffers a heart attack and is hospitalized. in hii absence
several members of the Board of Governors attempt to put together financial
reports due at the end of the fiscal year. They are unable to reconcile
various financial records. They ask Leman, who is now in private practice, to
straighten out the books.

Leman and the board discover a sizable deficit and overspending. The
board decides against renewing Block's contract; Block decides that he does
not want to return in any case. In August, Leman becomes acting director for
a few months. She cuts expenses to try tr;p make up the deficit.

The Collaborative Alternative Program (CAP) for emotionljy disturbed
children, which was scheduled to begin in September, collapses as worried
districts withdraw their students.

The special education directors seek a stronger role in the
,collaborative. With the approval of thaouperintendents and the school
committee members of the Board of Governbs-e< the special education directors
become an adv;sory Board of Directors to the cc5llaborative. They ,send a non-
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voting representative to the Board of Governors. Meanwhile, the parents of

children served by the collaborative have selected their own non-voting
representative td the Board of. Governors.

Because of the apparent instability of the collaborative, all the member
districts except.Maytown give the. required six month notice of their intention
to withdraw from the collaborative the following June.

1912

Leman stays as acting director until February. Tnen an interim director

(a teacher in the Maytown schools)is hired to serve out the school year. He

ptrsuades the districts to rescind their withdrawals.

Gordon Lewis, a lOcal special education directdr, is appointed the n/w
director in July. He is laced with rapid financial retrenchment as the
collaborative's contracts with state institutions have expired and DAM has
withdrawn funding for the slots assigned to the collaborative; in 1970.

ti

e only districts in the county that had never belonged to the
collab rative now decide to join.

.
The CAP program planned for the previous year gets under way, in

September.

The Board of Governors votes to cut membership fees from 57.50 to S4.05
per pupil.

In the wake of Proposition 2 1/2, all the districts including Maytown
give six month notice of their intention to withdraw from the collaborative.
Fearful of impending budget cuts, they hope to find cheaper ways to serve

their special needs children.

1981

The Board of Governors comes up with a significantly rower budget and
persuades the districts to rescind their withdrawals. This is accomplished by
firing all the program directors and central office staff and relocating most
classrooms and the collaborative headquarters into the Maytown public schools.

A new director, Paul lads, is hired in June. He is given the title

"program administratoi."

The membership fee for the 1981-82 school year is reduced to $25.00 per

district.

2.1iistory

The Rural Educational Collaborative is a small collaborative. exclusively
focused on special education, in a relatively poor, rural area of
Massachusetts. Its 26 members include nearly all the school committees in May

County, and as a result, the collaborative-covers a geographical ,area of more
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Leman placed high priority on the quality of services, and her leadership'

kept the staff focused on children, rather -han on schools or school
administrator..

I was very conscious of the fact that although people felt they needed
somethilg, we really had to produce, Ttaily had to help kids learn. We

had to help them feel better about themselves and their emotional
problems..

You'rk talking.about kids' problems, and they don't just fall uiier

education. . .The first year the emotionally disturbed class used to run
three.turtrs a day, five days a week for 11 1/2 months. tv worked with

all the sibs in the family and the parents on a weekly basis.. It cost me

r$3500 a child in 1967 ' I do Ahat. . .And I went down and tole that to

Bostpn; they thought I was a crazy lady.

We had outside, evaluators come in. I always insisted that we had people
who were veryexperienced, whci had reputations. who [would give us]
something that would be very helpful to us [so that we could] change our
ways i f we weren't biing.hol'ier than the Pope. So because of that kind
of backup and oor kin0 of attitude,'-and our tr,e desire to learn to do
this as well as it could be done- . we were always able to convince

people to keep us in business.

Leman kept tight control over the fiscal and administrative sit...-. of the

center: budgets, fund-raising, hiring, and Haison with the superintendents

and school committees. But the staff had a"lot c7 professional autonomy. and
'several of them told us about the exhilarating climate of challenge, growth,
and excellence that the center prc.vided.

The May County superintendents made up an advisory council to he center,

and met intermittently.with Leman, The superintendent of f1aytown h d

closest relatiOnship to the center. Maytown was the fiscal age.it fo the

original Title III grant and later grants, so the Superintendent had to co-
Sign all Leman's payrolls and bill warrants. Maytown also'had the la gest

student population in the county and thus had the most.children Lsing the
center's services. Although none of the superintendents was involved on a
day-to-day basis, all of /hem were generally supportive of the center-1i

objectives.

The center continued to receive Title III money for seven years, although
the original grant was supposed to last only through 1970. The federal grant

was the only major source of funds for the first three years. Beginning in

school year 1970-71'. Leiner? was able to pry some funds out of the state

Department of Mental Health-(DMH). By pushing. them do more for children,

she convinced them to assign a staff position t t center. With that

salary, she hired a psychologist. Eventually,, f ur center, members:wete paid

for with DMH salary money. About O.. same time, the center established
membership fees for participatir9 scnools, wt.ch didn't add up to very much

money to begin with, but by 1974 onstituted a quarter of the center's budget.

The center also received occasional state education grants, but these were not
central to the center's activities.
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In 1974, two critical events changed the :.'enter. First, Chapter 766 was"

scheduled to be' implemented, requiring schools tp provide for children with

special needs. This forced dramatic changes in May'County. As of 1968, only

two of the 9 superintendents.hati a school psy.chologist, only two had a'speech

therapist, and only a quarter of the lementary schools had a remedial reading

teacher. Even as Chadter 76b was being implemented in 1974, there were only
four full-time special education administ.tors in the county. So the changes

prompted.by the new spec 11 education law altetred the environment in which the

May County Supplementary Education Cen'ar was operating.

Second, the Massachusetts L.-.0slature passed a law permitting
collaboratives to orgenile, and ire Chapter 766 regulations suggested how

collaboratives might be used. The state Department of Education told Leman
thct she should set upa collaborative if she wanted to be eligible for future,

funding. She and the superintendents then sought commitments from al: the

school committees: Almost everyone signed on, and it was agreed that the
collaborative would have a Board of Governors made up of one school committee

member f :om each participating town. In Aarch 1975, a formalagreement was

drawn up, to form the May County Educational Collaborative as of the 1975-76

school year.' Leman' suggested that the collaborative director's job be
declared open as the collaborative would be a new entity. The supeiintendents

steeped in to write the job description, In which the director's job was

carefully distinguished from a superintendent's job.' A search was conducted,

and Leman was asked to take the director's job.

The transition from a Title III project under the aegis of Maytown to an

independent collaborative with a 'n# governing board went relatively smoothly.

The collat3rative continued the same service to the same families and schools

with the same staff. in some ways Leran's job-was made a little easier:

The school committee-, began to see more clearly what we were doing. It

was different when I
was.running off to [what] felt like 20 million

'chool committee meetings to say, "can you give us $2000 so we can do

this or that for.) Sur kids?" kll of a sudden the [collaborative
representative] was report;ng to his committee, would invite me along,

but could say, "Yeah. Yuu should f-e what they do down there."

But the formation of the collaoor3tive also oeems to have created new

and concerns in he member districts, especially among the

superintendents. Thy saw the collaborative as on oppirtunity to get a

broader range of services by going beyond nsychological.services and mental

health into other areas: cooperative purchasing and transpor7ation, service to

other low-incidence populations like classes in foreign languages and advanced

science for the handful of interested stutcnts in eac.n town..They,also hnped 1

to explore other. funding sources so the collaborative could pull :lack from

DMH, as many of the superintendents were wary of tine psychotherapeutic focus

of the coliaborative's staff.

But Leman was not enthusiastic about creating a whole new orianization.

She was planning to leave the collaborative at the end of .t'e._1976-77.school

year, after ten years. And she was more cautious than the superihtendents,

about what the collaborative could do well.
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If they felt they wanted [new programs], fine, if they were willing,to

give me the money to hire someone to do all that. They didn't want to do

that. They didn't see why, in my spare time, I couldn't quite get all

those things arranged too... I didn't want to be--I did not feel the
collaborative should be associate.*with something that was going to be
less than well done.

The collaborative did take on one major new program as b ult of Cha te

766. DMH had been running Developmental D Care for s erely retarded and

multiply handicapped children who had n er been to school. Chapter 766

required public schools to offer those children an educational program. The

collaborative took over the administra ion of the DDC program for the 1919-76
school-year, but DMH remained the fiscal agent and continued to fund it. In

July 1976, the collabbrative took over entire responsibility for the program,'
and rechristened it ASE (Alternative Special Education). Leman hired a
director to shift its emphasis from custodial to edueational, .and, with the
withdrawal of DMH funds, began to charge tuition for eachschild.

Two smaller programs were launched during 1976-77. The collaborative

rec LIved state funds from the Bureau of Institutional schools to act as
liaison between the school districts and the InstitUtional Schools to keep
track of May County children residing in state instituttkons. Leman also
sought a CETA grant to assess the needs of children in the county and the gaps
between those needs and available services. The BIS project and the ASE
program were a shift ih emphasis for the collaborative. Before 1976, the
collaborative had dealt with the psychological needs of children that were not
well met by the schools. With ASE and BIS, the collaborative began serving
children who had been excluded from schools for having less than normal
intelligence. Because these children could no longer be regall excluded, the
collaborative took them in as the understaffed schools in May County were ill
equipped to serve them.

Leman resigned as.dir4c in June 1977 as she had planned to. Her

departure demorali the af, , who had not been prepared for the loss of the
collaborative's guidinl spiri, . After a long search by the Board oflOvernors
and some interested superintendents, Daniel Block, a New York school
superintendent,' was chosen to replace her. His mandate from the searchC"

committee and the Board was to shake up the place. In hi,s words:

It was a very detailed job description, clearly defined. and very

detailed. It specified overall supervision of 'all the programs that

existed at that moment. It related of course to the Board of

Governors. . .and to establish rapport in meeting the superintendents'

needs. . .Part of the mandate called for grant writing, fund raising'
really, to raise funds to establish creative programs that would best
meet the needs of the community. And that I' looked on really as the

greatest thrust, except for the direct service.

In response, he launched a flurry of grant-writing, and successful grant-
writing at that. In Block's two'years as director, he increased theannual
budget from about $300,000 to over $1,000,000., His hope was to finance the
Operation of the collaborative by-collecting overhead on all the grants and
contracIsp..;bebrought a number of new programs to the collaborative, to serve
children of member school systems and those in the surrounding area. -The
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programmatic emphasis broadened; the clinical teams remained in place, bit

they were no)onger the center'of the collaborative's'operation. Grants came

in to set up an Area Service Planning Tear for May County and an adjacent

county area (a coordinating.body to link Il_human service providers,

including but not limited to schools, in .le two countiss); to support.mental

health services to high schools in 'member districts; to mount a preschool 1 -

program to serve handicapped and nan-handicapped children together; to send

teachers into two State Hospital Schools (bah located outsfdi May County) to

initruct_children in residence and to facilitate deinstitutionalization; to

offer special/education services to children in the May County House of

Correction; to expand the ASE program to include pre-vocational and vocational

education for older children; and to continue liaison between BIS and the

member districts; and to continue the DM11- supported 'clinical teams.. Not only

the budget but also the staff exploded during this period.

Although he was presiding over a different sort of organization;., Block

largely continued Leman's management_ style. He took primary responsibility

for financial management, fund raising, and liaison with the districts, whiie

leayjAg most professional, program issues to the staff. But because the

,coriaborative was growing so rapidly, he did not have time to supervise the

programs with anything likeLLeman's care and passion for detail. As one staff

member recalled:

He wai. quite supp oie, not terribly well organized but very

supportive. . . was aware of some kids whose needs were not being met. .

.Essentially the,feeling was the there was no urgency. . .,[other] people

were allegedly providing services. . .The next year after several months

of meetings with a lot of people I
worked out with,Dan a system by which

we had a teacher assistant work with these identified kids. . .Meanwhile

Dan and I
worked on some soft money out of the state department of ed.

Eventually he came to leave more.of the financial management matters to the

staff as well; both the ASE and ~preschool program directors began to set their

own budgets, keep track of their expenditures, and approve purchases, subject

to approval. of the Board of Governors.

Block personally spent a lot of time working on the Area Service Planning

Team. He asked the special education Oirectors X0 begin meeting regularly to

share ideas and information. He also Oorked on several other projects that

fbr various reasons never came to fruition: two proposals for pre-school

programs (which werot funded), coordination between I'ay Community College

and local high sch of to provide advanced-courses (some of which occurred

later without the involvement of the collaborative); plans for an al72?r--,stave

high school (which never materialized because the districts decided to keep

the money to use in their own schools); a proposal for the Thompson Center for

Children and Families (which the Board of. Governors refused to approve on the

grounds that it would serve a neighboring county, not Mai- County children);

plans for a residential center to hold delinquent childre. for 30 days to 9

months while they awaited permanent placement; etc.

In,4979, towards the end of Block's second year, two disasteri struck.

First, the Department-of Mental Health announced that it would no longer

automatically fund the four staff positions it had assigned to the

collaborative during Leman's tine. They put out an open request for. proposals
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to take over those pCtitions. The collaborative was free to apply'and dr14
but without success. The positions and the funds went elsewhere. As a result,
the collaborative lost the ability to provide the most visib direct services
it had proJIded to school buildings.

Second, in June Block suffered a heart attack. While he was in the
hospital, "several members of the Board attempted to manage the collaborative.
They found some disarray.in the financial and personnel records, and were
unable to reconcile some staff activities with'decisions that had been made by
the Board. Block volunteered to run the collaborative from his hospital bed,
but the Board refused. Instead, the Board asked Grate Leman, who was still in
town, to come in for'a few weeks to straighten out the books. She did,'andi
discovered that the collaborative was in serious financial straits. 'There was
both a cash flow.problem and a Sizable deficit for the fiscal year. An
outside accountant came in and substantiated her conclusions.

The Board voted to appoint Leman as acting director from August to
October, at which point Block might be able to come back to work. As things
turned out, the Board and Block came to an agreement to part ways. Leman
stayed as acting director through February.. At that point the Board hired a
local special education teacher to serve out the rest of the 1979-80 school
year.

,

As a result of this turmoil, the collaborative had a very rocky year.
Nearly all the grants that Block had brought in were due to expire in June
1980, and the OMH- .funded positions were also scheduled to disappear. The
collaborative had'been ready, to Open an alternative program for emotionally
disturbed children in September 1979. But, the districts had too little
confidence in the collaborativef continued survival to commit their children
and funds. The alternative program folded. Meanwhile, Leman was scrambling
to make up the deficit, which required cutting staff positions. From a staff

Ca l

of 22 i 7, the collaoOrative had grown to a staff of 90 in June 1979. By
Septem er 1 80, it was back down to 30. In addition, there was substantial
turnov r each year, in,some programs over 50%: Concerned about the viability
of the collaborative, all the member school committees except Maytown gave the
-collaborative legal notice of their intentionto withdraw from the -4-'

)collaborative as of June 30, 1980.

The special education directors and some of the superintendents swung
into action to save the collaborative. Although there was widespread
dissatisfaction with the services schools had been receiving, many of them
believed the potential in the collaborative was too rich.tlovive up. The .

special education directors, who had been meeting regulaily,- put together a
proposal in November 1979. They argued that the coll3borative should not be
serving anyone outside May County. They'suggested that the focus be ,

exclusively special education -- no federal grants, nor .fancy coordinating
councils, no therapy, just programs to serve school districts. In line with 0

this, they recommended that the special education directors become more
centrally involved in the governance of the collaborative, as they knew best
the needs of the member districts. Finally they suggested that the
collaborative be run by a "program administrator" rather than by an executive
director; this change in title wculd signal the change in responsibilities to
be restricted to,programs.
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After several months of discussions with Grace Leman and the
superintendents (who basically supported the proposal) the Beard of Governors
agreed to most of the recommendations. The group of special education.
directors became the Board. of DirectorA to the collaborative' in June 1980,
with a charge to advise the Board of Governors and the program administrator
about the collaborative's programs. The Board also agreed to downgrade the
dir4tor's job to that of program administrator. As they searched for a new
administrator, they were looking for someone who would not be ambit!ous,
independent, and entrepreneurial like Block. They had been burned and were
determined to take a stronger band in running the collaborative. The new
441e accurately reflected the lower level of responsibility and trust they
Ale willing to give the next person in that position.

The commitment of the superintendents and the special education,
directors, together with the considerable lobbying efforts of Leman and the
interim director, convinced the school committees to rescind their withdrawals
from the collaborative. In June the collaborative was still operating at a
deficit: the DMH-funded staff positions' were being withdrawn; the big grants
were expiring; the Area Service. Planning Team moved to a state hospital in the
next county; a state auditor turned up $30,000 in audit exceptions; and the
member districts were asked to pay an additional assessment. However, in

order to keep the school committees on board, the Board of Governors reduced
the membership fees from $7.50 per student to $4.05. At the same time, the
interim director had been able to resurrect the plans for an alternative
program for emotionally disturbed children, and CAP (Collaborative Alternative

Program) was scheduled to begin in September 1980. The nine-towns in the
western part. of May County, which had never belonged to the collaborative, now
voted to join, as a result of the revised collaborative structure', lov.
and the arrival of a new superintendent who was enthusiastic about
cooperation.

A permanent program administratoras hired in June. The Boar ohd

wanted the interim director to stay on, but he had commitments eiseirv.
they hired a local"special education director, Gordon Lewis, to fill the

position. The debate surrounding Lewis' hiring reflected in part t q Roare'
ambivalence about whether it wanted a special education person or a 1!;10ittle.' o

run the collaborative. Perhaps because one of the special-"education ,-!iri., ors

sat on the search committees as did a parent representative, the sea .-I,

.44

co1
ittee recommended someone with more background in special educati, , than

anagement.

Lewis took over in July and set to work on two immediate tasks: mducing
the deficit. and Starting up. the CAP 77::gram.. Although there were soma last.
minute ,hitches (one of the high schools retracted its offer of cla.ssroom space
for the Oogram), :AP was launched and, after a few uocertrin months, settled

into a high' quat.ty program. The defiCit was slowly-made up and the
collaborative loolwd like it had a new lease on life. It was operating three

major programs! ASE, which was by nor serving 22 severely retarded children
in three sites. afld funded by tuLions paid by local districts; the preschool
program, serving 21 childrcn'(12 of them handicapped and 9 not handicapped) in

two sites, in its third year of fLnoing rrom a three-year federal grant; and

CAP, serving 13 emotionally disthri-ed childre;. in two sites,- also funded by

local tuition payments.
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Then disaster struck again, this time in the forM of Proposition 2 a

tax limitation referendum approved by the voters in November 1980. .d%)

County the proposition had the effect of reducing school budgets thet we
already skimpy. The financial problems facing superintendents and and school
committees were so severe that once again many questioned the wisdom of
spen ing precious funds on the collaborative. In December all the

c ittees (this time. including Maytown) gave notice of their intew.on to
withdraw from the collaborative in June 1981.

Maytown's decision to withdraw was critical because it accoun',ed for 60%

of the children in collaborative programs. And as one other town
told us, "our decision. . .was basically, if Miytownstayed, we would stayt
If Newtown pulled out, so would we." But Maytown was in a. bind. F.venue
reductions resulting from Proposition 2 1/2 required a 1981-82 Ludet that was
15%' lower than their 1980-81 budget. And that meant the third.year in a row
of.lower budgets. In the words of one Maytown official:

Up until a year ago. . .1 felt some real responsibility-to Z:x..t County,.
.My feeling was that ;ots of program options need to be :./vilable to 10.:s
and that-fewer optioni would have been available throughout thi
had Maytown chosen not to be a member. . . I did a cost breakiluAn cf F41,eit

it was costing us to provide these-services and,programstouw7 he

collaborative and what we could do it for, in-house.. And. . .the:/

saying they could do it for $147,000 and I was' saying I could do fc,r

$107,000. So there was no way L could recommend that we continue 1-i:Th the
collaborative. . .In the past .1 [felt] some real responsibility. But I

can't do that ary longer. Those times are past. And I need to oow just
say we can do It cheaper so we're going to do it for our k:r;s to hell

with the other towns.

But the Board of Governors was not prepared to disso/t thti collaborative
if they could help it. The' revised the projected 1981-EA Liudget, including
drastic staff cuts, and after several rounds, got the buck,..it down to where
there was no cost advantage for Maytodn to withdraw from Et'a collaborative.
In March 1981, Maytown then rescinded its withdrawal. As part of the budget
package, the Board of Governors also slashed the membership fees from $4.05
per student to a nominal $25.00 per member d;strict. 'Thus all the remaining

school committees rescinded their witgdrawals.

The budget negotiations were successful, but they aroused considerable
.,isension. Because deep cuts were possible only by firing staff, many staff
members were given notice. Alt the program heads were to that their

positions would not be centime /A. Several aides from each i.,rogram we fired.
Some of the professional support positions, like the psychologist andi social
worker attached to CAP, were also terminated. Staff morale throughout the

collaborative plummeted. Even those not fired were omAting weary of the

climate of perpetual crisis. '

The Board of Governors grew. .increasingly dissatisfied with Lewis's
performance as program administrator. They saw him as a weak administrator,
unwilling or unable to generate enthusiasm for the collaborative, unwilling or
unable to provjde vigorous leadership in the struggle to save the
collaborative. His proposals to broaden the scope of collaborative activities

O
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were dismissed. His budget proposals were reworked by the finance committee.

In the words of. two Board members:

I
don't find anything wrong with him as a person, but as an administrator

he stinks. - .He does not communicate well with the Board of Governors.

He does not follow our instructions. He seems to go off on his own ways

of thinking, not the board's way of thinking. . . I've been over here

several times to read him the riot act but it doesn't do any good.

I just think he is such ,a nice person that he didn't want to take hold of
)
what was happening. . .1 have no real idea [why], except that I know that

a lot of the work that should have been done wasn't done. .1f you say

you're goingto do something, do it. Don't make us come back and say,

"Why didn't you do it?" That's the very basics.

In May they fired him. At Lewis put it, "the main issue is that the Board

wanted more control than I was able to give." A search began for a new

program administrator. In July they hired another-former special education
administrator, this time from out of state, to replace Lewis.

The years between 1977 and 1981 were marked by constant uncertainty about

theviability of a collaborative in May County. Many people in and out of the

collaborative put a lot of energy into preserving the collaborative but it

became increasingly difficult to see much return for their efforts. The staff

turnover during this period was tremendous. As one person told us:

The teach rt and the assistants would be very open and honest and say,

"LookIl on't mind working with the kids. I enjoy the kids a great.

deal. 'B t I,can't take the internal mechanisms of the collaborative.

.It's j t driving me crazy, all the politks that are going on." And

then th?y would go to grad school or go to another job.

1

AnotherAtaff member described the feelings of those who stayed:

I km-, there was at the beginning a real fight in all of us to help the

collaborative to continue. But sometimes when we looked at the budget

and the realities of what staff'was being paid and.the things they were

expected to do, often those were inhuman and outrageous proposals.- And

there was very little reason for us to support the continuation of the

collaboriAive. Except it seemed to be an easier mechanism to be able to

collectively serve children. I have such conflicting feelings about it.

There was one time when ! was really loyal, and, you know, I think the

whole system let us down.
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CHAPTER III.

REGIONAL EDUCATION SERVICE AGENCIES IN WEST VIRGINIA

,This chapter provides a general overview of the system of.Regional
Education ,Servi:ce Agencies. (RESAs) in West Virginia and extended analysis of
two RESAs. As'illas been the case in the other states we have studied, the
story Ofthe'RESAs in West Virginia is,tied to state politics that have shaped
the system's creation'and-dev,Aopment. There has, been a tension between local
autonomy and state control, c441icated further by varying political des.ires,
economic realities, personalities, and geographic considerations. Together,
these factors form the main story line of how the RESAs developed over the
years.

A. THE STATE CONTEXT

1. Chronology of Events

1933

The West Virginia Legislature abolishes the 54 independen and 344
magisterial districts and replaces them with a system of 55 co ty unit school
districts.

1963

The Legislature passes brief enabling leg' lation to allow school
districts and local colleges and universities t enter into cooperative
arrangements to improve the education and placement of teachers,

Congress passes the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and
makes Title III PACE money (i.e., Projects to Advance Creativity in Education)
available to local school districts. ,

7

19 6

West. Virginia's first Title III-funded PACE agency is created, one of six
organizations to eventually form over the next three years to serve certain
areas in the state. Each receives declining federal dollar amounts to fund
planning and operation. They provide diverse services, such as audio-visuals
or psychological programs.

1970

Daniel Taylor becomes the State Superintendent.

78 \.
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1971

The legislature passes the state's first, school support equalization
formula package to reduce inequalities in school funding at the county level.

1972

Under the leadership of Superintendent Taylor and Governor Acch Moore,
viers approve a massive Better Schools constitutional amendment that provides
200 million dollars in school construction bonding. It is the first instance
of large-scale state aid to schools for construction. The total balloons to
nearly 600 million dollars as local, federal vocational education, and.
Appalachian Regional Commission contributions come in.

The Legislature passes Senate Bill 183 that empowers the State Board of
Education to create Regional Educational Service Agencies (R7SAs) and to,
establish policies pertaining to them. In what becomes an annual
appropriation, the Legislature passes a basic administrative grant to support
the RESA system.

1974

The Legislatu're passes the Education of Exceptional Children Act which
anticipates federal Public Law 94-142 the followihi year.

Roy Truby becomes the State Superintendent.

1981

The State Senate Finance Committee recommends that,the annual basic
administrative grant to the RESAs be deleted. The appropriation is
successfully reinstated during conference between the Senate and the House of
Delegates.

The Legislature passes Senate Bill 15. Chapter 18,orders State Board
of Education to establish and adopt new standards for quality education and to
require appropriate plans from county districts. In line with these
responsibilities, the West Virginia SEA implements a major reorganization of
its Bureau of Learning Systems along developmental and accountability lines to
provide technical assistance and monitorimg. capabilities. This set-up
replaces a structure based on instruction.

2. State Context
at.

The RESA story begins by looking at patterns of financial support for
public education that have shaped and constrained the ability of school
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districts to operate. In 1932, Wet Wirginia voters approved a constitutional
amendment effectively placing'a ceiling on the amount of revenue available to
boards of education to operate, the schools: Property tax.rates were limited
in order to reduce the growing incidence of sale and forfeiture of property
for non-payment during the Depression. The situation created by this historic

action makes it impossible to ascertain a county's real wealth. By placing a.

ceiling .'levy rates per propel-qv class, the 1932 amendment foreclosed any
opportunity for a county to exceed the existing rates in order- to generate
additional income to run the schools. A similar limitation constrains
counties from raising money to retire bonded indebtedness. As a result, major

expenditures to improve public ducatior have come about through state
initiative. One former official in the SEA described the situation where:

7
4 ...[T]hrough constitutional limitate6n, state code, and regulation, the

ounties now tax near their limits from a very small base. This makes

the role dif the state crucial for the schools.

ln 1933, the state Legislature abolished the existing independent and
magisterial school districts, replacing them with a new system of 55 county
unit school districts. For the next thirty years relations between the
districts and the state were often difficult and uneven. The districts were

reluctant to ask for money, believing the state" would attach strings. The

state, for its part, was content with a structure of education that made
relatively modest demands on the state treasury. AS a result, the educational,

system languished. There were instances of paternalism whereby some of the.
better off districts would look after the interests of smaller,, poorer
counties. Many of the latter, strapped financially and isolated by West
Virginia's infamous system of roads, remained provincial in character.
Physical facilities remained outdated and educational programming was limited.

Politics, economics, and personalities helped breathe new life into the

system. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 substantially
increased resources available to local counties. Title III PACE monies

assisted estRblishing a series of PACE agencies throughout the state.
Funded only with federal money, they developed individual programmatic thrusts
in response to unique local needs. One SEA official described the type of
cooperation that-led to the creation of one PACE agency in particular:

...[F]or example, there was a cluster of counties in the north central
region [now RESA VII] that had been meeting on a regular basis, coming
together monthly to discuss common problems, to conduct studies...with-
their own [staffs]; they didn't have paid staff to do this at all, and
quite frankly, some pretty great things came out of [it]. But most of

all there was a comradery...They would meet and work pretty hard for
about four or five hours, and .hen they would have a dinner... So, in

1966 a young fellow quartered at the University suggested that he put
together a_PACE proposal. He c:d, and it took on the character of being

the first so-called service cnot.,,.ri.

In 1968, a newgovernor, Arch MOG e, was elected. He campaigned on a

platform of expanded educational expenditures, higher pay for teachers, and
new school facilities to replace the couties' aging physical plants. A $200

million school building bond package was passed. It later mushroomed to

nearly $600 million with the addition of contributions from the counties,

so
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federal vocational education grants, and support from the Appalachian Regional

Commission. This infusion of funds, coupled with a governor interested in

stimulating improvements in public education, created a great deal of activity

in the state. As one observer put it, "During the period from 1965 to 1975

there was more educational initiative taking place in the stet= in that 10

years than had taken place in the preceding 100 years."

Daniel Taylor was hired as State Superintendent of Schools in 1970. A

young man, well liked,-and part of a new breed of energetic school
administrators, he had been a superintendent in Wood County for four years.
The early history of the RESA system owes much to his vision. For Taylor, the

RESAs were only one of several things in the emerging-politics of elementary

and secondary education in the state.. The RESA enabling legislation,

submitted by the State Board of Education as a part of its regular legislative

package, and subsequent state guidelines governing the RESA system, were
authored by Taylor with the help of a few aides. The RESAs are largely

attributable to his'early judgments about what was desirable and feasible in

an educational arena marked by growing demands for better services, strong

norms of local autonomy, and increasing pressureffom the federal sector. At

the core of his view was an intense sensitivity to the dynamics of state/local

relations. As two people put it:

There 4as an attitude, generally around the state, that it was time for

things to happen. The governor was very popular and had made commitments

to education unlike-any in the past. So, with [this] attitude in the

capitol, and leadership by several [politicians], and the
superintendent's strong presence, everyone was committed to improving and

making changes.

[It had to be insisted] not only aper but in actual fact that, while

the [SEA] might want to have the,RES do certain things, they were not

[to be regarded] as arms of the state. They were local entities created

by [the counties] to serve local educational needs. .What they did was to

be locally determined... [The SEA staff had to be] continually educated

- and reeducated...to realize that the RESAs were not creatures of the

[SEA], and the [SEA] was not routinely or in any other way to perform

through RESAs to local education agencies.'

Eight RESAs were-formed at the ocal level after the West Virginia

Legislature passed ,Senate Bill 183 in 1972. The bill stated the system was to

"consolidate ,and more effectively administer regional educational programs"

and "equalPie and extend educational opportunities." The State Board of

iducation was empowered to establish the RESAs and have the SEA promulgate the

--, guidelines necessary for their creation, administration, and continued

operation. The Legislature voted in special session to provide basic

administrative grant monies. County-superintendents naturally saw incentives

in the appropriation to begin the organizing process.

Seril-te Bill 183 had to pass through some politically sensitive filters

before becoming law. However, this was not difficult and was effectively

managed through the perauaship lobbying of Taylor, his close associates, and

state-wide groups such as thirPTA and the state superintendents' association.

Taylor served as the state'epoint man and did all the testifying on behalf of

the State Board. His strategy was to seek and secure the support.of
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legislative leaders instead of merely relying on members of the education
committees to introduce, sponsor, and guide the proposal. As one former
political power at that time'told us:

[Taylor]-was particularly effective in getting my support. I, in turn,

worked on my associates in the House of Detegates...but this was no
problem. The whole proposal went through on a voice vote, with little
organized opposition.

Some limited resistance stemmed from two sources. first, the structure
of the pre-exioting PACE agencies and the political ambitions of two PACE
agency directors rubbed some legislators the wrong way. in particular, the
latter saw the directors as using their positions and agencies as-bases of
operation for launching political campaigns aimed at the legislators'
incumbencies. Second, some legialators were concerned that RESts were going
to enlarge the state educational apparatus:

The biggest criticism that we got in the legislature was notso much-the

1)

money, it was the idea of creating another ayer.of the education
bureaucracy, and there was an attitude the we were too damn big anyway.
that we were taking about two thirds of all the money available in the
state to operate the schools...a fallacy of course. But the idea that.we
were going to invest in the education community some authority to make
them larger, go another layer...was very objectionable to some.

Somewhat surprising to some legislators was the brief opposition by the
governor. In a letter to the Secretary of, State, dated April 21, 1973, the
governor did not elaborate on his motivations, but nevertheless stated his
opposition unequivocalTy:

, .
.

I have eliminated [RESA] in the amount of $420,000.00...for the reason
thatthe Regional Educational Service Asng, is a new account not now
needed...

Whether based on political or economic: gro,..-As, The governor's mild objectiont
were not sustained in the House of Deegates of the Senate. One SEA official
described how money was taken from comprehensive employment programain order
to underwrite the RESA adminisrativerants: "[I]n the wee hours of the
morning some less-than-informed legislators-rooked at the budget and said,
'Well, looky here, the state has been giving away all this money; why don't we
just take half a million and use it for the"RESAs ?'' Summing up. the SEA's,
justifications for teekin A law with commensurate funding, one person had
this to say:

We had been Indicating to the legislature that there were some-.
innovative, meaningful things that were Occurring out there and that they,
operated, of courser' under the shadow of limited-funding andiwe ought to
do everything we could to continue those ,kinds of services.. .The [RESA]
concept took on real character and a more discrete character thao the
PACE concept. Still, there was kquestion about legitimacy:so that is
why it was absolutely essential that we get legislation that...would
complement what [the-counties were doing already]: We needed the
statutory authority to spend.:..money...we had no problem with [federal
money], but when we started to spend state money we had to have a smooth

82
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cf...authority fo- somebody other than a'county board of education

to spend ttei money. So, teat was why the bill was drafted the way it

irt 1979. Pc. ?ruby replaced Dar e1 Taylor as tne State Superintendent of
Schools,' There was some evidence to suggest that his arrival would change the

tole of the 'RESAs n thi tclucat,ohai scene. Truby was the. first

Sweerntenderit who was an "outsider' in that he had no prior experience in the

state, Tht 1,ost notable change has peenIrk:Ws greater insistence that SEA

officlals be assigned on a more'permanent basis to a RESA executive board for,

o specific per bwk and attend these monthly meetings and ;mt as conduits of

;sformation to and from the SEA. In addition, top-level staff sessions

between ?'ruby And his assistants at the SEA began to ;nclude regular
discussions of the Rt$As as a pant of the agenda. It-appears that he is

mov.,ng slow!), but steadfy in the direction of creating a more central role

for the RESAs. As one interviewee statdd:

think that.there is a more pro-RESA attitude right now,.. Or. Truby

comes in here and he Sees thn structure of the RESAs. I'm sure he had

some advance knowledge of (their operation by virtue) of his other

experiences. lie was pretty deeply involved in the Northwest Lab..:an
entirely'differenrITSet-up] but a regional Iconcepa. :1 trrou,d imagine

thLt his perceptions would be different from Dr. Taylor's. You must

"reMember that Or Taylor was the guy that went Across the street (to the
State Mouse] along with the cithefs and made certain commitments. that it

wasn't an arm of the [SEA], that it wasnq just anoteer.bureaucracy, and
hat we were not gokng-to come over ther/e. and-suddenly be-doubling or

t'ip),n.g the requests for mohey, 4,

in 1975. the State Board of Edocation raised questions about.the.
operat:ons of 'the RESAs, questions about what they do.. what their functions

Are. "'4 the agencies 'nicht be compared to one ano1her,"and why no study had

been done. A report was prepared. Jaz the SEA in early j980 the first report

of its kinp containing both descriptive summary statistics and reports from

eacf, ol the: RESA executive oirectors. in a sense, the content. of the report

s,gr,ifie,arit than the fact it was. reluested in the first place.

the Senate Finance Connittee voted to eliMinate the state -flat,

gray.; - the ent re Sy-UV"- There ate varying interpretations of the import

p! th=e. Irvyp, The most ber,ign version locetes the origin of the effort in an

interpersonal incompatibility between one or two state legislators 'and the

executive directorof one of the RESAs. Another interpretation sees the vote

as o na'binger of difficult times ahead for the agencies and, at a minim4M,

greater scrutiny by the vegislature. Regardless of the motives, the RESAs

),ammo a peripheral part of the state education syttem:

'ne acton -as a pol;t,ta) loonot.e at best:...RESAs being political

footbalIs traded back and forth. The LetOiature was in extraordinary

at the time, cons;dering a state aid formula that was not to the

king c-f certain forces, in an effort to swap for votes the RESAs were

cot,...perhaps .messige was sent with the clear knowledge.in-mind that-

the reeciemendat;on would be.reinstituted in conference. But it was the

same kind of moveirNJ see when money is voted for sewers in exchange for

cutting out senior citizen canters. l must say the [StA's) defense of
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the RESAs was less than stirring, sayilg, in effect, that "Thu RESAs save

the counties and the state a lot of moner in the'cost of gasoline."

A second move by the Legi,slature_unfoided at the tine of our visit to the

state. A new,bi1-1, Senate Eli )1 15, was pissed containing a brief section
requiring that the State Board, through the SEA, enforce as well as develop
new accountability plans for education: "...To require standards for

educational quality and approval of county educational programs" (Senate
Journal, May, '1981, p. 10). While the implications of this move for the RESAs

were not known during our stay, it is possible that the RESAs will be used to

a greater extent assisting the counties.in the design of accountability
plans and.aiding them in their implementation. As one person put it to us:

I would prefer to see the [RESAs] more [into] identifying locally defined

goals in,relationship to the state-wide goals that we're trying to
achieve., local control and state goals being somewhat incompatible
because the hocal control concept permeates our education. But as the

state moves to more centralized goal setting and direction,
standardization, etc., the RESAs' focus would then have to change-towards
suppol-ting state goals rather than just entirely, [local ones].' We're

under legislative mandate to develop accountability fo; each district in

relationship to the state...so then you begin to look for a vehicle to
help you and assist you to do that. And it seems appropriate that the

RESAs would have that kind of capacity.

The RESA Structure

The Resolution of Establishment adopted by the West Virginia Board of

Education, an written by Dr. Taylor, specifies the organizational structure

of the RESAs. The Resolution accomplished two very important things. First,

it established the relative independence of the RESAs from state control
(despite a SEA official on each RESA's executive board) by vesting virtually
all authority in the districts, thus reflecting realities of local control.

Second, it defined the organizations as unambiguously under the direction of

executive directors who report to their boards and no one else. In addition,

the document identified areas in which the RE'6As might provide servicen, such

as administration, curriculum, media, and instruction.

A4 might be expected, the agencies are similar in some respects.and

markedly different in others -- suggesting varying instances of overlap and

divergence in their developmental histories. All of them appear to have found

niches whictt serve county-level interests reasonably well and with little

fanfare. With some minor exceptions, they are not wildly divergent in terms
of.their budgets, the people they hire, or the primary categories c' services

they offer -. Most'are run by or are governed by people who have lona
associations w:th'local county districts. The rich menus of.progranming found

RESAs appear to be functions of particular local needs. :Mont of the
agencies plays a dominant role in local education, nor does any loom large in

terms of time, resources, or commitment required of the members. No one could

ur would identify for us an example of one RESA that is clearly 'superior to

the others across a spectrum oe dimensions.
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All RESAs receive an annual administrative grant from the legislative

appropriation. This'amount appears as a line item in the SEA'S annual budget.

The SEA divides the total among the eight agencies according to a formula. In

essence, as one person in the SEA put it, "RESAs with members having lower

assessed valuations get a weighted allocation that is proportionally more than

that given to the wealthier ones. The totals come out about the same." Total

appropriations from the state for FY 73-74 through FY 81-82 have varied little

and have not kept up with inflation.

The RESAs get funds from other sources besides the flat administrative

grant: state and federal grants, local contributions, membership fees for 1

some sub-programs, etc. The use of market mechanisms is conspi.:uously absent.

Total budget varies from $176,000 to $886,000; dependenA'on the state flat

administrative grant varies from 5% to 30% of the total budget; dependence on

federal grants varies from 17% to 69% of the total budget. The two RESAs with

the largest total budgets also receive the largest proportions of their income

from federal grants. In four instances, at least three-fourths of the total

budget comes from state and local sources. These financialAdifferences cannot

be explained by differences in region size alone. While budget information

was not readily forthcoming, most of our contacts at the state, level' did say

that large RESA budgets are invariably_the "result of agencies successfully

tapping federal programs or lederal flow-through monies. RESAs with smaller

budgets have been unsuccessful at grant seeking or have chosen to avoid ,

linkages with outside sources.

The RESAs are similar, in size of their memberships. The average number

of districts is 6. The agencies are similar, if not identical, their

management and governance patterns. The SEA guidelines require that each

agency have a county fiscal agent to receive monies, disburse funds, 'and

oversee the agencies' accounts. The board of directors is comprised of the

executive director, a chairperson, superintendents and members from local 4

boards of.education, and the SEA representative.

Data on services provided by the RESAs display real diVersity. All eight

offer a small set of core services, another set of elective services is

provided by more than half of the agencies, and-a large number of services are

provided by only one or-two RESAs. These data, too, suggest fundamental

differences in strategies pursued by the counties.

Neither the original legislation nor the Resolution established criteria

or suggested any procedures for evaluatkng RESA performance. The SEA's

Standards for the Education of Exceptional Children (1981) make no explicit

mention of the RESAs, their use by the counties in implementing special

education rules, and regulations, evaluation of the RESAs' participation by the

counties or thefrSEA, or the use of the REAs by the state is monitors of local

level compliance, although the RESAS are very much involved in educating

speeial children. The Governor's Study on School Management, submitted 'in

January of 1974 analyzed and evaluated the business operations of each of the

55 county school systems as well as their relations with the SEA. The survey

was requested by GOvernOr Mooi-e in light of an increase in total expenditures

for elementary and secondary education in the State from $.142.5 million in

1962-63 to $339.7 million in 1972-73 --an increase of 140%. In the "Forward".

of the report there is a section on "regionalization" which strongly endorses

a regional approadl to consolidating varioui funCtional Operations which were'
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being performed independently by the 55 county districts. While' the RESA
legisjation was new at' the time of the report's issuance, the document noted.
their existence and suggested that they might be appropriate vehicles for
accomplishing regionalizati_

The timing and thrust of the Governor's report may help to explain why so
little forma' evaluation of RESAs has been carried out. Given the strong
tradition or i..-a: autonomy-4n educational affairs, and given the concerns
about how RESAs might impinge on this autonomy, the survey requested by the
Governor may have intensified suspicions about the real intent of Senate Bill
183. Advocates of the RESA concept, especially the Superintendent, had to
insure that the system would do nothing to upset the delicate arrangement
between the SEA and the cnwities. In a sense, the report exemplifies the
irony of RESAs in West Virginia. On the one'hand, the report could have been
used to justify a major role for RESAs in helping to streamline education
service delivery. On the other hand; such a role would seriously erode the
autonomy of the counties and, hence, would be politically infeasible due to
the enormous power wielded by the county superintendents. Thus, the RESAs are
caught in a position where it would not be in the interest of any particular
RESA director to have his or her organization perform too well and become too
visible.

The bright light of evaluation has fallen only.indirectly on the RESA
system on a few occasions. A Study of the West Virginia State Education
Agency for the Public Education Study Commission of the West Virginia
Legislature, pointed out that "no formal evaluation has been made by the SEA
of RESA services" (p. 77). The report continues:

Are,RESAs a cost-effective approach to providing educational services?
Proponents might say yes; but there is little substantive data to support
the claim...the SEA has implemented its legal mandate regarding the RESAs
but they lack an adequate and reliable control system to determine the
RESAs' effectiveness (p. 79) .

During the Taylor administration the SEA conducted no formal evaluations
of RESA performance. There is some hint that the agencies began to document
their activities of their own accord, :lut this was not formally mandated or
substantiated in our visits. The SEA's strategy was centered on a modest,

. county-responsive, low profile role for the RESAs. Formal evaluation and
scrutiny played no part'in the department's de-signs and would have been
antithetical to them.

The next'two sections examine the development of two of the eight RESAs.
It prover' so difficult to identify successful and unsuccessful cases, that we
instead twiected two sites that appeared to be as different from each other as
possible We didn't succeed in getting very different sites, but then the
reality the RESA system may be that there are not significant differences..
among the RESAs. In any event, we call our two sites RESA A and RESA B.

tt
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B. RESA -A

1. Chronologx of Events

1965 .

Title III ESEA PACE money is made available to local, county school
districts.

1966

A U.S. Office of Education M-STEP Teacher 'Education Center (TEC) is

organized in Abel County to improve and coordinate the education and pinement
of teachers in the region. It serves local schools and local colleges and
universities.

N' 1.,fC,L

1967

A Title III PACE agency organizes in' nearby Brker. It provides services

in the area of audio-vistals to !ooal school districts. It ceases, operation

three years later. Some of its original persohnel and ecoiipment are later
absorbed when RESA A is organized in the same vicinity.

1968

Federal funds expire. and the M-STEP TEC.-10e(omes MITEC, a state and

Ajocally funded Teacher Education Center. ,/

1972

1973,

The Legislature passes Senate Bill 183.

Abel, Calhoun, Dartmouth, Fairfield and Plymouth County boards of
education begin organizing RESA A (RA) d sign letters of commitment.
Charles Wolf is hired as'the executive director. Abel County serves as the

fiscal agent. RA incorporates MITEC into its structure and al,lowi it to keep
its original board of directors as an advisory group to the RA board. General

programs are offered in adult basic education, special education and
cooperative public service training. The FY 1973-1974 budget it $244,000.

1974

time.

The services of a trained psychologist are offered by RA for the first
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Robert Wilson becomes the executive director after Charles Wolf leaves to
assume the Abel County superintendency during a widespread controversy over
the, use of certain school books. Wolf replaces a superintendent who leaves
during the difficulty. A cooperative purchasing committee and a school
calendar coordinating group are formed from the fivecounty members.

A lirst annual violin works p and festival at a local college is
presented. A major program for the gifted calledProject TAi NT receives
Title IV-C funding.

,

State funds' for audiological services are received, as are f lon,es

for an adult Vietnamese education program. A Search and Serve prop:.', wets
0

underway to locate and identify Priority I special children. RA Er4;,..,iS 27,

full-time and 24 part-time (associated with the ABE program) worker..

1978

The first annual regiona' science and engineering fair is held. RA

employs 27 full-time and 1 part-time workers.

1979

RA has 26 full-time employees and 32 part-time.

1980

RA adds several programmatic componens. A CETA kinkige agent works out
of the agency with local CETA projects and iu State Department of Labor. A

special grant is received to fund a demonstration project for providing in-
service and staff development training to teachersjo that they Key gain the
certification required. 'The 'FY 1980-1981 budget ir$746,000.

2. History
4

4
a

'RESA A is the result of cooperatciwe efforts of five county school
districts in the central porti'on of West Virginia. It is-not a large
enterprise by standards againstkwhich many publlc organizatitons are measured.
Only five distrtcts are members and the geographic area it covers is smaller
than-moseother RESA areas. But it enjoys a position of prominence and high
visibility within the RkSA System primarily because it has a 'Verge Staff, high

levels of funding, and a brbad mix of services for school districts and
surrounding communities.
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Abel County is the most populated and commercially developed area in the
_region. The other four counties border Abel but they do not touch each other.
Like spokes of a wheel, their relationship with this hub county is more. V n a
geographic curioaity; it underscores Abel's centrality and rOle as leader in
local education. As one person put it, "wherever you go, You start or go

through Abel City.",

RESA A was organized in a rather straightfor9ard manne' during the period
from July, 1972 to March, 1973. The Abel County Board of Education provided
the initial stimulus by responding to Senate Bill 183 and the SEA guidelines
governing the RESA system. It Ossed a resolution in August stating the
desire and intention to enter into a RESA-type arrangement. Aside from this
aciin, however, no single individual or county dominated the organizing
.process. Rather, Anthusiasm was shared throughout the five counties,
underscoring a belief that demonstrable benefits in the form, "f cost
reduction, greater service delivery, and enhanced edUcationa! oppe:rtunitie
for students and staff members would result from consolidating existing
programs. One person deacribed the attitude' in the distrhts at that time as
one which "sat well with what Dr. Tpylor had in mind. ". As two people

described for ut;

The RESA concept was not a foreign idea. I did a lot of work w.th the

itgisl4ture then and since. The RESA never had any serious opposition.
Dan [Taylor] having been a school superintendent himself, coming ".om the
ranks, called upon all of the sUlberintendents not only here but
throughout the state... Then again, you'll always have a few politicians

in opposition. But the [VA] and a couple of State-wide organizezions
were very much behind this thing.

It-was clear to all of us that -this arrangement-would give us mu., formal
and systematic ways of dealing with each other.

The Fairfield County Board of EducatioWpassed its resolution in early
September. An organizing meeting was soon held and attended by tht fiv-

superintendents. They decided.to requett, by letter to'Dr. Taylor, the
' assistance of an assistant superintendent from the SEA to answer minor
questions surrounding the financial and organizational aspects of the RESA

proposal. While these were "get-togethers so the superintendents coutJ
e-Iplore what could be done," the substance of the meetings-"followed pre tv
'ch what had been designated in the [SEA] guidelines."

The assistance was readily fdrthcoming. The Calhoun County Board of

iducation passed its resolution in late. September. Not until February, 197;

was another meeting held, at which time an assistant superintendent from Abel

County, named Charles Wolf, was selected as acting executivedirector of the
r w venture at no salary -- despite his efforts to get other people4to accept

the post. Shortly thereafter the Dartmouth aqd Plymouth County Boards of

Education passed resolutions. In late February Charles Wolf wrote a letter to

Dr. Taylor requesting his approval of the new organization. This came in

March and RESA A was born. A permanent representative was chosen by the SEA

to sit on the RESA A executivF bolted comprised of Wolf, the county
superintendents, and one persioh from each of the local boards of education.

Wolf became the full-time director, with pay, in September.
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The organizing process was a simple one. There was no opposition in the
local boards. The resolutions were passed without extended discussion or
debate. RESA A was not viewed as a threat nor an imposition from the SEA.
Its financial and organizational aspects were carefully spelled out in SEA
guidelines that reflected the realities of local control: The SEA
representative ww; helpful in his, interpretation. Finally, the counties knew
that financial support would be forthcoming in the form of yearly
administrative grants from the SEA.

The superintendents did not have extensive plans or elaborate
expectations of what RESA A would be. This effectively foreclosed any
pressure on Wolf to.develop a complicated, far-reaching enterprise:

There were on-gointi projects, projects without a head, if you will. So

s.te brought these into being, together in this building... It, was not hard

to do,

Also, RESA A was seen as a convenient means to capture and consolidate
federal ane state grants, develop new services as money became available, and
spread existing services to meet regional needs. A most salient consideration
at that time was to streamline many decision-making and, policy formation
responsibilities of the superintendents. One person described the scope and

flavci of this objective in the following manner:

Money was not the major factor, but cooperation was. We wanted a smooth

operating organization. We didn't have any big plans, just helping the
students and keeping the administrators from having so many meetings.
You could have everything on one agenda narrowed down tone meeting.

The superintendents were pleased with the way. RESA A clarified the
ambiguities of inter district cooperation. Existing laws and state
regulations never explicitly addreised these issues by either sanctioning
ve..,hibiting cooperation at the local-level. As, a result the.districts

developed a history of informal collaboration, "swapping, bargaining;a the

like." "We never worried about what we wanted to do, but how it could .b done-

and legally." RESA A answered the;qUestions about legality but did not impose
contractual arrangements.between ttt districts.

It also required very little in the way of start -up costs. Abel County
provided a rent-free.facility next door to its own administrative
headquarters. RESA A has been there ever since. Centrally located, equipped
with the necessary administrative and financial machinery, quite.experienced
with handling grants, and situated just next door to RESA A -- Abel County was
the obvious choice to become the fiscal agent.

.;The Organizing process also was simplified by realiStic,language in the

SEA guidelines. RESA A was to be a service agency designed to provide
benefits to the counties at their request. Its role was to be a supplementary
one, shying away tend prevented) from actions that would have the' effect,of

transforming it into. an independent force in local education. It was to

assume programmatic responsibilities only after receiving permission to do so.

As stated in both its own charter and the SEA regulations:

,90
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...[T]o provide supplemental educational services to the member countie..
in four broad areas...

[Section 5] 1. established as regional units in the State school system
which provide supplementary educational benefits to county school
systems...

Any matter internal-to a district would remain subject to local
prerogatives unless it had regional promise and appeared amenable to regional
solutions -- at which point RESA.A would enter the_scene upon invitation.
This let the districts relinquish certain programs to RESA A at the outset,
giving the RESA immediate, programmatic legitimacy end removing the need to
design on its own (and of its own free will) programs that might conflict with
local interest. As one person summed up:

If we were to discuss a problem or a program, then the entire board would
discuss it, instead of RESA developing its own,. People in the counties
like to feel they do not have to be like everyone else --and they won't
be. But this way we could al) decide what was best for all of the
counties.

A contributing factor to the ease with which RESA A formed were prior
experiences with cooperation in the region. The counties had sponsored
numerous short and long-term-programs in areas of educational broadcasting,
summer occupational educational training programs, Title III (ESEA) open-air

schools, and -so on. The primary attention in the region was usually focused
on projects housed in, sponsored!by, or administered through Abel County.
Benefits spread to the others in a. hit-or-miss;-random, and sometimes very
infrequent fashion. Where success did spread, it was because of informal
understandings forge among the counties rather than through strict
contractual obligations. RESA A provided the opportunity to tighten up this
process and serve as a v6hicle for programs with regional purpose and scope.

For example, we had a program in Abel County called COP, -- Cooperative
Occupational Program -- t beautiful program that trained teachers' and the

like. We decided this could be moved in under RESA and spread to
whole region.

One on-going and tremendously successful cooperative enterprise beca.cie a
major impetus for the formation of RESA A. In ;966 the U.S. Office of
Education awarded funds to the. SEA to establish a teacher education center
(TEC) as part of the national M -STEP program (Multi-State Teacher Education
projectiv The project was located in-Abel County and provided services in the
mreas oPeducating, training,.placing, and supervising student teachers._ By
1968 M-STEP was such a success that Abel County assumed sponsorship when
federal funding expired. By 1972 M-STEP had been-renamed MITEC (Multi-
Institutional Teacher Education Center) and was serving Abel and Fairfield

ccunties. The colleges and universities in the area were producing nearly 500
student teachers annually to be placed in these two counties alone.

The county superi,ntendents liked the idea of in(tuding MITEC within the

new RESA. Representatives from the colleges and universities were somewhat
skeptical. of the prciposal since they viewed it as a way to deprive them of a

voice in ,the policy - making areasof teacher education. ftWever, the idea was
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compelling for practical reasons. RESA A would be a rent-free home. The SEA

liked the idea and pushed hard. RESA A would give MITEC instantaneous access
to five counties instead of just two. The MITEC board soon saw RESA A as a

convenient way of enhancing the legitimacy, breadth, and visibility of MITEC.

Unlike a few TECs in other parts of the state, MITEC retained its name

and governing body. RESA assumed control over the budget and hiring.. This

arrangement met two needs in one stroke. RESA A benefited through its new

association with a highly respected program. MITEC gained greater

administrative stability and programmatic coverage.

In addition to the inclusion of MITEC, RESA A continued to expand and
incorporated other programs, such as adult basic education and public service
training. All the districts operated adult basic education (ABE) programs
prior to its formation. The board decided to consolidate certain functions
under one roof, effectively reducing five ABE budgets, funding requests, and

grant awards into one. The districts continued to develop their own plans,

schedules, and staffing requirements. TheABE teachers became RESA employees.
Although most of them were part-time, the large numbers still swelled the RESA

A staff.

The SEA, through its vocational education wing and i.n cooperation with

various state agencies, had offered public service training courses- for nearly

fifteen years to local towns and groups needing to meet certain state
standards (i.e., licensing, certification, etc.). The courses were in areas

such as firemanship, vehicular extraction, and water treatment, and 'the list

eipanded during subsequent years. The scheduling and staffing of the courses
(as well as registration, certifying, testing, payment, etc.)' were arranged by

five public service training coordinators who served the entire state from

their regional offices. Abel County had one'such person who covered a two -

RESA area. It seemed logical-to the SEA to make this a RESA program. The

RESA A board agreed and, along with four other Rafts, moved to- incorporate

public service training as a programmatic component.

Two new positions were added to RESA A in the first year. One was a.

special education coordinator (director) to assist the counties in
implementing various steps spelled out in the state's new special education

law --a law that preceded P.L. 94-142 byone year. The other position was

that of a psychologist who would take part in the evaluation and referral of

students thought to have learning and behavioral disorders. This person would

also,,assist the districts in conforming to the new law.

The budget grew from $250,000 in 1974 to almost $400,000 in 1976. Most

of the funds came from the state. The agency's annual administrative grant

amounted to about $60,000. this helped to pay for Wolf and secretarial help.

MITEC was supported with a direct state grant anci7a mixture of local

contributions from the counties and the,cotleges. The payments were

calculated on a formula basis. The special education coordinator was paid for

by federal EHA Title VI-B funds administered and distributed by the SEA. The

psychologist funds also came from the SEA by means of a special allocation

from the legislature to. the entire RESA system. State grants supported the

public service training component (in later years a mixture of state and

fedepill dollars was used). The only local funds were those for MITEC. They

represented an average of 11% of RESA A's budget. for the three years.
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harles Wolf left the executive directorship after eighteen months to

bec e.the superintendent of Abel County. He continued his association with

RESA as a member of its executive board. His udden departure had nothing
to do with his performance at RESA A's helm, but rather, was dur to a local

political controversy.

Robert Wilson was the superintendent of Dartmouth County scheols at that
time. -15 trusted man, he had a strong familiarity with RESA A as a member of

the board since the agency's inception. He became the new executive director

shortly after Wolf's departure. His selection was a wise and popular move.

From his new post he continued the strategy of developing new programs and
transforming existing services into more efficient-, effective, visible, and
equitable-regional programs.

By 1976 it was clear to many that more had to be done-to identify and
serve the needs of gifted and talented students. Wilson and his special'
education staff began to meet with district personnel to explore ways of
funding and, designing a regional program in this area of emphasis. The SEA

said funds might be available through ESEA Title IV-C. A proposal succeeded
in securing enough money to pay for one year of.planning and three years of
operation -- sufficient to cover a director and, three teachers in gifted

education. Project Talent was born and became an instant success story. The
project helped -to implement various modules for the gifted in ways that met

the needs of ill _the counties.

1RESA A became a resource center for,an adult basic education Vietnamese
program in 1978-79. A short-term federal grant paid for the purchase,
inventory, and distribution of materials for voluntary projects throughout the

State. During the same period an audiological program was added to its list
of offerings. -This was paid for through a legislative allocation for the SEA

to establish RESA-based services for'hearing impaired students. RESA A's

audiologist was supplied with new audiometric equipment and given the
responsibility to evaluate students upon referral, perform routine screenings

in the districts, and conduct in-service training for teachers.

Beginning in 1979 the RESA underwent modest programmatic, personnel, and
budgetary adjustment. An infusion of more federal money allowed the addition
of .a second public-service trainer to provide expertise in EMT and related

paramedical areas. In a drastic move, the state legislature halved, its annual

allocations for RESA-based psychologists and audiologists. The appropriation

was rechristened "evaluative services" and went toward supporting the

audiologists. The ether half of.the original amount was returned more or less
intact to.the districts to be spent at their discretion./ In 1980 the
audiologjst and psychologist positions were funded by the state at $32,000 and

$54,000 respectively. The following year the audiologist was funded at
$29,000, 10% of which came from the counties. The psychologist's budget of

$37,000 was paid for by districts using the new discretionary funds returned

to them.

With advent of an increasing sophistication in the_counties, the addition

of more specialists, and the districts' ability to solve more.problems on
their own, some of RESA A's programs began to shift in emphasis. For example,

the need to assure greater compliance with state and federal regulations began

to lessen as old mandates requiring the identification and treatment of
,
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priority 1 and 2 children were largely met. The new challenge was to provide .

more informatiOnal services and to enhance the capabilities of the vast number
of teachers still lacking adequate certificatioK -- a fact that disturbed the
SEA and spurred the legislature to demand certification programs.

RESA A developed a new compute zed search and serve program in
cooperation with Abel County. It al owed state and local officials to track
and record a.student's progression hrough stages of identification,
evaluation, referral, and instruction. 'Modest.contributions from the counties
paid the cdstt-far the first year while a small Title IVIB grant promised to
underwrite the expenses from then on. RESA A secured another VI-El grant to
design a project that would assess the training requirements of special
education teachers needing certification -- needs that demanded services above
and beyond those available in local colleges. RESA A contracted with the
local institutions of higher learning to provide the courses during summer
sessions. The-grant paid for the tuitio oats.

Other grants helped to sustain programs faced with lean futures and
underwrote new ventures. Additional Title IV-C funds paid for a new high
school drop-out program called HELP. It a-lsp eased Project Talent's
transition from an era of heavy operational subsidies to self-sufficiency. A

Title IV -C grant paid to conduct a state-wide survey to assess social studies
education.

Finally, in a move reminiscent of events surrounding tte inclusion of the
public service training-component in 1974, the SEA dEcided to use four RESAs
as locations for CETA Linkage specialists. RESA A's specialist would perform
a liaison function by working with both the SEA's vocational education wing
and local grant recipients (such as districts or their vocational education
schools) toqprovide technical assistance in order to ease the administrative
requirements of the CETA training grants. The person also would certify the
instruction and placement of the trainees.

Therefore, the agency's pattern of growth over the years followed a
steady and predictable path. No serious efforts were made to develop "profit
making" programs that could underwrite speculative ventures. Nor was it
considered advisable to generate cost centers that designed, marketed,.and
sold services to districts and other organizations on a cost basis. RESA A
avoided any form of.market mechanism and stuck with grants as the mainstay.
The average annual growth in its., budget was a robust 17% with_a slight dip in
the rate during 1977 and a levelling in the years since then. State funds
amounted to nearly 51% of the annual budgets; 42% came from the federal
government and 7% *!'rom local, sources.

In 1977 there were 27 full-time and 24 part-time employees. In 19E11

there were 26 and 36, respectively -- thus reflecting little growth in light
of the budgetary expansion. Of the programs listed as ine items in the most
recent budget, a majority remain Original core programs developed during
1974-75. The rest are additions within the same functio al areas. In

conclusion, RESA'A reached a staffing, and to a lesser ext nt, programming
threihold during its first two or three years Of existence.
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3. Internal Management
4

The agency has settled into a comfortable niche zarved out of the space

among the districts. While it remains a servant of the districts, RESA A has
attained a permanent status and is accepted in that light. Much of this is

due to its exireme sensitivity to local prerogatives and ability to remain

responsive yet unobtrusive. It also results from efficient internal

operations. In this section we turn to the structure, style;and philosophy of

management.

Official management of RESA A is essentially a one man operation.- The
executive board meets once a month at headquarters to discuss programs and .

problems. It looks to Wilson as the person with the most information. While

the riepresentatives do not rubber stamp his every move', they rely to a great

degree on his advice and direction. One area over which there hasbeen a
slight difference of. opinion has been the ABE issue. Wilion would like the

districts to assume once again the management-of.the program.. The
superintendents have disagreed, choosing to "leave the hassles to the RESA
since they are doing such a good:job anyway."

Authority over internal operations is firmly vested in the executive

directorship. Everyone reports to Robert Wilson with equal access. RESA A

has never had'to create intervening layers of management, deputies, or a

second in command. This.is because it has remained small enough to permit a
logical division of labor and control over numerous programs', while avoiding

cumbersome lines of authority. No one we spoke to could envision a RESA A so

large that it would re 're "formal relationships and fancy rules." Wilson

qa\Ilio
has considered the time w' n, if need be, greater expansion will require more

delegation of his power. uld this occur,'he will seek out "a generalist"
who can speak to the vafious sub - specialities within the agency. The closest

thing to a second in command has occurred when the special education
coordinatg ocoasjonally-assumes the role of the agency's poi :,t man: receiving

and pa ihsralong information, requests, feedback, and compledets from the
-schoo s an 'the SEA to,the various staff. members. During our summer visit to
RES IA this persIn accompanied Wilson to the State.House to discuss the
resLoration of basic administrative allocations recently deleted upon
recommendation of the Senate Finance ,committee. However, .-..ctivities such as

these do not constitute a major part of his job cAd are best described as,
courtesies and necessities that come up during t)e course of any day. Nor do

they interfere with the lines of communication end domains of responsibility
that have been established by the rest of the workforce. As stier, no one

assumes authority-;over anyone else. 'Aa wt were told:

PeopteNare treated as equals and fact as equals here) Bob's style is

trusting and he dealsxwith us on the same level.

At this he s cceeds admirably. No one voiced a single reservation about

his style or the am unt of attention he devotes to individual needs and

concerns. The relati ship between WilsOnane his staff is Untouched by the

divisiveness, contentio , and resentment.that'plague many small.organizations.
He sustains the atmospher 'by working civsely, bUt,not too closely, with the

employees. Many interviewees mentioned his Direieis, frequent, and informal

ettedtion,tp the workers. Ofie\person described the;relationships as one where

H",he acts as sort of an expert it, overall adMInistl'ation and as a generalist
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who relies on us to get the job done while we look to him to make sure that we
cant"

Wilson rarely holds staff meetings, preferring to "accomplish more in 15
minutes meeting individually'than sitting around with everyone and listening
to how hard they work." He conducts no perforrisnce evaluations. He likes to
oversee operations. by dropping' in on an employee, chatting over the telephone,
passing along compliments from the counties, and offering his assistance when
he can. But beneath the air of cordiality and informality is a no-nonsense
approach. He screens and interviews.all jet) applicants; allows others' in the
organization to provide impeessions and passet along his final choice to the
board for their apptoval which is always forthcoming. The employeei su it

weekly work schedules so that'he is kept areast of everyone's location.. This
is not a way of keeping tabs or% performance, but to inure that all workers
can be reached-if necessary. Regular-reports are not customary since some
programs'are more conduciVe to repott.ing than others. The'employees write
yearly summaries that are used by Wilson wnen. he reports to the executive
board. Wilson summed up the situation this way:

Certain probrains lend,themselves to reporting while others don't. If

asked the audiololist toullive me.weekly updates she'd miss out on two or
three screenings. The annual reports are not part of my written.pplicy
but are something I feel is necessary to justify our existence and to
demorstrate to the board we are doing the jab. I, just like everyone
else, have questions as to whether or not,we're doing all we can. An
area in which I have little expertise.is psychological services. If I go
over and discuss a'service with [our person) and she says it takes three
days'to do an evaluation I have to her word.:. Hell. one of my
people-could be off fishing for all I know. BUt the weekly-schedules let
me-know where they should be. I trust they are doing their jobs.

The staff returns, the trust. One person described him this wef!

He is very competent.` I think he's fair and cares about us. At the same'
time he lets it be known how far you have gone or can ;o. You might
think' of him as a tough good ol' boy.

Wilson requires 'his employees to understand the scope of. the:.. programs,
and their technical-aspects. A particularly useful teaching device in this
respect ;s" when he involves them in the budget process. The employees
maintain hand ledgers for Aheir own programs. He meets with them _to discuss
line item discrepancies that may appear frOm time to time between his .

comprehensive ledger, their' copy, and monthly computer print-outs supplied by
the fiscal agent. Quite often the.-errors are due to the computer, but they
require, as we witnessed first-hand during our visit, tedious searches to find
the problem'. He also collaborates with each persbn When it comes time to
submit yearly budget requests; relying on their suggeitiont and rough drafts
that contain detailed information on pay increases, benefit requi.rements, and
the like. The budget building procesi remains foreign'to soMe.and'varies
according to the program. For example. the !ETA:L;nkage and public- service
training components are parts of,two state-wideptogtems with budgett that are
hammered out in contraVtts with the RESAs. .As a result,.thereit slightly less
discretionaritoom to maneuver here than in,other areas. Two people coMMented
on, involvement with budgett:

'



We all keep hand ledgers. It's formal and is in accordance with good_

accounting practices. I think the more I know about my budget the

better.

Some people get involved with the moneyquestions more than I dp. Bob

uses the budget assort of a common link to all of us. I'm still

learning... He's been good about it...has never said I can or cannot do

something and wi 1 point out what I need to watch for.

Much more is iriolved in fiscal management at RESA A than the regular
meetings with the emOloyees. An entirely different realm of respons-fibilitY

involves Wilson's use of the budget as a monitor of the organization's
progress. The technical caretaking duties rest with Abel County as fiscal
agent. The instrument itself is not audited independently but when the state
tax pommissioner comes in to look at the county's finances. Wilson keeps his
own comprehensive ledger and uses the monthly print-outs as corrective
devices. He signs all purchase orders, "even those that m.ight be for one

penny." He reports on the agency's financts when the executive board asks.
Supplements and transfers within a program account require board approval, "no
matter how trivial."

Tht primary source of income remains the grant. According to most pe6P4e
Who are in a position to know, "all but maybe 5% or 10% of the grants are
fixed and untouchable."' The discretionary areas are left to the employees to
decide how the funds are to be spent: more travel, training,or whatever.
The remaining funds are non-negotieble matters, a point which led one person

to say, "Sure, I write the budget; II copy last year's!" This leaves very -
little for independent prograth development since programs speneup to their
limits and then stop. Some programs are aided by picking up free services
from other budgets. For example, some programs pay RESA A for rent while

,others do not. Wilson uses "his" administrative account to pay for generic
costs such as custodial care or machine repair.

The complexity of the agency's budget reflects the diversity of the
internal)RESK A structure. The employees point out that RESA A is a team, as
one veteran chose to call 4t, where the_spirit of sharedness pervades.
Indeed, this appears to be the case, especially in the special education
"cluster" where people share facilitie district contacts, and some

functional responsibilities. Beneat the rface of this collective
enterprise is the reality that people go th it separate ways. Despite the

healthy interpersonal arrangement t eXi , a number of perfectly
understanda0% factors keep the empl ees from merging into a homogeneous

body. This reality of separateness was underscored by comments:

I don't have any idea how other people view themselves but I'm funded
federally and through the state. Whem I* first came I felt like I was

more or less just in an office here...just an employee who had been
farmed out by the state.,

There's a realization that even though we all get along quite nicely with
each other our jobs take us in many independent directions. This isn't

bad, put it is the way it is.

*87
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Were usually in our own world. There is talking amongst all of us but
usually not about what each of us do... We have to compare ourselves to
our counterparts in the state instead of with the people here.

These realities are not impediments, but instqad reflect the fact that
people have differept job responsibilities, personalities, and dominant
professional paradigms. There are, however, undeniable factors which lead to
homogeneity. As we found everywhere in West Virginia, most of the employees
at RESA A are natives of the state or from nearby parts of the country. They
share a strong identification with the surrounding region.

The internal diversity is dueto budgetary and programmatic factors. The
MITEC, special education, psychology, and audiology progAms are linked to
separate offices in the newly reorganized Bureau of Learning Systems at the
SEA. Contacts v4ry in type and frequency. A member of the Office of Special
Education Administration in the BLS told us:

,lu're right. If I had- to name one part of the [SEA] where most of the
d'Al,ings take place with the RESAs -- where you probably find the
grc:qest support for them or whate.er...would be Lri the [BLS]. Of

RESAs are far and away-special education agencies.

.
This is not necessarily the case. In terms of funding RESA A is not

necessarily a special education agency. Only 17% of its 1981 budget came from
grants for special education and related programs. On the basis of linkages

. with the SEA, it has an eclectic make-up. The public service training and
CETA linkage components are-tied to the Bureau of Vocational, Technical, and
Adult Education. Project Talent draws funds from the Bureau of Services and
Federal Assistance. These distinctions should not be pushed too far, but they
db suggest there are a number of determinants of diversity. Three examples
point them out.

//-
0

The audiologist is,clearly part of the special education "cluster" at RA
and shares issues, problem areas, and audiences with the psychologist and the
special education coordinator. However, the nature of the job and its
functional demands keep the person away from the office a great deal of the
time and in constant contact with students and teachers who have only a
tangpntial relationship with other RESA A employees. The public service

rtraining employees are removed further since they cover ten counties and deal
with groups who bear little relation to most of RESA A's clients. Responsible
for scheduling courses, hiring nstructors, certifying classmembers, insuring
thatthe instructors get paid by the counties and orchestrating the counties'
reimbursement from the SEA, their job is of an entirely different circler than
'others. Finally the MITEC program works as much with college administrators ,

as it does with county administrators, teachers, and students.

In a very real sense, then, RESA A is a collection of diverse, semi-
autonomous programs operating weal within certain political and technical
parameters set down by the exezutivt board and articulated through the style
and philosophy of Robert Wilaon. The programs are shaped by technical
realities and are separated by distinct functional responsibilities. Add to
these a diversity in funding; unique client systems, and individual
personalities running the programs, and'you will have forces sufficient to
fragment 'any organization and invite in the destructive influencit of . .
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competition and mutual indifference. But this doesAnot happen at RESA A. One

reasom is Wilson's leadership. The other is commitment to the organization.

Commitment is :sometimes Vague word used to describe the bond that holds
a staff together. We did riot pursue some of the emotional dimensions of
commitment that appear at the personal level. A few people told us teart
rending tales about unfortunate childre and the diffixulties faced by the
parents. indeed, a large measure pf the commitment at RESA A is of just such
a type; powerful attachments to alleviating human suffering and meeting the
challenges of modern public education with strong norms of professionalism.

However, the most pervasive form of commitment at RESA A is to
cooperation itself; fomd in everyone's belief that it is the most effective
and logical way to del:ver services to four counties. Ividence took several
forms. One, aside frn the practical reasons why people choosb to:work
anywhere (the ava.labi'ity of a job, good.pay, and in the case of the public
training component, the job was transferred to the RESA), the employees chose
RESA A because the concept of regionalism attracted then;:'

I liked the regional concept. My background had been rn a simile realm.

I thought this was the best way for a rural state like West Virginia to
provide Services, particularly to low-incident children.

This feeling is supported through experience and the philosophy of the-
executive director. As two people pointed out:

What interested me was that some of the counties did not have services
available. Here Bob wants us to include all five of them as much as
possible. I had been involved with RESA A as a teacher and I used it as

a lending library kind of thing... So, fbr me, as a teacher, the image I

had -- and still do -- is that it's a place that [one can go to] get
resources.

Commitment to the organizatibn comes from being happy with the level of
freedom it allows for program change and job'design. This is the case in both'
the special education coordinator and the psychologist positions. Dramatic
adjustments have been required with the passing of the and the agency had
accommodated these alterations.', Another point is tha RESA A allows mobility

. .
and contact with a wide variety of people --more so, it is felt, than if one
worked in a school district. Two comments reflect satisfaction with the
latitude provided:

My prededtssor here had a different approach and was materials-oriented.
I would consider myself more program - oriented.', That hasn't been
o;fficult to approve here -- not that I've had to seek approval.
Programmatically speaking, l-see our role changing everyday for the
siWe fa:t that the districts...do have their own services and are in.
relative:compliance with most of the Daws1, Were now intoa successful \:
teacher training component that wasn't even envisioned five years ago.

The job was new when I came and the funding was on line. &A the job
description and the way I was to operate were not. So, I had to design
[this program from scratch]...developing relationships with people in the
counties and designing procedures and certain processes.



ComMitment to an organization must be based on the assumption that the
organization is worth the commitment. At the bottom line in RESA A is a
widespread belief that the organization does a good job. We heard widely
varying accounts of how the gMployees learn about their personal
accomplishments and gauge the agency's level of acceptance in the local
communities. Most feedback is informal: pats on the .back, messages conveyed
by Wilson, phone calls, witnessing the improvement of a student, thank yous
after conducting an in-service session, and so on. These are effective and
powerful mechanisms which complement an individual's professional knowledge of
a job well done.

However, informal feedback is not usually syptematic. RESA A does not
rhvest a great deal of time and money in designing and implementing
instruments-that measure a person's or the agency's achievements. Nor do

evaluations by outsiders begin to approach anything considered regular and
comprehensive. The.SEA does not monitor RESA A. Visits were set to begin
after we left, but as of then none had occurred. They seemed to be delayed by
bureaucratic foul-ups in, the SEA. The CETA Linkage, program was visited by an
official from VOle SEA one time "who wanted to see, if everything was going all
right."

Evaluations result from individual enterprise within a program and
through efforts of the districts on occasions. The audiologist has sent out
surveys'asking for advice and suggestions on the program. Employees usually
receive feedback after presenting an in-service session. Surveys used by the
county after these in-service sessions are passed on to Wilson or to the
person who.d7livered the talk. MITEC has an entire evaluative component:

(1) (Design instruments to evaluate all in-service programs sponsored
by MITEC, encourage continuous evaluation of the overall objectives of
MITEC 4nd disseminate...results to [its] board...and all participating
MITEC agencies... ('2) [Make] specific recommendations concerning the
need, Implementation and evaluation of any special project and/or
experimental program or using [its] personnel.

Finally. commitment takes on a form that, at first blush, seems
commonplace but which in reality speaks to a much more powerful forte. The

employees strongly identify with RESA A as their employer. They present

themselves to client systems as such. There is natural and strong pressure in
the client systems served by the CETA Linkage specialist, the public service -

people,. and the MITEC director (to a much lesser extent) that can force a RESA
k employee to present him or herself in terms of their function 1 areas rather

than their employer. An endless barrage of questions usually s rfaces: "What

:s a .RESA?" "Who do you work for again?" "Is that an Abel .icoun y program?"

Often the clients served by the CETA and public service people are totally
unfamiliar with the RESA system. Also, MITEC has a semi-independent aura
about it that stems'from a history as a once separate entity that still
retains its own board. However', despite forces such as these which can twist
one's primary idultification the employees display a strong allegiance to the

agency and its executive director.

A new law, and guidelines p omulgated by the SEA, enabled the five
superintendents to join hands an. create a new mechanisms for the delivery of
services. t..ith legal, financial, and organizational questionput to rest,

L
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they went About the business of shaping the enterprise in accordance with

their needs. The availability of grants and 00' e. with which programs

could be incorporated led to a sane and steady of growth. The

executive director steered the agency careful affed it with people who

shared a.tegional vision. The situation ha, satisfaction on the part

of the districts and the SEA. As we have se, thii is perhaps

attributable to the executive director's leas :. the logical unfolding

of the organ,zationws'structure. But we must cc ther possibilities as

'well; for example, the-agency's method of sustaini port from its stale

.
and local constituencies.

4. Relationships with Local Education Agencies

No single organization or group in the region c,') take ail the credit for
improvements in education over the last decade. no, ,.,feri RESA A. Gains are

the result of several things: demands by the state ,..nd federal governments
and the incentives provided by abUndamt grants; initiatives and finally...,
collective action at the local level. RESA A's ro * in the improvement

process has been limited to some extent although th organization itself
remains the principal embodiment of local cooperati . Whilg its successes,'

have been gotable and the praise of,locil educators is lavish and readily
forthcoming. REV( A is relatively small in size and faces a limited set of

opportunities to leave a mark. It constitutes but a fraction of the total
activities undertaken in the region in response to educational demands.
Somewhat' tangential in its role, it pales when compared to the scope of the
districts' programming, budgeting, and staffing requirements. We could pot

help but notice how so many interviews in the districts and the A ended with

lbff-the-record remarks underscoring these themes. The comment put RESA A 4n

its proper perspective: RESA A is very small; it plays an imp rtant role as a
provider but is %y no means the sole alternative available to the districts;
and finally, its disappearance would pose serious but not insurmountable
problems.

To call RESA A a trivial organization would be to deny the reality that'
its services are highly prized at the local level. We were struck by how

often people stressed the availability, adaptability, quality, and cost
efficiency of the programs. They continually impressed upon us a theme aptly

stated by one person in parti ular: "The bottom line is that RESA A helps us.

get over the humps."

11?The services extend local capacities and provide a backup
shortcomings arise in the schools. They serve a political func ion as well:
"There are still kids out there the counties are afraid to touch because of
repercussions. Sb they call on us to act as intermediaries who handle the

case." The serviqes provide reassurance: -

Without them 1 would miss the security of knowing there is a 'place to get.

help. l!mean. it would take away from'me as an administrator- the
knowledge required to solve some of the pr9blems we'faci. FOr-example,

we did not write IEPs [until late 1978] when the federal goyernment said

we had to have them. W# knew that... We looked for help... and went to

RESA. You go there to express your needs and they help'you solve your

problems.
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In many instances services would not have been available or at their
current levels witnout RESA A's presence. A superintendent told us "if it

hadn't been for Project Talent we would nit be where we are today in gifted
education." Despite laws and grants that in all likelihood would have been
forthcoming anyway, RESA A has provided an extra margin of safety by
equalizing services in the region and bringing,districts up to acceptable
levels of compliance. Th:s includes Abel County: "Don't you think for one
moment they have been the paternalistic [leader] in all this; they have gotten
a lot out of RESA A too." We were led to believe'that without RESA A local
education would just be a mere continuation of the limited and inadequate
practices that .led to its creation in the first place. Some districts would
continue to contract for a major'portion of their psychological services with
privateproviders. Others would rely heavily on physicians to conduct in-
depth hearing examinations. College students seeking pre-placement "field
experiences" before assuming their student teaching posts would f:nd them on
their own in the same old willy-nilly way. Gifted and talented children would
be offered truncated, single thrust modules. Firemen might not know as much
aboutethe proper steps in treating a heart attack emergency. The SEA would
have to rely on certain countiescto house vocational programs. CETA officials
in the SEA would feel the brunt of complaints and questions from training
grant recipients. And the counties would continue to pay unreasonably high
unit costs on instructional and institutional supplies.

"Regionalism does not have to mean you have to deliver the.same service
in tpe slime quantity to every county." This credo has alloweil RESA A roltpapt
to varying needs and ?requests, as the following examples show. Abel County
continues to use its own nurses to perform mass scale hearing screenings
the sChooli. The RESA audiologist iscalled upon only to conduct a
number of in-depth evaluations. Yet she provides nearly all the audio161..
functi-effi-in three other counties and serves as a beck-up for Calhoun CoUnty's
teacher of the deaf. Abel and Plymouth counties have intellectually gifted
programs that predate Project Tale t. The project stimulated similar modules
in all the counties and added moduies*in the performing arts, the visual arts.
and malin and science in Plymouth County. It maintains limited consultative,
contact with'Abel's program. The MITEC director spends a considerable portion
of his time coordinating and supervising the large number of stu#ent.teacher
plaFements isn Abel County Schools. At the same time the other districts
realize proportionally greater cost'reductions through their participation in
RESA As cooperative purchasing committee. Twd. rocal administrators comment d
on the adaptability of RESA As programs:

Abel may not reap in proportion the same benefits as the others...
because it has a large staff...a lot of expertise and depth which means
it can be independent if it wants to'be. But it really hasn't. In the

realm o/..sharing and coordinating...RESA A offers things that smaller
systems certainly couldn't. afford and Abel wouldn't want to be without.

Abel will look at RESA A for programs instead of doing them itself
because the five counties will benefit...[It] certainly does not get the
breaks in costs that the [others do] but I don't want to keep coming back

to the dollar thing. You have to consider the services and the costs.

Dollars are more important than the second comment would have us believe:
A very appealing feature of RESA As programs is that, relatively speaking,
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they are free and require little or no out-of-pocket expense by the counties.

Abel County, with a 1980 budget of nearly $125 million, was estimated to spend
less than S50.000 on RESA A services. Much of that came from funds reimbursed

by th, state. Darjmouth.Caunty spent less than $10,000 of its $11 mijlicn

'budget. These miniscule figures dramatize the appeal of RESA A. The issues

was dealt with most succinctly by one RESA employee:

We develop projects at no cost or minimum cost to the counties. Cost

the big thing in our way off thinking.

Indeed it is. The cost-free approach pearls total reliance on grants.
RESA A has made little effort to seek contributions from private sources which
might appeir to compete with the counties. Nor has the organization seriously
entertained the idea of joint ventures with third parties (e.g., private
schools, state institutions, etc.) willing to pay for the costs since this
would divert RESA A's resources and strain its commitment to the districts.
The situatipn as it stands is acceptable to everyone involved. Financial

headaches are not as great as one could imagine in an era of resource
scarcity. In what must be a rare example, the executive director's efforts tc

return responsibility for the ABE program to the counties amounts to nothing

less than a voluntary offer to forgo a large chunk of the organization's
livelihood.

Availability, adaptability, and ho cost do not necessarily make for

superior services. No one inside or outside of RESA A would claim that the
professionalism of its employees and the quality of its services are greater
than what the counties could attain acting alone. One local person said she

was hard put to think of an instance in which the RESA's "people are better

than ours." One RESA staffer explained:

...I won't say our people are any more intelligent...or,are necessarily
the best. We go after the best people we can and the counties go saying

that they couldn't have the same quality. I'm saying that if a county
wanted [particular services training, etc.] they would call upon our
people as opposed to doing it themselves in many cases simply because we

are here.

There is a widespread feeling,thit RESA A is a service agency and, as
such, operates according to the wishes, and desires of the counties. This

relationship is built into the organization's charter, management, and its

programmatic structure. In order to walk the'ffine line between helping and
encroaching,'the agency invests a great deal in diplomatic behavior and

sensitivity to local needs. Some of these features are worth describing

further. ,

Employees who have the occasion to vis,jt the schools in order to provide
diagnoses of students, conduct screenings, observe behavior, attend meetings,
or offer advice are usually there upon invitation. The districts ask them to

take part in cases that have been referred to them. It is during the REP

stage that RESA A staff gets involved, depending on the county's staffing and

resource needs. The person may be asked to sit in on the advisory group and

report on findings of evaluations performed at the county's request. The

procedures are designed to make things work more effectively. Ai two local

people described:

Arc
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it's not an attempt to keep track of the RESA .. If they go in, and

through the fault of no one, just begin to reorganize things, well,
that's something I don't even do in.my own district.

It's impossible for RESA to know all of our schools. But our [various
levels of specialists, supervisors, etc.] know how to broach the subj)ct
of having the [RESA person] come in. The direct.approach, having them
come in of their own free will without anyone in tht central office
allowing it or learning about it sooner or later will only alienate the
schools.

In addition to Ole formal processes, informal meant allow RESA A stall
melAers to deal with disirterbersonnel on a daily. basis. Once in a school it

is not uncommon for the person to engage in work With relevant teachers,
nurses, or principals. Once back in their offices the telephone begins to
ring. No one we spoke to felt constrained from offering advice, suggesting
changes, or initiating meetings with county personnel' so-long as it
conforms to the norms of protocol hammered out through years of experience.

The protocol, involves keeping the districts'well informed. RESA A .ses a.

method of information sharing that was called py one persqp "making sure
everyone knows what you're doing and agrees before you do it." The executive

board is a part of this system. Muth of its monthly meeting time is devoted
to approving plans that have been negotiated Well ahead of ,time by RESA A and

county -personnel. Wilson will present final proposals supported by various
documents and abstraCts describing the item. By this. time, the board is WhIl

aware of what is involved. The ertire process:is time-consuming but ensures
that no surprises have arisen along the way. Sanctions and approvals wind
their way up through RESA A and the districts, and everyone is kept' abreast.

A great deal of the time designing 4.nd negotiating new ventures is spent
in monthly meetings attended by RESA A special education staff members and
their counterparts from the districts.. The district _people can make

t commitments over matters' involving mrnor curriculum changes, expenditures of
small amounts of money, and participation in a new ventur They submit

letters of support used by Wilson and his staff to.dpcumentlihe counties'
participation. Two people described the implicotions of-the need to involve

everyone:

We don't compete with the Counties and we don't keep anything from them.
Any time we.can, we do almost everything by committee so that the
counties will know what's going on. One of the problems with that it the
slowness of movement. But we find that we don't want to seek a program /

that would be in Confliit with something that theyleould already'have is

a plan,. Recently-all the special edpcation directdFs.from the corties
came in for their regular meeting with us. We're trying to develop a

program in :hild testing with [a local college]. The district people are
endorsing that plar...which can be taken to .the board and shared with the

superintendents an and representatives, along with &he letters of

endorsement from.their staff perso6el. At this time he project nay not

be written up but at the next board Teeting an abstract or final proposal
will be presented with a cover letter requesting the superintendents'

signatures. The whole process takes about two months.
4
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Not only iS t1iiis good commuhtcatioh but it requires that you start
-think.imgand planling early. If you ale writ;hg aproposal.-..then you
aetd to talk to everycne even remotely involved...get letters of support,
which requiris visits. and then get individual signatures from the county
superintendents because they haveto say "yes." I'm just saying that
takes an awful lot of time.

'Cumbersome and time-consuming as the process may be it is'the.most
important structural device used for securing and mal-niaining.the support: of

the counties. Without the letters, the projects are not launched. Whether
subscribing to district_petacicof and having the counties signify their
involvement in writi/ig are sufficient to sustaifl support indefinitely remains
to be 'seen. -

, 5. Relationships with the tEA

No.ohe in RESA A or in -the counties is bliopf to signs that resources from `--

thilstate will be drirlg up in the future. When the state Senate Finance T
Committee recommendetl.that basic administrative allocationsbe deleted, the
action promised that the RESA system will come under intreasing scrutiny in
the future.

It also revtaled iOgorance in the State House over what RESAs do, As one.
person said, "the-leeislators don't know what the services are., They got.off
the hod( by voting the money back in when in reality they had'originally voted
totake it out." This state of,affairs will have to bq addressed thrOugh-Mort
sustained lobbyi4 efforts by the county superintendents on'behalf ofthe
system. The AbeleCounty superintendent did tend a letter to the State House.:
in support of RESA A during. the fiinding debate. Most of the people we spoke
to.said this was evidence that the counties are heavily invested.in RESA A's
future. However, Milton will not carry the banner to the StateHouse. That

will be a task for the superintendents.

The state may be increasingly tempted to-use the RtSAs to further state
priorities. As one state official remarked:

We chose to use [the RESAs] because we knew they would do a geod.job.
Also, it's easier to have a handful of local agencies doing the work with
55 differentcounties than having everything here Un .the SEA].

But given the lodal dynamics we have described here, that is a risky strategy.
To preserve its relationships with the counties, RESA A' must avoid moves that .

have the effeCt'of shoving it under tHe\litate's sphere of influence: The new

Senate Bill has the potential for doihg that; however, at the time of our
visit it was leo early to predict to.- consequences for RfSA A and its;
counterparts he state. Needless to say, the superintendents would invite
greater state. use of tOet RESA as long as this represented a situation where it
would serve their interests when complying with state dictates. Qne person

summed up the prospeCts this way:

RESA A will be okay as long as the State doesn't take away services that
the counties receive. They established this system to serve us. The

JSEA] should use ,RESA A more for reaching state goals, but not by turning
0
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it into a watchdog. RESA A could fa':il/tate state 7 :S'rneSS and state

directions withmn ;be county Systems by oadeningArie bridge tha4 eA.stS

now between them and us. but which didh t ex t.be4ore.

C. RESA 0

1. Chronology of Events

Title III (SEA PACE money is made avaii4able to local county schobl
districts.

/ )969

1k)ritle III PACE agency organizes in Gladwin County to.proyide services
and training for. local school personnel in schooljlisycholog.0 It serves the

five counties in the region but ceass to exist tOrree years later as federal
funds expire.

is
1.97.3

The Region B'Teacher Education Cente (TEC) is formed. Five local

counties and local colleges and universities join to improve and coordinate
teachPoeducati.on and placement,in the region.

1972

The Legislature passes)enate Bill 183.

1971

Gladwin, Holton. and Johnson County boards of education join under the
leadership of the Gladwin County superintendent to organize RS. The Phelps

and Riverside County education boards vote not to join. David Binder is hired
as a part-time executive director to begin developing a local educational
needs assessment. GladwinCounty serves as the fiscal agent. The FY

1973-1974 budget is S39.000.

)974

David Binderbecomes the furl-time executive director. Programs are

offered in cooperative pvrc'hasing, reading and special education. Two

coordinators in speclial and gifted education and two itinerant teachers for
the visually and hearing impaired are hired. Total staff for the first year

is six persons. 11,a FY 1974-1975 budget is $87,000.
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197S

A Pr:ora ^. for physca'ly handicaoped is -"efed 'or one year an:1 ,.e_.

taken ove, by the courty membt-s.

1976

A prograM in adult education is offered for one year.

1377

A first annual Regional Math and Science residential camp is offered for
local students at a nearby college. The Regior 8 TEC is incorporated into R6
and "Phelps and Riverside Counties drop out of the TEC when dues, are assessed.
The state promise!: to continue to contribute to the TEC if more local
contributions are forthcoming. A TEC Digest for distribution to local
educators is published.

1978,

.A first annual RS-sponsored TEC Convention for local educators is held

and.is quite successful. The ;Y 1978-1979 budget is. S271.000, most of it for

special education.

197s

The R8 Board of Directors revives earlier attempts to get Pnelps and
Riverside Counties to join, but is unsuccessful. This is the last year the

Legislature appropriates monies to.the RESAs for psychological and
audiological services. The following year the monies will be given' to-the

counties for them to decide how they should bi spent.

1980

The three counties take new monies for evaluation services that have once
gone to the RESA directly snd turn around and fund the R8 school psychologist..

A new school psychologist is added after R8 receives federal IV-C money.
The staff now totals 11 professionals and two secretaries. The FY 1981.1982

budget is S291,000.

2. History

The five 04stricts.in the RESA 8 region include one metropolital area, a
number of small towns. and a series of rural hamlets. The counties/face
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.rter-d.str;:t cScpera!-7:n fie'ent need; ar,C ?"-r1t1

-;onh,ch ;10:ty ]atks the wher Z'A! of .weatt, Phlt,c0 C.:1Je

a;ore with prestureS PCteC 101.nCilenCe stupor: needs. Lc"p-ty.

the urban center, plays tr role of central leader tim;:ty because its scnoo.

..sys7em's future depends n large measure_ on the wIllingness of counties to
collaborate on joint, st-saving ventures. HotOn County is toe richest
diStriCt Out IS not sufficiently .wealthy to strike out or am independent parr.,
especially when it is sandwiched between &ladwin and Johnso'n. the two counties
so much in need of each other and illarshal l . The remain:mg two c0Qn-,,e5,

Phelps and River.'cle, enjOy the semb'ance of ecoriomic security, They reMa,n

aloof from the others and have refused to join the RESA. They is-old

encroachment by other districts or financial Commitments to neigrooring
counties,

All the counties share widespread norms of independence and self-
suff:ciency: Two superintendents describe the phenomenon:

I guess we set'ourselves apart. it 'filets most of us. We have a
tradition of'doing things ourselves and not wanting anybody else to help
to do a better job even if it isn't going to cost.

were art independent bunch. The Simple approach it awful
important... tic what, you produce that counts...spend too much time
trying to get people together, and you forget about the work!

Sustained cooperation is no small achievement r a context such at-this:
Where it has endured the, reasons are hew and well understood: tpe ability to
overcome fear. o/ ouisioe influence; ino,fctives in the form of money and the
promise of better educational services; and finally, the persistence of prime
moves willing'to undertake the burden of selling an idea and seeing it
through to completion. 4

PESA B is the most recent and successful version of inter-district
cooperation in the region. Prior to the mid-1960s it was not unCommon for the
five districts to operate in relative isolation. Problems and their solut,or's

were localized and did not seem to be regional concerns. Contacts between
superintendents were informal pt best and took place over the prone, at
luncheons, or at infrequent state meetings. Formai transactlor, usually
involved arranging sporting events OP ,scheduling rio6day.pageants. Each

county had a simplified administrative\ppparatus requiring little
cpllaboration between staff members frOm the different districts.

Changes began to occur in the late 1950s when the SEA imposed a mild
Of inter-district information sharing. The impetus was the election of Virgil
Rorbaugh as the new State Superintendent. Rorbaugh stationed department
personnel in various cc..!eges throughout the State to relay information
between the counties and the SEA. The system worked reasonably well in a (

limited way but never became an important addition to ,nfOrma! ,nes o'

communicat,on.

;n 1965 the Congress passed the Eementa-y and Secondary EC,..cat;on
Takrg ava lat'e 7.:!o :1' PA!7,f.sIS IS I7

organize a regional center to provide mucn-reeded serv:cv. .n psycholog.,:a
evaluations and curci.i)um design_ A PACE :enter p.a.', ;c !96
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,operated out of two faci170es in Gladwin City. Gladwin County klAs the fiscal
agent. A boaritpf s1irectors was comprised of the five superintendents and the.
superOntendent of the local archdioceie. Problems arose over-the agency's
legal itiltus, confusion as to iIs t.ore. and logistics. The-stiperintendents .

winted the :Osichologiststo provide direct services"tb students. in the region:
admlhlstering,Wexler and 84net tests. cOunselling.parents, planning curricOlum
.for teachrs. andoffering systersatic follow-ups. .However, the Center's staff

'toenteci:t46 expand by provding "a lotof sensitivity training atid.endOunter.
group tiOe stuff.4; People wHo:remembered the troubles during that period told .

.uirthese'activWies were unnecessary. deviations from the center's jotended
mission -- &plosion never clearly underitood by all participants:

There were other problems as well. One had to do with the issue of
effectiventt44.. Some felt that the agencybudget of S100,000a year "could
have been afore w4ely spent payigg for'4 Psychologist for each county." ?Mile
there were never hints of financ4a1 impropriety. there were concerns. over the
agency's perceived lack of authority to receive:and:spend money. What
troubled the local educators was the-absence a-clear-cut,organization that
could transform money into services that met local expectip.ions.. ,

The center was hampered by inaccessibility. tItlying *counties found it
hard to transfer children back and forth to the center for.treoVment and
referral. Face-to-face contact between the staff end teachers;was minimal.
This left a great deal of follow-up in the handS of people who ci.4 not always
understand what had to be done, "leading us.-to ask'ourselvei 'That do we do
now?'" In AddiGon, the center's operations sat poorly with,the way local
educators did things. interviewees se:d theagencwas "Iong o9 promisesand
short on action.- had "too many chiefs and not.enough indians." and a staff
that tended tc -telt. notesk." The, mokt crushing indictment was a widespread
feeling that it was another bureaucracy WaSting public funds, better spent in
each district.

The center left a sour legacy. -.Tbe_couhties. were understandably
appreftansive about-new proposals for cooperationt_especially ones patterned
along the same lines. .Needless to say, the idea af---la.new agency met immediate
and universal skepticism even though.the ed6cators reairedthe region needed
a cooperative vehicle to cope with educationa'..mOdernizatibn seeping the
state in the early 1970s. A elimmeth bonp program Was providing dollars for
school construction, What kinds af dew buildings did the region need? State
money was beginning to flop; to the counties for specie' students. 'What were'
.the regional needs and sol6tiona The special education initiative was
outstripping us. Novel ideas were ?left waiting for means, Low - incidence'

II needs were big on a regional scale."

An answer Caine in 1972 with Senate Bill 183. The Gladwin County
superintendent. Dr. Harold Winslow, had been .instrumental in seeing..that the
state superintendents' assd'ciation and the Tegion's legislators workedwith
state.superintendent Taylor. Once the bill was passed and guidelines
governing the RESA structure were forthcoming from the SEA, Winslow held

,,,eetings with his counterparts in the region to explore the possibilities 01
creating a new organizazion. These ditcussions resulted in basic agreement
and wins/ow and superintendents frdm Holton and Johnson Counties spoke to
their respective boards of education. One board member at that tithe described

tht local boards' reluctance:
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[I]f we got involved, we were not going to get involved in some-kind of
bureaucratit organization that merely took some state money and tould buy
some jobs for people and could not deliver services. .1:14t we listened. c

.. ,

The.boards' reservations were-not lost on the superintendents who were
able-to persuade them to create a steering committee to study the state
guidelines and'discuss the organization's potential. In Decemher,-1973 RESA B
was created. Letters of oommi'tment were signed by the free boards; .

representatiVei were cgOsen to sit on RESA 8'sexecutivi board. A chair was
picked and Dr. Taylor was sent.notification of organization:. The meetings
were so few and pro forma in nature that no one could.tell us how many were
held or when they took plact. One person actively involvedoih those' ,

discussions recalled, "All I can-say is that few technicalities were part of
it and thiostate had no hand irk this."

The need for' a regional agency and the superintendents' persuaiiveness
were undoubtedly critical in getting the boards to go along. But the passing
of timemide.the concept compelling in its own right for several reasons.
Senate Bill 183 carried an appropria?*on from the House of Delegates for basic
admi.hitrative support grants: RESA B)Iculd be virtually free to the. .

counties. It'would fall under localedntrOl and would not be a."strdng arm of
.'the state" A representative ftom he SEA would sit on thejtESA B board,

giving the counties an opportunity to hear first hand-from the SEA. Finally,

funds insufficient on a county-by-county basis could be pooled:

There were several benefits [imagined]. One was the delivery of special
services..'.getting consultants aboard who had expertise... Also the
ability to pool resources.'g.the cost of going it alone were-prohibitive. 410

We werelooking for a consortium...group buying, ordering, etc.._And, the
sharing'of -information...the idea of superintendentsand.board,members
getting together. However, [if they had] said "We'll need $50;004,
$60.000, or even $70,000.tolbeginr they would.have gotten a flat "no."

. .

The emphasis was on savin9s,,not expenses. The proponents were careful
to avoid the types of promises that had doomed thePACE agency. Nevertheless,

the Phelps and Riverside boards and superintendents'wereunimpressed.
Riveraide shied away freri the proposal:

Hell, we couldn't find an advantage in it. You'd have. paid dues and

gotten little. They'd give.ui a speech personand we've got six now!
To get one for one day a week was a joke....y4u can ca.]] a spade a
spade...the services weren't there: \_.

4
,

While Phelps County wa'S...interested in sawing money the fear of losing
autonomy loomed large. RESA B was incompatible with its philosophy of *

.

The board had always operated as a "committee of the whole" and
this prp osal-was seen as a means of "breaking away" the superintendent and
the board representative by asking them,to make commitments without prior
advice and consent. The issue was one of sovereignty. RESA B would create a
situation whereby "the superin endent...would make decisions that would tie up
the board...without the chant to evaluate." The RESA B sponsors failed to
co vinte the Phelps -board that it,band not the RESA B board, would retain.
ul 'mate p wers of discretion.
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The final, three- county configuration seemed incomplete, especially when
the five-county arrangement was more logical. But, as constituted, RESA B

reflected political reality. The appeal of a five-county RESA lacked a
successful, historical precedent due to the PACE expekience.. 41 also defiire

.political logic. ,

- Gladwin County became RESA B's fiscal agent, a logical choice -since it
had been the PACE center'S-agent, was a leader in getting RESA B going, and
was centrally located. Facilities for the firit year were located in an old

Gladwin Counti, public library. The second year RESA B moved to its present

location in a Gladwin County school building. The.first 10ision facing the
executive board was'to choose an executive director. David Binder, a lawyer

by training, was chosen from a pool of six applicants. At the time of his
selection as RESA B's first directdr he was working. as Gladwin County Title I

director.

Binder worked one day a week as director during the first six months of

operation. He was joined by a secretary and a part-time administrator on loan
from Gladwin Codnty. Only $9,000 of RESA B's $39,000 FY 73-74 allocation was
spent during this period; the surplus was added to the FY 74-75 allocation of
$39,000. Within a year the staff had grown. to six people with the addition of

a curriculum coordi(hetor, a consultant who worked on gifted programming, and
two itinerant teachers for visually and hearidg impaired students.

Generating programs during this period was simple and automatic. RESA B

was too small to justify sub-committee and task force ettilities. Nor was

Binder in a positron of power to enlarge RESA B's scoot beyond that envisioned
by the sponsors. The districts "had pretty good ideas as to wpat was needed."
Three programmptic areas considered at the outset were low incidence special,
education-services, reading programs (the state was convening a task force to
study this topic and RESA B's cumiculum-coordinator was a recognized
authority on the subject), and cooperative purchasinr,. The latter idea was

largely Binder's. It died quickly when bidding, specification, and storage
procedure became too onerous. The impetUs for new programs and services was
the availability of Roney and expressions of need by the superintendents.
Binder. became a focal point for coordinating.and presenting information to the

board. With time, ideas would also emerge from contacts between RESA B's
staff and district personnel. Final approval would rest with the executive

board.

In 1975 the SEA fun d the RESAs to create the position of special
education director. irl.later years the funds for the position would?come from

federal 94-142 sources. The position became an important part of the agecy's
management_and programs delivery structure. The person would oversee RESAp's
role in the ialementation of West Virginia's new special education law
(predating 94-142and broader in scope) by supervising the agency's special
education staff and providing special advice IN response to requests by the

districts. This move by the state was crucial, one person told us, since the
state "obviously saw us as an attractive way to assist the counties. It

wasn't something we went after, but were given." In the same year a program
started for physically handicapped students and. was funded by state block

grant. In a move that underscored the counties' desire to retain ultimate
control, the program reverted to the districts when they could operate it and
receive reimbursement from the state. A RESA staff member said "We were in
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and out within one year, but'it had been our idea and not the state's in terms
of meeting a need." The SEA befan providing funds to RESA B for a
psychologist. The RESA system was an effective way to prop up evaluation and
provide psychological services to several counties simultaneously. Along the

same line of thinking, SEA mon on followed to support an audiologist
position in RESA B.

One event enhanced the image of RESA B more than any .other. In mid-1,975,

continuing through early 1977, discussions were held Binder, the RESA B

board, and representatives from two local colleges to explore the feasibility
.of incorporating the floundering Teacher Education Center into RESA B. The

Teacher Education Center had been operating since 1972 as a part of a state
system of TECs designed to improve teacher education mnd placement through the
cooperation between personnel in the districts and teacher education
departments in local colleges. By 1976 its continuing education and in-
service training programs were in disarray. Few member organizations attended
Meetings or paid dues regularly. The state pressured the agency to tighten up
its operations qr face a loss of TEC grants.

The RESA B board saw the situation as "a tremendous opportunity for the
counties to gain more control over their teacher education problems; so we
voted to absorb it." RESA B board members were also on the TEC governing
board, l'and'with help from two colleges, passed the move. The TEC board became
'a policy advisory body within RESA B. Binder became the director of the
program, a position that would require approximately 30% of his time. Phelps

and Riverside Counties, also members of the TEC, supported the move to RESA B.
But when it was apparent that the RESA would insist on receiving annual dues
they withdrew.

The TEC made a name for itself. The curriculum coordinator became its
assistant director. A resource manual entitled TEC Digest was published on a
regular basis and gained a broad regional readership. Advisory board

attendance improved. The stateconti-nued- its yearly funding. Finally, an

extremely successfulAannual mock convention for local educators and student
teachers was inaugurated.

In 1979 the state slashed certain catego s of fixed aid to the RESAs.

Money for the positions of. audiologist and tw sychologists at the RESA B

were cut from $86,000 to $27.000. Funds were returned to the counties in a
form of revenue sharing that let htm decide how to spend it. The remaining

funds flowed to the RESAs to pay f ''oevaluation services." Clearly, the

amount was insufficient to support he levels of service provided by RESA B up

to that point. In a move common t roughout the state, the three counties
decided to use their new -al Bess t support one of the:two RESA psychologist
positions. In 1981, Title 1V-C ES A funds enabled RESA B to add a second
psychologist after having worked w th only one for a year.

Programs were funded through ingenious juggling of state, federal, and
loca' money. A state-aid formula package was devised to reimburse special
education costs after the first year that the state special education law took
effect. In essence, teachers were hired at little cost to the districts.
RESA B's role in this plan was as follows:

1111

.11r144,
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In the first year the board decided to use this money in order to, hire a
person and give them to RESA B. The block grants covered the first year,, '

the formula-paid them back thereafter, sometimes to-altotal equal to less
than one Mull -time person. But, to receive reimbursement, the person had
to be on the county's payroll and their "cirtified" list. Thatls why

some of RESA B's people, technically speaking, are county employees. Of

course, this, does not involve peOple such, as the'Special education-
director who is funded by direct grantk.

This provided a means to staff RESA B on a pooled basis. "We certainly
didn't have the money otherwise, but pooling saw to it that we did."

RESA B's budget and staff grew rapidly during the first two or three
years and plateaued at a level that has remained somewhat constant ever since.
Drops in the size of the staff resulted from loss of fdriding or the occasional
inability to find the right replacement for new jobs that have opened up. By

1981 the professional staff numbered 11 people: Binder, an assistant director
of the TEC, a special education director, an audiologist, two visual and two
hearing impairment specialists, a coordinator for gifted programming, and two
psychologists. Turnover in special education programs never created serious
shortfalls in the delivery of services since many of RESA B's employees heid
counterparts in the schools whO could continue to function, albeit with an
increased work load.

The RESA's growth was closely tied to the skittishness of the counties.
Binder was the central figure in husbanding scarce resources and developing
responses to districts' needs. From van Ty 1974 through mid-1977, the agency's
fortunes were determined primarily by degree of commitment each district
was willing to make. Binder and his_thff engaged in ongoing efforts-to
"prove" the feasibility and quality of programs as a way to assure the
counties that their investments were sound. The absorption of the TEC in 1977
proved to be a watershed for RESA B and underscored the superintendents' faith
in the organization. After 1977, the staff were able to turn their attention
to maintaining local commitment by improving existing programs and defining
new roles for the agency.

#
3, Internal Management

RESA B is not so, small that its executive director can oversee every
activity of the workforce. Nor is-the organization large enough to require a

complex hierarchy of authority. The professional staff is independent and
requires little close supervision. Formal authority is lodged in the
executive director and the special education dircector. Even so, both people

manage the agency in an indirect manner.

Binder was described to us by people inside and outside of RESA B as the

right man for the job. They characterized himHas a careful man who is good
with finances, amiable in personality yet unambiguous in his dealings with
people, blessed with a diplomatic knack and a sensitivity_to territorial
prerogatives, accomplished in the art of communicating, effective as an
organizer, and responsive to reasonable demands made of him. No one expressed
doubts about his character or capability, although two people in the counties
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wondered ."why in the hell he isn't-out earning more money as a practicing
lawyer somewhere."

The general administrative guidance of the organization is his..
responsibility. He interviews all potential applicants and makes sure the
.serious candidates are screened by-staff members and district personnel who
would be working with them. The hiring process is a collective one. The

final selection must be approved by the executive board.

Performance evaluations were informal and practicallr non-existent in
previous years. Binder has recently implemented a new systeia-with the help of

his staff. The idea met with'some opposition at first. The procedure.
combines on-site observations, quantitative measures (i.e., number of students
visited. number of training sessions conducted, etc.), written comments;
responses by relevant district personnel, and a face -to -face session with
Binder.. As one staff member said, "Dave's been very careful about getting the
right people to'look at us; there's no problem on that score." Once firmly in

place, the evaluation will occur twice a year. The executive board did not

ask for this new procedure. Instead, Binder wanted to present RESA B in a
professional light.

He has sought to maintain a professional and collegial atmosphere at RESA
B. The employees are usually "in the field" a large part of the time so that
the building seems empty. He and the special education director keep track of
every employee's weekly activities, not so much to get data on performance,
but to know where they can be reached. The employees keep regular logs Alf
their work; running tabulations of people served, places visited, and the
purpose. These are used by Binder at the end of the year -- along with a
detailed annual report submitted by every employee -- co inform the executive

board of the organization's progress. This information is not used to measure
an employee's performance, but "to reassure the counties of an even
distribution of services." The logs are also available to the counties upon
request. Monthly reports were discontinued some time ago when it appeared
"they were redundant and contained nothing that wasn't already known around
here."

Staff meetings are less frequent than in the past and take place every
three or four months, The agenda usual involves a presentation by Binder on
current information pertaining to the entire staff: new education
regulations, decisions by the executive board, personnel benefits and
housekeeping issues. Problems that emerge between a RESA B staff member and a
district are resolved at the point of origin unless, of course, they become
"matters of delicacy involving issues of protocol and troublesome
misunderstandings." These minor problems are handled by the special education I.
director and only rarely require Binder's intervention. We could not isolate
any serious 'examples of conflict between RESA B and the counties. Binder's
style of management is to assume every employee is "on his or her own and can

handle it in the real world." One person summed up:

Call it "freedom within structure." You have no question who is in
charge but you're allowed to operate as if no -one was, so to speak. What

I mean is, Dave is very much in control and we bump into him all the
time. It's a way to keep him informed and he likes it that way. A lot
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of coffee chats, doorway meetings, and "let me bounce this one off Of

you." Dave is "Theory Y," not "Theory X."

- Fiscal management is more formal yet straightforward in operation.

Gladwin CoUhty manages RESA B's accounts and keeps Binder fully abreast

qhrough regular budget printouts. He maintains his own set of working ledgers

and receives cancelled checks. Grant receipts are sent directly to the fiscal

agent or forwarded by Binder. Binder originates purchase orders but does not

write checks. Purchases in excess of certain amounts require the executive

board chairperson's signature. The only case in which an individual county

board can exercise veto power is when the fiscal agent's board rejects an

expenditure because it is illegal. Otherwise, expenditures approved by Binder

and major spending aet4Ons by the executive board do not require prior

approval from the three counties. RESA B's books are not audited separately.

Grants from the state are automatically scrutinized before they leave

APsistant Stite Superintendent for Finance James Smith's office. Gladwin

County's books are examined by the state tax commissioner, and RESA B is

included-in this.

Budget formulation is largely predetermined. RESA B takes what it can

get. Binder asks some staff members for "projections, wish lists, and ideas

to spend money" -- as one staff person called them --ahead of time so that
1 they can be included in annual refunding applications. Discretionary spending

for petty cash, special training, disposables, and supplies are factored into

each account. Other than that, the employees have little hand in the

management of the budget:

Dave tells us how much it looks like I'll be getting, maybe a raise,

maybe more money for travel. 1 let him know about special needs I

foresee and that he may not have considered in the request for funding.

But other than that we pretty much stay out of the daily or even the

yearly running of the budget. He will let us know where we stand.

The budget renewal proceps is automatic in most instances. In the case

of direct grants from the state for special education programs -- such as

money to fund "evaluation services" (i.e., the audiologist) RESA B receives

a "Notice of Entillemene from the state. Binder sends in a plan for hoW the

funds will be spent. The only money RESA B actually applies for..on a regular

basis is a TEC state grant from the state coordinator for continuing

education. The application is pro forma and amounts to nothing more than

telling the state "yes, we want to continue receiving money." One of the few

areas where RESA B openly competes with other RESAs for funds is for seal]

amounts of "surplus and discretionary" federal FHA Title VI-B resources that

the SEA has allotted. This money has'been used in the past for the special

education director's salary, some teacher training, and Search and Serve

consultation. It is indeed the case that RESA B's finances ar, e met and

managed with little fanfare.

The people working in special education -- the special education

director, the audiologist, the vision and hearing specialists, the

psycholbgists. and the coordinator for the gifted, -- are professionals who

take pride in theii. services. They identify with RESA B even though some of

them are on countyrpayrolls. Most are natives of the area and worked

elsewhere before assuming their present jobs. The average age appears to be
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in the mid-thirties. Everyone we spoke to had a graduate degree in their area
of specialization.

The atmosphere is one of collegiality, professional commitment, bustling
activity, And over-burdened caseloads. The workers enjoy the discretion
provided by their jobs, aswell as the freedom to come and go as the situation
dictates. The staff interact a great.deal-since many are immersed in the
similar tasks at the schools. As one person indicated:

We're constantly talking about the kids. Even when we don't share
caseloads it helps to get anothfr perspective... We do this after a long
day in the field: come back, kiek off our shoes,.and talk.

The special' education director shares many duties with her co-workers
even though she is responsible for supervising them.' There are very few staff
meetings. She uses an open-door approach whereby_kooplefirC;ith her at ease
about problems or seek advice. She keeps tabson how-people are doing and
offers assistance. Her position pr fcreithe counties with an official
contact point when it comes pecial education matters.

a

Despite the picture of a happy organization, we saw hints of
dispiritedness stemming from concerns over the agency's survival. These
included concern over its continuing financial plight, the move by the 'senate
Finance Committee to zero the RESA allocation, and the slashing of funds by
Washington. Nearly everyone we spoke to described RESA ill's turbulent
environment: vulnerability to shortsightedness and capricious behavior by
some legislators, underutilization by the. SEA, and the organization's
inability to control its own destiny due to the realities of the power
structure in local education. As one person commented:

I think...the writing's on the wall. If the money isn't there...I don't
know how much longer the organization will be here. The feeling has\
been, "well, we will be alright this year." This year is almost over.

The employees have few formal means of measuring how good of-a job they
are doing. Most feedback is of the infOrmal, personal variety: a thank you, :
professional selvisfaction over a job well done; viewing the progressof a
student, and so on. Kudos from superintendents andprincipalt'are forwarded
to Binder, who then informs the staff member. The district personnel do keep
tabs on the number of.RESA B visits. This information is available from-the
individual's log or, more importantly, by feeding the written evaluations and
assessments contained in a student's file. Both district special education
people we spoke to stressed numbers of complaints as an effective evaluation
mechanism. But aside fhom minimal measures, the districts rely on impressions
when sizing up RESA B and its staff:

The performance is a function of the staff...I have not always been
confident of certain area s -- because of individuals -- RESA B.is not big
enough to be insulated from poor. performers, so that just one can pull
the place down... Their strengths? Low-incident areas, information,
access, demeloping ideas. Weakness? I think we could do as well
ourselves in'many areas. In fact I think we do.
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The staff members -accept the fact that their organization exists at the
pleasure of the three districts and that, as individuals, they must be
diplomats to these systems. They avoid appearing as threats to the district
personnel, "otherwise we'd be seen as administrators and that would clash with
the old notion of serving." Another employee added, "we don't go in and say
'do,thisl. Our role is to suggest, or more appropriately, to ask. This
sensitivity comes from on-the-job exposure and indoctrination conducted by
Binder and fellow workers. Themes instilled are to appreciate that "a good
job has to be dooe;" not to disturb the way things are done; read the systems
well and\work within the framework; and "make judgments only when it appears
there is a better way." One person told us:

The people in this state and in this area have different opinjons of what
a RESA should be. When I interviewed I was asked what t thought it
meant. I said it mea alking that fine line between helping and
interfering and bein able to distinguish the two.

The necessity of remaining sensitive varies from si,tuation'to situation.
But it does not mean RESA B's employees are passive actors in the daily scheme
of things. Quite the contrary. They are proactive and resourceful. Two .

comments sum up the essence of working at RESA B:

There are some people in the counties we have to work with who, like many
folks, exhibit the "let me run this by 6 people" approach. What I have
to do is figure out who that sixth person is a'nd deal with the other five
later.

It's an art to avoid the image of an intruder -- which I'm not... RESA B
will have a pretty bad reputation if we stop doing our diplomatic
homework. Don't get me wrong. It has to be that way. We are a service
agency. . -

4. Relationships With the Local Education Agencies

RESA B stays alive-by providing services that are valuable to the
counties. But it must work at maintaining support since much of the benefit
it provides'could be derived by each district acting individually or through
formalized arrangements amounting to something less than a separate agency
such as a RESA.

The staff members spend an extraordinary amount'of time in the districts.
Except for the special educationdirector and maybe the coordinator for gifted
programs -- both of whom spend more time in the office -- the rest are out
teaching and observing students, designing curriculum, consulting with
teachers and parents, administering tests, Suggesting placements, and
reporting to the principals. While in the schools they are under the
supervision of the principal, the local special education coordinator, or the
school psychologist. Many demands are generated spontaneously because the
RESA B person is accessible. It is not uncommon to stay longer than expected
to insure that a teacher understands what needs to be done, or to be detained
at the last minute to observe a student's progress,or to make promises to
"look into matters,"or to stop at the principal's office on the war out and
apprise him/her of what has been accomplished. Once back in their rices the
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employees are on the phcne, delving into requests generated by the fieldwork.

Many contacts (e.g., psychological exams) are routine and scheduled at the

beginning of each year by Binder, the special education' director, and the

school psychologists.

Explicit rules govern circumstances allowing involvement in a student's

welfare. Basically, the staff members do not "initiate services, but enter

upon referrals .involving students 'under protest.'" Referrals are conveyed by

the appropriate district person to RESA B's special education dirOttor who

then passes it on to a staff member. _The person's role is to-assist-fin

providing information that can be used for new or amended individual education

plans (IEPs), or to provide feedback once the plan is in place.

This is the official description. Some referrals come to an employee's'

attention via a shorter route. As one person told us, "I receive referrals

I'm sure the.special education coordinator or pupil personnel director know

nothing about." Requests may come from a principal or teacher. But district

special'education officials were adamant about rules governing RESA.111 staff:

The governing'rule is: entry based on a problem and our request. Now,

we're not hard nosed, nor. do RESA B folks roam the halls looking for

referrals. They keep their eyes peeled and look out for problems. We

want that...that occurs once they're in the system. But otherwise, their

participation in [assessments] or placements is not automatic.

It varies. All sorts of conversations take place... The sequence is

this: a problem then the nurse or maybe a counselor, then the [SBAT

-- school based assistance team], maybe a Medical test, if not, then the

school psychologist, then me. I call RESA 8.

The RESA staff , members also provide indirect services such as in-service

training, one -on -one consultation, or continuing education. The state

requires in-service training for teachers and RESA B personnel will conduct or

participate in many sessions at the county level. The coordinator for gifted

programming recently taught an evening course for credit for teacher

certification requirements. Holton County asked him to do this. The special

education director has conducted workshops in the area of learning

disabilities, spoken to principals on the law and the handicapped, and
diszAssed evaluation and observation procedures with teachers. The total

number of training -court...ishat surpassed what district personnel expected from

RESA B. One of them commented?--i

We do most of the requesting. Frankly, the numbers and quality have been

good. Since I'm a generalist I look to RESA B to provide the esoteric

stuff, the latest trends, findings of studies, outcomes of conferences,

and so on. We have little time to do that.

Other opportunities to provide indirect services arise when districts

undergo administrative reviews by the state every year and comprehensive

evaluations every five years. RESA B has been heavily involved in evaluation's

at Holton and Johnson Counties. One RESA staff member described their role:
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I went ahead before hand and worked with some teachers in terms of
helping them prepare for it.,.forms the state would be looking at,
questions they'd ask, etc.

In addition, some RESA employees have served on evaluation teams reviewing
districts throughout the state.

One of the important indirect services provided by RESA B is a monthly
meeting between its special education director and district personnel: special
education teachers and coordinators, pupil personnel directors. The locations

rotate; the RESA B person prepare the agenda; the atmosphere is one of
discussion. Meetings leave serious policy alterations to the executive board.
People we interviewed found the sessions to be particularly valuable from the
standpoint of allowing the coordination of technical programs. In addition,

the RESA B special education director was'lauded for her command of facts and .

dedication to the counties -- in contrast to the situation several years ago
when her predecessor took a more low - keyed approach to inter-district

cooperation. A RESA staff member and two district employees described these
meetings:

We get together, talk, and try to work out a regional mentality...They
pick who they will send... One thing we've been working on is a
standardized form, region-wide, for due proCess procedures -- also
placement forms. I'll report on a meeting I've attended. The topic may
be the extensiomof the school year beyond 180 days for exceptional ethic

children and the problems that will create... Generally, it's great to
watch these three independent counties Work togc.her and admit, "well,
gee, we've got the same problem."

It's an excellent way to identify regional responses. We usually talk to
our superintendents about what has been decided and they, give us
authority to act. Eventually, it comes before the RESA, board anyway.

I like [the meetings] because you can air concerns regarding very low-
incident-needs, individual cases, or whatever. I can't commit my

district to spend but I can get it... We alter the design of some
programs, but major curriculum changes or expenditures of money need

approval.

The programs are inexpensi?e, a factor contributing to their continued

use. In.1581 each county contributed an estimated average of $44,000 for
special education services and to pay for the salaries of six RESA' 8'

employees. Much of the total is reimbursed by the state, making ac al out-
of-pocket expenditures approaching "maybe $25,000 on average per dist fct."
This level of support is not inconsiderable as most superintendents were quick
to point out. However it is-safe to say each county would lose benefits if
they chose to operate independently. For example, the county school
psychologists would carry a heavier burden. Services in vision and hearing

would have to be contracted out. If the state withdrew all-support for RESA
and gave the money to the three districts instead, each would receive $8,000
from the administrative grant, $4,000 from the audiologist's position, and
$7,000 from the special education director's position. RESA B's executive
director! sensitive to the district's needs but confident of his agency's
potential for cutting costs, admitted:
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Arm districts would get more if we ceased to exist and the money was
siMplx allocated to them but it would not give them anymore people to, do
what they wanted to do. It's tough to hire a third of a person.

The superintendents hesitated to predict what would happencif the state
withdrew support. All lamented what would be the loss of "the intangibles.
the sitting and planning. the acquiring of information, and theliguring out
programs-iNit make things more effective." The TEC would continue to opei-ate
but with much more reliance on state categorical funding. The special
education director's responsibilities would fall on personnel already within
the districts'. The executive director's position would disappear. One

superintendent doubted this eventuality and stressed:

If we had.to assume extra charges it would be a burden. Johnson County
. would.be in jeopardy. Some programs wIstld be dropped and others would be
restructured.

Theconcern amongst locaLiducators is not how the districts would
survive without RESA 8, but how the quality of programming would change
without the extra measure of attention provided by ancillary programs and
people at RESA B. "You can survive, tut the moral quest3.ow4a whether we'd
want to survive as we did in the 50's."

A way to determine local education without RESA Bftihs to look at service
quality offered in.PhOlps and Riverside Counties. RESA 8's member.

superintendents believe that their services are better.

They've convinced their boards, they can do the same things...that RESA 8
can do, knowing full well they can't but they've convinced their boards
they can...I hasten to add. they are my friends and damn good
administrators.

Special 'education personnel are less convinced, however, and feel the
services in Phelps andRiverside "might be just as good as.ours. but much more
expensive." The superintendents in the holdout counties naturally disagree on
both counts and cite personnel levels in the area of sbecial education that
match those in the other counties. As one administrator put it:

In terms of special, education the state doesn't write us up, for failing.
If you look at dollars we measure up.

dotb counties rely heavily on contracting and "out of state" placements.
We were not able to see the costs incurred by providing these services, but,
as a board member in one of RESA B's districts said, "There i4 no way on God's
green earth they save the money we do." The RESA B members argue that Phelps
and Riverside employees'will some day exert grefter pressure to join the RESA.

iRecently a Phelps County parent tried to get he child into a program provided
by RESA 8 and Phelps, as one person said. "made sUPe the service was provided.
and quick."

The attractiveness of RESA B's programs has not been sufficient to get
the two counties to join. Every year invitations are extended and a letter is
sent explaining RESA B's services. Visits are made to the two boards of
education. At one point Riverside's superintendent leaned in the direction of
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joining but. was unable to convince his board. The five superintendents remain
friends and meet occasionally at state functions, over lunch, and talk.
frequently on the lephone. Lobbying efforts to get the counties to join up
have bitOme less intense in reant years. The off'-'al line is that the three
counties want PheVps and'Oiversiiie to sign up. the unofficial line is
different. There/4s a fear rhat."the static pi, be cut five instead of
three ways.." Al/though Phelps and Riverside wog 5umably contribute their
fair share if they joined, certain fixed grants _SA 8 would not grow with
the inclusion of'the two counties. No state r- goes to Phelps or Riverside
for an audiolocOst. In addition, they do no Are part of RESA
administrative/grant. Even increased fundir ,suld not pay for the extra
services demanded. and RESA 8 personnel would be stretched thin. One
superintendent tried to explain this sense:

If they/don't join we don't have to share the funds...he services...it's
all oUriown. What's happening is a sub-conscious admission on our part
that we're better off without them. So when we talk it has become more
of a joking-kind of procedure...than any serious discussion involving the
two Iciounties].

There: is no feeling in RESA B that services or image have suffered
without Phelps and Riverside. No one recalled hearing aspersions cast upon
RESA B's viability or performance by state officials or felt any pressure from
the state to get them to join.

RESA 14 works to maintain external support and satisfy strategi.c.
constituencies. It does this while remaining under the effective Control of
the executive board. While the agency enjoys recognition by:the SEA and
receives state funds, it, is not a vehicle for major state prograMs. Instead,

the agency focuses on keeping the districts informed and serving as a context
for regular contact.

/

These .responsibilities fall in the lap of the executive director. His
role means he spends a lot of time funnelling information to the counties and
arranging meetings. As one of eight RESA directors who constitute Ian informal
hot-line network, he passes along news to the superintendents, including the
two in Phelps and Riverside Counties "as.a courtesy and a service; hot out of
some oblfiation." He is receptive to continual expressions of neft hints or
expliCit requests, and sees to it that they appear as items forili4Uiiion on
the agendas ofupcoming meetings. He talks most often with.iIarotd Winslow,
the current executive board chairman. Time requirements forttending
meetinmare notthat_great. 'The amount of preparation that goes into them:
however, is considerable. As the chairman of the TEC Binder works-ip close.
collaboration with area colleges and universities. We attended one VC.
meeting and could not help but notice how, with the exception of the assistant
director's input, the session was a one-man-show. Binder designs theagenda
-- as he always does -- distributes it, beforehand, presents plans for\the
upcoming RESA-sponsored mock educational convention, fields most of the
questions, offers. advice and opinion, takes on requests from the participants

(

and presents the results of previous

1r

quests made of him. .

.
.

He performs a similar function with the executive board. He sits in a
position of power by virtue of his grasp of regional information: -In addition
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to preparing the agenda, he acts as -the secretary. One board member deScribed

his role In this manner:,
ft

Dave is indispensable. He's the person with most of the information we

need. The decisions rest with the superintendents. Cs Wore
representatives are less knowledge4able. I'd'say that aside from Dave's

formal report. We spend most of the time discussing matters of which he
is a crucial part. It's about 50-50, 50% decision-making and'50%
discussion amongst ourselves and with him as an equal.

The tyeeutive board is the primary point at which RESA B's attempts to

serve the counties come to a head. It is the main policy and decisio6-making

body at RESA B. Eleven times a year it mee'.s for luncheon sessions at varying

.locations in the three counties. Attending are the three superintendents,
Binder, erepresAntative from the SEA, and three members from the Iota' boards

of education. The sessions 'are open to the public and last one to two. hours

No one we talked tot recalled seei.ng lay people from the communities at the

meetings. Parliamentary rules are followed, but the atmosphere it one of

informality and intimacy.-- highlighted by a "great deal_of diicussion." The

chairman runs the meetings. Each district has one vote, so there is
occasional. switching back. and forth between each superintendent and his board-

representative when it comes time to vote. As one board member said:

My superintendent will turn to me and ask if I want to take th;s or that

one. There haven't been any disagreements between us. I usually let him

handle.it. The whole show is really the superintendents' since they're
more knowledgeable about the nitty gritty than we board. members.

Sometimes the discussion is about one county in particular. other times

it's about dR issue I know little about.

The meetings are structured to accommodate the superintendents more so
than the board representatives, one of whom characterized the board as a
"superintendents' club" with midday meetings causing poor and 'inconsistent

attendance. Another board member said "the superintendents have the natural

advantage and we sometimes get snoed in the process."

The typical menu of discussion in the meetings includes a mixture of are
executive director's report, comments and messages from the SEA

representative. old and,new business, progress reports presented by Binder.
budgetary and personnel matters, and deliberation over particular students'

cases. During the course of any meeting Blnder. May or may not be asked to
look into specific matters since he is the "person with all of the
information." His functions vary,as one person stated:

If all depends how we use him. I don't mean "use" in's manipulative-

sense since he's a professional resource for us. What I mean is. we have

never had to tell him to "cool it." He 'terprets laws and points out

our obligations. He's always reporting on something we asked that he

tackle at the last meeting.

A brief list of projects Binder has taken responsibility for at the
board's request includes: diplomatic problems with a local college faculty

member and her handling of student teacher placements in one county; the
growing trend in the state towards deinstitutionalizing special children, the
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4e--

ifications of this echooes. a:-id hit interpretation of an ongoing
court battle in a County outstdeethe.'region; duties 640, responsibilities of
the three counties now than theta 'are eequirerto handteUnemployment
compensation; an extendeo school year for_ Ptirat students; his plans for the
annual education convertims for etudent teachers; the implitations of S8 15
for the districts, RESA B's-potintia; rase ia one that "scans the horizon,
looks out for ut, says 'cook, I've (crime this thing, I think we ought to go
after it.'" ,

ee

The executive board membert realize the value of having a regular
opportunity for interchange and discussion. For example, soon after assumipg
the State Superintendency. Dr. Truby expressed to a lathering-of county
superintendents his desire to see RESAs play an active role in the grieve+
process whereby parents dissatisfied with the treatment of their children
could go. to RESA B for adjudication. This was soundly trounced by the lock
educators who saw it as a swing towards using the RESAs as enforcement
organizations. Not surprisingly,eurprisinely,the RESA Bauperintendents used the 0

(executive board se ions to express to each other their agitation over the
Trubyliat$70;4411. Binder has arranged events Whereby the superintendents can
meet with outsiders in a structured environment to discuss these and similar
issuese,Every year he brings together the superintendents and area
legislators,for a dinner meeting. Common concerns are expr ssed and the
participents learn about ease other. most importantly, it is hoped these
people wi\Ll come away from the dinner realizing they have just benefited from
another RESA 8-sponsored opportunity for discourse and interchange.

State, and local money has been traditionally used, to support direct
services ho the counties anc to fund consultative programs ;speculative
ventures have,bein assiduously avoided. This means RESA B has been non -
entrepreneurial iitl offerings -- a direct result of the budgetary
iimitations it faces year in and year out. This is not'te say that RESA B's
role has been trivial or that it has not engeged'in seeking'new solutions to
local needs. However. of does mean that the executive board.has.not permitted
its director to rite capital in order to underwrite the design, development,
and marketing of services to audiences other than the. districts (e.g.,
(training for a mental health center, contract services for the state, etc.).
As such. RESA B has stayed well witnin atraoition of providing adjunct.'
supplementary services that are expected by the districtsto redound to their
benefit first and foremost.

The ongoing efforts by the counties to have an organization under their
control, spending their money for their ultimate benefit. has resulted in an
agency that by definition. "serves by staring oat of realms of activity that
are different from whatthetdistriots intend. Without a doubt, RESA B's
collapse woula- put extreme ressure on the local districts ro make use the.
resulting -quantitative and qualitative_iosses. however, -there is evidenceto
suggett -- based on hints peevided by some interviewees.,--that these

oservices. with time. could be duplicated by the schools or purOhased from
private providers. One effect is'that the districts are hot overly dependent
on the services they receive -- in as much as the districts would not come to
a grinding halt if the services disappeared.
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5. Relationships with the State Education Agency

The state shapes the yfe of RESA B in two important respects: strings
attacoed to funding and a repreientative.on RESA B's board. We have already

discussed the far reaching conseque ces of various state decisions about what
to fund and how to direct funds to he RESAs.

The presence of an official from the SEA at each e eqptive board meeting
is viewed as a tremendous opportunity for local superi tendents to ferret out
the state's intentions and, at the same time, "send m sages back to

Charleston." The current representative is the head f the SEA's Bureau of

Learning Systems. His image of the ESAs and their role in local educati is

411L.up-beat. The BLS w$ undergoing ma or and dramatic reorganization durin r

visit because of.SB 15's requireme is that the SEA draw up hew plans for
quality education throughout the s ate. ransforming the BLS from a
certification bureau into one providing "technical assistance and monitoring
the new regulations" falls in line with the director's long-held plans. He

was characterized for us as a proactive man who carries weight in the SEA.
His presence is one ofvthe few opportunities that arise for contact between'
the SEA and RESA B. Blinder is not in frequent contact with state officials.
Most messages from the SEA, that pertain to local education are sent to the

county pJperintendents. If the messages relate to RESA B in any way, Binder
%

receivei a copy. As a result, the monthly meetings serve as a Means for him

to engage in substantive discussions. The executive board would agree wilh

0 the 'allowing quote by one superintendent whi described the impact of the SEA

representative:

He has an absolutelourpose for being there, that is, indirectly'
monitoring what we're doing. Not formal monitoring, but ,having a touch
with what we're doing in the districts as compared to what the state
advocates. We see him as a leg of [the A]...clarifying...answering...a

vital link...It's not unrealistic expect that RESA B was not going to
be established with total freedom of operation and absolutely no control
of any kind. I think the [SEA sow the meetings as one way] of having a

foot in the'door. That's a realistic expectation. It's there by design.

[The state can] exercise a swing vote when 'it comes to important

decisions. When one understands the state constitution, that the state
is responsible for education, it's only fair to have a person [from the
SEA] as a voting member. I must add; that privilege has not been abused

at

/all.

Our representativ has acted professionally and honestly.

Anothe(sup4intendent added:

The [SEA] really wanted regionalization for control purposes. As [the

RESAs] have developed, the control-aspect has been pulled back and the

service aspect has proliferated to the forefront. -41.

RESA B.endears itself to the counties by the programs 4 provides and
through the way it uses state funds. The founders avoided fees or prices for

services RESA B provided. The emph6sis was to be on having RESA B serve as a
repository for incoming state grants and as a place to pool existing

resources. he result is that:
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We haven't fully tapped our RESA. I consider research and development to
be vital areas...providing, say, "x" thing out there...and then providing
the necessary information to the counties on why it can or cannot work.
That is a vital role. We haven't performed that service yet because we
haven't been able to engender the outside funding.

The recent move by the Senate Finance Committee sent shock waves
thrcughout the RESA system and RESA B as well. Local superintendents were
faced for the first time with the realization that the administrative
allocation was not sacrosanct. The incident underscored RESA B's ambiguous
legal status and required a last minute salvage operation by the state
superintendents' association to restore the funding. It also forced RESA B's

board to reconsider its casual attitude about the three-county structure:

___The_lavislature is going-to-study us e're going to
maintain [the image and reality of] a valuable agency, then it's
important thesekcounties join. The board is going to make another effort
to see if they cart convince them that it's worth belonging.

The policy decision of the state 'superintendents' association, and shared
here, is that the RESAs' horn has to be blown' The superintendents are

4; the proper people todo that.

Senate Bill 15 may. signal a major hange in ,RESA B's agenda. One

superintendent describes the implicat ons this 'Way:

[R]ecent legislation, SB 15, a eemingly innocuous addendum of which took
just a couple of pages to say, as great consequences for us. Through

RESA B, we may get a great deal of [technical assistance], understanding,
and discussion of what the state wants.

There was no clear -cut indication at th t time whe her RESA B will be a
--IFFilIvry vehicle for the implementation of t e SEA guide Ines. However, the

current betting is that it will be used ,in some way as a rovider of advice
and technical assistance to counties egt are having diffi ulty complying with
the regulations.

Largely because power rests with the superintendents, RESA B has not
moved of its own volition to capitalize on the prospect and promile of SB 15.
Nor has it sought publicity in general on the theory that services speak for
themselves. As one RESA B employee said: "If they feel we are effective and
can do certainthings, and the more they let the legislators know, the better

Off we'll b ." The local perception has been that the state has not been as

supportive f RESA B and the other RESAs.as it could be. No SEA official

speaks for th syst . Given what some feel is a neglect by the state, RESA B

must rely even mor on the administrators in the counties for support.
Defined as a ser ice agency, RESA B lives on what it can get and functions
within constral is set by the counties. The situation is not likely to

change.
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CHAPTER IV

\\ EDUCATIONAL. SERVICE CENTERS/ CONNECTICUT

Connecticut's six Educational Service Centers operate under state law
within service regions specified by the-state. We studied one of the most

successful ESCs in the state as our first site. Because we did not contimue
with a full scale analysis of a second site and the st te level, this chapter
differs from the others in its focus on one agency.

A. JOINT ESC

1. Chronology of Events

Pre-1965

Smaller Connectivt towns are urged by the State Department of Education
(SEA) to join togetherNand form regional school districts. the SEA offers an
incentive byptoviding no-cost superintendent and staffing services to these

towns. (1950s)

Special legislation is passed in 1959 to permit formation of Regional
Schools Services Centers. But, the movement towa-ds further regionalization \

does not catch on.

The SEA withdraws its no-cost services. Regionalization slows as all

towns find ways to provide administrative services on their own.

1965

Congress passes the Elementary and secondary Education Act (ESEA), in

order to improve the quality of public education in the United States. Title

III specifically promotes the development of innovative programs and

organizations. Local levet groups are encouraged to apply for Title III

planning grant monies. Regional cooperation receives a new impetus.

School districts in the greater Wellington area continue occasional and
informal cooperative ventures, such as 011aring facilities and borrowing
services. These arrangements are ad hoc and involve minor agreements between
several superintendents.

1966

The Wellington Superintendents Association (WSA), with the help of
Emmette Kyle, Superintendent of Schools in Midborough, and the consultation of

a Yale Professor Emeritus, who is a former U.S. Commissioner of Education,

pushes the idea of more formal cooperative arrangements between school
districts.
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An executive committee of the WSA is formed, led by Dr. Kyle, to author a
proposal for Title. III planning grant monies. 41

A proposal requesting $54,000 in Title III planning grant monies, to aid
in the design of a new cooperative organization for Wellington area school
districts, is submitted to the U.S. Commissioner of Education.

196Z

The onnetticut General Assembly passes PA 160 (statute 10-158),
permitting formal cooperation between school districts to facilitate special
service off ings and programs.

1968

The WSA holds a regional meeting to seek out potential members in a
cooperative organization. Representatives from area privdte, parochial, and
public schools are invited.

ti
ESEA is amended. Title III monies no longer travel directly to a

grantee's fiscal agent, such as a local school district. Punds are now
directed through the state level SEA to the receiving fiscal agent.

Midborough, JESC' fiscal agent, receives an approved Title III planning
grant for $48,000. JESC forms an Executive. Committee, composed of member
district administrators.

JESC holds its first meeting. A search begins for an Executive Director,
one who will work on projects desired by member districts, write a
constitution, and secure further Title III operational grant monies.

1969

The Connecticut General Assembly passes PA 333 to amend statute 10-158.
the statute permits local districts to form an interdistrict committee as a.
means to apply for and directly receive funding, disburse such monies, hold
tit e, employ personnel, and so on. The statute also specifies terms under
whit districts can join or leave such a committee.

The Title III planning grant year begins. Eighteen districts, including
private, technical, and parochial schools, join as members.

Dr. Michael Carleton, an official from the Esbridge School District,
begins as Executive Director. Dr. Carleton immediately launches a series of
committees to foster_ participation by the school districts and to compile
ideas for programmatic ventures.

JESC' headquarters locates in Wilber, Connecticut.
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Dr. Carleton, the Executive Director, suffers a heart attack.

Anthony Rubotto, an official from the Keynes School District, and a
frequent participant in JESC' committee work, becomes acting. Executive

Director while 'Dr. Carleton recuperates.

The first wave .of new staff hirings begins, resulting in a staff of five

individuals. Work begins immediately to secure first year Title 111

'operational funding and to launch programs in special education, audio

visuals, and cooperative hulk purchasing for area districts.

The first Title 111 operational year begins. JESC' headquarters moves to

a new location.

Indications of mismanagement in the library book cooperative purchase

program appear. 1

Programs for the physically handicapped and the trainable mentally

retarded begin at the United Way Rehabilitation Center.

Dr. Carleton passes away.

The staff of five approaches the Executive Committee and requests to be

allowed to continue managing JESC.

James Arthur is unanimous) recommended by his four co-workers to assume

the, acting Executive Director the Execelve
s
Committee concurs.

Herbert Orland, financial officer for. the Midborough School District, is

chosen to serve in a similar capacity at JESC.

An audit commissioned by the Executive Committee reveals embezzlement by

the director of the library book cooperative purchase program. Unrecoverable

losses of $125,000 are eventually repaid to jured districts.

JESC begins a program for children identified as learning

disabled. The program is housed at the United Way. Rehabilitation Centei%

JESC begins offering computerized bulk purchasing of material by member

districts.

JESC seeks to renovate the Cottage Street School (CSS), operated by the

Midborough Board of Education,.to be used for JESC' *programs for the learning

disabled and the trainable mentally retarded: as well as its headquarters.

JESC is prohibited by laW from borrowing on its own behalf. Therefore, it

asks the Town of Midborough to apply for a state reimbursable grant totalling

nearly $255,000 on which JESC will pay the interest. Midborough agrees.

The second*Title 111 operatiooal year begins.
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James Arthur, who has been acting director, becomes Executive Director.

JESC begins to move into the CSS, which is still undergoing renovation.

JESC establishes Ls Educational Resources Center (ERC) with Title III
monies, as a repository of information and data on public education. The

cehter provides information searches on a fee basis.

JESC begins moves to change its relationship with its fiscal agent,
Midborough, to become an interdistrict committee under statute 10-158.
Midborough and other districts see advantages in the interdistrict
arrangement.

-1912

JESC launches a full campaign for interdistrict committee status by
holding informational meetings with boards of education of each member
district. A change in constitution is eventually approved by every member
district board.

Local parents ask JESC to continue its program for the trainable mentally
retarded, located at the CSS, for one more year.

The third Title III operational year begins.

JESC becomes an interdistrict committee and acquires the ability to hold
title, hire, fire, contract, apply for and disburse funds.

Steven Cara is elected the chair of JESC' new governing board.

A few districts leave JESC, fearing possible financial liabilities under
10-158 status.

JESC acquires the computerized ERIC annotation system for ERC.

JESC begins programs in the arts and for gifted and talented children.
Although the programs are housed in two, temporary facilities. JESC begins
renovation bn a new, centralized facility in Wellington. Costs are paid for

by federal monies and a flat state grant to the city of Wellington.

Staff at CSS and the United Way Rehabilitation Center begin noticing much
more severe disabilities in some children, preventing their successful return
to public school classrooms. A program is started at CSS for the emotionally
disturbed/learning disabled. Planning begins for a program for autistic
children.

all
The Executive Director begins relinquishing some control over individual

program budgets. Initial attempts are made to decentralize the management of
program budgets to the program level.
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The Wellington School District finally receives funding to start a
regional program for trainable mentally retarded children. JESC closes its
program at CSS.

The program for the physically handicapped,located at the United Way
Rehabilitation Center,, leaves that location and re-locates in two separate
locations.

JESC' Title ill operational grant ends.

The SEA begins to view, and fund, JESC as a vehicle for furthering career
education. JESC begins a Career Education Resource Center. This center
serves as the progenitor for several spin-offs, such as Metric Education,
Environmental Education,"and so on, during the next few years.

A newly renovated Educational Center for the Arts (ECA) facility opens in
downtown Wellington.

1974

JESC forms a committee to begin work on establishing internal personnel
administration procedures.

Mark Shedd (this is not a pseudonym), soon to become a strong advocate
for service centers, becomes the State Commissioner of Education, State
Department of Education.

JESC' headquarters moves again.

JESC is asked by federal and state officials to take over the,management
of the state-wide migratory education program, a summertime education,
nutrition, and recreation program for migrant children and their families.

In response to the need expressed by local educators that less costly,
public, and non-institutional programmatic alternatives be developed for
children diagnosed as autistic, JESC establishes such a program, located at
CSS.

Four districts in the River Front area east of Wellington desire a
vocational technical school. A planning period funded by a special act of the
General Assembly proves unproductive. With the encouragement of the state and
the four districts, and through the efforts of its Career Education Resources
Center, JESC writes a proposal for a model center, receives a three-year
grant, and begins running the River Front Vocational Education Center.

Enlarging its role as fiscal agent for a small program for pregnant
teenagers, run by a local nurse, JESC establishes the Teenage Parent Program,
serving a large number of local, teens.

1975

Steven Cara is re-elected chair of JESC' governing board.
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The Executive Director is asked to join the Wellington Superintendents

Association.

JESC creates a Teacher Application Center that serves as a clearinghouse

for resume and application procedures.

Efforts by the U.S. Cimmiisioner of Education, the National Institute of.

Education, and the Office of Education, culminate in the creation of the
National Diffusion Network -- a nationwide consortia of educational projects,
such as JESC, that identify innovations in education, certify such efforts,

link these with projects in search of innovative approaches, and monitor the
relationship between the providers and the adopters. JESC sets up a National

Facilitator Project, funded directly by the Office of Education. The National

Diffusion Network was funded by sectidn 306 of Title III of ESEA.

A combination of several departments at the state level seeks to improve
the accessibility of guidance and counselling information to local districts.

JESC is chosen as a subcontractor to develop an on-line, state-wide computer
system to provide such information.

Congress passes PL 94-142, the landmark Education for all Handicapped

Act.

JESC' Executive Director starts joinidg his counterparts from
Connecticut's other five se-Ace centers in regular meetings with Commissioner
Shedd and his top aides at the SEA. These efforts eventually lead to the

writing and passage, by the General Assembly, of laws permitting inter-

district committees to become regional educational service centers.

1976

JESC clarifies its legal status further by becoming a regional
educational service center under statute 10-66 (a law passed as early as 1972

and amended as late as 1976). The statute requires biennial .evaluations of
service centers by the SEA, provides a flat grant _to each center, sets a
maximum number that can operate within the state, and requires each to provide
'annual reports on Its programs and organization to member districts and the

SEA.

JESC moves its. special education programs out of the CSS into a larger

Midborough facility. Renamed the Cottage School (CS) and leased for five

years, this building houses together the following, programs: physically

handicapped, autistic, and emotionally disturbed/learning disabled.

The arts program reaches the conclusion of its primary grant fundjng,

forcing further reliance on tuition-based programs and rental of its public

auditorium.

JESC begins yearly performance evaluations of its employees by program

managers.

The State Auditor cites the Connecticut SEA for alleged irregularities in .

its use of JESC for subcontracting purposes. The auditor claims that the SEA
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uses JESC to circumvent normal hiring procedures, by contracting to JESC and
using it to hire employees who could not be hired under normal state
guidelines.

JESC creates a state-wide computer network (i.e., ESCCNET), providing on-
line capabilities for districts and other service centers in Connecticut.

JESC becomes a sole provider of guidance and counselling computerized
information by purchasing the Guidance Information System and serving as the
regional location for its on-line use.

JESC vastly improves its fiscal management by acquiring a computerized
encumbrance package.

With a grant under Title IV of ESEA JESC creates the Connecticut State
Facilitator Project as. a counterpart of its National Facilitator Project.
JESC becomes a validator of'regional innovative projects which are sought for:
adoption by other local agencies..

JESC becomes involved with the concept of information and innovation
diffusion by securing a subcontract with an organization in Massachusetts
called The Network. The latter group is working with NIE's Knowledge
Utilization Group to perfect the concept of linking agents who spread
information on educatiOnal innovations to local districti.

JESC develops programs in secondary and alternative vocational education
at the Wilber-Wellington Cooperative.

1211

JESC begins using a full-time business manager.

With funds provided through the State Department of Labor under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). JESC develops in-school and
out-of-school employment training, programs for high school students.

JESC develops a vocational assessment center.

The River Front Vocational Educational Center ceases operations with the
aJvent and growth of JESC's program in employment training and vocational
assessment.

The function of Program Planning and Development is formalized in the
office of the Deputy Executive Director.,

Patrice Embry xs elected chair of JESC' governing board.

JESC headquarters move again.
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JESC establishes a program for children with deilopmental disabilities.
This particular designation for a child allows JESC to carefully steer clear
of laws prohibiting, the treatment of severe and profound cases in public

school settings. The laws are later changed.

JESC experiences severe cash flow problems with the inability to collect
tuition payments in arrears from some districts. Several incentive payment

plans are devised, but they are unsuccessful.

Initial staff reductions begin as ERC continues to operate data deficit..

1979

JESC receives its first flat grant from the State Board of-Education as a
state-certified educational service center.

JESC seeks to purchase the old Wellington Water Co. 1:wilding to house its
expanding secondary and alternative vocational educationa programs. The
state public utilities commission blocks the sale due to current moratorium

on the purchase of certain classes of protected watershed properties.

JESC begins laying off seventeen employees.

JESC consolidates several program hat have been running at a deficit,

such as Environmental Education the ER , and so on. A new School Services

Unit (SSU) is created. Partially funded by JESC's state flat grant, the SSU
provides consulting services to member school districts. Linking agents are

permanently assigned to each district.

JESC abolishes its Teacher Application Center. A personnel director
position, originally an outgrowth of this center, and the position of public
relations officer, are eliminated.

With the support of its governing board, JESC begins exploring the
possibility of creating its own non-profit arm. This would allow it to go
after funds from foundations often precluded by statute 10-66 -- which
requires that JESC, as a service center, pursue and receive funds only on
behalf of efforts for its member districts. The non-profit arm would let JESC
engiOe in research and cbnsultation, as well as other activities not

specifically links to its districts.

The public utilities commission okays a lease of the Water Co. property.
JESC still desires an outright purchase.

JESC re-institutes a new version of its earlier management teams. The

team contains the managers of JESC' major divisions. Another group made up of

all program directors, called the program manager's council, begins to meet

once every two months.

JESC completes the first Plan of Organization and Operation: 1978-1980.

This is the annual report required under statute 10-66 and sent to its member

districts and the SSA.
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JESC receives its first on-site evaluation by a team composed of local
educators and officials from the SEA. This first biennial evaluation is
required by statute 10-66. The evaluation team examines JESCprograms and
makes recommendations on each.

JESC begins further reductions in the ERC staff.

JESC decides.to have a bill introduced by local representatives in the
General Assembly to provide an exception to the law prohibiting purchases of
certain classes of protected watershed property. This exception would allow
the purchase of the Water Co. property.

1282

A bill is introduced that would allow a waiver, permitting JESC to
purchase the Water Co. property. The bill dies in legislative committe . The

Executive Director seeks to refile purchase petitions with the public
utilities commission.

The State of Connecticut develops a State Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee as a part of the National Occupational. Information
Coordination Commietee. Both are efforts to secure national, on-line computer
information about jobs. JESC receives a subcontract to provide this job
informatiorl to local users.

The Midborough Board of Education alleges that some members on JESC's
. governing board are not duly elected members of the districts', boards of
education. This is re44ired by the JESC charter. The people in qLeTtion are
employees of their respective districts, thereby, perhaps voting in conflict of
interest. JESC agrees to review the tallies on matters under discussion when
the individuals in question were present and voting. The fear is that nearly
$200,000 in grant money has been jeopardized. Although.it is discovered that
not enough questionable votes were involved, the affected measures are
reaffirmed by the votes of a properly constituted governing board.

The State Board of Education awards a reimbursable grant to JESC to
purchase and renovate the Water Company property.

JESC relinquishes its costly ERIC computer system to the local State
College.

JESC completes its second Plan of Organization and Operation: 1980-1982.

JESC ends its involvement with the migratory education program.

A compromise is reached on the Water Co. property. JESC purchases those
parcels of the property unaffected by the watershed protection, and leases the
rest.
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2. History

To describe the evolution of JESC from its creation in 1969 to the
present, we have divided the period into five stages. The fill/1st was the

period of planning and entrepreneurial development, from 1967 to 1970.

During the late 1960's, with the infusion of unprecedented federal
funding from the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and support
for regionalization at the Connecticut SEA, the climate favored serious
attention to cooperative ventures among school districts. At a time of

ferment and innovation in education, many educators believed that cooperative
arrangements could offer cost savings and promote innovation by expanding the
range of services available to local school districts. In 1967 the Wellington

area Superintendent's Association (WSA), which had promoted informal
cooperation among its members for years, discussed applying for federal money
(from Title III of ESEA which supported innovation in education) to plan aria_
launch a formal cooperative venture. In 1968 they successfully applied for a

grant. But several legal and administrative obstacles prevented them fr.*"

getting the money right away. While they were waiting, ,they began a search

for a director for their prospective center who could develop cooperative
programs and secure long term funding. In early 1969, the Connecticut GeiWral
Assembly passed a law that formally permitted local districts to form
interdistrict committees. These would be convenient legal vehicles to rec4ive

funding for cooperative activities. Finally, in July of 1969, the Title

grant money was awarded to the superintendents to start JESC. The grant

provided money for one year of planning. After that, the center would be
entitled to apply for as many as three years of operational support. The to'Wn

of Midborough agreed to be the fiscal agent for the grant. A director,

Michael Carleton, was hired and the superintendents set up an executive
committee to act as the JESC' governing board.

Carleton's first challenge was to stimulate the local school districts'

interest in JESC. He formed over twenty committees of teachers, principals,
and district administrators Lc. generate ideas about what the ew cooperative

might do. Three JESC staff members who we, e hired at the beg nning recall the
Carleton days with a mixture of fondness for his energy and enthusiasm, and
skepg _ism about his ability to manage effectively. As one Pbs ver put it,/

"As an idea man and an organizer he was great. As an administrat r he was

very poor. He had a lot of 'business' ideas but he was not a good business

man."

From June 1969 through June 1970, JESC took on some high visibility
assignments, like.running science workshops for teachers and sponsoring s
regional conference on middle schools. Carleton played a key role as a man of

enthusiasm and ideas. But neither Carleton nor anyone else gave much thought

to the kind of organization that was being created. The year was officially

defined by the grant as planning time and Dr. Carleton used it in the broadest

sense, to generate community commitment to cooperative ventures.

Ey the end of the first year of the Title III money, JESC had to move

from planning to operations. In order to continue its Title III funding, JESC

had to write a new grant proposal for operational support. But, in the sprint

of 1970, before this could happen, Car:leton suffered a heart attack. His

illness created an internal crisis and set JESC on a course no one had
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anticipated. The superintendents ouOckly hired an acting director, Anthony
Rubotto, who had worked with Carleton on Curriculum planning, Hit was young.

comm Led to the idea of regional cooperation., and imbued with a sense of
responsibility for JESC' survival. Rubotto hired James Arthur to write the
operational grant proposal and run the newly acquire film library. Susan
Murphy, whom Carleton had interviewed back in February, Carrie to run several
small programs and coordinate the work of the planning committees. All three
of these staffers describe the summer of 1970 a' a period of excitement, great,
commitments of time and energy, and long hours spent discussing the future and

.trying to plan for it.

Arthur, who had some experience with Title HI, got his grant proposal
written and approved. In July 1970, the organization received in excess of
$300,000 for its first year of operations, with 'woo additional years of
funding to come. Programs in special education, curriculum, audio-visual
resources, and cooperative bulk purchasing were launched. Teachers and two
more administrators were hired.

The only cloud on the horizon was the suspicion that something was wrong
in the cooperative book purchasing program. As one observer put it. "We
noticed huge stacks of books.. We had calls from districts saying, 'Wfierp are

my gooks? What's going on?' This went on into .the fall. By Thanksgiving,
things were serious despite phenomenal efforts to straighten the messlout,..
The lack.of records was astonishing." The Executive Committee. "the effective
governing body for the organization, was concerned about the apparent
irregularities. They called for an audit which revealed that the librarian
running the program had embezzled about_ 5125,000. He was arrested but no
money was recovered. During the same week, Carleton. who had never come back
to work full time, died of a second heart attack. JESC. with serious internal
mismanagement of funds and no executive director. went on :0 a tailspin. It

was Jahuary 1971

Anxious and uncertain, Arthur, Rubotto and the others reviewed their
dealings with Carleton: they discovered that he had made contradictory
promises to them and to others. and financial commitments that couldnever be
fulfilled. Instead of further undermining the venture, these revelations
created a sense of cohesion and responsibility among the staff. They banded
tog '4her and proposed to the executive committee that James Arthur, the only
one of the group with even modest administrative experience, to named acting
director. The executive committee, itself unsettled by these eJents,
concurred and Arthur took over the reins immediately.

These events were critical to JESC' development as an Organization. The
staff was dedicated to the original vision of a cooperative venture and at the
same time determined to erase the taint of embezzlement. They were yo d
inexperienced. But that spurred them to take on the challenge of saving JESC.
The central office staff of five could easily have split into factions.
Instead they worked hard together to keep the organization intact and to move
it in what they hoped would be useful directions.

The support of people outside the organization helped.enormously.
Superintendents, school board members, -pupil personnel-directors. teachers-
-- many helped to sustain the districts' enthusiasm for JESC' programs. As

Arthur told us:
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Losing [Carleton] forced some of them to asseme more responsibility than
otherwise, It just happened"that a member, like Bill Linder, an
assistant superintendent weio was chairman of .the speciared planning
committee, became very active calling his counterparts in other districts
and saying. 'Look. we've said we're gbing te open a program for
handicapped kids in Septe*ber. Now let's get 'hose kids delivered.'...
Many eperintendents felt cooperation was a iced thing and saw JESC as a
vehicle to IL... Also protectionism was a factor since no one knewthe
real liability of the members if JESC was to terminate quickly. Fear wee..

a factor. finally there was paternalism toward the staff. They adopted

us. -They wanted us as individuals to succeed.

So at this point in the organization's history, a small but highly
dedicated staff was supported by ,some strong local district people in a joint
effort to realize the potential 'of a cooperative center.

'"Celeeee aspects of this history are important to our analysis. Firkt, ]ESC

was beset by two major crises: the embezzlement of funds and the death of its

first executive director, :Either could .have destroyed the organization.
instead, crisis engendered commitment to the organization-s success, which
explains a good deal of JESC's early achievement. Carleton's management style -

was divisive and several of the staff had become frustrated with his
leadership. Two of-t 'e reported to Id that they -would have quit-if
Carleton had lived to 'we as director. His death and the shock of the

embezzlement changed t. tuation dramatically in a way that focused the

staff an preserving the organization.

A second significant feature of :he early days was Carleton's approach to
developing programs. lie worked from the grass roots. His goal was visibility

and credibility. He encouraged the development-of many programs
.simultaneously, but without an overarching sense-of what JESC Was trying to
accomp/ish. ,Tnis haphazard style of groWth characterized JESC in the efears.

after Carleton's death. As we will see, growth was organized around programs.
w;thout a strategic plan for the organization as.a whole.

Third. Carleton's iiinees.meant that he was forced to allow his staff to

operate or~ their own. Each the five staffers who was hired while Carleton
was alive and who remained after his death had an enormous amount of autonomy

and responsibility. As one staff member recollected that period_:

I think I ended up coming on soettime in March of 1970. Michael had had

the heart attack and i.didn't know what I was doing. I mean there was no
direction, nothing..- Carleton didn't particelarly provide any direction.
My contact with him was- bare The logical thing to do at the :.ma was
for me and other people to go back to the pupil personnel directors and
try and work vith them. to try to get something going... [But] the

majority were not significeee trend-setters. They had their own

interests but I wouldn't say they. were a program development group at
that-point... So a lot of my ,time was spent getting Cottage School going..
finding people. teachers, kids... I probably spent most of my time in
materials, students, and teachers and very little in building. I didn't

know anything about [building].
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The grant of considerable authority to professional staff, particularly
authority over program development, is a strategy that JESC has used ever
since.

In some ways Carleton's style as director set a pattern for JESC' later
development. His emphasis on visible programs, grass roots participation in
program development,-and staff autonomy were continued by Arthur long after
Carleton's.death. In other ways he set an example that Arthur reacted
against. The staff's anxietyabout Carleton's carelessness with financiaf
management and manipulative promises to his subordinates drove Arthur to adopt
the opposite style on these issues. Arthur, who was relatively inexperienced
as a manager, might have set quite different priorities for JESC without
Carleton's model to follow.

Between July 1970 and July 1972, the organization grew rapidly (see Table
4). We cane ee retrospectively the strategic moves which helped to define the
internal s ructure of the organization and to mobilize external support. In

July 197 , James Arthur moved from acting director to executive director.
JESC 1 ated several special education programs in the Cottage Street school,
established its Educational Resources Center, and, most significantly, began
to change its legal status to become an interdistrict committee under state
statute. Until now Midborough had been JESC' fiscal agent and was cdmpletely
responsible for all JESC' activities. JESC employees were technically
employees of the Midborough Board of Education. JESC' obligations were
Midborough's. Although the relationship had been cordial, Midborough wanted
to free itself of the growing fiscal responsibility for JESC. The move from a
project of Midborough's zo an interdistrict committee was a crunial shift in
status. As an interdistrict committee, JESC for the first time could hold
t7tle to property, hire, fire, contract, apply for funds, and spend all in its

own name. The move also meant that JESC would be formally accountable to all
its member districts rather than having Midborough as the legal link to the.
others.: Arthur, as executive director, saw the change as a way to create
autonomy for JESC. He and Rubotto'(who had become deputy director) spent
substantial time in 1971 and 1972 lobbying for the districts' support for the
change in status. By the summer of 1972, all the d stricts had agreed and the
legal change was made.

By the summer of 1972 JESC had a staff of some 6C. people and a budget in
excess of one million dollars. This growth, coupled with the impending loss
of Title III money and JESC' status as an interdistrict committee, had
profound effects on the way the staff saw the operation. In the early days,

the issue had been survival. There had been little concern with the long-term
viability of the organization. In 1972 this had to change. Without the
safety net of federal support, JESC found itself responsible for its'own
debts. It was out of the womb and into the cold cruel world. Staff were
forced to think about internal structure and organizational goals. As the
director explained. "1972 to 1973 was a get-your-feet-on-the-ground-as-your-
own-agency year and we consolidated and Improved."

The organization flourished. JESC had some active, vital programs
underway and more in the planning stages, a larc- staff, and a large budget.
Pressure was growing for the executive director .J create some coherence and
direction for the operation.
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School Year

1969-1970

1970-1971

1971-1972

1972-1973

1973-1974

1974-1975

1975-1976

1976-1977

19.77-1973

1978-1979

1979-1980

1980-1981

J

133
1

Table 4: Now JESC Grew*

Number of Employees Budget S'ze

k42

23

52

63

100

154
/___----

166

* Source: JESC business office

165

201

225

260

275

$54,000

390,000

750,000

1,026,000

1,800,000

2,400,000

2,800,000

3,450,000

3,900,000

5,400,000

-6;450,000

6,850,000

The first strong indications that JESC could t go on without stronger
administrative control and a clear division of respo sibility came in 1972.
As Arthur put it, "We also began having full-time administratdrs in. many of
our programs whereas before we had just what we'called*teacher coordinators,
responsible for a group of kids but Wobikaiso ran that particular program for a
$1,000 a year supplement in salary. to we relieved many of pure teaching
responsibility and let them run the programs.

But although he had put JESC on firm financ 1 ground, Arthur was facing
the results of that earlier lack of planning:

During 1972 to 1974 we began to sense a probl that, quite frankly,
continues to this day: ye2pe too diverse. To ring about commonality and
overall organizationalletals, to get a framew rk or common ground to talk
on. is hard. I can bring these folks together and mention dental plans
and vacation days and we get somewhere. But when we discuss salaries and
program goals it is difficult.
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Nevertheless, the rudiments of a formal structure began to take shape
during this period. The struggle was twofold: to allow managerial autonomy at
the program level while containing the entire operation under some semblance
of control at the executive level. The executiveleirector and his immediate
staff preferred a decentralized, informal mode of operation, both because
their history encouraged this approach and because they wished to avoid the
costs of formalization and standardization. Yet, as early as 1972, pressures
were emerging for more conventional management.

During this period of review and consolidation, the problem of control
was solved by decentralizing program design and administration and
centralizing finances. As the executive director put it, "I had a strong
reliance then and now on my program managers. We have a view that, for us,
central .management personnel who are highly skilled in a narrow area do not
help that much in our programs. With all the people who are in charge of the
programs, coprdinators, principals, they have the responsibility to design and
run the programs."

But if programmatic authority was decentralized, control over personnel
and finances was highly centralized. Arthur posted all position
announcements, made final hiring decisions, and negotiated all salaries. He

also personally reviewed all expenditures: virtually no money could be spent
without his authorization. The embezzlement had made him acutely aware of the
need for fiscal control. His solution was to take personal responsibility for
JES -C' financial integrity. But it also was hie way to reconcile the tension
between too much control and too little. if the program managers required
autonomy to offer high quality services, the only serious-control mechanisms
left were budgets and personnel. Arthur kept tight control over both in his

hands.

Shortly after JESC became an interdistrict comittee, a few of its member
districts dropped out. The reason, we are told, was their fear that the
statute authorizing interdistrict committees might make member districts
financially liable for the center's debts. Whatever the reasons, the drop in
membership added another concern for the executive director and his top staff.
They needed to become more concerned with what they were offering, how to
offer it, and who would pay for it.

Between the fall of i973 and the summer of 1976, the organization
virtually exploded. Major new programs were added and old programs were
expanded. The rapid growth was exhilarating but sill unstructured.
Management supported ideas for new programs and encouraged.stef members to-

---ra4se_funds for new ventures. A host of new'progriMs were developed during
this period, including the only public school program in the state for
autistic children, a resource center for career education, a regional child-
find operation to locate unserved handicapped children, a summer educational
program for the children of migrant workers throughout Connecticut, -a teenage
parent program, a clearinghouse for teaching applicants, a vocational
education center, and the first computer center. Meanwhile other projects
were growing rapidly, including programs for the physically handicapped and
for students in the visual and performing arts, and the educational resource
center. In reflecting on these years, the executive,director said, "During
this period. I-speak of, quite frankly the money was there and we jumped for
it."' As another JESC manager put it, "We had the image of being'young.
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energetic, creative -- You know, a group of peOple who could do anything.

Miracle workers!... Back then we would do anything. There was nothing that

somebody could have come to us with that we would not have tried."

.Several forces made this growth possible. 'A new Commissioner of ,

Education was appointed in 1974 who was far more supportive of the regional

centers than his predecessor had- been. The SEA, which' Ilad always been

receptive, became more active, channelling money and programs through the

centers to give them visibility and legitimacy. Growth was also spurred by

the passage of state and federal legislation requiring local school districts

to serve crildren with special needs with an appropriate educational program.

As the definition of "special needs" grew broader, districts faced rapidly

growing demands from parents and teachers. They were eager for new programs

to meet those demands. These issues are discussed in Section V. The point

here is that the market for JESC's services expanded. JESC managers gleefully

responded with more and larger programs.

4

There were problems with this approach. The organization grew so fast

that people lost track of what-JESC's mandate really was and what services

might be outside that mandate. With so diverse an array of programs, staff in

one program didn't always know what was being done in the program next door

and seldom knew what was being provided by, programs located in JESC's other

buildings. Some felt that the lack of coherent purpose and adequate

communication had left JESC to be merely "a'clearinghouse for anybody's

project."

Early in 1976, JESC's legal status changediagainswhen its member

districts agreed to become a regional eduCational service center under state

statue 10-66. Recent amendments -to the statute had been strongly influenced

by the executive directors of the state's six regional cooperatives. In 1975

the directors had started meeting regularly with SEA ttaff, who pushed through

favorable legislation. The shift to RESC status permitted JESC to take on

independent legal status. No longer would they have to operate "in the name

of" the member districts. The amendment also provided state grants to ESCs

for administrative*penses. But the districts needed careful preparation and

persuasion. In Arthur's words:

The agreement was a very time Consuming process -- developing it, seeing

to it that it Complied with state guidelines, making sure that boards of

education approved, requiring visits to the boards, dealing with

developing issues. For example, under 10-66, we can own property -- real

property. But that was a major,,issue for the members... There were many

arguments. We finally passed an amendment in the agreement saying that

in the matter of real estate a majority vote is needed to buy or sell...

We did not lose any.members at the advent of t4,10-66 thing. We haver

gained... The point was that we got them to agree to this new kind of

relationship which in large measure strengthened us, not in terms of

powers but in more flexibility.

About this time as well, there 'as an increasing realization on the part

of the executive diertcelor and the deputy director that the,organizatioohad.

become fan too, dependent on grant money. Many of JESC's programs had been

financed originally with state or federal grants. But when the grants ran

out, as graritsinevitibly do, the programs had to fold or find alternative
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financing. The abr0t shifts from generous funding to financial crisis were
traumatic for both staff and clients. A deliberate move was made to finance
more of JESC's programs through tuition and user fees. The purpose was to-
strengthen the financial underpinnings of the organization by removing the
uncertainties invariably attached to a grant-oriented existence. The director
hoped to insure a more stable stream of income through tuition.

If the period of 19nthrough 1976 was one of.heiter-skelter expansion,
the period from 1976 to 1981 was characterized by efforts to contain and
control a Highly diverse, dynamic, and innovative organization. In one
significant change, the executive director shifted from a preoccupation with
internal management to more concern for tpe external environment. During his
Virst six years Arthur- hid been chiefly absorbed with troubleshooting within
JESC and keeping the organization solvent. In 1976 -77 he deliberately began
to focus more of:lis attention on the center's members and on the state. The
most significant Indicator of this transition was Arthur's 1977 -78 decision to
delegate some control over JESC' finances to a business manager. A previous
experiment with a part-tme business manager had failed, largely because
Arthur had been unwilling to give him any authority. However, as the
organization's budget grew, the executive director concluded what his staff
had known long before, that a- sfrong-business manager was essential.

As he described it, "The simple transfer of the power of the pen to sign
purchase orders within the confines of a budget certainly gave me an hour and
a half, or two hours a day of extra [1 have] more opportunity to deal
with the array of relationships... at the state department of education, at
federal levels, with my fellow service center directori, with many of the
superintendlpts in our area, and by serving on various state and local
committees."

In August 1980 some major issues still confronted the organization. On
the financial side, the strategy to replace grant income with tuition and user
fees had been'largely accomplished, leading to a more stable economic base for
the organization. The JESC budget for the 1980-81 school projected income of
close to a million dollars from grants and three to'four million from tuition
and other fee-for-service arrangements. But the move, has created a perennial
cash flow problem. When income is based on individual students, small changes
in student populations can have substantial consequences: "We can make a
pretty good projeCtion of the amount of money we should be bringing in over

-1010

the course of a year. But, if we lost one kid from the physically handicapped
programs, that's $7,700'. If we lost 3 kids or 5 kids you're talking about a
$30,000 loss," The beginning of a school year requires the heaviest
expenditures,-but the money to reimburse these expenses doesn't start coming
in until well into the year. The local bureaucracies grind slowly and some.
individual school districts have owed JESC as much as a quarter of a million
dollars at a time. State reimbursements are also frequently delayed,
sometimes until June, for expenses that JESC has incurred throughout the

,

school year. Thus the heavy and growing reliance on tuition has solved some
'problems but created others.

On the program side, JESC is no longer eager for shiny new programs. As

someone told us: "We are a little bit more specific now about what our charge
is. Our charge is not to do everything that needs/to be done." The
entrepreneuriAl spirit was not completely dead. We were told of one staff
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member's effort to launch a program on microcomputers, an effort that was one
manager's brainchild and strongly resembles program development in the early
days. But, by and large, in 1981 the organization was more careful aboutbow
it got its money and more selective about the programs it chose to develop.

3. Internal Management

A variety of pressures coalesced in 1977 and 1978 to, force the executive
director to tighten the managerial reins and to create formal structures where
things had been decidedly casual. A system of formal goal setting and
planning for each program was set up parallel to the computer-based budget
monitoring systein. The two systems encouraged program managers and their~
subordinates to develop concrete short tereend long term goals and prodded.

'them to bircome responsibte for meeting those goals within their allotted
budgets.

Standardization and formalization do not come naturally or easily,
however, and the executive director continues to be ambivalent about their
place. in his words:

I would think that at this particular, point'of ten years of development,
the need is clear to put in place procedures and processes. We are
trying, in doing that. to limit those things-which have to go to paper. '
We are not trying to produce the, pilgrim's progress of procedure manuals.
We are trying to maintain the flexibility notion which has been very
helpful to us and the notion of being ale to change and evolve. But

what we recognize is, you can Maintain that, but at the same time you're
operating programs year after year and many of them being the same
programs, that there is a pattern, that there are procedures that need to
be in place that' support the ongoing effort and, in their preparation,
will actually wind up supporting the ability to be flexible by knowing
where you can't be. We are wasting a lot of time dealing with situations

that are really relatively routine.

Pressures from prograM managers also encouraged Arthur to recognize the
value of standardization and formalization. :Many of them reported to us their
impatience with the lack of intetna systems for communication and control.
In the words of ,one: "There is a:need for consistency, to make written what is

implicit. .Everything here is terribly implicit... One .can look at.[JESO from

the outside and say 'Ahat It's obviously a whole organism because it' works.

together.' But when one goes inside, he begins to realize that there are many
disparate parts that aren't working together, partly because they don't know
they're supposed. to, partly because there's no; mechanism to assist theN in
seeing a commonality and a common goal... No one ever. knows what will happen
if one does something,' becadse one is not always sure what the peesent rules

are." And from two others: "First of all there are.no communications patterns

at.JESC. People will say there are. There are not." "I do have authority,

do get basically what I want at a given time. But it's not consistent. I .

can't say always for certain. It's not tike that. I said before that

sometimes it's confusing. Jim Arthur is a wonderful guy. He likes to know

everything that's on.- He's got his fingers all over the place.... There

are times... I cici. feel that people need some basic type of guideline."
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Other aspects of JESC's informal control systems created Other stresses.
Three more managers: "Jim Arthur will make arbitrary ledger changes and
sometimes he'll advise me, sometimes he won't. But he feels perfectly free to
make budget changes in anybody's budget." "One of my biggest criticisms of
JESC, and the other managers too, is that we don't get income printouts. We

only know what we've spent. And I was furious to find out that we had
surplussed every budget lastyear. I wasn't allowed to spend that surplus.
That just stinks." "In general [JESC] does more than we have the Staff to do.
So everybody's stretched thin. Jim Arthur was up painting the building. When

you talk to the rest of the people in this organization, it just drives us all
nuts. Having your top level administrators sitting there painting is one of
the most ridiculous things in the world."

Although it may seem paradoxical that professionals who cherish autonomy
should ask for structure, any organization needs some system to get its work
done. Prior to 1976, JESC had almost no structure. Many of the staff we
interviewed believed there still was not enough.

Pressures for structure, were also coming now from outside the
organization. JESC's success, size, andprofessicwal competence generated
expectations from school districts and the state that it would operate
according to established procedures. "Coming into our own as a recognized
institution in this state, the advent of funding from the.budget of the state
of Connecticut, the various mandates from our state legislatUre, and from the
federal government, brought'mOrkettention on our organization." said ArthUr.
"Okay, you're an institution; therefore the following things. apply to you.
You must evaluate your teaching staff. You must submit affirmative action
school emplOyment reports on a periodic basis. You have to be concerned with
accessibility.of your facilities under.Section 504." To respond to those
mandates, JESC had to become more efficient, to develop standard operating
procedures.: and to use its scarce Personnel more prOductively. But all of

these forces evoked only MinimatlormAlization from the organization.

Nevertheless, the executivc director did make several moves aimed at
dealing with the increasing diversioy of programs and the increasing size of
the organization. JESC went througu reveral versions of.a management team,
and recently developed a program manager's council. 'Both were intended to
channel information up and *al tha organizational hierarchy. As many people
Pointed out to us, the professional aff identified more with their own
programs than with Jnsr al, a whole Willie this created enthusiasm for

particular programs, Ir. also meatv at people had little inclination and no
easy way to learn about tPc A. 'vu,.es of other JESC programs. The resultwas
that only three people (the: 47recto-, deputy director, and business 'manager)
saw the entire organization as their responsibility. The other 270+ staff
largely ignored anything outside their program This created severe problems
of information.flow among programs, ever among those with overlapping client
groups. Both the management tetIN and the program managers council were
designed to diffuse and elsseminatt information internally. We received
conflicting reports about how well this hai worked.

Another step toward internal coherence was the creation in 1979 of the
School Serviees Unit.- As Arthur detcribed it "i realized that we had a.whole
host of services going out to the districts, competing for the same dollars,
people and attention. We saw that we needed a unit. So instead-of Career
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Education, Metric Resources Center, Educational Resources Center,
Environmental Education Resources Center, Gifted and Talented Resource Center,
all of them giving indirect services [to teachers and administrators], you
name it and we had it, we now have just one unit." Another version of the
same event from another manager: "Jim Arthur clearly knew that JESC was in
clanger of becoming a special ed organization and we didn't want that. He also
Ow that these programs were in danger. We were losing money, significant
amounts of money on some of them. And we didn't have good management. So

that was a factor." Together with some ideas from an innovative, energetic
staff member, Arthur brought these programs under a single manager, supported
them financially with -discretionary funds from the state flat grant, and
turned them over to the manager to runt_

The internal structure of the organization was slowly becoming more
formalized in response to internal and external pressures.- The executive
director continued to be ambivalent about this trend toward formalization, but
realized that a certain amount is necessary. The direction this trend will
take is still very much an open question. Although the structure may be
better defined than in the early days, the organization continued to be a
loosely-coupled set of programs. Program managers retained a large.measure of
autonomy and programs were still the focus of commitment and identity for the
professional staff. The autonomy and responsibility lodged in the programs
permitted JESC to retain the flexibility and creativity that have been its
'hallmark.

The demands on JESC are of two sorts: first that it provide services that
its member districts and the SEA desire, and second that the services be high
quality and cost-effective. Professional standards have been established and
maintained through the pressures of internal norms, market forces, and
evaluation feedback.

Internal program standards of professional competence and responsibility
are maintained through people. We have already mentioned JESC' tradition of
hiring energetic, competent program people and promoting them to
administrative positions. We did encounter a few exceptions to this rule:
people who seemed to be tired, disaffected, and Who talked of leaving. But

our domirant impression was that JESC is run by a diverse, amb:tious, and

tompetent group.

httf*nd the selection and promotion of "JESC-type" people, the managers
have tr;e6 Li create a working environment that fosters dedication. Several

describeG 7hcAr staff's commitment to the children: "Our teachers do not get
;unch bro44, They just know that to deal with our kids you can't,, take a lunch

ii,rtak" "1 ,Ion't want people .to just work,. I discourage that. People have

t;) Ole willing to do the job right." Another described hOW his. staff willingly

"fi-o?e 1.1.4t winter. If you want a concrete example ofcommjtMent, we had to
overcome a deficit and we did it by.saving about $9000 off our oil bill."
Although one of the teacheri we interviewed said that'a "gulf" separated

. teaching staff' from administrators at the central office, the program managers
believe that their own caring and willingness to work long hours has set an
example. of commitment to "do the job right."

Because JESC has been a confederation of largely autonomous programs, the
program managers and especially the staff identify primarily with :their
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program rather than with JESC as a whole. Many staff members know little and
care less about other JESC programs. Several of our respondents characterized
this as "our identity problem," where "the allegiance is to the unit and not
to the organization." But although this has been a problem in some ways, it
seems to work in, support of program quality. Where allegiance is to the
program, people seem willing to put in the "twenty-two hour days" to make the

.programs work and to keep standards high.

Professional standards have also been maintained through what can be
loosely described as market forces. Although interne. norms and structures
may encourage program staff to adopt high standards: most of our JESC'
respondents reported that the major pressure to perform well came from the
need to sell services to purchasers. No one is required to purchase services
from JESC. Without good reason, no one will. To persuade local district
superintendents'and pupil personnel directors to continue paying tuition for
their children to attend JESC programs, the programs must either -hold a
monopoly on a necessary service or they must be competitive in quality with
programs available elsewhere. To persuade superintendents to purchase support
services for their administrative and teaching staffs, the, programs must be
better than the district could provide for itself and, again, at least as good
as the district could purchase elsewhere.

For the direct- service special education programs, the accountability to
the local communities has taken on new importance since the passage in 1975 of
N. 94-142. the federal special education legislation. This law requires,
among other things, that each child with special needs receive an Individual-
Education Plan (JEP) each year, which examines, the appropriateness and quality
of the services the child is getting. Each child placed ins E pecial
education program informally examined each year by a team of to he s,

specialists, and thet child's parents. In addition, district spe is education
directors monitor pdbgram quality continuously through the schoo ear by

visiting the children they send to JESC. This monitoring enhancek the
district's ability to judge program quality and to make choices based on those
judgments.

State law requires that school districts attempt to provide direct
services themselves before placing a child outside the school system in JESC
or other public or private facilities. In the last ten years state and
federal laws have stimulated remarkable improvements in the capacities and
sophistication of special education staff in the districts. By virtue of this
increased sophistication, JESC member districts can now provide for themselves
many services they used to buy from JESC. This NIS narrowed the band of
services that they are interested in purchasing. JESC, in turn, has been
driven to reach out to the frontiers, to serve children with increasingly
severe physical, emotional, and cognitive' handicaps, and to try innovative
therapeutic and educational techniques to reach difficult cases. As one

manager described this trend:.

Were getting really the lower functioning kind of kid or the very
disturbed. And that's all right, because my feeling is that we should
always service a child the public school can't. . So it is always up to
us to develop more sophisticated skills to deal with the more involved
child... In most of our programs we are now getting the multi-handicapped
child. We get children coming out of Riverview that are psychotic. We
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have cerebral palsy children that are in the Emotionally Disturbed/

Learning Disabled unit. We have very severely, emotionally disturbed,

physically handicapped kids.

JESC staff have coped by developing high levels of professional

sophistication, and by calling on extensive networks of consultants. In order

to retain demand for their services, they have had to reach for the children

no one else can or will serve.

Similar forces have pushed JESC support services toward higher levels of

quality. Districts are required by laW to offer direct services. But support

services are often discretionary rIrchases. If JESC is 'to sell discretionary

services to school districts in dbre financial straits, the services must

.appear to be much better than the districts are willing to provide for

themselves. With the exception of computer services, this has proved to be

very difficUlt. . The computers produced income: "We sell various programs that

areusegleby adminittrators specifically for accounting and budgeting

purposei." What makes these programs desirable to districts? "We provide

theie kinds of services to.administrators that are presently either being done

by hand or aren't being done at all because it is so time consuming and

cumbersome to do them by hand." Again, market demand has pushed JESC toward

professional sophistication.

Professional standards are also affected by evaluation systems.

Evaluation in JESC is an uneven phenomenon. We heard wildly inconsistent

accounts of whethei- and how JESC. evaluates its prograins. Much of what passes

for evaluation is quite informal. _irrA' example, 'programs.are "evaluated" by

the director's conversations with the program manager about program

objectives, or by how many districts pay for a given service: But there have

been some Vormalsystems.in place. The first dates back to Title III days. A

condition of JESC's three year operating grant in 1970-73 was a yearly

evaluation report prepared by JESC. Since 1978 Connecticut law requires the

SEA to evaluate JESC and the other fly' service centers. every other year. The

same law also requires JESC to prepare an annual evaluation report of all its

programs. Some of JESC!t grant7supported.programs (for- example the state

facilitators and CETA programs) are required to undergo independent

evaluations by an outside researcher. New state legislation also requires

that all teachers and instructional staff be evaluated annually. A plan for

teacher evaluation was drawn up three years ago.' but the wide. variance in

staff responsiOlities at JESC has made it slow and difficult to implement.

In all our discussion% of e aluation, we found that neither JESC staff

nor loCal .nr st to administrate s have ever taken these evaluation repOts

very seriously. As a re , we found little evidence that formal evaluation

mechanisms have ver made any difference to the quality.of programming.

Internally.-the ESC managers have been primarily concerned with a pregram's

ability to gener e revenue and attract the respect of parent's, teachers,

administrators, professional groups. Externally. the local school

districts-have'be n satisfied when their children are. served, when

participants come ack from workshops feeling informed and cdrsulted,: and when

contracts are adeq ately fulfilled. The state officials we interviewed also

felt little need fo systematic evaluative data. So long as JESC satisfies

the districts and rkmains in sound financial health, the SEA is satisfied.

a I
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But if formal evaluation systems are-unimportant, we did find
considerable evidence that people in JESC pay attention to informal indicators
of performance. The special education program staff pay close attention to
the yearly IEP meetings for their children, when parent, teacher, specialist,
and administrator discuss how each child is progressing. The arts program
staff take particular care with placing the graduates of their high school
program in top-rated schools and-univetsities, and are "shocked" when they are
unable to do so. The computer services staff have a toll-free telephone line
for getting and answering "complaint calls" from frustrated clients. Everyone
who runs a workshop includes a feed-back discussion of questionnaire at the
'end to check on participant satisfaction. And so it goes for all the .

programs.

. Relationships with Local Education Agencies

JESC was created as a vehicle for cooperation amon school districts.
Over the last ten years, it has acquired another cru constituent in the
state department of education. Without the partici ation of it.1 member
districts, .its legitimacy would be undermined. The organization's need for
active support from the state and local districts has forced it to anticipate,
understand, and adjust to the demands of its constituents. A ttriking
characteristic of JESC is the energy it must spend to maintain the good will
of its many client groups.

For the first planning year, the member diitricts have played a role in
setting priorities for JESC programming. In that first year (1969-1970) over
20 committees of local educators considered the needs of the member districts
and devised programs that JESC might offer, Many of JESC's early decisions
were guided by those prolific committees' recommendaCons. Some of the
committees were later institutionalized as advisory hoards to particular
programs. as in the Educational Center for the Arts, to provide continuing
local input to JESC' planning. Many other measures have been used to monitor
the needs of the districts. Meetings of all the district superintendents have
been convened once or twice a year. These give the superintendents an
opportunity to talk to each other and also permit JESC's top management to
keep abreast of their members' concerns. Similar meetings are held of
directors of special education programs and pupil personnel directors, who
make critical decisions about whether to send children with special needs to
JESC programs. In theory, the Governing Board, which is composed of one
member of the board of education from each town, provides another arena for
the districts to voice their desires. But given the limited involvement of
elected boards of education in the upstance of district operation, this has
not been an important channel of detailed information or advice to JESC. The
new program of linking agents. was created to give each member district an
official liaison at JESC whose job is to solicit advice and suggestions. It

is too soon to know whether this system will have any impact on programming.

Aside from the formal channels, James Arthur, the executive director, has
gone to great lengths to keep informal channels open and information flowing.
Every local administrator with whom we spoke said he or she would feel
perfectly free to call Arthur about a problem or suggestion. All expected an
attentive hearing. Some of the program managers also keep closely in touch
with their constituencies in member districts. Such informal contact often
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leads to marginal adjustments to existing programs, such as the current
proposal to'offer a once-a-week, full-day arts program for high school
students in addition to the four-time-a-week, half-day program that has been
running since 1973. These contacts have also led to the establishment of new
programs. The special education program for autistic children was prompted,
in part, by informal conversations between a JESC' program manager and an
activist pupil personnel director who organized a joint request for such a
program from some of her counterparts in other districts.

.11

Other programs have merged from staff perceptions of need or opportunity.
The history of JESC is marked by aggressive staff development of new programs
before member districts asked foKthem and in some cases before districts were
aware that they wanted them:- Several of the programs for gifted children
appear to have started this way. So did the program for pregnant teenagers.
As discussed above, the executive director and deputy director encouraged and
rewarded such initiatives for many years, perhaps because they gave luster to
JESC's reputation as an innovator.

Other staff-initiated programs grew out of staff perceptions of gaps in
available services. This has been characteristic of programs in special
education. For exar.ple, the impetus for the program for severe and profouna
mentally retarded children was described to us:

We began to get children coming out of the nurseries at 5 years old who
were severely handicapped kids. And .it seemed a crime to have these kids
be paid for out of public funds from three to five and suddenly at five
to have no receiving element within the public school system... The
[severe and profound children] would have to go to their regional center
for mentally retarded. A lot of people didn't like the regional
centers... Most parents won't give up on a five year bld. It's heart
rending... So I got [one of the pupil personnel directors] on the phone
and I said, "You've got three kids. Why?" So she said, "Start a
program..." She supported it, [another town] supported it. We started
with five children two years ago. We have 15 now.

In other cases, JESC has been prodded by the state to provide teirChnical
assistance or other services to the districts to enable them to carry out
state policy. For' example, Jr.SC was awarded a CETA (Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act) grant by the state department of labor to offer employment
training and counselling to high- school students who qualify under CETA
guidelines. The SEA and the State Department of Labor asked JESC to install a
computer to give Connecticut towns access to a computerized information bank
on career and vocational training. It was the SEA that asked JESC to run a
summer program of education and social welfare services for children of
migrant workers and keep centralized records of where the children were and
how they were doing. Sometimes staff have tried to anticipate problems that
local districts will Ace in meeting state mandates and developed programs to
meet those needs. For example, the linking agent program is preparing to help
districts comply with new state mandates on comprehensive goal-setting.

The most impottant constituencies for JESC are itstwenty or so member
school districts. Within each district, many groups must agree to use JESC'
programs: teachers, parents, principals, superintendents, and the boards of
education. None of them has been neglected.
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Teachers, for example, were involved from the start in the planning
committees formed in 1969-70. To respond to teachers' suggestions. JESC
offered workshops for science teachers. training in curriculum materials for
vocational education, and a cooperative film library as some of its first
projects. Their participation generated invaluable commitment.' As one JESC'

veteran of those days described it: "We needed a lot of involvement... A lot
of people bought into the film library because there were a.dozen people out
thereitho say they started the film library. They're all absolutely correct.
The person who really did it was Arthur, but they're absolutely all
correct...they all could take some justifiable pride in it." Teachers
continue to get special attention from JESC. We seldom walked into JESC
headquarters without being greeted by a sign directing us to a teacher
training workshop. JESC managers also try to be sensitive to potential
conflicts between their programs and those of district teachers. One nagging

conflict arises out of the high school performing arts'program. Music
teachers in the districts regularly lose their most talented students to this.
program. As JESC's arts program manager described it: "The classical music
area. SOmeone who's really playing their head off expresses a desire to come
to [JESC] and gets in. They're done, The classical music area's very small

but it creates tremendous antagonism. I'm working on modification of tnat
particular program so that we won't pull the kid out ail the time."

Managers of direct service programs also pay attention to the parents of
their students. Because parents have legal rights to participate in decisions
about their children's education, JESC managers know that parents must be
satisfied or the children may be withdrawn from their programs. Reaching out

to parents, involving them in their child's education, makes sense
educationally. It also makes good political sense. One manager described his

efforts to keep in touch with parents:-

The classrooms have always been open to parents. I have teachers. here

who with the-autistic and some of the handicapped, when parents can't get
babysitters, will babysit.-- which they're not suppose to do... We teach

parents signing... I've lent equipment out. What we've tried to do is
tell people that once you hit the school that you're going to be part cf
the processing of your child... We have a parent group... We provide
transportation to parents when we can. We do"anything to encourage them
to come in... When a child comes into the program it's not unusual to
have a teacher calling every day to tell the parent what positive kinds
of things have happened during the day.

While this program makes the greatest efforts to involve parents. other
programs, including those for gifted ,and talented and for teenage parents.
also described efforts to keep parent) informed and supportive. And it works.

Several pupil personnel directors told us that in ten years they have never
received a' parent complaint about a JESC program.

Most district decisions to purchase JESC .services are made by local
administrators, especially superintendents and pupil personnel directors. As

we have described, many administrators were centrally involved in creating
JESC and drumming up support during its first fragile year. Since then JESC

continued to include them in planning and policy development. As noted-above.

the districts have been consulted often about cooperative programming. One of

the most effective ways to solicit district views has been the persona!
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relationships between Arthur and the suOvintendents i'l JESC districts. In

the early 'Years, these relationships. wet4,10ormal. how, according to Arthur.

"having come of age a bit. and having recognized that our involvement with the

SEA an -with the school districts het. reachid.4 Substantial level in many

.cases there is. certainly a very strong feeling on the part of the

superintendents tnat they want to deal with me on certain issues and

conversely that 4 wart to deal with them.. it was about 1975, 'or example.

that the superintendents advised me` to join their association here in

Wellington County and meet with them on a regular basis."

Another, formal ar'anoement for coMMUNiation With the districts is the
linking agent program, created in 1979 as part of the School Services Unit.

Each district is ..:1C-gned A JESC staff member whose. job is to know what is

going on in the district snd keep the district informed about what JESC is

doing or planning. Linking agents handle 'districts' complaints, brine JESC

resources to bear on districts' concerns, and, 'n some cases. act as

fl-
generalist consultants w;hen districts have in rnal problems.' Although the

practice is still new. the out-reach funcUon. of this job is another
manifestat;on of JESC's tong-held philosophy that knowing what is happening in

the districts is of paramount importance.
I

U;her activities rizve been designed to keep district personnel involved

and satisfied. JESC participates in the National. and ;.unnecticutFacilitator

Projects to match exemplary school programs with districts that,need such

programs, The vocational education staff works closely with high schools:

"bur staff would wick with their business-department and it has developed so

that the program we have is integrated into whatever they have going on:.. And

then [we arrange] work experience for;the kids after school in the local

communities." Vocational. specialists at JESf-establishedjhe River Front
Vocational Center as requested by four commui.ities. And computer programmers

will create speeial programs for districts_on_reqUast. -Program managers know

that their enrollMent and thus their income depend on their ability to offer

services the districts wilt buy, They, as.well a. the director, are alert to

-tesnget in district demand.

JESC has also been carefu; not to irftnge on districtsi.prerogatives.

One of JESC's first programs. in 1970-71 was for tr;'nable mentally retarded

children. in tne fall of 1973, the Wellington School District received some

money from the state and developed i'ts own regional' progra0 for. the trainable

mentally retarded. -et invited and got participation from 0.!iVe'neighporing

towns -7 40 of whom tiere JESC members. The six town** removed their children

from JESC's program. Over the protests of the program coordinstor ("We had a

better program"), ilrthur decided to close JESC's Program. 1. b^Ing out of
direct compet:tion with Wellington's program, he avoided antagonizing JESC's

largest customer.

The JESC' governing board is.composed of one representative from the

board of education of each member district. The governing board members are

thus the line of communication frtm the boards of education to JESC" and from

JESC back to their local boards. They often become advocates for JESC in

their local district. ano they present their district's interests to JESC. In

ASV-1i first few years. its board was heavily involved in assuring JESC's.

survival. The board members, pored over. budgets and debated proposals for new

programs. Out, with time. the relationship. between James Arthur and the board
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has become so friendly that the board has been reduced to a symbol of the
districts' power over JESC. No longer do board members raise serious
challenges to Arthur's budget or program proposals. The only issue in the
past year that generated any heat was a flap about who was eligible to vote at
board meetings. But because the board still has formal authority to dictate
policy, Arthur and his staff continue to take the board seriously and to
anticipate its reactions to their plans. Arthur's presentations -to the board
are carefully prepared and thoroughly documented. He works to keep their
confidence and succeeds, thus ensuring himself great flexibility in managing
JESC. H:s attentiveness to the board is another facet of JESC's general
concern about keeping the districts satisfied.

JESC staff say that their programs would not exist iF they did not meet
the needs of the member districts. But what are the districts' view on this?'
What are their needs as they see them? How much of a fit is there between
what they want and what JESC cc:livers?

School districts have been under increasing pressure over the last
fifteen years. The cost cf public education has skyrocketed. Total schoc,
enrollmerit04 declining. The public is increasingly wary of new tax
initiatives and bond packages presented in local elections for publi:
education. Nowhere is the financial burden on districts greater than in the
area. of special education. State,and.federal laws have required districts
locate and identify children withspecial needs, prescribe appropriate
educational programt for them, and monitor their proper care throurh elaborate
review procedures.

Districts have limited resources to comply with these requirements. Most
have been forced to improvise with inadequate resources. But they have no
choice. One local director of special education programs put it this way:
"You can't turn away a placement. Legally there's no way I Can refuse a child,
a program for any reason. and money is the least, of reasons to refuse..."

As we have seen. cooperative arrangements, such as educational service
centers, have beep one response to the crunch. In Connecticut, these centers
have flourished thote cases where they met the needs of the member'
districts. JESC's districts have expected the center to provide a quality
product at a price that reflected economies of scale. The districts have used
JESC' services where they believe that quality has been maintained at a cost
they can afford. Three administrators, the first two from the same district,
expressed these opinions:

The major thrust of the problem revolved around the special child ...I
just couldn't provide the service for them...at .. cost...that I am
getting forthem in a regional pattern... The laws and regulations were
passed requiring us to do more for the so-called "special child." we just
couldn't afford to do it on our own.

We could not possibly take care of our kids as well as we do if it

weren't for the fact that Abie belong to JESC. I'm talking in terms of
maybe $15,000 to $20.000 a student...

.1
[We] might have one or two youngsters who have special needs...but we
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beneficial...to very small towns...[We] didn't feel that support service was
of value to ,[us] ."

Most of our local respondent% report that JESC is more than the sum of
its specific programs. District administrators describe benefits they get
simply because JESC exists -- beyond tangible educational services. JESC
helps them generate and spread new ideas on education. They view JESC as a
source of information as well as an arena where people can exchange ideas and
hear new things. This arena has many forms,be it the regular meetings of the
JESC governing board or the Wellington Superintendents Association (attended
by JESC's director), JESC's ready accessibility by telephone, or the on-going
contact between district administrators and their assigned linking agent. In

essence, JESC can be a clearinghouse for information. Such virtues should not .

be underestimated. When asked what he Ptlt was valuable in the JESC concept,
a pupil personnel director said, "[G]etting together, for information, getting
together with other directors...developing ideas, new programs..." The
important fact is that a place exists at which "get-togethers" can take place.

JESC mediates, interprets, and facilitates between the districts and the
state. One superintendent said. "Personally, I think without JESC we would .

have a more difficult time dealing with the state department of education."
When this superintendent's district sought JESC's help to write a grant,
"[T]he JESC people seemed to know exactly what the state would key On_And'
buy... [They] give you very simple answers...[and] try to almost medlite some
of these things with the state and say, 'Hey, you've got some problems down
here.'" That same superintendent received a twenty page memorandum from the
state which JESC crystallized into two main points.

The concept of regional cooperation is basically incompatible with
complete local control. When educational cooperatives took on real form ir
the late 1960s, local educators feared a loss of local autonomy. But, by and
large, these fears have been Mitigated as the relationship between JESC and
its methber districts has evolved. Superintendents have come to realize the
impossibility of meeting their legal mandates alone and the necessity of
cooperation:

I think we're all in it for the same thing. As far as concerned help
for-the kids. [I]t is saving us money that we, could not afford
otherwise.

...[W]e realized that it was absolutely impOssible for school districts
our size or school districts even smaller than our size to provide all of
the components that were being regulated by state and federal
governments, that it was just too expensive...not administratively
possible, that we did not have the expertise...

The growing acceptance of JESC has been eased by the districts' control
over,the govt -ning board and their right to exercise Choice in their purchases
of JESC services. Superintendents tre mollified by having. some say in how
!ESC was to run itself and provide services. For example:

So we still have the right to pick and choose a service we wish to use
for the most part.
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They offer an awful lot. I think, to the region that they serve. It

comes under local'conteol so that as a member of the board: I was able

tout least inject some things that I thought would be of benefit to [my

town] as.well as for the entire region.

We have a lot of input. Not only this, we have a,service representative
[linking agent] from JESC who comes up here to meet with my staff...to
get our input before they actually formulate the programs...I never found

that James Arthur is beyond my reach...

JESC's accessibility to district staff has promoted the image, and

perhaps the reality, of local control. When JESC contracts with a district to

educate a child, that. contract provides for on-site visits to JESC by school

administrators and the child's parents. JESC also informs school districts

and parents about the periodic progress of a child. And JESC staff, parents..
and a school district's placement team meet whenever a major change takes

place in a child's program --as mandated by state and federal, laws.

*Finally, local districts often have alternatives to JESC. -Because JESC

is not a monopoly, the districts are less concerned about being dominated.

Pupil personnel directors can place most children in any of several schools or

special programs; pubLic and private. But state law does require them to look

for programs first in their own district or at some other public school

facility (like JESC), and only then at private providers. This encourages

them to use JESC rather than its private competitors. For a variety of

reasons most districts look for programs close by or in the district itself.

Jometimes this also works in favor of placement in JESC programs, sometimes

against. Some officials dealing with placement decisions put it this way:

...I find that if I
can possibly provide the same service to the child

within this region, within this geographic area, within a ten mile

radius. I
will do it rather than sending a child to JESC, even if it

costs me more money.

The policy here, number one, develop our own program... Now we send
children to JESC, no question about that, but before we do that we have
to make a determination that we cannot adequately program for the child

we send to. JESC right here in our on little school system... [We are

required] number one develop our own programs, and number two go to a
public agency, whether it is a public school...and thirdly, place in a

private facility.

But districts have fears nonetheless. Some of these revolve around a

subtle abrogation by JESC of technical expertise to teach and treat special

children. Others fear that serve centers are eclipsing the contact between

districts and the state. The issu es are complex. Some of the district
interviewees noted that staff within JESC are overly protective of the
children, promoting long stays over early release. This has surfaced in

clashes between JESC's protective concern for the children's plights and the

policies of the districts:

JESC has a tendency to be over-cautious and to hold onto a kid...I firmh,

believe the sooner we get kids back in the world...the better off they
are... "ESC] is operating in their own milieu, in their own world and it

461
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is an arrogance... [I'll say to them] "You keep asking us public school
people to come over there and visit JESC. And before a placement is made
to come, obterve, etc. Well, goddammit, you never come out to see
us...why don't you come out and find it what public schools are like?"

...[R]ight now the thing is services to the handicapped..But if we haVe
to keep taking from our total resources...the parents orthose scrcalled
'normal" kids are going' to raise hell... [JESC] can probably do

themselves moreharm thin good by' consistently working against us in
terms of providing something more thanthe law obligates us to provide.

in the second instance, some local officialsworry-that SEA officials
prefer to deal with regional centers, rather than w5th the districts. The
director of another service center confirmed that. local officials were
concerned over the SEA's decision to place a4athematics curriculum specialist
in each service center. For example: "As JESC has gotten larger and larger,
i've found them to be in more'competition with us than to be a viable,
alternative to providing services on our own... [The SEA] has found from an
organizational standpoint that it's much'easier to deal with six [EGCs] than
with 169 school districts. So 'the funds...that should have come down directly
to local school systems were directed to JESC."

Despite these infrequent incidents, JESC bas increased its legitimacy
with the districts because the conditions that created it continue to fuel its
use. The local people we talked to are pleased with JESC's supportive, low-
keyed approach. The director.seems to know what the market will bear. JESC
appears to be thoroughly pragmatic, knowledgeable about the laws affecting the
districts, appreciative of what districts can and cannot do, and realistic in
the identification of problems and the design of solutions. In this way, JESC
has been successful in finding its niche. As one school official put it,
"[T]hey're realistic in the way they approach problems... They can't be a
program going cff on their own...it's two way communication."

5. Relationships with the State Education Agency

After the member districts, JESC'.s major constituency is the state of
Connecticut. Several,groupt are involved: the state education agency and. its
various divisiOns,*the State Board of.Education, and the General Assembly and
its'education committee. Here, 'too, JESC has invested time and energy in
'maintaining ties with each group.

"The. SEA has long approved of regional cooperation. In, order.to translate
this principle of support into money and programs, JESC has created and
sustained close'relationships with SEA statt.6..:Often this has meant doing'
projects:for the state to further state goa's. For example, JESC mounted
major programs (described above) for the state, such as the migratory
children's program. Other requests have been more ad hoc: workshops, staff
development, technical.assistance. In the first five or six years of JESC's
history, the relationships between SEA staff and JESC were. primarily program

'professional to program professional. Top administrators did not have much
contact. But through its program people, JESC went to substantial lengths to
persuade the SEA that JESC should be taken seriously. They believed
(correctly, as it turned out). that the SEA would find them useful, and would
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then provide both political and financial nourishment. In the words of the

deputy director:

They were short 'on people-power and staff and had a lot of things the
legislation was requiring them to do. Their leadership services kind of

went down the tubes. So there were things they asked us to do for them

and we would do it. I probably ghost-wrote 50 documents for the state
that they weren't able to write... O.K., we had to inform everybody about
the provisions of the master plan for vocational'" education. They had no

money.to do it. [So] JESC sent out the announcements and got everybody
together. It was that kind of thing. And we'd be up there constantly
trying to convince the state department we were real, a real education
agency. 'Remember we didn't have any legislation.in the beginning so we
did it thrOugh personal contact, personal involvement with people,
getting and having funds up there, doing things for them, having them do
things for us.

As JESC grew larger and more visible, the executive director began to
have more formal contact with top ranking SEA officials: In part this

,happened because the regional service centers were becoming more important to

the SEA. In 1975, the six fervice center directors began meeting regularly
with the Commissioner's,staff at the SEA. These meetings resulted in detailed
recommendations to the StatelBoard of Education about how to support the
regional centers. These led the State Board to sponsor legislation that
provided basic operating grants to the service centers. Through these
meetings, the center directors have also been able to guide the SEA's plans
for evaluation and certification of the centers.

Although the executive director has become JESC's formal spokesman at the
SEA, contact between state and regional program professionals has not ceased.
JESC staff still participate in advisory groups and consulting arrangements.
However, all were careful to remind us that relations with Hartford were the

director's purview. Both the director and the program staff are clearly aware

-r

of the financia and political value of the SEA's support and do what is
necessary to k ° p itv-

-s-

The General Assembly has made several decisions critical to JESC's well-
being. These include laws 10-158 and 10-66 as passed and amended, which
determine-JESC's legal basis for existence and the formula for allocating_
state funds to the centers. JESC has not established close links with the

state legislature. But, in keeping with a general orientation to currents of
potential support in its environment, JESC has on occasion actively sought the
support of legislators who represent the JESC region. For example, when the

bill providing flat grants to ESCs was being considered, a number of JESC
manager* Contacted legislators to educate them'about regional educational
service centers and their role in public education. In 1979-80, when JESC was

trying to purchase the Water Company property, Arthur invited all the area
legislators to tour the building and .hear JESC's views. During our
interviews, the JESC governing board sent a letter to all the legislators
expressing concern over a proposed change in the state's special education
reimbursement formula.

The orientation of SEA officials toward edUcational service centers has

evolved dramatically over the last fifteen years. 'In 1965, SEA officials
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recognized that Title III of ESEA could help the SEA meet some of its
educational goals for the state. Regional cooperatives were regarded as ideal
vehicles for this, for they could introduce innovation without disturbing the
deep-seated tradition of local control over education. By using Title III

funds to create regional structures that did not stir up old conflicts over
state versus local control, the SEA was able to accomplish what would
otherwise have been impossible. Although there were early Title III project
disasters where funds were granted before districts were ready for genuine
cooperation, the SEA continued its slow and steady investment in ESCs.

The SEA claims a great deal of credit for the survival of the regiOnal
service centers in Connecticut. One official says most of the centers
"...would have gone down the drain.without the support of the state model with
the Title III.funds and this department." The aim was to build specific
strengths into the centers. One was the capacity to handle the headaches of
grants administration and overhead, making the service centers naturally
attractive to districts. A second was special programming: districts with
special education needs* but fiscal limits were encouraged to gravitate to the
centers, giving them prestige through active, focused use. Finally, the SEA

would underline their credibility by using them for its own purpose. One

person summarized these efforts:- "...Me saw the value of them, we maintained
very close relationsnips with them.. Where possible we bolstered them with
grants, with dollars, when they were still young and they hadn't gotten their
legs..."

The.SEA has recognized for some time that local districts he e had, and
will continue to have, difficulty meeting state and federal mandates
-- especially wit:lout large infusions of state money. The Commissioner of
Education (according to his aides) believes that service centers are an
appropriate vehicle for getting maximum mileage out of lim; d funds -- for

both the districts and the state. The strategy of granting ,riginal operating
costs from litle III, contracts for renovation, grants for program development
and staff training, "in hundreds and hundreds of incidences," has allowed the
centers to design services that "meet the objectives of the state" while
making the ESCs "continuously appealing to the towns they [are] serving." In

the mid-1970s, the service center directors convinced the SEA to provide some
continuing operational support. One SEA official described It: "Well, if

we're going to be imposing certain kinds of...[requirements]...then we really
owe[d] them some base of support." This base was created by flat grants
awarded yearly under statute 10-66. What has resulted is a complex but
balanced interest between the districts and the state. As one SEA
administrator put it: "We have for many years provided grants to area service
centers so they could carry out, for us and themselves, training,
implementation programs, specialized services; that because of the limited
nature of our staffing we could not do. So, we've used the service centers to
help do our responsibilities."

This last quote points out the ways that the SEA has benefitted from the
existence of the service centers. First, the centers have provided .a
convenient location from which the SEA could launch its own direct programs,
such as seminars and informational meetings. Second, the SEA got easy and
immediate access to the districts more effectively than if they approaches' all

districts individually. These benefits were summarized as follows: "'Am we
them credibility and an awful lot of attention... And, in turn, they provided
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us with a service too. They gave encouragement and access to us. This access

to us was direct... [JESC is] like a regional office. We can conduct
training meetings and it gives us a ready facility."

The centers are a convenient adjunct to the SEA, which has not gotten
from the legislature the staff or the money to meet its newly expanded

responsibilities. The SEA has been able to circumvent constraints on SEA
hiring by contracting certain functions to the centers (which may do them
better anyway). "We didn't want the staff internally," is one official's
explanation for turning over one special program to the service centers. Even

if they had wanted them, they might not have gotten them. Putting state money

into the service. centers may be less controversial in the legislature than
putting funds into bigger state bureaucracy. SEA officials also believe that
regional cooperatives have more administrative flexibility than they do to
carry out state mandates. A recent sate law permits centers to contract
directly with the stategovernment, partially as a convenience for the SEA but
also as a way of erasing doubts about the propriety of the relationship
between the SEA and the centers.

The SEA walks a fine line between using the centers to carry out state
programs in local school districts, and protecting the districts' sense of

ownership of centers. All of the state officials we interviewed were adamant
in supporting the sanctity of local control over education in general and over
educational service centers in particular. All felt that centers are
excellent vehicles for the state to use for technical assistance, training,
and leadership for the districts. All agredd that the SEA should not use the

centers for monitoring, compliance, or regulation. As they see it, if the

centers took on the regulatory functions of the SEA, they would lose local

support. And if they lose local support, they become less useful to the SEA.

Thus:

...Control items, those are our role... We kept them out in all cases of
[fegulation]... [T]hey receive grant support from the [SEA], we try hard

to not put them in a bind where the districts they serve would view them

as something no more than an extension of the [SEA].

...We never asked and we never plan to ask the service centers to assist
us in the policing function... If the [districts] have lost anything
recently it's through binding arbitration with the [unions].

Charge that local control of education is eroded by either the SEA or the
service center apparatus are vigorously denied. Implicit in these denials is

the SEA's defense of its own role in public education. First, SEA officials
believe that, regardless of what the service center does on its own or the
SEA'i behalf, the member towns benefit. One official summarized this nicely:
"If they're running a staff development thing, it's for the regional Aowns in
the area or on a state-wide basis, but it has always brought some benefits to
the towns... It hasn't been something like, 'Do my job, it has no benefit to

these towns.' Most of the things they've done with us in a cooperative
compatible kind of way have been to the advantage of the towns that make up

the ESC." Another stated that service centers' initiatives, such as JESC's
three successful attempts to gain major state financing for the Cottage Street

School and the ECA renovations, and for the purchase of the Water Company
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property. "are reflective of:their board of directors and, well. reflective of
the districts' needs," and only incidentally compatible with state interests.

Even in the evaluation and certification of centers by the state,
district needs play a dominant role. The activities of the centers are
supposed to be decided "in conjunction with their local boards of education."
The SEA's evaluation simply asks whether the programs exist. If the member
districts say, "Here's our program and it is located in our regional center."
then the SEA will say. "If those programs have conditions placed upon them by
the state...did the center follow through?"

State administrators argue that an overly aggressiVe service center would
be doomed. For example:

I think center directors are in a precarious position and work as hard as
superintendents and all that, but they are not superintendents, and it is
not a school district. If the state begins to use it as a school-
district, then that is when well get into trouble... Because the local
school districts will see it as the creation of the state, rather than
theirs...responding sometimes to state's needs more efficiently than it
responds to their own needs.

They suggest that local school districts have sufficient strength to
rebuff overzealous service centers or.the SEA. This may ;rot be the case.
When the districts in another region in Connecticut withdrew support from
their educational service center. SEA officials worked very hard to. cajole the
districts back into line. After months of negotiation and arm twisting by the
Commissioner's staff, the ESC was reconstituted. The SEA regarded this as a
victory for regional cooperation.

Regional educational service centers have not been much discussed in the
General Assembly. The legislature is basically supportive of U4 centers.
Indeed, one legislator told us, "The regional approach is something that has
more legislative support than it does local support." The Joint Education
Committee has followed the. lead of the SEA in acting to strengthen the
centers. When the State'Board of Education proposed legislation related to
the centers, the debate in the committee was perfunctory and the victories on
the floor were easy.

Explicit state support for regional cooperation has served the service
centers,jn good stead. Possibly even more important has been the state's move
to deinstitutionalize school-aged children and treat them in the public
schools. Both the SEA and the legislature have acted to make it difficult for
a school district to place children in residential institutions. For example,
the formula for state reimbursement of special education costs is weighted to
favor towns that serve children outside of institutions. The pressures of
this formula reinforce the SEA's regulations about giving priority to placing
children in a public school facility, such as JESC. Thus the SEA and the
legislature have created powerful incentives for local districts to use the
regional centers. These incentives together with basic state certification
and financial support have vastly increased the power and legitimacy of the
centers.
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CHAPTER V

EDUCATIONIpL SERVICE DISTRICTS IN WASHINGTON

1. Chronology of Events

is14

A. THE STATE CONTEXT

The First Territorial Le
effectively becomes the first
Superintendent of Schools is
jurisdictions. Common school
superintendent is to be popul
county commissioners, and to
than $500. The superintendent
school district boundaries, ex
annually, write annual reports

islature passes Council Bill. No. 17, which
common school law. The office of County
reated for the eight existing county
in each county are created as well. The

rly elected for a-three-year term, supervised by
e paid no less than $25 per year and no more
's responsibilities are to establish and modify
amine and certify teachers, visit atl schools
, apportion school funds, collect school money

due to the county, and so on. 'The superintendent becomes the primary link
between the state government and local school districts.

1909

The Legislature revises
a new general education code.
'.'ormed, to be appointed by th

tatutes pertaining to common schools and passes
Boards of education for the 39 counties are
county superintendent. The latter is given new

regulatory powers and respons bility for supervising the implementation of
state edtiCation policies. H ever, no state funds are allocated for these
duties.

I

:1955

The Legislature create popularly elected county boards of education and
passes legislation permitting the consolidation of two or more county
education units. The requ red process is so complex that it discourages
consolidation.

1256

The Legislature appropriates $700,000 for the county tuperintendencies,
to begin in the 1957-59 biennium, The funds are earmarked for supplesiental
services to local districts and cooperative programs. As a result, the county
superintendency begins to take on/a service-oriented role, as opposed to one
strictly regulatory in nature. No county consolidations result from the 1955
permissive legislation.
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1958

An annual meeting of the county superintendents produces a new
consolidation plan calling for 20 county units, as a response to wi::espread
failure at county mergers.

1959

The superintendents and county boards of education draft new lecis43tion
to overhaul the 1955 consolidation law. This succeeds as Chapter 216 of the
1959 laws, and requires the State Board of Education (SBE) to submit a new

plan for consolidation.

11(20

The mandated plan, called the Reynolds Report, is based on the
intermediate school district (ISD) structure in other states at the time. It

recommends combining the 39 county superintendent offices into 13 multi-county
service regions with county participation on a voluntary basis. It is the

belief the committee producing the Report that consolidation of county
super' tendencies would greatly improve the educational programs available to
stud is in Washington, and promote the equalization thereof. The Report

receives the endorsement of th'. SBE.

Louis Bruno is elected to the Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction (OSPI) for Washington, effective in 1961.

1961

House Bill 325; designed to enact the spirit and intent of the Reynolds
Report, does not pass in the Legislature. Bruno did not expect it to pass,
but nevertheless considered the attempt valuable as a way to plant the seeds
of a new idea.

1965

The Legislaturepasses Chapter 139 after renewed efforts by the OSPI, the
SBE and tounty superintendents. It allows school directors (local school

board members) in each county to vote whether to create intermediate school
districts. County school offices in+9ese new regions can not receive state
funds until they have set state-approved service goals. The SBE is required

to devise a new statewide plan for service regions. The plan is presented

later that year and calls for 15 service areas. At this time, no formal
obstacles to inter-LEA cooperation exist,. but only cooperatives to serve
handicapped children have been set up.

Congress passes the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) in

order to improve the quality of public education in the United States. Title
III specifically promotes the development of innovative programs and
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organizations. Local level groups are-encouraged to apply for Title III
planning grant monies. Regional cooperation receives a new impetus.

1966

Local school directors hold ISD-creation elections in the first half of
the year. The elections are a failure, especially in terms of consolidation:
of the five -ISDs created, only two involve combinations of counties

Figure 1: ISD Election Success (1966)

Single-county

Multi-county

ISD Passed None Passed

3 0

2 10

1968

Chapter 139 is perceived to be ineffective. After ordering the OSPI
staff to restudy the entire issue in hopes of promulgating consolidation, the
SBE relaxes its requirements by permitting sub-service area consolidations,
rather than consolidation only on an all or nothing basis. Under these new
requirements, several applications for consolidation are received by the OSPI
and presented to the SBE in May of 1968.

126.2i

The permissive Chapter 139 now an assured failure, interested parties
combine behind mandatory legislation. Drafted by the Washington Association
of County Boards of Education and endorsed by the SBE and the OSPI, the new
law mandates the creation of 14 ISDs (including the ones already in existence)
and the elimination of county education units. County superintendents are
allowed to complete their terms of office.

The Washington Association of School Administrators, in a statement to
the SBE, holds that ISDs should not be substitutes for local provision of
services. Some county boards and 1SD superintendents propose 15 voluntarily
created ISDs as an alternative. Employees of county education offices also
opposed the bill, fearing job displacement as a result of consolidation. An
ad-hoc committee of opposed parties, including representatives of most of the
aforementioned groups, then recommends the creation of 18 ISDs. To ameliorate
this opposition, Bruno emphasizes that it is the intention of the SBE to
periodically review the boundaries of the 14 ISO.,regions. The bill is signed
by the Governor as Chapter 176, Laws of 1969.
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1970

The Joint Committee on Education studies ISDs further and recommends the
elimination of regulatory, supervisory and quasi.-judicial powers carr'ed over
from the old county superintendencies.

The Legislature accepts the Committee's recommendations; the SAE votes to
endorse them as well. Chapter 282 is passed, embodying not only the
Committee's amendments to Chapter 176, but also requiring another study,
targeted at 1SD future roles and methods of funding.

1972

A state special education law is adopted. This, combined with a much
broader definition of "handicapped", adds a large functional area to the 1SDs'
range of responsibilities. The ISDs''role in the landicapped area varies
according to the region it serves -- the differing abilities of the districts.
to provide their own services. In areas with small districts, the, ISO
provides grant management, technical assistance, facilitation of cooperatives
between local school districts and/or direct provision of a handicap program.

Based on recommendations from the OSPI staff, the SBE consolidates two
pairs of ISDs reducing the total number to 12. Three of the five reasons
given by the staff are cost-related; an ISO-level merger study committee
discounts the estimated savings, citing increased travel expenses and
categorical aid cuts that would result from the consolidations.

1973

Dr. Frank B. Brouillet takes over 1 and institutes a more

collegial decision-making structure. a Bruno goes into semi-retirement.. In

May, Brouillet requests a study from the ISO superintendents. which w)X1
delineate the roles of the OSPI, the'ISDs and the LEAs. In November, a

resolution from the WASA to the SBE reaffirms the need for such a study.

Rich Boyd of the OSPI Grants' Management Sectin establishes six grant
managers in six ISDs. These are hired by Boyd (bas4d on mutubl acretment with
individual 1SD superintendents) as arms of his office, with federal funding,
in order to circumvent a state hiring freeze. The six 1SDs receiving GMs
recognize that Boyd has authority over these people ble virtue of his hold on

the purse-strings.

1974

A proposal by a committee of ISD superintendents, endorsed by tf Se( and

forwarded to the SPI for further stUdy, begins to elaborate the iSOs' role ;!,

providing services in the areas of curriculum and instruction, special
services for the handicapped, finances, professional consultation, adult
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educationand so on. The study results in Chapter 75. It'Oases out county

funding of 'Sits over a five year period, and. during the same time removes

tht 1SDs from the responsibility of County commissioners and increases their
autonomy vis-a-vis-county governments.

The number of local school districts has beef~ reduced from 1353 in 1941
to 304, as many smaller districts cOnsolidati and-gnily.

The continuing apposition to !Grit (foeused on. the consolidation-boundary
issue) garners mixed support from the findings of the Public Education
Management Survey, conducted for the State by a task force of private sector
management soecialisls, This report recommends extensive changes to
counteract perceived. fiscal mismanagement, but most importantly, suggests that
the !Sot be reduced in number from 12 to six or eight. The opposition ignores
ine call for consolidation and focuses on the accusation of Thismanagement.

Under fire for some ISDs' mismanagement and receiving threats of
defundng-from the Legislature. the Finance Section of the OSP'conducts its
owh comprehensive study of !Sps in Washington. In addition to detailing the
services that ISDS provide. the (Dunlap) study addresses the boundaries issue
wiiT,h a thorough revew of criteria for setting boundaries.

separate move. the Governor vetoes the provision of an
appropriations meaSure *Olio% would require the Legislature's consent prior to

any SSE alteration of !SO boundaries. Realizing thit any decentralization of
authority would militate against. futUre consolidation. the Governor refuses to

have the SBE's pUrsuit of cost efficiency hampered by legislative politics.

Chapter 275 follows the recommendatons of 1St) superintendents and
changes the .iSD name to Educational Service District (ESD),.adding emphasis to

the ESDs' service function, Again. this bill contains a measure designed to

Usuro Sin's boundary-changing authority. The Governor vetoes that

speci'fic provision,

fn still another move, MB 526 dies in committee after the Public
Eclation management Survey is reiessed. This bili"WOUld have promoted
flexibility by allowing ESNs to provide service to local districts outside-
thei.r formal boundaries. and would haver served as a first draft of a study,

-directed at evaluation and reduction of ESDs. to be, icomPfeted by the OSPI.

Dispite.the bill's demise, firm commitment to completion of the report is

exhibited by the SSE. They are intent upon pursuing further equalization and
efficiency of educational programs through consolidation.

121

Tne.stef 44 tne'OSP/ defers .the resronsibiliAy for the SBE-mendated

study to a committee 11010.6inttd,ih the spring. Represented are various

,nterest group inr!uding the Association OfiWashington 'School
Pr:ne.oals iwnich Bruno helped found after his retiremW from the OSP!), the.
idismvon State School Directors Assoclatiun, the itsso4iutOn of Edutational
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Serve Districts, the ESD Superintendents, the Washington Federation of
Teachers, the Washington Educati'm Association, the Association of Washington
Business, the Washington Association 'or School Administrators, and the
Education. Committees of the State Senate and House..

At this time a proposal for the future developmitnt of ESDs is submitted
by an ESD superintendent. It presages many issues that continue to be at the
center of the controversy surrounding the ESD system. Among its suggestions
are the establishment of three categories of ES0s, to be based primari!y on
size and axpected use. The Seattle, Tacoma, and Spokane school district'. are
each to be recognized as ESDs in their own right. ESD provisior, of direct

services is also suggested. None o' the suggestions except the latter is
instituted (and that one hot until 1981).

The appointed COW ttee reports back to the SBE, echoing the Management
Survey's recommendation for a reduction in ESDs from 12 to seven. In

reaction, the SBE directs CISPUNstaff to hold a series of hearings across the
state, as required by RCWZ8A21.020. After the solicitation of considerable
public irput, through which unanimous oppositipn to the seven ESD proposal and
strong support for ESD services in general is voiced, the OSPI suggests that
the ESDs be reduced to nine.

In December, the SBE votes to accept .staff recommendations for the
consolidation of three. more pairs of ESDs and multiple inter-ESD transfers of
LEAs, all effective January 1 and to be compluted-by July 1, 1.977.

1977

The consolidation proves difficult to implement, primarily because many
highly-placed personnel in the ESDs and LEAs involved are opposed and ihe time
period from decision to implementation is cut; in some cases, the completion

date is moved up to January 1, 1977. The drastic shortening of the
implementation period magnifies the problems associated implementation
(two superintendents, two boards, two central offices, etc., for each of the

three consolieations).

The ,Legislature amends Chapter 276. This so-called "Educational Service
District Core Services Act",affects ESD board member mode of.election, the
provision of cooperatiVe services, LSD duties and responsibilities in carrying
out-specific state policies, and devolVes authority for any further reduction
in the number of ESDs to the affected school directors.

Broadly speaking, the clarified roles and responsibilities include the
provision of cooperative and.informational services to LEAs, assistance to the
OSPI and SBE. and the promulgation of equal educational opportunities across
the State. Specific substantive areas inc' de central administratior, grant
management, special education, buaget review, in-service training, and
certification/registration services.

Meanwhile, the OSPI attr -lots to reduce administrative costs for the
Traffic Safety Program, a strictly ma'dated function, through
decentralization. Moving some personnel into the ESDs anddivolving this
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function to others who are already there alleviates the OSPI's operational
(though not intimate) responsibility.

1978

Each ESD now acquir s a grant manager,'as the function is moved under the
purview of co,e

all
The State assumes complete funding of core services to be .proiided by

each ESD, as county funding is phased out by July. In recent years, counties
had only been supplying'facilitie.; where needed; county programmatic funding
had already been eliminated. State funding for the ESDs for the 19f9 -1931
biennium increased 59% over the previous biennium.

Each ESD now has personnel for gifted education, which had previously
been - locally funded.

180

The tiscal crisis rears its head in Washington. Total staffing patterns
reflect the budgeting situati^n as ESD staff peaks in FY 1980-81. Planning

during tnis year is filled with discussion of proposed :tits for the future.
The Outcome this year is a 16% cct in State funding for ESDs for the 1981-1983
biennium. Basic services are expected to a. sorb a large share of thc:. cut.

1981

The Legislature es-ablishe5 guk:elines for increasing salaries and
compliance mechanisms for these sHdelines, increasing the strain on the
Financial Services unit of thc. OSPI. Federal consolidation of education
programs results In Charers One and 1-o of the ECIA, to be implemented in the

coming year. 4

In a move that reflects continuing; opposition to ESD presence by certain
groups within the ;,Tate, the Legislative Budget Comm,ttee directs an extensive
performance audit of all 9 ESDs and in -depth analyses of two agencies in

particular. Two groups prominent in this opposition are school administrator
from large districts and small tom. acti%ists. The -former resert having to

pay for ESDs that have limited utility tc Lhem. The latter view ESDs az arms

.of the OSPI, and thus, as 7.hreats to local autonomy. The study concludes that
ESDs generally have A good record of accomplishment, though the two in-depth
studies revealed some management problems.

In a related action, core funding categories are collapsed into two
areas, paralleling the federal "blocking." Total core fulling is slaeed, rld
one-third is to be appropriated by the State, one-third to go to the ESDs from
member districts and the final third to be determined through the sale of ESD
services, for ESDs with more than 50,000 students (ESDs 101, 112, 113, 121 and
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189). The provision of direct services by ESDs is now legalized, though it
had been occurring informally for some time. For ESDs with less than 50,000

N.... students (ESDs 105, 114, 123 and 171), the formula used incorporates a greater

1

reliance on the State General Fund, reflecting greater utilization of ESDs by
small school districts. This formula includes 50% to be ppropriated by the
State, 25% from member districts, and 25% garnered throug the sale of ESD
services. These percentages are for formula purposes and do not reflect
percentages of total. ESD budgets because other funding sources exist. State

formula funding pays for core services but little else (e.g., categorical and
cooperative programs, which often make up the vast majority of an ESD's
budget). Immediate additional cuts for the present (1981-1983) biennium are
made, bringing the total cuts to 28% over the previous biennium. \I

1982

A bill is proposed by State Senator Metcalf to abolish every vestige of
ESD activity. The proposal is a thinly veiled threat in retaliation for what
he perceives to be harassment of private schools in his district by the local
ESD superintendent. He does not call for any hearings on his bill, thinking
its mere introduction is threat enough. It is not pursued by the Legislature.

There has long existed some antipathy by Legislative Republicans towards
Superintendent Brouillet, who was a Democrat in the Legislature for many years
before being elected.to the non-partisan superintendency. The Republicans
capitalize on renewed strength in the Legislature to force some changes in the
SBE and the OSPI. Effective this year, the SBE is able to hire its own staff
and elect its own'president. Formerly the SPI was automatically the president
and was in charge of staffing the SBE. The Legislature also ndated a
streamlining of the OSPI and passed a temporary change in ret cement statutes
(allowing early retirement just in 1982) to facilitate this

By the year's end, all these changes result in little change in policy
direction, but much shifting of personnel. The OSPI loses more than 30% of
its staff, mostly senior people, but the policy-making cadre remains
relatively stable. The SBE hires a former Assistant Superintendent who is
very close to Brouillet as their Executive Director. The Superintendent is
erected by the SBE as its president. So the legislative move to increase the
autonomy of the SBE actually has the opposite effect.

1983

Twenty-six local education officials, primarily from large (1st class)
districts, file suit in the State'Supreme Court over the issue of basic
services funding. The plaintiffs seek an expanded definition of "core
services" and 100% state funding for the ESDs. First, the plaintiffs maintain
that the funding formula making them responsible for one-third of ESD funding
is taking money away from local provision of basic services. Second, they
advance an "equity" argument, contending that on a per child basis ISD
spending is inequitable, citing the difference between ESDs with 300,000
pupils and small ones with less-than 50,000 pupils where the local districts
pay less and the state pays more of the basic services costs.
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request.for service. For example, the computerization of the audio-visual
program was implemented solely on the initiative of Nova ptaff.

in both instances, the implemen ition of new programs depended.on the
_availability of adequate funds. The ,rimary source of funds for program
expansion was grant money -- both'state andfederal -- rather than support
from local districts. The availability of grants was a 'primary determinant of
whether a particular policy or-program was - pursued at any length. The Iran/

. process was characterized by an element of "interest group pressure/response"
interactive mode of problem-solving,- at all levels of government. The federal
bureaucracy awarded grants to SEAS and-ESDs: SEAs in turn served both as
conduits for federal grants and awarded grants of their own. ESDs served as
conduits to LEAs for state and federal lrants,..as well as receiving grants for
projects of their own.

During the 1970's, labor made some gains at Nova. For the time
personnel policies conceit:ling workplace safety, sick leave and holidays, union
organization and salary Standardization were established. Especially in the
period between 1973 and i978,'varioui personnel matters faced by the ESD
occupied a not insigniftcant portion of the staff's agenda. These issues were
a signal that haphazard personnel management would no longer do for an
organization of this size: the ESD had over 100 personnel at the end of this
period. Surprisingly enough, the myriad of labor items was attended by no
disdernible level of conflict or lasting bitterness, and it did little to
disturb this organization.

When Artens first took over the Superintendency, he was determined to
tighten up the loose operation run by Remick. Dedicated himself and
envisioning a highly innovative organization, the new superintendent had
trouble delegating work to his subordinates. But after five years of strong
personal control, his leadership style began to accommodate a gradual
decentralization of authority.

As time went on, he was able to nurture increasing motivation and
dedication among his subordinates. There has always been a high turnover
among program personnel, primarily because of the limited lifespan of grants
and the contingency of personnel contracts on grant money. As Superintendent,
Artens was able to insure that new hirees shared his sense of organizational
mission. In the next section, we will take a closer look at personnel
management. The important point is here Artens' growing trust in his
subordinates as his operational credo was successfully instilled in the ISD
staff.

Another force toward decentralization was the ever-increasing size of the
ESD. Despite a minor (less than $40,000) budget reduction in 1973 due to
cutbacks in grant funding, this 1573-1978 period was one of almost unbridled
growth of resources (funding and personnel) and programs. , The 1974 budget
came very close to $2.5 million -- an increase of ovei 50% from 19731
Programmatic expansion was as important as resource :-xpansion, and in this
area, the ESD was hitting its stride. It had never been a. purely
administrative framework', but by the mid-1970's, it viz.-. running a heady and

unanticipated plethora of substantive programs. The programs were as varied
as data-processiTig, education about.substance abuse, grant writing'and
education of handicapped infants. Any one person would have found it
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literally impossible to cope with the complex, specialized nature of eggin a
fraction of these projects. It was only natural that Artens would ,delegate

authority for many of the agency's tasks.

The third force promoting a less centralized structure was the
environment in which the ISD operated. Every ISD must meet the expectations
of a varied set of clients. On the local level, this includesthe personnel
of tht member LEAs, as well as the parents of school aged children. Both

groups have needs,which the ESD must satisfy to operate successfully. The two

types of clients interact with the. ESC' both individually and in various
official and unofficial committees. "Upward" communication becomes of utmost
importance: the organization must be able to perceive the needs of its clients
if it is to respond. Most of Nova's clients were dealing with Artens'
subordinates, especially the program personnel. Artens saw that as Nova

continued its expansion beyond a administrative mechanism, the need for
communication at a less centralized level would only increase. Devolving

authority for making decisions would incaase the responsiveness of the
organization as a whole. In the next section, we will devote further

attention to this decentralization.

The next period in the agency's history began with its consolidation with
ISD Alpha in 1977 to create ESC' West. Although some of the personnel

management problems of the intermediate era-persisted through 1978, the

principal problems in 1977 and:1978 grew out of the consolidation rather than
the earlier era. Although both ESDs contained large school districts,
overall, Perry County was more rural than Witkin county. Alpha was much less
innovative than Nova. :Merging two different ISDs would have been. difficult in
any event. It was made more difficult because the consolidation was the
result of a rushed implementation of a policy forced from above. The staff of

both ISDs were vehemently opposed to the consolidation; they did not cooperate
when. itcame.to agreeing on standardized labor policies (e.g., Nova's staff
had generally high,dr salaries and was not willing to take any pay cuts). With

the help of an outsida consultant, consistent policies were eventually worked
out, with formal resolution delayeduntil 1980.

Other problems accompanied the consolidation, but none that persisted for

. more than a few years. The consolidation originally caused some bad feelings

among West'slocalsclients. The governing boards of the-two ISDs were

combined to form ESO West board. This process created some bitterness, as.

s.Alpha' board m ers wanted the Alpha superintendent to direct ESO West. One

of Alpha's, members defected during the heated election session, and Arter4 was
elected superintendent, by a vote of 8 -6. .The LEAs in Perry County were upset
because their financial contributions were paying for various Nova programs
that they'had no part in. originating. For this reason and because they viewed
the consolidation as politically motivated -' merging two units with large
numbers of students did not seem efficient tothe local people, and there were
many who believed that the consolidation was part of a plot by the SPI to
further his influence throughoUt the state -- many of the large district
superintendents'Oragged their. feet during the consolidation. They had had a

"live and let live" relationship with. Alpha's superintendent. ,Their fear that
Artens was going to rock the boat contributed to their lack of cooperation
with trim during. and immediately following the consolidation.
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Alpha's superintendent remained in charge of one program on a limited one

year contract. Artens shed light on another facet of what he termed "a 4

shotgun merger:"

I found out through other people in the local districts that he [Alpha's

superintendent] was sowing seeds of discontent. He was saying this about

Stu Artens, and this about his operation, and so forth, and his

leadership, and the ma .gement, and so on. This made it extremely

difficult...

Over the'next few years, however, Artens' management of ,ESD West proved

the detractors wrong, and the antipathy dissipated. His strategy was wholly

service-oriented. He minimized the appearance of what little regulating he

was required by the State to undertake. He remembers his line of argument to

the LEAs in Perry County.
1

..[we] aren't coming in here to try to tell you how to run
your operation; all we want to do is try to meet your needs.

By directing the ESD to respondto the perceived needs of clients, Artens

was able to persuade local administrators that they were getting better

service out of ESD West than they had received:from Alpha.

ESD West had barely begun to fully recover from the shock of the

consolidation when the period of fiscal stress conduced new problems. The

funding formula revisions passed by the Legislature in 1981 were the result of

a legislative compromise between the opponents and proponents of the M .012,4

network. Basically,. the new formula says that if ESDs are necessac.

then these LEAs should share the burden of their funding. Taking 170;.;:,

appropriations and dividing it into fractions, the legislature mandvrtd

the LEAs were either directly or indirectly responsible for 50% of the COY

funding (small ESD regions) or 2/3 .of the funding (large ESD rep

of each of these fractions was voluntary, and the ESDs knew that .t:1-,

voluntary payments would not be forthcoming. Nevertheless the leols/at;u-:

effected an immediate large cut in ESD revenue (o.g., 1/4 to 1/3 thoft Ire

appropriations). The core services act increased the dependency .5f W5:t

its constituent LEAs, while simultaneously arousing opposition in fllaiel

This eftpctively reduced the discretion of the superintendent to on

policy directions. The early 1980's also brought funding reductio. from the

federal and state level. Federal grant monies were cut back. Not were

state grant monies reduced, but core service appropriations were alsa cut

back. Almost as detrimental, the OSPI shifted some of itF regulatory burden

onto the ESD framework, and this rwired a shift in West's resource
distribution as well as increasing the LEAs' opposition. Two of the largest

areas wheFe Ih;-4 occurred were in the monitoring of student transportation and

special educ,f,ion regulations.

0
For most ESD, core funding was ?lot il large portion of their total

revenue. The formula wa baser' primarily on the number of second class

-41:111111

districts i., an £50 regtrin, on fte aswmption that ES0s, with man small

districts were providing more c.ore :,etvicw.t. Thus, the E 'Ds ore rural and

sparsely populated areas suffe.:.Td less seva..fe cuts than ESD regions

serving urban and suburban dis: icts. For ESD West, ogle funding was less

than 10% of i-.s revenuer, t'ut it vovided an administrative tramework through
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which the other 90% could be pursued. An ESD as innovative as West ,coals a
"core" of funds in order-to generate new funding.

Another casualty of fiscal stress was the acclaimed substance abuse
education program. Under the leadership of an extremely competes: and
innovative program manager, the program had received internatiow
recognition. Under the conditions of fiscal stress present in 0e 1980's,
this program was endangered. It relied on reimbursements from 9_ate and
federal grants that often arrived months after expensei were incurred. When
Stuart Artens advised the program mahager to drop some of its ,I,Jb-programs to
ameliorate this problem, the manager became quite frustrated with the
limitations of operating through a public agency. Catching everyone in ESD
West by surprise, he resigned. He started"his own private cc-ration, hFred

. a majority of his subordinates from the ESD, and negotiated new contracts to
run the program with the original grantors and the LEAs receiving the
services,

After the departure of the drug education program in ev.;.: 1982, Artens
retired. Michael Gowing was hired to succeed him. This .r.lh(Ace was

significant in several respects.. First, an outsider was chosen for tt:tc.., top

position,'breaking the tradition of hiring insiders who moved ur thro,..! the
organiiation. Second,,Aitens had been anti- 1.OSP1, both by ,'s foto 4sdmision
and from the description of observers. Gowing had no such antic in fact,
he had.worked cloSelY with the OSPI in the past, and he retained t,40,
admiration of both the SBE and the OSPI. .Third, he had worked as z consultant
for several LEA superintenderLs in.the West area, and was respecte6 by them.
This was also a change from Artens, who had been resented by sow; members of
the Superintendents Advisory Committee (SAC) for not solicit- ng their opinions
before taking action.

Most observers, including Artens, think that tine :',Ae.ira of ESD West is

dependent upon its leadership. Assuming this is true, rhsr4ing seems to have
many positive attributes, including the support of kel, :iroups in ESD West's
environment.

3. Internal Management

In this section we loci: at the general organ'ist:onal processes that
support West's educational functions. Underlying the entire analysis will be
attention to the resource constraints under which the ESD must,operate. The
organizational processes of ESD West can be viewed from three different
perspectimdwith some ovo_rlap: the general managemel atmosphere, personnel
manageme organizational credo.

I ekithough Artens intenced to tighten up the aneration of this agency when
succeeded Remick, the-p,Asage of more than a ,.:ecade has actually resulted

in an organization whoe general atmosphere is often quite loose. The major
exception is the sense of organizational mission that has been inculcated in
the staff. Dedication is a difficult quality to measure. But if impressions
mean anything, the program personnel are fully committed to Artens' motto:
'soar and explore.'
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An innovative style was translated by Artens to mean flexibility, often
at the cost of procedures that would improve organizational outcomes. An

anti-paperwork bias is evident throughout the organization -- even the
assistant superintendent spontaneously mentioned it:

...one of our guidelines on paperwork is if you're not going to
absolutely use the paper in a crucial decision, then don't collect it.

If more emphasis had been put on paperwork, the contracts used in the drug and
alcohol abuse education program might have been scrutinized more carefully to
avoid the loopholesthat permitted the manager to engineer the wholesale
departure of his program.

In pursuing funding, stability of the source is,not taken into account.
Of course, a certain amount of this is endemic to ESD West's dependency on
grants. Even in the pursuit of grants, however, the time horizon is
completely ignored as .a criterion. Grants are pursued for a variety of other
reasons (e.g. LEA benefit, publicity, etc.), but resource stability plays no
part in the decision concerning grant applications. One highly-placed
administrative officer of West suggested that even if they knew a certain
grant would "dry up" in six months, they would still want it. Aside from the
principle of funding stability, one has to question whether exposing clients
to a certain service, then having it vanish shortly thereafter, is in the best
'` long-run interests of those clients.

Although f / nding instability is the most important constraint for this
agency, not to be underestimated in importance is personnel instability. For

/4
ESD West the o are inextricably related: people are hired contingent upon
receipt of g ants, and when the grants dry up the people move on. Core

funding only pays for a limited number of aualinistrative personnel. Aside

from the c9re staff, the only continuing programs are health education
(substancelabuse) and gifted education. These are the only two program units
capable ofipredictably garnering grants.

' he F.SD does not devote sustained attention to creating stable
programs, tile staff does spend considerable energy on getting publicity for

the agency. The assistant superintendent went on at length about the
importance of publicity for one of his recent programmatic innovations. Good

public relations are essential'foran organizition operating in an environment
like ESD West. The majority of. West's funding relies on clientele use of
various cooperative programs, and the concomitant subscription fees.. But,
despite the importance of publicity, the continual pursuit of programs with
publicity as the primary goal may not serve the long-run interests of the
organization.

Another important quality of West's structure is the role served by core
funding. This funding -- from .two different sources, by three different
methods -- is only a small fraction of West's total budget. But the

importance of this funding is not equivalent to its percentage. The core

funding is really the lifeblood of West, because the administrative framework
it pays for is the skeleton of the agency. The assistant superintendent
described it ina manner consistent with the medical metaphor:
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...that core [funding] is what keeps it all alive. If that core dies,

then all the rest of it is going to die.

The-distribution of authority in the ESD has.shifted toward the program
directors. The results of this trend are apparent at two levels: the top
leadership 'and the programmatic level. When Artens assumed his position at
the tdp of the agency's hierarchy, he made decisions autocratically. During,'

the intermediate period, he created a "cabinet" of the top four people: the
director-of-curriculum and instruction (the assistant superintendent), finance
and personnel, media services and special services. He now formulates policy
with these people at meetings which occur at least once per month. The

program personnel receive much more authority than they had previously held.
The subunits operate with great autonomy, and within most, the structure is
fairly collegial (partly because most subunits are quite small). The subunits

have the power to design new programs, modify existing ones, pursue grants
from both private and public sources, and to select new personnel, all with .
only the most cursory approval from Artens or anyone else in the organization.

Fiscal monitoring is the most centralized of any,organizational process
in the ESD. This is primarily because the 05PI requires the agency to keep a
close watch over its finances. But even in this process the monitoring (and
centralization) is not extreme, as the director of finances and her accountant
don't keep a close watch on the internal dynamics of West; they are more
concerned with what is required by OSPI.' For instance, the director was
unable to find several internal budget documents requested of her. The innate

unpredictability of grant funding mandates a flexible approach by the
monitors. For example, the personnel in one gifted education subunit termed
the monitoring "a necessary limitation," but not an onerous one.

Program personnel are normally hired by the subunit, ndt by the central
office. The people in a particular program know best what they need, and can

look for someone with specific attributes. If Artens did the interviewing, he

would not only know little about the substantive areas, but he would also be
limited by an inflexible, possibly irrelevant, job description. All the

personnel, both program and administrative, look for aggressive and innovative
people, like themselves. The program personnel also look for a strong
commitment to the particular program area. No one wants to hire someone who
"sits around waiting for the phone to ring." The administration likes their
agency personnel to be visible out in the local districts --another strategy
for good public relations. As the assistant superintendent put it, they look
for independent people who can handle a lot of dynamic task variability.

This system has significant consequences for the organization as a whole,
especially concerning organizational loyalty. In the case of ESD West, high

turnover has both good and bad aspects. Constantly changing personnel makes
it easier for the organization to innovate, and "new blood" can add to the
morale of the organization and the effectiveness of the particular program.
At the same time, the turnover militates against the building of
c,tganizational loyalty, which usually takes time. This touches upon another

point which is even more important. Although-the indoctrination of new
personnel with the operational credo of West is successful -- primarily
through selective recruitment rather than direct inculcation -- the the
organizational mission promotes loyalty not to the organization as a whole,

but to particular programs. The decentralized structure, the hiring methods
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and the recruitment targets all reinforce an aura of innovation. But these
organizational components promote commitment to specific programs, rather than
to the success of ESD West. Some program personnel talk of remaining with a
certain project area, even though it will mean leaving this agency.- This, in
fact, happens quite often; West sometimes moves a project into one of its
constituent LEAs because of funding restrictions. Other workers have moved
across the state or into the private sector in order to continue their pursuit
of a specific program area (the exit of the health education project is an
obvious example).

"Soar and explore," the organizational credo of West, conveys similar
advantages and disadvantages. The organizational structure and processes that
bring this motto to life are not conducive to the promotion of organizational
loyalty.

This agency is operated in such a way that depene!ble, capable -and
extremely motivated people are essential to its success. This is much more
the case here than would be in a tighter, more pyramidal organization. But

chronic fiscal instability of the organization must also shape the activities
of program personnel. The staff must spend at least some of their time
looking for new sources of funds. While this, in and of itself, is not
deleterious, it has that potential if fund raising begins to crowd out their
primary objective: the program they Are to operate effectively. Worry over
funding is also likely to result in an element of dissatisfaction on the part
of staff (again, recall the exit of the health education project). In our

observation of this ESD, however, all these disadvantages were outweighed by
the motivation and enthusiasm engendered by the autonomy, freedom, and,.
opportunities for innovation.

A structural problem was suggested by one ESD Board member. The
decentralized structure'and consequent autonomy of the programs militate
against efficient communication. She was concerned that Artens did not know
what was going on in his organization. As a result, the Board often heard
about events later than they would have liked. A West staff member also
brought up communication processesr this time focusing on internal problems.
This worker observed that the -ritructure of the organization fostered a
redundancy Whereby two staff members might be doing the same task and they
would not know it -- wasting valuable time and creating frustration.

The advantages of a 'soar and explore' philosophy and its concomitant
organizational components are fairly straightforward. The situation promotes
innovation and commitment (albeit, to specific programs). It also is very
conducive to the expansion of the organization. The structure and the
commitment of the personnel promote the retention of a local perspective.
Both staff members and LEA members noted the viewpoint and responsiveness of
the personnel.

The internal management of ESD West promotes the identification and
satisfaction of its needs, both reactively and proactively. In our study, the
two modes will not differ as much as in some other organizations because of
the resource constraints under which the ESD opstrates. The core services
formula andlthe cooperative programs that comprise the bulk of its funding
both mandate a significant dependency by the ESD on its local clients. Thus,

the setting and seeking of goals involve more interaction with the clientele
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groups than a private organization with a less limited set of (potential)

clients. The consequences of 'soar and explore' relevant in this case are
decentralized managers who possess both the requisite authority and proximity
to respond to local needs. The distinct subunits can pursue funding, initiate

programs and hire new personnel. They also maintain enough direct contact
with their clients to be highly cognizant of the needs of those clients. But

the very qualities that promote the identification and satisfaction of needs
allow the various subunits to be responsive to different stimuli. Some react

to local (clientele) needs, some to pressure groups, some to the availability
of funding, and some react primarily to the need to advance the agency as an
organization. The fact that most program personnel are loyal to their
particular subunit, rather than the organization as a whole should suggest
that the only group reacting to the last stimulus -- the advancement of West
-- is located high up in the organization. This is consistent with the work

done by organization theorists focusing on public organizations. And it is

consistent with the interview respqnses of West staff members. For instance,

the director of one of the cooperatives said that he was primarily responsive
to local needs, while Artens must be responsive to the needs to advance West
as an organization.

ti

The dynamics of the reactive mode, though, are typified by the more
numerous program personnel who also possess substantial day-to-day decision-

making authority. In their Case, we can characterize the stimulus-response
pattern as one of upward transference: local people (parents, teachers or

local school directors) convey their desire to the ESD contact in their LEA (a

variety of personnel including principals and special education directors),
who then convey the need o the relevant subunit in the ESD. This is a
typical pattern preceding the initiation of a new program, although there are
situations in the reactive mode which vary from this pattern.

West also operates in a proactive mode, although observation suggests
that the organizational characteristics of West are more suited to the -

reactive mode. The proactive mode is more likely to operate when a major
innovation or deviation from existing programs or policies is pursued, like
the drug education program begun in 1972.

The internal goal-setting and evaluation exercises of West are
institutionalized, but their impact is questionable because they are so
informal and so loosely integrated HIM the other operating processes of the

ESD. One worker even termed the short question-and-answer period between
herself and Artens as "a joke." Moreover, these events have no discernible

impact on either the personnel or the funding areas; no sanctions for
inadequate performance are ever instituted. Since there is no overarching
organizational strategy, the programmatic goal-setting and internal evaluation
procedures have no relationship ,t.; other programs, or the organization as a

whole.

Internal evaluations and gc4 F..etting exercises at the subunit program
level are practically non - exist: :. This might be related to the size of most

of these subunits -- between one anc five people -- such that the missing
processes may be implicit rather than explicit.

Each program varies in the amount and kind of support it needs from the

upper levels of the agency. One end of the spectrum may be defined by the

t
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Traffic Safety pr) gram, consisting of one regional coordinator who doesn't
serve LEAs within West's boundaries. She feels a primary allegiance to this
ESO because of he location, but she requires little from the agency other
than some adminis rativi support. At the other end of the spectrum is the
Head Start program which serves children in 10 LEAs with:- West's boundaries.
The director of this program termed the'lcadership prcifftrid by the ESO
important. The superintendent elicits support from other subunits within West
(e.g. to get films .from the Audio-visual cooperative) and from the
Superintendents' Advisory Council. Artens' philosophy and 'open-door' policy
promote the process in those cases where the proactive mode is,instituted.

In conclusion, we might suggest that the 'soar'and explore' philosophy
promotes internal change. The internal change in turn promotes external
change -- innovation in West's immediate local environment.

Could a different set of organizational components work in a similar, and
perhaps more successful manner? Well, a more centralized structure might have
two objectives as its goals: a more efficient distribution of core money
through tighter top -level control and tighter control of non-core grant
projects, including personnel. Neither of these objectives seems realistic.
Since core funding pays for only 10% of the ESD personnel and even less of the
total West budget, the impact of any alteration in its distribution (not net
level) would be minimal. More than this, the positions it presently funds
could not reasonably be deleted (i.e., accountants, curriculum director,
superintendent, etc.). Tighter programmatic control seems impossible because
of the limitations on the expertise of any superintendent. More control in
the absence of any overall organizational strategy not only contradicts
Artens' philosophy (to 'soar and explore' would be tough on a leash), but is
likely to alienate program personnel and to depress their. aggressive and
creative commitment to their programs.

The en masse departure of the drug education program provided y test of
the internal management of ESD West. Firlt, we might expect the ESD to
respond by instituting tighter monitoring of the contracts between the. West
program subunits and their drug program staff. It was the specifics of the
contracts which allowed the drug program staff cancel and then sign back up
with the private consulting firm. Whether West ill cho a to do th:s under

the new superintendent remains o be seen. But, he reint...1,ng personnel within

West view the series of events os a fluke: a pr uct of the superior
abilities of the drug program manager combined with the financial limitati,ns
of the organization. It is possible that a tighter, more centralized
structure-may simply have led to an earlier withdrawal of that program.
However, this predominant view of the agency's staff does'not bode well for
organizational learning.

4. Relationships with Local Education Agencies

In this section, we focus on the interaction between the ESL and its
constituent LEAs. Specifically we look at how the LEAs evaluate ESD

. performance and how they make their influence felt.

The evaluation framework can be usefully divided into formal and informal
mechanisms. The formal lrchanisms are numerous. Yearly forms -from the ESD
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ask the LEA to evaluate the services they recek,e from West. The cooperative
programs have a built in mechanisms similar to a private organization that
sells services: if LEAs participate the program is perceived to be doing well.
This mechanism is problematic, as the director of the information systems
subunit noted: ,LEAs may cancel subscriptions for a variety of reasons.
Interpreting a cancellation as a negative evaluation is akin to interpreting
electoral victory 'as carte blanche-approval of all one's policies. The
various programs in the curriculum and instruction unit use formal interviews,
as well, to evaluate their services. The special education programs have
perhaps the most intensive formal evaluative mechanisms in the ESD, partly
because of the strong legal mandate (both state and federal) they possess. and
partly because of the strong commitment these personnel have to improve their
services if at all possible: Not only do the personnel meet with parents of
children in these programs. but they have separate evaluation questionnaires
in addition to the general agency corms. As one of the LEA special education
directors described the situation, West is almost continually evaluating
their services.

Informally, Artens receives feedback from LEA superintendents via hiS
SAC. The ESD Board members also provide some input to Artenz. The Board has
formal authority over West, but both the Board and the SAC are primarily
reactive when it.comes to dealing with the superintendent. The SAC members
refuse to characterize their body as a rubber stamp, but they did express some
bitterness that Artens often came to them with faits accomplis. When Artens
seeks input from them, it is more in their role as clients. than as
educational professionals. Board members, on the other hand, have little
professional expertise and they were fairly satisfied with their role vis-a-
vis Artens.

The Board has recently tightened up its monitoring of personnel service
contracts, even to, the point of re-negotiating the contract of the person
(outside the E5D) who invests West's car'. surpluses. This stricter monitoring
has developed in the last four or five yetr-i.. It will undoubtedly continue to
increase because of the shock the Board from the departure of the
substance abuse program. Some of the 5oard Pmbers do not have much contact
with the LEAs in their districts, but ot..:-:ers pursue local contact throUgh .

dinners and meetings. These members then transmit feedback they elicit from
LEA personnel to Artens at meetings of the ESD Board and :n ad-hoc
conversations.

. These mechanisms are directed-towards the top leadership of the agency.
but much informal evaluation occurs in direct interaction of local stuff with

t

program personnel, through conversa ions and meetings:, Some progral7i have
regular meetings scheduled, others have them on an as-needed basis. These
meetings occur as often as twice per month, and though they aren't primarily
evaluative in character, much eialuation does occur.

The actual evaluation of West s services does not seem as strict as Its
importance would dictate. The programs most often noted as the most
successfUl were the audio-visual cooperative, the drug_education project (man*
LEAs were upset by its privatization because Of the increased prices it was
going to charge). and most of the special education programs. But t!,e

evaluations seemed to be based more on reputation than any strict, we;)-
defined criteria. As far as a large LEA vs. small LEA dichotomy was



concerned. ..s best summarized by the superintendent of Lewis. He was

Ou,te pos,t,ve hrsos.erall evaluation of West, but distinguished-between

the ''ass,stlince 'role" the ESO played vis-a-vis large LEAs and the "essential

role- that West had for small ones. However internal monitoring of phone

calls by west staff supported the ESO leadership's claim that large LEAs use

the agency's services as much as small ones. As one staff member said:

ve heard thbt sad Over and over again, particularly by the

Lr;,,slature! "The big distriets don't need the services' of an (SO" and

; ; say it' on tape: aullsnitl That's. ridiculous. ... I've spent more

time in (a nearby, large district) over the past two years than I have in

any r4trICt. Teat's not becavie they need the help, it's because they

want to get better and better and better. With some [of the small

districts). t will not be there nearly as frequently.

muctl of the formal avalUation takes place between high level

administrative personnel, sel-.;le :t program personnel in the LEAs that

actually use the services Of the agervi Use of ESO services often takes the

farm of phone csIliS between LEA program perSonnel (not superintendents) and

ES() program Personnel. Because these program personnel don't usuallf ir:'orm

their superiors about 44-ese contacts H:rio one likes to.admit,they nseded help

the swaerintendents aren't normally aware of the extent of their own LEA's

use of West. Th=s is more common in larger LEAs, where the superintendents

ale more removed from their program personnel.

A .5!t point that provides positive evaluation of West is less tangible.

,s var:ety of --eoies" the agency plays for LEAs which do not constitute

drect service del,very. Repeated mentions of these roles and their value

..ere ofiefeddy per.s.nnel in both large and small .LEAs.. The roles include: I)

provider of an outside perspective, 2) proVider of a network of coordination,

provider of encouragement. especially'the encouragement of innovation

LEAs; and 4) provider' Of a forum for concerned perSonnel to.communicate

about common protleMs. The director of special education in the large, urban

ewis LEA stated that the outsider perspective provided by ESO West is

,nvalk;aose. with the workload he experiences, he often loses his perspective.

andESO personnel can often help immensely. The c.rector of curriculum in the

same district suggested that the ESO viaS a big,helpin brokering services.

Thr oecia: education director for a medium-sized LEA commented on.the

wHi'neiness of west to help them start their own version of a program

c.r,ously vovIded by West:

..they',:ve always been, as 'long as I
operated with them, and i;'s been a

long time now. -Aey hive always been, encouraging, in a system type of

'one.

ESO West eelped them 5..'7th a. Project to serve handicapped pre-schoolers at home-

and to dr64-,d, audiological services. The agency also proirides in-service

tfa,r,f,g, $;thoC14; increases the 3b;1;ty of LEAs to serve their students on their

ESO's forum role well-known throughout its region. One

e&;.smo:c. :s the monthly meetings for al! the special education directorS that

West hC;dS i'very:PhOhth. There, professionals dealing with similar problems

can benef;1 _from each other's expertise and experiences. .These meetings are

also ah-ooportxlity for OSP1 personnel- to inform the LEAs about, new

requtalions or a,.-a.iable grants.
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Overall, the impact of West, judD,no Ly the evaluations of LEA personnel,
is both significant and overwhelmingly r-ositive. It is interesting to note
that program personnel Were always very enthusiastic about West, while somp
superintendents said they could survive without it.

Through theseimechanisms, the LEAs do influence the goals of the ESD. As

we suggested in the preceding section, West has an organizational layout that
promotes responsiveness to local concerns. This effectively !imit.; the
significance of-the proactive mode for West and renders it an organization
very attuned to its environment. Because of this, the ability of the LEAs to
influence the ESD is very high; we must remember that this is largely a
function of the resource constraints under which West operates.

The mechanisms by which LEAs set goals for the agency are similar or
identical to the evaluative mechanisms. There is a yearly needs assessment
done by all programs. Additional goal-setting surveys are done occasionally.
The ESD Board and the SAC are usually reactive rather than proactive, but they
occasionally take some'initiative in.goal-setting. This occurs more ofteu
with the SAC because they are actual clients of West and also because they
have more accumulated expertise than the Board members. Mapy working
committees have also been institutionalized in a variety'of program areas to
facilitate the ability of Wert to perceive local needs. These committees are
made up of program personnel from the ESD and the LEAs. More informal
mechanisms are also utilized by LEAs and their uie'is encouraged by the ESD.
Phone calls and contacts at a variety of meetings are the primary methods.
LEA personnel perceive the ESD personnel as very responsive in these informal
contacts.

In conclusion, we offer one piece of evidence attesting to the
effectiveness of the LEAs' influence: only one of the LEA respondents
interviewed suggested a program that he felt was necessary but hadn't been
provided for his districts (a transportation cooperative).

5. Relationships with the State Education Agency

i

In the relationship-between the ESD and the sta e, the Legislature has
some influence, but the OSPI is the major player. -T e Legislature plays a

.

more general role. It influences life for all the E qs, without interacting
much with any Single ESD on a one-to-one basis. ESD West does lobby the
Legislature, using two organizations for this.purpose: the Washington State
School Directors Association (WSSDA) and the Washington Association of School
Admi nistrators (WASA). Both the superintendent and his assistant manage this
type of political activity. The program people also urge the LEA personnel
whom they service to contact their loca! legislators in support of ESD West,

.as well as urging them to contact the OSPI. -,-

In some ways ESD West posseises a Certain "flagship" status with the OSPI
because of its size and expertise. This has resulted in a close 'ormal
relationship between the two organizations. Fol' example, the OSPI placed one
of four regional Traffic-Sefety'fioortlinators at ESD West, even though the
coordinator serves no LEAs in this ESD. The OSPI has-placed other State
personnel at West.
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On the other hand, most of the contacts with the OSPI go. through Artens,
who is somewhat antagonistic towards the state agency. Partly this may be the
result of personality differences,' partly the dlmographics of this ESD region.
Artens believes that the OSPI, especially Dr. Brouillett, is too ppliticalo
that the consolidation of Nova and Alpha was a political power-play, and that
the ESD funding formula discriminates against West. State officials, in turn,

have reservations about ESD West; many expressed some relief at Artens'
retirement. The influence of the OSPI on West's policy directions is ad hoc
because of the strained relationship. Occasionally OSPI personnel will

suggest something new that the ESD will implement. OSPI personnel. are in

frequent contact with West program people, usually to consult them on issues
like fiscal monitoring.

The OSPI evaluates ESD West in a traditional, institutionalized pattern.
Fiscal monitoring and special education compliance checks bring the two
agencies into regular contact. West staff members tend to take the local
district perspectiOe in their interactions with LEAs and the OSPI. Most of

the other evaluation is ad hoc, often politically motivated. For example, in

1975 the release of the Public Education. Management Survey turned enough
legislators against tne ESD network to result in the defeat of a bill, to
increase the flexibility of the ESDs by allowing theM to.provide services to
LEAs outside their formal boundaries. The Survey concluded that the ESDs were
not managed well and in some cases suffered from irregular and incompetent
management practices.

C. ESD EAST

I. Chronology of Events

1969

House Bill 419 abolishes the office of county superintendent and the
county school district jurisdiction throughout the state as of January, 1971.
ISD East is one of 14 1$Ds established. It covers many rural and sparsely
populated, counties. Oxier 80% of the new region's student population reside
within one urban center,-Leland, and its suburbs in Waters County. Lee

Wilson, the superintendent of Waters County, opposes-the creatioh of the ISD.
His views in the local press reflect those of other urban county
superintendents: ISD boards composed of one representative per county violate

rthe one-man-one-vote rule.

In July, East's board holds its first meeting. The board is made up of

one school director from each of the seven counties. Wilson is chosen as ISD

superintendent with an initial twCyear contract. East's headquarters are

established in a Waters County building.

The ISD Board takes possession of the county superintendents' files and
records, considers a series of satellite offices in areas where county
superintendents still hold office, reviews the budgets of small districts,

fills school director vacancies, and raws up prOgram goals and objectives.

4411110.
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New hires and part-time personnel on-assignment from. several LEAs bring,
East's staff to nearly one do2en in number. Double entry bookkeeping is
adopted. The agency considers various personnel polidies, and-a salary
schedule is set..

1970

East ac4.1.res Waters County's highly touted audio-visual program.

The agency's 1970-71 budget is set at $15,000. Nearly half of this is

derived from mandated county contributions.

A program and pericinriel policy booklet is drafted by East's staff for
Board consideration.

East's mandated Regional Advisory Council (RAC), made up of
representative superintendents from local .school districts, establishes a set
of objectives for the agency, to tie approved by the Board. A local university
is asked to survey local school needs and potential areas for ISD services.

1971

In February, a sub-committee of the RAC recommends the following rules
and roles for East: (a) provide cooperative services only when local
districts can not meet the need acting tone, (b) provide only services that
can be evaluated, (c) secure funds from the state for mandated services, (d)

use non - categorical funds for region-wide services only, (e) structure East

along functiona+ lines, (f) establish regular communications between the Board
and the RAC, and (g) use fees, dues and assessments Wherever possible to fund
programs. In March, the East Board debates the RAC's recommendations, but
decidevagainst officially'endorsing them.

A uniform salary schedule, based on the Leland School District's salary
schedule, is adopted.

County superintendencies have now ceased to exist, as stipulated in H5
419. Each ISD must choose a seven or nine member Board make7up. The Board

opts for seven. Each member will represent adirector district and will be
. elected by voters residing within that district. Each director district is

drawn along lines that contain roughly equal shares of the ISD region's total
population.

the fall, local superintendents in East's region form a chapter of the
WashiAton Association of School Administrators (WASA).

le RAC suggests to the Board that the Leland-based salary schedule is
too iih, and recommends a median schedule in its place. The Board rejects

this suggestion.
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1972

East's 1972-73 budget is set at $1.8 million.

Four new areas of services to local districts are established':
cooperative purchasing, in-service training for district personne , curriculum

development, and expanded learning materials services.

_an
Louis Cator succeeds Lee Wilson as*the new East Superintendent. Cator

and other ISD superintendents meet with the Superintendent of Public
Instruction to develop a clearer understanding of ISD-OSP1 roles and
relationships.

East revises its grogram and personnel policy handbook to reflect new
rules on travel, vacations, sick leave, and worker evaluation.

1974

The agency's 1973-74 budget is $2 million.

In the spring, East moves to a commercial building in'Leand.

New services are deve'oped in the areas of data - processing; student'
testing, Scheduling, grading and tracking. The data-processing program hooks

up to a state-Unded data-processing ryitem housed in another ISD.

The Board begins holding its regular monthly meetings in each of the
counties on a rotating basis, instead of in Waters County 'all of the time.

An OSPI feasibility study suggests that East should be the location for.
housing one of several, state student trari.iportat;on coordinators.

East, together with many other ISDs, makes several recommpndations o the

SBE: change the name of ISDs to Regional Educational Service Agencies; gi e
ISD eMployees,thr same benefits as state employees; abolish popularly-elected
ISD boards and replace them with superintendent-elected bodies; and have the
SBE establish standard position classifications across all ISDs. Over the

next few years, legislat!on approximating the first three suggestions wij1

pass.

East's 1974-1975 budget is $2.2 million, much of it coming from state and

federal grants.

1975

In the Spring, East adopts an affirmative action policy.

Cator joins with other ISD superintendents in objecting to the OSPI's

proposed consolidation o m 12 to 9.
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4 In the fall, Cator dies suddenly of a heart attack. Len Kerwin, long-
time East assistant superintendent becomes acting superintendent.

Kerwin and other ISD superintendents promote ISDs as primary providers of
financial and special education services. ISD East becomes Educationa'
Service District East.

ti

Kerwin and his executive staff begin a series of annual visits to ea
county to present a "'dog and pony show," whierselesente-s--ESD services and
responsibilities, as well as seeks local feedback on ESD operations.

The 1975-1976 ESD East budget comes to almost $2.9 million.

1911;

The East Board appoints Kerwin as ESD superintendent. k

During the following months, policies on employee member,
professional associations, personnel file storage, benefit def).. .;.Ni and
performance evaluations areestablished or updated. Shortly eafter, the
Board tightens employee travel privileges, after.perceived zna
establishes procedures for employee grievances.

The 1976-1977 East budget is set at $3.4 million.

Four LEAs served by a neighboring ESD express the desire to join East,
and do so with SBE approval. Director district boundaries are redrawn to
include the new'districts.

Senate Bill 2810 establishes school director-ele ESD beards. All

East Board members must run for re-election.

Due to changes in unemployment co;AcJimation rulings affecting the entire
state system of public education, ES0 cast is faced with taxing the incomes of
LEA employees orilesigning an unemploow-nt.insurare cooperative for local
districts. They choose the latter. .

The Board reacts favorably to the state's proposed core services funding
fbrmula because it favors ESDs, like East, withlarge numbers of districts
with fewer than 2,000 students, called second-class districts.

The budget for 1977-1978 is $3.5 milljon. EA.. now employs 72 peopie':

1978

The East Board approves new program goals and objectives, stressing
expanded services in all areas of special education, general' education, and
fiscal management. A'cooperative special education program is created, at the
cost of $1,25 per student. A grants management cooperative is proposed.
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Policies on sick leave and compensatory time are updated.

A proposed closure of the Simmsburg satellite office meets stiff
opposition from residents of that area. The Board relents, and the of ce is

funded for one more year.

The 1978-1979 budget tops $5 mill-ion, and staff totals 84 people.

Kerwin and Marvin Porter, assistant superintendent, request th.tit the
Board evaluate their performance. The Board begins a lengthy re-evaluaf6on
all personnel policies.

Co peratives for a testing accounting, and remediation begin. East now

provide several services in special education, including school
psycholo *sts, arts for the handicapped, occupational and physical therapy,
and programs for communication disorders and pre-school handicapped children.

The 1p79-1980 budget totals $6.2 million, and the staff now numbers 101.

New performance evaluation forms and schedules are introduced fo:
classified and certificated employees, resulting from the Superinterdent's
request to be evaluated. The Board places further restrictions on r aff

travel conferences at agency expense.

East starts anew cooperative so that ash damage from Mt. St. Helens can
be assessed.

A state audit claims East is at fault for using separate fund account
for its large cooperative purchasing program.

The continuing yearly visits by East's senior management to county areas
reveal few criticisms of East's programs. Most complaints by district
personnel are levelledatsthe OSPI.

The 1980-1981 budget is set a $6.4 million, while staff continues to
increase to 116.

4.

A change in state code provides much needed relief to cash floviprobliAs
oy permitting separate accounts for the cooperative purchasing program.

The new formula for state funding of ESDs threatens to create serious
shortfalls for East if local districts do not pay their share. In a major

move to cut costs, consolidate management oP'several programs, and fill the

forced staff vacancies and retirements, the agency reorganizes into two
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divisions. Educational Services and Special Services become Special Programs.
Fiscal Services remains intact.

A new salary schedule for each of East's three classes of employees is
proposed after considerableAdebate by the Board.

Kerwin retires on a medical disability. Porter becomes superintendent.
Porter and other ESC! superintendents urge local school district personnel to
contact legislators about the serious consequences of the revised funding
formula. The effort produces much support for East, even from the largest
districts. Porter and senior staff negotiate innovative credit, in-kind and
barter agreements with larger districts as a means to reduce the districts'
mandated contributions to East while still maintaining the agency's solvency.

The 4981-1982 budget is $7.6 million, but staff levels decrease to 92
pe,41e.

1982 //

\
4 There Ire increased efforts to reduce and/or cut programs. Porter

announces his retirement, effective in the Summer. The 1982 -1983 budget is

$6,8 million with a staff of 110 employees.

il
The creation of ESD East paralleled that, of-ESD West in that it was

imposed froM above without any strong local support; at least at the outset.
There were no outstanding needs voiced by lower level. personnel, either in the
LEAs or the county superintendencies. First of all, local officials were
largely ignorant of any potential resources that might be gained through
concerted action. Second, some cooperatives already existed. There-were
cooperative programi for handicapped children throughout the regigh;-and some
fairly sophisticated services in the one urban county -in the region, Waters
County. There also existed a predecessor to East's audio-visual cOoperative,
in the form of library vans. These travelled around the northern sections of
what is'presently ESD Eat to collect and redistribute books/and maps to the
small rural schoolhouses, that were common in this part'of Washington. This

.cooperative program was started by a forward-thinking county superintendent
who saw that each school would be able to purchase only a handful of new books
every year. In another cooperative effort, Markham County coordinated the
management of Title I grants. The cooperative rant process, was so successful

that when the ESD took over the process in 1969, it hired the Markham staff

who ran it. ..
,

History

Time and again the makeup of this geographic region determined the scope
of East's operations. The region is in the eastern section of the state,
where farms any one -room schoolhouses were common. Of the ESD's many
counties, only one was predominantly urban, Waters County which contained
Leland, a large city by. Washington's standards. The majority of the school,

districts in East's region are quite small. More than 80% are second class
districts, meaning that they have fewer than 2000 students... In fact, many
districts have fewer than 500 students., In these 2nd class, districts, the

s. 186
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superintendent is often the only administrative staff member in the distr.ct.
As a result, the superintendents do everything from budgeting to the
coordination of special education programs. They are "jacks-of-all- ,rades,"
with little substantive expertise in any of the areas they are exprlted to
manage. They obviously could use help. But one of the qualities of the rural
area east of the Cascades is that, the local school administrators are no'. as

politically or technically sophisticated as their colleagues west of the
mountains. As one highly-placed administration official in a large LEA
described the situation,

The east side of the state is not'as political as the west side...we kind
of do our own little thing. We're not a very active group over here...
We don't have a lot of parent organizations.. -We're not out lobbying...
It's just kind of we wait and see what happens.

Dr. Bruno and the other state-level actors faced stiff opposition from
this region in the mid-1960's, despite the political naivete of many LEA
personnel. This opposition came pritharily from the county superintedents.
They believed that their county systems provided adequate service.
Furthermore they were worried about their jobs: When they found out that the
proposed system would consolidate many counties in their area, they kew that
all but one would be out of a job. One fotmer county suptrintendent esecalled
that most people thought it clear that the superintendent from-Waters County,
Lee,Wilson, would naturally ,get the position because his was the only urban

county. This same former superintendent had testified before numerous
legislative committees against the ISD proposal.

Two forces were working for the ISD proposal, and the opponents were
unable to overcome them. The first was the salary limitation on county
superintendenciet Before the ISD system the salary of a county
superintendent was based on population. The proposed ISD system promised a
way around that constitutional limitation for those who managed to land the
ISD superintendent job. The second force was the number of deals made by SPI
Bruno to lesshn the opposition of the county superintendents.. A county

superintendent who opposed the ISD proposal recalled,'

I wasn't the only one, you see, there were any number of county
superintendents that went with me, but they pulled out, one by one, wt n
they were promised certain things. For example, the superintendkr.Acy of

the new ISD district, if and when ii wa, formed. And they got down

in many cases.

Bruno also had to appease local -people concerned about the loss of local
control that they anticipated; This concern was heightened when it became
apparent that the proposal called for the consolidation of many counties into
such a large area. Bruno's solution to this was to authorize the
establishment of several satellite offices to serve the areas farthest away

from the main ISD headquarters. These offices were to have .a more restricted

set of personnel and to be only temporary. The appeasement tactic was
successful, but the locals managed to hang on to *heir Iatellite offices
-- which were really just continuations of the cm. ty superintendencies --.far

longer than Bruno had anticipated. It is perhaps, ,rpnic that three of these

offices outlasted Bruno himself, who retired in 1973. One closed in 1975.
Ahother closed in1981, although East's 'functions there had ceased in 1980.
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4
The last one (over 100 miles from East headquarters) closed in 1982. It had

been the largest, with fiscal service personnel, special education personnel,
one vocational education person, and an instructional materia0 center that
closed a few years before the entire operation was shut down.

As mandated in 1969, East began. As insiders had predicted, Lee Wilson,
the former county superintendent of Waters County, was given the job of
superintendent. His administration was the continuation of a county-centered
system. Wilson himself had been opposed to the ISD proposal. According to
one former county superintendent, Wilson felt that the proposed area of East
was too large. When asked what the Wilson administration accomplished, the
same individual replied: "Nothing! ...We just kind of remained stagnant, I

guess you'd say."

Admittedly, .Wilson was faced with a host of problems in the establishment
of any such organization. But even after dealing with personnel problems
(that were never fully solved), the ESD Board, the Advisory Council (RAC), and

the LEA superintendents, Wilson never exhibited an innovative bent in the
substantive program area. This might have been a function of East's task
environment, which is dominated by small, rural LEAs.

Two services originated under his tenure which should be noted. Leland's

audio-visual collection was appropriated by East, and with contributions from
other LEAs, was expanded. This was later to become East's highly-touted
audio-visual cooperative. Additionally, a cooperative purchasing program was
instituted shortly before Wilson retired. This was also to become one of
East's most successful programs in the late 1970's.

In 1973 Louis Cator replaced Wilson as East's superintendent. He was

chosen by the ESD Board (ESDB) instead of the assistant superintendent, Len
Kerwin, who continued in that position. The ESDB wanted an outsider; they
were dissatisfied with Wilson's lack of programmatic vigor. They also wanted
someone with sparkling credentials, which Cator had. Kerwin had failed to

receive his doctorate. The ESDB was very optimistic about Cator, who died of
a heart attack less than two years after his appointment. As one Board member

remembers,

He wasn't there very long, and I think it [Cator's administration] would
have been excellent, but he wasn't there long enough to really,,you see,
those things aren't done overnight. 00"

Effective leadership takes time to establish in an organization like East.

But Cator did make Some'progress, especially in comparison.to his
predecessor. He continued to expand the purchasing cooperative. Its budget

more than doubled in the two years of Cator's stint. "At the time of his death
in 1975, it accounted for over half of East's $2.8 million dollar budget. The

aggregate budget was increased by $1 minicin between 1973 and 1975. In

addition to this, the data processing cooperative and student assessment
programs were stprted. In the next few years, the natural evolution of
computer processing would tie these two programs together, as assessment
services (testing, scheduling, grading) became computerized.
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Despite these achievements, Cator's administration never got up to full

speed. It took him time, because of his "outsider" status, to learn to be
effective within the agency. He also was oriented towards fiscal and
administrative innovations, rather than substantive programs Mice special

education.

More emphasis on programs began when Len Kerwin was chosen to succeed
Cator in 1975. Because their earlier doubts about Kerwin had not been
altogether resolved, the Board appointed him "acting superintendent" for the
first school year (1975-1976). In addition, to his lack of a doctorate -- he
had been the superintendent of a rural county when the ESD was created
-- Kerwin presented a negative image to those who judged him on the basis of

his personal mannerisms, speech, and written style.

During that school year, the Board received a pleasant surprise. Recalls

one Board member,

He doesn't form a very good appearance. He's a very poor speaker...but
he has organizational ability beyond, you just can't believe it.

East had been stagnant up to that point. The same Board member, when

questioned about the agency's expansion, responded,

It ha-In't been [growing], but it began to as soon as Kerwin went in.

After the new superintendent had worked out some personnel problems, he
took steps to build up his contacts with local districts. This jibed with the

name change from ISDs to Educational Service Districts, which Cator had
advocated, and which was passed in 1975 by the Legislature.

Kerwin created a vehicle for tEA contact that East staff members commonly
call the "dog and pony show." Each spring, the executive staff of East, often
with additional subordinate, personnel, visits each county in the ESD area.
They attend a session of the monthllapeting of all the LEA superintendents in
that county. They describe thei,r s ices and solicit input regarding their

programs. This is the primary mechanism that LEAs have to influence the goals

of the agency. The ESD may see it more as a public relations "show" than a
useful device for two-way communication. But Kerwin recognized that the ESD

needed support from the LEAs, especially since county funding was rapidly
waning in the latter half of the 1970's. The "dog and oony show" was and is

an effective way to build and maintain the requisite support.

In 1976 Kerwin was offered the superintendent's job and his "acting"
status was removed. That year, his administration attended to the nuts and
bolts of managing East, particularly its personnel system. Policies on
employee travel privileges (e.g., expense deductions and use of ESD vehicles)
employee membership in professional associations (East staff remains non-
unionized), and performance evaluations were some of the targets. The East

Board decided that formal annual personnel evaluations should oe instituted.
New employees'were to undergo evaluation after 90 days and again after six

months.

A major innovation came in 1978 with the creation of an unemployment
cooperative for school employees in East's area. In 1977, the State decided
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that school employees were to be covered by unemployment insurance. Local

school districts had a choice under the new law. They could deduct a
percentage of their employees' salaries and pay that directly to the State. 0

In that case, laid-off employees would be compensated by the State. The
alternative was to work out a self-insurance program. With the help of afew
other ESDs, East devised a regional cooperative to insure its own LEAs. The
LEAs were reticent to attempt individual self-insurance programs because of
the financial and political ris involved. As one local business manager
said:

We don't have to be in any of,these coops. But, we feel, economically,
for a district like ours of 6,000 students and ten buildings, that there
is no other economical 'competition other than the ESD. There's no way
that we feel we can conduct a film library, an audio visual program for
$3.50 per student. There is no way we could do that. Unemployment
insurance could be done on our own; we could go the self-insured [route].
We would have to have about $100,000 in cash reserves, which would always
be the target of misunderstanding and the potential would be there to tap,
that money to pay for other things.

Kerwin and his fiscal administrator drafted East's cooperative agreement,
at the same time that four other ESDs established unemployment cooperatives,
The program is a large success, Each year the cooperative pool increases, as,
they invest it in short-term securities. The profit from this investment pays
not only their claims, but their administrative expenses as Well (including'
the cost control agent's fee!) In May 1982, thee was $787,000 in the
cooperative pool. 1

In 1978 a special education cooperative was started by East the first
major substantive °programmatic innovation since the agency's birth in 1969.
As federal regulations co corning handicapped individuals increased.in number
and degree, more federal ollars became available to fund the necessary
services at the local le el. ESD East was relatively late in finding a way to
deal with the pressures on the local districts from both federal and state
laws.

The geography of East made the special education programs especially
important. Many of the LEAs in East's region had only a handful of
handicapped children; severe handicaps were that much rarer. The low
incidence of these conditions and the specialized expertise necessary to deal
with them made it impossible for the small rural LEAs to offer complete care.

The cooperative establi-shed by East offered physical therapists,
psychologists and technical consultation. Some of the services deserve
special note. One provided federal (94-142) dollars to supplement services
for handicapped children not receiving complete services through state
funding. A second program identified and served handicapped preichoolers.
The consultative section was vitally important to rural LEAs with no expertise
or experience to design the required individual education plans for the
students. The East consultants helped the LEAs meet their responsibilities to
parents, students, and state monitors. ESD personnel assisted the OSPI in the

actual' monitoring of LEAs, insofar as their special education programs were
legally required, although the state eventually relieved them of formal
compliance responsibility.
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As the cooperative came to offer more services, each LEA paid only for

the specific services they desired. One ESD staff-member called this "Lne

menu approach."

In 1978, East expanded its use of computers to include some regulatory

functions mandated by OSPI. These were primarily fiscal services: East was
responsible for checking the budget and annual financial report of each LEA.

These two functions entail cyclical demands for data processing: OSPI rules

mandate that the budgets be submitted to'East in the spring oft every year and

the financial reports are due at the end of every summer. As the director of

East's Fiscal Services.Division summarized the process and its dynamics,

That's all been delegated to us by the State Superintendent. We have

literally become, where those two reports are concerned, because the
budget's done the same way -- we use the computer to check the budgets
too, we have literally becomphah arm of the SPI in those two areas.

At the time that Kerwin became ting superintendent of East (1975),

Marvin Porter became its curriculum director. Because of the relationship

between Kerwin and Porter and the influence Porter exerted on the agency
before he became the next superintendent, we will .now focus on Marvin Porter.

Marvin Porter launched his educational career as a teacher in the Leland

school district as a teacher of economics and government. He ran successfully

for the State Legislature while still a teacher, and became involved'in

budgeting for education in Washington. He quit teaching after four years in

the Legislature because he was away from his classes so often. When Dr. Cator

offered him a chance to be Curriculum Dire,:tor of the ISD with a very flexible

schedule, he rccepted. He worked both positions for two years, benefiting
both organizations in a number of ways. He was promoted to assistant
superintendent by Kerwin shortly after Kerwin became permanent superintendent

of East. While employed by East, Porter wrote Chapter 275 (1975), which

changed ISOs to ESDs. He also wrote the revised funding formula that was

passed by the Legislature in 1981. This formula embodieda primary emphasis

on ESD service to 2nd class LEAs.
, .

From the beginning of Kerwin's tenure, he and Por-er had worked together

closely. Staff members accepted it easily; murty thought:Porter possessed the
communication skills that Kerwin lacked. One: East.Board member called Porter .

"Kerwin's-mouthpiece." Kerwin ran into health problems shortly afi.er his

accession as superintendent. He often took extended leaves of absence in the

late 1970's for health reasons, another reason to promoLe porter quickly to

assistant superintendent. As time went on, Porter camp more and more to

assume the-primary leadership position in the agency. Porter himself, his
executive staff, and, the Board rea;ized this, and all suggested that it was
impossible to distinguish the tenures of the two men in any real sense.

In a purely fdrmal sense, Kerwin left East permanently, retiring on a

medical disability: in 1981. But as ea* as 1978, Porter was making most of

the decisions.. Between\1977 am, 1979, East's budget increased oy 75%, to just

under 56.2 million. Staffxcontinued to expand, Rprty becaute the OSPI.

continued to assign new functions to ESDs. '...The agency's special education

cooperative also continued til\expand, both in number of students served and in

types of servites provided. B'y 1979. they had an "Arts for the Handicapped"
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program: first. to provide training for professional artists to instruct
handicapped students, and second, to provide occasions where artzsts,
teachers. and. handicapped students can interact.

In 1981, the agency budget had'exPanded to $7.6 million, but East was
experiencing severe fiscal stress despite the expansion. East has always been
relatively dependent on state funding. as opposed to grant money. Despite the
fact that the new funding.formula instituted in 1981 favored ESDs-catering to
predominantly 2nd class LEAs (like East), it also had the effect occutting
all ,E5Ds' budgeti sharply. By dividing the core funding into thirds, and only
taking responsibility for one-third, the Legislature mandated another third
from the LEAs, and made the last third optional. This effectively reduced
core funding by one-third, since the chances of collecting the optional third
were widely perceived to be zero. After ESD East issued credits on portions
of the mandated third to some large LEAs, the net effect was a 38% redution
in core funding. 'The executive staff meaber who handles the internal finances
of the agency said that the formula was a compromise to encourage the ESDs to
justify. their existence to the LEAs if they wanted to coes.nue at their
present funding Level. He stated,

Basically:there were 'different bills introduced,. you know, do away with
ESDs.... The school districts basically got on the phone. sent letters to
the Legislature that, "we need ESOs and whatever." So then as a
compromise [the Legislature] said. 'O.K., if these school districts need
ESDs so bad. let them pay for them." And so they instituted that Pilling
process.

In order to manage this fiscal pressure. Porter took a number of steps in
the past two years. First, he arranged to give credits to some LEAs.
especially large ones. to ease the burden of the funding formula. This
included swallowing cost increases in the active copperatve teograms in data-
processing and audio- visual services. In addition.the ESO closed its 0.:
printing facility., and agreed to contract with the Leland LEA to do East's
printing. This meant increased revenue to Leland with owy minor addonal
expenses. Similar arrangements were made with other large districts. 4s one
local official commented:

. ,

Portn purposely did not positio-ts as ty betamc-/azaf',1, ,r1.
tie two that he himself had previol,sly occupies. The pOsitionS of C4.irriculUn7
Director and Assistint Superintendent simply no ionger exist at Fast. The
functions performed by all the positions that were closed out were spread
around to the remateing personnel., The iresul is that some persOnnel seem 10.
have authority over areas they know notting.aboc.q. An exampie 00 th;r. a

The thing that is novel about what our (SD has done is their- whole
att 'ude of accommodating the districts. [The superintendent) perceived
and. recognized the negative,ihfluence of the [fund rig change] and went to
the larger districts to say. "Hey, i understand wsat you are going.
tlirough. and you're in tight budget strats." He said, "We'll take into
account some of the things that you buy from us end we'll subsidize the
increased cost...printing, data processing,,.." Trey froze our special
education charges...gave Us'a credit for my time out of,the district to
attend [a coop meeting]... In the short term, it was a very prudent move
and it purchased good will.
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ispecial education expert w,th formal authority over pupil I,ransportation and
traffic safety. Informally, this resulted in a mild decentralization of
authority across the ESO, ESO East was reorganized into two divisions.
Educational Services and Special Services-were consolidated into Special
Programs, while Fiscal Services remained as it was, though with fewer
positions.

In 1982, East was still a formidable organization. The budget was 'down

slightly, fiom $7.6 to $6.8 million. Cut* continue. But the number of

employees is up slightly &on 92 to 110. 1980 was the peak year for
personnel, with 116.

The cooperative programs include the special services cooperative (which
includes gifted ^ducation), cooperative purchasing, data process+ng,
unemployment insurance, audio-visual services and traff.ic safety education.

Below are brief descriptions cif several other projects and cooperatives,
most of which are state and federally-funded: L-

Remediation Assistance Program Cooperative.. A three distriCt cooperative
which employs an itinerant reading teacher to instruct under-achieving
students in gradeS 2-6. The ESD is the fiscal agent.

Public Service Employment Title VI. This project employs economically
disadvantaged persons in the ESU, to train individuals for careers in the
public sector.

URRD Counseling Co-op. This project provides counseling services to high
school students in eight rural districts through the use of an itinerant 4

career counselor.

Minigrants. This project provides an opportunity for elementary and
secondary teachers to Compete for small grants. to implement innovativir
curriculum ideas.

Sc tool Health Curricd..um Project. This project provides health education
ip-service to teachers in,seven rural school districts.

Teacher Centers. This project provides instructors with iii-service
sessions, materials exchange and a variety of:ser\ices designed to assist and
develop their instructional skills.

Very Special Arts Festival. This proAct, of national accla,61, provides
an opportunity for special education studentS and adults to participate in
arts and performance workshops.

Gifted. This project provides specialized programming for gifted and
talented students in rural school districts.

Arts for the Handicapped. This prOject provides training for
professionals who work with the handicapped in the'area of "learning through
the arts."
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Preschool Incentive. This project is to provide support services to
handicapped preschoolers who are unable to be enrolled in pub :c school
pr9grams.

Special Program Coordination. This project provides technical assistance
to ESD and rural districts to develop coordinated categorical programs.
including Title 1. Special Education, Remediation, Bilingual Educatiorynd
Testing.

Special fiducation Monitoring. This project' assists the OSPI in meeting

state and fediral requirements for evaluation and technical assistance to
local districts' Special education programs.

Direction Service. This project is to coordinate social service agencies
and school district services ta handicapped students, thus saving time, energy
and money in-provIding services to the handicapped.

CHI S. This 'project coordinates the expertise and resources of food
service p -sonnet, teachers, and,sc400l%nurses to help K-8 students improve
their diet;-y habits and attitudes about food.

.

Traffic -Jety. This project ptovides funds to districts within the ESD
to develop loci bicycle safety/education programs. A related project .

provides in-service and materials to local school districts dealing with
bicycle and pedestrian safety.

Transportation. This' project provides technical assistance to local.
school districts in al! aspects of pupil transportation, such as route design,
driver education, program management, andbudget preparation.

Youth Employment Training Program. This project provides career-
..

development for ecolOmically disadvantaged high school students.

The-4 rgest programs are the purchasing cooperative, almost three million
Z-ff011ars, and the youth employment training program (YETP),.almost

million. 1n comparison, tpe administration of ESD East costs approximately
'S400,000, and the various handicap programs cost'just.under $700,000: It is
probably unfair to infer that these amounts laithfully-reflect the ESD's
priorities. As in.the case of (SD West, the budgets are the products of many
factors, not the least of which is the availability of funding. °

To summarize Eait's history toom 1975 to 1982, the influence of Marvin
Porter was instrumental in setting general directions, both before and after
his formal accession to the superintendency in 1981. As contrasted with the
relative inaction of the pre-1975 period, the. agency exhibited much more
substantive programmatic .activity. While the organiiational problems that had
plagued the agency early on did not disappear, fiscal stress has become the
major problem in recent years. Marvin Porter practiced a leadership style
accurately charatterized as politically- oriented, until his retirement in
198;e \
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3. Internal Management

The first place to look for an e' planation of the ESD's internal

management is its leadership. Historically. East has had a high degree of

turnover in the superintendent position. As of the end_of 1982, the
organization will have had five different people in the top spot, with
detrimental effects on the internal organiz Lion. No long-term direction was
.able to arise out of such an unstable situation, There has been a certain
degree of continuity since the mid-1970's due to Porter's continued influence.
However his primary efforts were directed outward, particularly. to the state-
level actors. He fostered an absence of any bureaucratic routine, as his
staffo.described it. Freedom can be constructive; recall how the freedom to
innovate was put to good v-e in ESD West. BUt when there is no underlying
philbsophy, freedom can promote anordie or even anarchy. In the case of East,

it seemed to promote, at :he least, a state of stagnation. Few efforts were

vde to inculcate any sense. of organizational mission or: loyalty. The.
ormous size of the region East is called on to serve makes the lack of any

unifying senS0., of mission that m.'ch more serious. With a majority of the
personnel spending most of their Zime away from the organization, it is only.

natural that no mission would develop spontaneously. The presence of multiple
satellite offices during most of East's life span have contributed to this
situation.

1

Porter leaves the managerial duties to his executive staff of three
capable people. Because the two division heads are concernet with their
specific programs, the brunt of the internal management task seems to fall on
the shoulders of a capable man named Eric Fox. His title of Administrative
Assistant belies his importance; staff memberi refer to.shim as "Mr. Inside."
He has been with East since 1974. When he arrived there was little in 'the way

of established management techniquesk As he remembers, the agency "just kind

of flew by the seat of the pants." He established a ;umber of procedural
innovations step by step, to avoid internal opposition. These include record-
keeping systems, purchase order systems, employee jeave reporting systems
(both manual and automated), and expenditure monitoring devices. The emphasis
has clearly been towards the automation of many mundane tasks.' Andthat is
the crucial point in our context. He has brought some order to East, but on a
Level that is only concerned with efficiency. Only a person in the
superintendent's positiorlicould have brought some kind of order on a policy-

making level. The four superintendents failed to accomplish this.

A major 'consequence of this is that internal goal-setting is almOstnon-
existent, at the top or from the bottom, except in .a purely idiosyncratic way'.
Thanks to Mr. Fox, there are formal evaluations of personnel. But these have

little effect either on individual performance (salary increases are
automatic), or organizational policy-making. Active leadership from the
superintendent would be required for the evaluations to have any real effect,
by making sancrons for negative evaluations a serious prospect.

Because gSD Fast has not taken on a variety of technically complex
programs and because local districts make relatillel few demands, the ESD has

been able to survive in a centralized form with little structural complexity.'
Unlike organizations in dynamic, heterogeneous environments, East has resisted
increasing programmatic sophistication and decentralization. For example;

$
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budgeting and hiring are centralized, and financial procedur6s are
increasingly controlled from the top, rather than in the programs.

The superintendent saw the key to East's'suceless not in moti4%ti.tig his

staff, but rather In motivating the local districts. Fcr-example:

Our success depends on the relationship that the ESD has developed with
the [Superintendents' Advisory Cabinet]. When I first came here we

couldn't even'get anybody to, show up. There was such little respect and
little credibility between the cabinet and this agency that they didn't
care. One of the hings that -4 'did when I got [this pOsition] was that I

set forth to rees)blish those ties and those communications. Now it's a

rare thing when we don't have 100 percent attendance.

This job is ,a pressure cooker. The pressure is 'always there. There's no

getting away from the pressures,.. It's like trying,to juggle five balls
at the same time... [The] job is primarily political;.it's a brushfire
job. it's a stroking job; a people job. Its a job where 4at go out and
you make a commitment to a district. [If] theie isn't support for us
we're in troubte.' Because, you see. the teachers can't help Ind the
principals can't helk,... The local superintinderits deal with the
Legislature, not the Yea ers.,. This is a field-center-6d Organization.

This view explains his choices t how to spend his time to maximize the
berformance of ESD East.

The'ESD has focused its 'energies itih programs that do not require special

professional or technical expertise. The cooperatives, for example, succeed
because they offer .economi,es of scale..' Although the ESD administers them
adequately, the technology is perfectly straightforward. Thus Mere is no
need for the ESD's staff LT be more akilled or innovative than local district
staff. According to local observers, they are not:

f think more highly of how the ESD's services are improving than maybe
-what they actually are. ..-. I don't mean. to.sound negative, but we don't "

need them! Our staff is much more sophisticated than theirs. All of our

program people are highly skilled,. highly trained, and well informed If

the ESD were to cease >(o-exist today, I doubt that our educational
programming in this city would be harmed in any way. We certainly have a.

lot more expertise right here because people here deal with their
. speciific jobs 24 hours.a day and they are the experts.

We've got comytent expertise on 'our staff. 'What we're really buying ^
-from the ESD isa service, not whdom;' eimple access to a computer system
that provides, us with:some efficiencies for us to report data to the
state and to meet [our internal needs].

The ESD has been able to thrive by providing economies of scale and .

adMinistrative efficiellcies to many small rural districts. The
superintendents have,concentrated on selling these efficiencles_to the local
diitrict. not on maximizing the quality of services by careful-internal
control over staff and programs, not on developing-innovative solutions or

,.diagnoses of educational problems, noton seeiciiig external funding or

'
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stimulation. The relative simplicity and routinization of the ESD's /internal
management reflects these management choices.

4. Relationships with Local Education Agencies

East's environment is relatively homogenous: is cons,tituent LEAs

are 2nd class'districtS. Almost all of these are d spars `may

populated. East's envikonment is also relatively sti ecause Shill rural
LEAs are inherently less powerfuh in their individual ings with the ESD

than are large urban LEAs. If the Los Gatos district, w./1 214 students.
8ropped out of all East's cooperatives, this would haw. little effect on the
ESD's abi+ity to continue functioning. : 4114,

The ESD and its constituent LEAs engage in reletl.. ships ,that yield
mutual benefit. The ,small, rural LEAs are free to chi r whether to
participate in the agency's programs. Some are legally required (e.g., OSPI-
mandated financial reports 'frbm:ihi-CEAs to the ESD) . but most are not.
However, these small LEAs need ESD East and its programs. A new
superintendent of a small district said.

After one year, 'I'm really.a believer in the services of ESD, especially
to small, rural schools. I think we need them...'I think they just
really provide a critical service.

These sentiments -- the essential nature of the agency's programs --were
echoed by all the personnel from the small LEAs. The larger districts are
much more ambivalent. AlF cording to one superintendent:

Virtually all the large-- districts say the same thing: the small distnicts

need them. If it hits the point were funding for the ESDs is
drastically curtailed and we are to be assessed further to maintain them,
you're going to hear, "Hey, there's other ways to do it; bag the ESDs."

A specia-4 education director in the same district, perhaps more keenly aware
of what the ESD can do on a day-to-day basis, was less critical:

Could we exist without. the ESD? For. sure we could. The small districts
could not. If I were thei superintendent, I doubt if I could make it.
I would think I would need those services greatly.

The ability to operate without the ES.D is greatest in the affluent,
suburban districts. Depending on the type of philosophy set by the
superintendent, however, attitudes toward the ESD can vary considerably. The

superintendent-of one suburban district known for Ats administrative
efficiencies -- largely the result of heavy use o ESD cooperatives -- said

We're the largest district in our ESD that r Ily uses coops extensively.
Purchasing, data processing, special educat' n,.testing eye have been
strong supporters of all of them. 'While w are not a small °district, per

se, when compared to bther districts in is ESE): we just believe it has

a way of keeping our costs' down. Y take the bigger districts,,they
have many of the services already-b t into their structures. nd they

have bypassed some'of the services, or have decided not to usekt em. So.
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M1

they see the FSD Obssibly as being a [commodity] that they don't need or
don't want.

Describing his organization's relations with school districts of both
14inds. Porter reiterates the dependency relationship:
1

_ _ _

,/ They need us and we',-e proud and anxious to serve,them. and they
recognize it, strongly rAcognize it, and they've proven it a thdUsand
different ways. The letclass districts didn'eperceive that need nearly
as muck and it's just been within the last year and a half that many of

the 1st class districts feel that we.have a role to play In their lives.

Cooperative relationships that can yield mutual benefits can still be-
avoided often'because the parties involvedjfeel that the,apparent benefits
don't outweigh the loss of autonomy.' Flexibility and decision-making power
are usually reduced in cooperative interaction when, for instance, the
necessity arises to compromise with other actors whose priorities don't match
one's own. But in the.ESD East region, the small LEA; had few alternatives.
The only conceivable source of the expertise that the small districts,
required,aside.from the ESD. was Ohe.handful of Large LEAs in the area. A

sma 1 r district might cons i der --C-Ont-r44-t I e_. t f

their fear of losing control. One superintendent mentioned the posslbility of

entering into relationships with large districts, but dismisked,it quiokty

i t camp jilt dommAgL11,_m_imsiness would be out
off until their business is done... Where I presently deal [East], it s

first come,Ifirsi serve.

. As we have noted, the superintendents of ESD East have devoted
'considerpble energy to the dog and pony shows., explaining ESD services and
activities to the local distric/s. The Local districts are aware that the SD

is senstive to their reactions and participation. For example:

1!
*

Even in the last legislative session with the mandatory.payments'he came
out- and was very concerned that we understo'd the services that he Could

provide so it just wasn't money going down s a Convenience to fund 'the

ESD 1r thNLegislature's Standpoint. but th t he could provide things

. that w uld off-set the cost, which he did. ... So, he figured wilt the
cost a d indica/ed that the money we were mandated,to pay was bringing us
some t Bible benefits rather than just buying a pig in a poke.

But other local officials are concerned that the ESD's repertoir/e of services
is limited,_ compared to the other ESDs. One business manager of a large Ly

summarized:

k that the ground work is here for the;451) to go out and.really

market itselr to school distr s in many, many areas that are not

currently being done, and if I had criticism of this ESD at this stage,
itvs been a little bit hesitant to get aggressiVe in these areas, to
reially go out and try to be more active...

ObviouVfi.Mail-iOffhiCrAidOn't need innovative: aggressive methods.
The Aarge LEAs that respond to innovation are the very districts that have
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been appeased (so far) by politically innovative methods. As several local

peopl e put it,'"Mary a better politician than he is a superintendent."

An additional problem is East's present made of garnering support from
this large LEA's. The issuance of cash credits and other methods of easing the
burden of these LEAs with regard to their'magdated payments is dependent upon
a large cash reserve. Porter admits that the measures he took,- while quite
.successful politically, are wholly temporary. 'Through good management..East
had accumulated-a-lirge reserve. but ifter.depleting,it by 5112.000 through
these support-maintaining methods, they need a new way to handle the
situation.

On the whole, the LEAs are satisfied with ESD East's performance. Even

the large districts are supportive; Leland and some other large LEAs put a lot
of effort into lobbying for East in the last two legislative sessions. While

a small minority would like the ESD to be more innovative, most LEA personnel
were quick to-voice their positive impressions of the agency..

Porter doesn't bet:eve in formal needs assessments. He prides himself on
his personal relationships with all the LEA superintendents: His yearly "dog
and pont shows" are the only formal mechanism for.the LEAs to shape the ESD's
agenda. He looks to the RAC-Torsome
routinely ratifies his proposals. He prefers to rely on informal methods of
feedback--,--like conversations at meetings. .He_feels that formal evaluations
make mare enemies than friends, Because people are insulted when you don't I.

take their suggestions. He enjoys soliciting feeddacit at the "dog and pvfly I
shows" because the group responds. This keeps the troublemakers in line; many.
superintendents in the small LEAsare -used to getting their way. He does make

6K-effort to respond to'group consensus; For example, the 11A...superintendents
complained that the grant manager position was a waste' of funds, and it was
abolithed in 1982.

Many LES. personnel mentioned hat the communicationthal East pripvided
was invaluable. The Special Services Director in the Leland district said,

This ESD has beensvery good at holding meetings of any kind-Whirrus.rbarl-d---

be of interest to the districts of the area. The large districts benefit
as much as the small districts. For smillLEAs, East alto acts asa
broker of expertise, capitalizing on their central --posil-i-onin a-regiona4--
communication network. They will often get a large LEA staff, member to
help out a small LEk if they can't provide the needed resource.

One other point oi'serves mention. The LEAs do notr for the most parts,'
resent the regulatory funttiont-That the-E-50-murt-perform. last-has- made -t

clear that those functions-were imposed from aboy; the ESD is merely the
messenger. Most of the LEAs, especially the larger ones, get along fine with.
the*SPI. The few who are still aggrieved direct-their anger at the OSPI, not
at the ESD.

5. Relationships with the State Education Agency

Most of the extensive contacts between ESD East and state-level policy.
makers occur because of Marvin Porter's political activities. 'These

Ter
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activities can yield substantial benefits for ESU East. For example, Porter's

influence over Chapter 275 resulted in'a law that favored ESOs with large
numbers of small LEAs. ESOs like ESO East. But tnere are two other reasons
for contact: program and regulatory business. There are program contacts.

both formal and informal. Formal contacts occur between program personnel and
OSPI staff at monthly special- education meetings and at the regional WASA

----asee/logs'which are.also monthly. eftep the WASA meetings are held at the
urging of East if, for instance. the LEAs need a new procedure, regulation or
program explained. Other program business is transacted over the phone, when
ESO personnel need information of advice from the various program people at
OSPI. For example, the SpeEial Programs Director. and Eric Fox both solicit
advice concerning tht availability of grants from their contacts at OSPI.

Occasionally,°the OSPI asks East to try out an idea or serve as a
demonstration site for a new program. The data-processing Cooperative began

at the behest of OSPI. A current example is a new project to computerize
teacher certification. The OSPI chose East to pilot the project' because of
the East mix of large and small LEAs in the region.

In addition to the program contacts, which are usually consultative )r

explanatory in nature, the ESD Carries out regulatory functions for,,the OSPI.
The .Director of fiscal Services is in contact with personnel at OSPI
concerning the budgets he must approve for the LEAs. Ttre--sprti-i-A---ieer------

monitor works continually with a monitoring team from 05P.I. There are'

personnel at the ESO placed there by OSPI, including the former grant manager
and a reyidna-

. if at_last, These multiple fines of.

contact .keep the ESD reasonably we :1-informed about state pTini. drogrSWIT-ImId-

lAdicies.

ti
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CHAPTER VI

-NTERmEDIAT; SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN MICHIGAN

1. Chronoloax of Events

1891

A. THE STATE CONTEXT

State law establishes the office of county commissioner of schools to
Serve Michigan's-83 ctionties..The commissioners, who arc. political aiwinties,

, have responsibility for keeping attendance ane financial records for the
_county, monitoring one-room schools to make sure thty comply with state rules,
and enforcing compulsbry attendance laws.Eirlier in the 19th.century.'a

.system 9f.sgmr.INy_..!wP.O.rint.gPOgrIlls,t4.4 Inen_iries1 twis.lay_ntandotted-_____

1E41

"Withthe active support of most county comissiohers. the legislature
amencliwthe school. code to establish county school districts and to require the
election of a countyboard of education. The county board of education has the

wunty superintendent to reel -ace the paVnliniikaO6 -of
county commissioner. The Michigan Department.of Education (MOE) receives funds
to pay the salaries of the coully superintendents. They are assigned all the
functions of the county commissioners and more, with a particular charge to.
assist the MDE in encouraging school district reorgarizaVlon.

1954

William Emerson, Oakland County Superintendent, proposes a demonstration
plambto levy a county-wide tax to be used to support programs for mentally
handicapped children. Oakland County -runs such programs for three years with
the encouragement of the MDE.

After seeing Oakland County's success with special education programs,
.the_legislatmre allows all county districts to propose to the voters a tax to
supportl special e-Ilication programs. Over the.nixt-five years. many- counties- T.
successkully pers-ade their voters to levy charter millage earmarked !Or
regional programs for handicapped children.

1962

The legislature passes Act.190 abolishing the office of County
Superintendent and creating Intermediate .School Districts (ISDs). ISDs are
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g.ven the author ty to propose to their vtes the levy tees to raise general
operating funds. ISOs are also required to serve'a minimum of 5000
students. Because some of the 83 counties do not enroll that many students,
they combine with other counties to tol() intermediate school districts.

1963

The ISDs are-ii4v4 authority to ;Evy tares to tupport area vocational
programs. These programs are to be set up by the 1SD but operated by local
scnobl districts and community colleges.

1961.

e State law (PA 289) gives the ISOs responsibility for improved school
dittrict reorganization. The legislature requires ISOs to conduct
reorganization studies within their boundaries to encourage local districts
that do not Vier 3 full K-I2 curriculum to combine.

1965

The U.S. Congress passes the Elemedtary and Secondary Educatibri Act
(ESEA). Over the next few years funds become avail4ble to support the
deveiopment of reg i c,rltl inrovati-Je,

oro_v_agis _ 1.T) _located . .

1966 /
The passage-'of PA 21 allowt ISOs to issuebonds for the construction of

office and rvice buildings of their own. The legislature also approves a-
bili gr ting 1SDs the right to finance the construction and maintenance of
area=GOcational facilities.

1968

. The mE publishes a Cdprehensive study of Michigan's financing of
elementary and secondary edUcation by J. Alan Thomas. The study points out
the wide variability. across ISDs in size, budget,'and programs offered and-
conctudes .that many local. school districts are not well served by their ISDs.

The legislature passes PA _329, which permits ISDs to provide grants to
its local districts'orcOMMunity colleges to construct area vocational
centers.

1969

Ithe Governor's Commission on Educational' Reform recommends that ISDs be
reorganized. Finding that "the intermediate districts, in most cases, are a
largely ineffective ,.art of our education structure...," the commission
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proposes -edrawing ISO bOjn0arieS 10 create 10-15 ISDs that could operate wit.-
greater economies of scale. and provide more sophisticated services-to local
school districts. The leg';slature-categorically re- is tht Commission's
recommendations.

ISDs receive author.ity to operate their own area vbsAtional education
programs. Up until now, the programs were operated by otal districts and
commurtrty corTeget under contract with the ISDs.

azo

At the initiative of a group of ISD media directors, the Legislature
passes a bill to establish Regional Educational Media Centers. The MDE and a
committee of media specialists propose boundary lines for 8 REMCs. Over the

next year, pressure from ISO and locil school administrators and legislators
increases the number to 22 centers. Each REMC serves several ISD regions.

1971

The Mandatory Special, ducation Act of )971. (PA 198) is passed. This

revolutionizes state 'aw.concerning handicapped children, and sets up
stringent requirements for 'school districts to ensure that they offer

to-144 -ciri-tdrers-U-KdEr-tfit-44i-af-16-.- The act assigns

major n responsibilities zo ISDs. including charges to develop a regional
pearl fa Special educatTbri; maTntain recor-as of all handicapped children in
their: egion, and monitor local and regional special education programs to
make sure that they comply with the law and rules.

1972 (

The Michigan State Chamber of Commerce recommends tnat the ISO% be
consolidated into 13-20 regional educational serve districts. to make more
effective use of available resources'.

-
1973 '

.
The formula for distributing state aid to intermediate school districts

is changed. Under the old system, state aid wa% a pro-rated match to local
contributions to ISDs. Thus, ISD that received significant local funds also
received a large share of.state funds. The new formula is based on the size
of the student population and the tax base in the county. In addi-tion 1SDs

receive equalization aid for their vocational and special eductiion millages,
designed to even out the yield of equal tax effort in poor and rich counties.

1975

The U.S. Congress adopts PL94-142, estaplisning national sLandards,for
the education of handicapped children. Because the federal requirements are
somewhat.more lenient than Michigan's standards under the Mandatory Special
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Educat,cm Law. (..pec;a: educatior programs a, not m...ich affected, B ;pc

federa' Iaw mal,es a-:a leitle -An., funds for S0 programs.

Inc Michigan Efficiency Task Force is)ues yet another cafi for
'consolidation of ISOs. The task force proposes that 22 ISDs be 'Created ..th;r1
the boundary lines of the 22 Regional Education Media Centet.s.

At the !n:tiative'of the Michigan Association Of 'ntermediate Schbol
Administrators, Alexander Kloster conducts a survey of 110 and loci!

superintendents. He too concludes that 150s should be 'reorganized and
recommends the REMC lines as new boundaries.

Funds become available for programs for gifted and talented tt-alents.
The funds are routed to ISOs to hire consultants who serv.t local eschool
districts.

js7i

Stare S-enator Kammer, chair of the education app-ooriations sub-
corAitt,ee, legislation to consolidate and reorganize the 1S5s along
the lines of e REMCs. Hearings on the bill reveal strong oppc)sition from
superintendents of those smaller rSDs that would be consolidated with pthltrS
under the Proposed plan. The bilt is eventually redrafted in response to' .

educators' concerns, but fades from view.

.1980
,%.

The Middle Cities Association, which represents most of.Miphigan's urban,
\areas, propose% legislation to'permit large cities to divorce themselves Irom
'their regional !SITs and act,as their own 150s. The A0E-and MA1SA oppose the
proposal' strenuously. arguing that such a divorce-wouid isolate minority'
children in cities and would weaken the effectiveness of regional cooperation. ,

.

,

State Superintendent Runkel launches \Project Outreach to seek publiC
support for elementary and secondary education and to improve confidence in
Michigan's schools.' The project is located in 10 intermediate school
districts. I
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Data from the M,ch,can Educational Assessment Program, that track student
skill levelji are reported not only for each classroom, school building. and
school 0;strict. but also for eacs, ntermediate school district.

here are now 57 intermediate School Districts. as a few of the smaller
:SOs have merged to cover Iwo to five counties.

2- Stafe Context

lntermediate school districts ,n the state of Michigan were formally
eSteblisheo in.'1962. but regional units have,existed in some form s nce 1827.
Townships functioned as intermediate units with pulely regulatory functions
from 1827 to )891. when the Legislature establishe4.cdunty commissioners of
education. These county commissonerS were assigned the functions of the
township inspectors. as Weil as new regulatory functions such as monitoring
school attendance and financial re:ords.

Various'okttempts to dampen the overt political nature of the township and
county offices dotted th second half,of the 19th century and the'first half
Of the 20th century. nc 5,m9 a short-lived attempt to replace township
inspectors with county s erintendents in 1867. The 1891 switch to county
commissioners did not el. inate the politicization of the office. Worries
about the conflict betwee partisan and' professional values culminated in a
i947 law establishing ele Led ,:owntv boards of education. These boards hired
count!, sulaerintendents, th s changing tl'e job from a patronage position to a
professional oni. aCcounta e to a lay board. The county commissioners hoped
that a county board of edue on would be more committed to education than the
lay county commissioners, w were seldom interested In education. As one

state administrator commented.

Well, they would remove themselves from the supervisloo_of the Board of
Suoefv,Sors which may or may not have had much understandl-ftg of the
educational function or very title understanding...

The county school clisticts took on the responsibilities of the former
commiSs;Oners of education and some ne., ones. The history since 1947 is
Marked Of steady growth in activities. programs. and expertise at the regional
level. The county boards and supertntendents were principally conCie.ned with
subervision of local school districts too small or too Door to hi're -their own
superintendent. boundary ctianges and.consolidatiOn of local .distritts.'and
?late reo..remente to conduct a census. audit local records.±:nd:regitter
teacher certf:cation. Durng the 1950'S. Several entrepron*Lrial county
superintendents Zegan to ma;:e a contribution beyond these legal mandates.
They developed servi,cet such as 1.braq book recommendations. cooperative
'OroW4ms in -Sftaff.develOment and media services. and programs for handicapped
5hilcfren These s0-77-ees gradually acqu'red legislative endorsement, as the
-School code expand!ro ist of functions permitted to county districts.

Tb±e most .mportant change in the code was the provis:On that county

eot.t9-ictt be permitted to as the voters to taxes earmarked for special

e0i.i:aton Th,$ chang17. the rst major effort to stimulate more and better
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services for handicapped students, located both legal'authority and funds at
the county level, rather than, in local districts. The reason appears to have

been the successful demonstration of county programming done in Oakland
County, and the political acumen of the Oakland County superintendent, William
Emerson. Through the statewide association of county superintendents, he and
several other aggressive county superintendents lobbied for the authority and
funds to make a real difference& the education of children with special

needs. He succeed in persuadinPthe legislature that the expertise and
economies of scale possible at the county level were compelling enough to
juitify the millage provision. Many counties,adopted millages for special

education in the late 50's and early 60's. This success set a precedent for
countywide programming that has developed into an unusually diverse mend of
regional activity'acress the state:

In spite of some scattered prOgress, many educational needs were not
being met by the county boards, A 1957 study by a legislative a4isory
committee pointed to two important unmet needs: ih-service training and
handicapped education. Eventually the county superiPtendencies were replaced
through legislative mandate in 1962, with the passage-of Public Act 190 which
established ISDs in their stead. The ISDs were required to serve at least
5000 students, resulting in the consolidation of 83 county offices into 60

ISDs. A

1

The ISDs had both mandated functions and optional, but permitted,
functions. The mandated functions, mostly regulatory, included: (1) enforce

the finance accounting code, the state transportation code, the high school

tuition code, the. child accounting code. Jo school lunch code, and the
teacher certification code, (2) conduct a its and make other reports as

required by the SEA about constituent local School districts. (3) preside over

school district boundary alterations, annexations. consolidations, and area
studies, (4) allocate delinquent taxes to -local schocil districts, (5) enforce

compulsory school attendance laws, and (6) participate in actions of the tax

allocation board.

In addition, the newly-created 1SDs were permitted to offer services for

the education of handicapped children and other services including: (1)

operate specialized clinics for the .children of constituent school districts.

(2) provide instructional materials, libraries, and centers for the use of

constituerit school districts', (3) provide specialized help to teachers, 14)

provide. in-service educational training for teachers and administrators. (5)

conduct statistical and Other research operations, (6) operate programs, for

trainable mentally handicapped children when local districts refuse to operate

such peovams. (7) operate schools for wards of the court, (8) operate day-

care centers for severely mentally handicapped .children, and (9) subsidize

and operate cooperative local school operations.

Over the next 10 years. a plethora of legislation assigned new functions
and responsibilities to the ISDs, or gave them ways to carry out their,

functions in a more suitable manner. These included the establishment of

Regional Educational Media Centers (REACs), the authority to levy (with voter

approval) millage.for vo:atioria1 education and. a.few years later, to build
and operate vocational education centers, as well as permission to contract
with an LEA or community college, for vocational programs,.money to support
consultants for gifted education, responsibility for auditing bus routes to
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A

ensure proper reimbursement, food services and institutional programs, and,

. most dramatically, new responsibilities in special education. The passage of

Michigan's Mandatory.Special Edu6tion Law in 1971 gave many new
responsibilities for programmiiii'and regulation to ISDs. The ISps were _-

required to develop and evaluate a legional plan for special education in the

entire ISD'area, maintain records of all handicapped persons frOmCoir,th to age

25 who have not completed school.' provide services to those ch4ldren who are

not appropriately serviced by their local districts, and monitor compliance in

all special education programs.

One indicator of the centrality of the ISD functions in Michigan is the

array of funding mechanisms available to support ISD services. 1SDs may

receive voter-approved millages for special education (56 of 57 ISDs) and

vocational education (23 of 57 ISDs), a share of allocated millage from county
taxes (all 57)., state aid on a formula basis from the general school aid

formula (all 57), discretionary state categorical grants, federal categorical

grants, state reimbursement for staff and pupil membership, tuition for non-

resident students, user fees for certain services, and support for special

projects located in 'the ISDs. These sources can add up to substantial sums.
The SEA reported it 1980-that the 25 ISDs serving regions with less than
11,000 students spent $155 per pupil; the 16. ISDs serving regions'with

11,000 - 22,000, students spent $129 per pupil; the 12 ISDs.serving 22,000-60,000

spent $107 per pupil; and the 5 ISOs serving more than 60,000 spent $53 per

pupil. The scope of ISD programming varies enormously across the state. Some

offer only the mandated services; some are elaborate, sophisticated service

providers.

4ISDs have formal responsibil ty for many regulatory tasks like budget

review, transportation monitoring,I.student enrollment audits, teacher

certifications, and so qn. These functions are supported by the allocation
from the state aid formula based on number of students and tax base, by the

general operating allocation from the ISD's county. Th, latter is at the

discretion of the county commissioners, and some ISDs -ppear to receive less

than the minimum'set b, e legislature. Data processing, in-service training

and curriculum developmL . are also paid for out of the general operating

allocation of state and county funds. Some data processing for LEAs is

offered on a fee-for-service basis. Fees and grants are the major sources of

funds for, any vaguely innovative project or program. For instance one ISD

,received a state grant to explore the use of microcomputers in the classrooms.

Some ISDs run cooperative-purchasing programs; their administrative expenses

are paid out of the money which the LEAs save or general ISD funds. Some ISDs

get .federal funds to provide technical assistance for school lunch programs .

(along with m nitoring duties in this area). In the past, migrant and
bilingual edu ation programs have been funded by state and federal categorical

grants, and so have additional general education programs.

Although the LEAs have authority for special education, the ISDs retain

the accountability. This means that the LEA has thechoice whether to use ISD

services or not, but the ISD is supposed to make sure that servi.ces are,

provided somehow. In theory, if the LEA is negligent, the ISD can step in

unilaterally to provide services without the LEA's request. But in practice,

service relationships are negotiated peaceably. A supervisor in the SEA's
r"."special education division described the ISDs' programs:
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you will -find that the interme e district is_generally running
programs for the severely handica ed. They generally will not run
programs for hearing-impaired, vist n-impaired, so forth, but will work
to get a local district to do it.

t.
.

1,

- Support services are also only provided by ISDs. Teacher .consultants,
psychologists,-soclal and teachers of speech -and language-impaired
students are often hired by -ISDs to'serve all or some of their constittbent
LEAs.. The ISD is responsible for the development, implementation and
monitorinOof,a region -wide plan it special education in its area. This
combines the coordinative and regulatory aspects of the !SD. ISDs, according
to state special education staff, are very cautious in exercising their -

authority in this and othe? areas, because ISD Boards are elected by local
boards and SD revenues come largely from local taxpayers.

1In vocational education, ISDs operate about half 'of the area vocational
centers funded by the state. ISDs also have the authority, Aa'PA 56, to
coordinate consortia among LEAs in vocational education; a handful have been
approved by the State Board of Education. In gifted education ISDs are funded
through a categorical state mechanism that reimburses the ISD for the salary
materials used by an ISD consultant. These consultants provide information,
resources and coordination to LEAs. A fewlarovide direct services like summer
programs one day per week. The22 REMCs provide a generous array of media
resources to LEAs Oh a regional basis. Although less than hirf,,Q1_the ISDs
have a REMC on the premises, all receive REMC services. About half of the
REMCs' revenue comes from state aid; the other half is funded through federal
Title IV B. (The shift of IVB into Chapter 2 may doom the REMC.system.)

In trying to make the tough choices necessary for successful 1116

administration of these multiple roles, ISDs are constrained by theirw
dependence on their constituent LEAs. The ISD Boards are elected by local
boards, and the ISD board has formal authority over hiring and. expenditures.
The ISDs are also dependent upon the LEAs much Of-their-funding. ISD

superintendents will not consider asking the voters to approve a millage
increase (for special or vocational education) or a bond issue unless their
LEAs strongly support them. The millage revenues, once obtained, must be
shared with the LEAs. The percentage of funds turned over to LEAs is formally
left to the discretion of the ISD superintendent (as it is with state and
federal pass-through funds like 94-142). But in practice the ISD
superintendents have little choice because of the governance.
arrangements. They risk the wrath of their Board if they do not approve
certain LEA,-plans and programs (with consequent funding requirements). As one
state administrator noted:

the board members are appointed by their constituent districts, they're
not elected, veryfew are, they have to placate each of their local
districts. So they don't Save the political ability, if you will, to plan
and manage as they should.

Moreover some SEA officials suggested that some ISDs collude with LEAs. For

example,

In many instances, too, one of the problems is that if the ISD does the
job that they're supposed to do ... they end up screwing the local
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districts that they are supposed to be Alrking for. Where the guy rubber-- \
stamps the report, he'snot -doing his job, but4he's'not penalizing the
school distriet,

Thelkame administrator continued, Q

They know what side their bread is butteredon - they get money from.the
local districts to keep the ISD operating and [if] they turn around andA_It some diitrict for about $80,000 in transportation costs [because of

compliance], somebody could get upset.

Another example of collusion occur when ISDs permit local districts to
collect their share of millage probteds earmarked for categorical programs,
but us those funds as general revenue.

As, it often the case with regional education agencies, the ISDs suffer
from ambiguity concerning their dual identity as regulators for the state and
service providers for their local districts. fromthe)etate perspective, the

ISDs are regulators. Phrases such as "arms of the state" recur throughout'our

interviews. Yet more than one SEA official noted that the ISDs attempt to be
oriented towards local needs, and that their long-term success often depends
on theSe attempts. One legislative staffer attributed the ISDs' role
ambiguity to their origins as county superintendencies:

The things [ISDs] had Sort of evolved out of the old county school
districts and no one had ever really said what it is an intermediate

schooy district is supposed to do in Aichigan. Is their predominant role
to be the policemen for the Department of Education? Is their predominant
role to supply consulting services to local districts2 Or should thebe
operating vocational education centers or ether kinds of programs?

The ISDs resist even the current burden of regulatory functions; but the SEA
would like to assign them additional duties. for example, ISDs can be a sort
of "early warning system", to alert theSEA about LEAs badly out ofcompliance
or in serious financial straits. The ISDs are stuck between state-mandated
regulatory burdens on.one side and, on the other, an overwhelming dependence
on local districts 16 terms of governance and funding.

How and why ISDs came to have these particular responsibilities is both
interesting and important. It is interesting because of the almo.s continual

cry for reorganization that has echoed in many quarters since the 1960's, but

which has failed to yield any large scale consolidation. It is important
because although the educational context of today is different from the
context of 1962, the present state of the ISDs is virtually indistinguishable
from the structtike of the ISD network twenty -years ago.

1

The most significant, sustained conflict involving the ISDs is the
question of how many ISDs Michigan really needs. The present number hardly
differs fromVe number of 20 years ago, in spite of 20 years of
recommendations that the number be sharply reduced. When the ISDs were
created in 1962, the only opponents with any political clout were those county
superintendents who were like to lose their jobs because their regions did

not include the required minimu number of students. Local and county

superintendents from rural are expressed fears over a decrease in local

209
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control of the educational process. These fears grew out of the potential' for

- the ISDs to assume more responsibility\Tn the county dispricts had handled.
The ISDs to be cdmprised of multiple cdu ties were especially daptroverstal
and the LEAs Were afraid that the ISD boards would grow increasingly remote

onfrom local ccerns. Although educators with these concerns lobbied against'

, PA 190, the legislation was-supported by almost everyone else in the education.
community. Tate various edu.catitnal organizatiOns either actively supported

the bill (e.gr., the SEA) or stayed out of the fray (the Mi*higan teacher's
organization). County superintendents from populated areas supported the bill
quite actively, because they relished an incriWte in authdrity or possessed a
commitment to increased services (like Emerson).

Although some state officials and Legislators _hoped that_ calling the
regional educational agencies "ISCIsu.instead,of county districts would
encourage consolidation, the structure of regional units has remained constant

- since the 1960!s. There were a few consolidations, and ISOs now number 57.
But considering the large number of studies calling for reorganization, how
did ISDs remain largely unscathed for over 20 years? Educational experts,
management experts, legislators, and even the Governor supported
consolidation. Most proposals for reorganization recommend 20-30 ISDs,
reducing the current population by at least half. As one state official

explained it:

There are more people with a vested interest in keeping it at the status
...quo then there are in changing it. And I think you can only cut it, at
least in my political view, you can only cut into turf when you have a
Compelling view on the other side. And we have a rational vie on the
other side I think. But we don't have a-compelling view on the other

side. Rationality has to Ve combined with some Nolitical considerations
before it becomes compelling. And no one seems to be rev ting because it

costs too much money. No one seems to be angry becaus they aren't

getting appropriate services. Nobody seems to think'that the ISD is
getting if, their way. And you'd have to have one of those; I gues , in

order to get it to budge. And. at one point we thought maybe the
appropriations committee was going to give the con. ellinreason
;-. finances, they were just gonna take it and g ff Ind they c ose

not to do that. It's probably because it's suc a small part of the

budget that it wasn't worth fighting about over.

The state superintendents have been interested in this issue, but not enough
to overcome the passionate resistance of the ISO superintendents who want to
hold onto their jobs. From the point of view oC these administrators and

their local districts:

Turf [local control] seems to be so much more important than services,'
that we seemto he getting nowhere...

So that's the political sense; we can come up with the rational stufeanc
it all makes a whole lot of sense, but politically, not enough people are
willing to spend their chips to make it work.

In the past two years, the politics of education in Michigan has been so
dominated by funding And lo 1 district crises, that ISO consplidation has not

been able to capture anyo 's attention.
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In addition to. these political concerns, several structural factors have
militated agai.est cohiolidation. For example, mostISD staff members work
under union contracts that are not uniform across ISDs. If asmalle. rural
I.50 paying lower salaries was consolidated with a larger 'urban ISD paying

higher salaries, both contracts would have to be renegotiated, A more serious

issue is raised by sta(e law about local taxes. Each ISO is funded by a
unique coMbination of millages apprbved by the votersin its region. Millage

rates fdrjlpeci.al and vootional education vary widely throughout the state.

If two ISDs merge and wish to retain the higher of the two rates for either
category, the voters in the larger region must app4ve the decision. No
vocational education millage has passed anywhere. in the state in several
years, and with the present fiscal climate in MiclOgan,either type of millage

is a risky proposition. Few ISD superintendents care to expose their
principal source of-funds to the prospect of disapproval. Some observers also

liplieve that conso)idation is partially a racial issue. Because.the minority
population of the state is concentrated in a few large urban centers, the lack
of consolidation is considered by some to be tantamount to segregation. Some

people fear that consolidation would facilitate bussing (especially inithe
Detroit metropolitan area), and this fuel; their opposition.

yL
For the most part, the lotal school districts have played a passive role'

in the pulling and hauling ,over consolidation. They do not complain about the
present level of services they receive, nor about the regulatory oversight

exercised by the 150i. The only malcontents are the members of the Middle
Cities Association, representing the larger School districts with-the
exception of Detroit. They have repeatedly proposed to the legislature that
they be allowed to act -as their own 150s, to escape being incluged with their

,suburban and rural neighbors whose problems differ, so markedly from their o"n.
Partly because of concerns about segregation, partly because it is not clear
how to. draw the line, .the legislature has not been receptive.

As the fiscal crisis deepened, lbcal districts hive had to refy more
heavily on the major ISD programs in special education, vocational education,
and media services. According to state officials, local administrators have
been forced to cut back on their own vocational programs, library book and
film purchases, and other "frills," leaving them more dependent on ISO

offerings. As local superintende'nts have struggled with their own millage
renewal and increase elections, they have been grateful that the special
education millages are not their responsibility. They are thus taking more
advantage of the economies of scale possible in ISD programs for children with
low-incidence handicaps. Where the ISDs are firmly entrenched with funding
protected from the vagaries of the state budget, local districts have been
happy to support ISD programs. Where the ISDs have been subject to the same
steep declines in fun ing, local districts have been unwilling to defend ISD

prerogatives.
6

The relationship between the state education authorities and the ISDs as
a group have been crucial to the 150's ability to promote state goals in
education.' Of course the state looms larger in the lives of ISD
administrators than ISDs loom in the lives of state officials. As we
mentioned above, 150s are not.a major issue in the legislature. because of the
relatively small share of the budget that 15Ds consume. But even small budget
items undergo critical scrutinyin hard times and the ISDs have come in for

their share of scrutiny. For many years Governor Milliken refused to increase
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the. appropriations for ISDS until the ISD network underwent a'large-scale--
reorgani7ation, thereby addressing the multitude of studies that questioned
the efficiency and efrectiveness of present werangements. The common response,
by, the legislatiVe.supporters Of the ISDs was that effectiveness could, be
incre4sed ohly if more funds 'were forthcoming. This circular "dialogue"
contianied, while more insightAul-ISD propOnett pressed for consolidation..
The most recect a4emptat consolidation --to 36.ISDs-r- seemed to have the
most support yet. But its sponsor withdrew it from consideration because it
Was dividing the educational commbnity at a time when it neededto remain,
united to cope with the disastrous funding picture in elementary and secondary
education. 4

Four or five of the larger 1,SOs have individual lobbyists working the
legislature. Their presence and effectiveness was noted by not only
legislative staff and a legislative analyst in the SEA, but by administrators
in the SEA. In contrast to the situation in thej.iftlis and sioi-e-s-,---MASAis
now more influential in the legislature than .the ISD syperAtendents' ,group.
With the decline of tfitir collective influence ISDs that can afford it
home taken on the job of promoting ISD_LAterests, especially those related to
?nding. '.00#

/-

? The relationship between the state education agency and the ISDs varies.
across the program divisions pt the SEA. But all divisions dealing with
elementary and secondary education have some- regular contact with ISD staff,
pridarily through telephone communication. Many officials reported .dai4#
telephOne conversations with ISD personnel. Aside from conversations, meetings
at the'SEA and on-site,,yisits to ISDs are common. The director of the school
support services division meets monthly with the ISD personnel handling food
service programs (about half the ISDs have such programs). Before the
appropriations for ISO readingconsultants were cut, these consultants would
meet with. SEA reading staff every other month. In the special education
division, the SEA has five regional planners that are stationed throughout th.\

--"Itate. and are in frequent contact with 'sir staff. Each of these regional
officials acts as 4. liaison between the ISDs and the special education
division, and the #egional planners meet with central SEA staff monthly. ISD

special education directors are in daily telephone contact with the SEA
concerning both compljancewand service. matters. The telephone conversations
between gifted education staff at ISDs and the SEA are often requests to
approve deviations from the programs suggested by the SEA. The state
superintendent has met with the ISD superintendents four to six times a year
for the last few years. The current superintendent exerts forceful leadership
during these regular meetings, to "give them information, present them with
ideas, ask their cooperation, challenge, so forth." A legislative analyst for
the state explained that the present superintendent is better able to elicit
loyalty-from_theISDs than was his predecessor. He is able"to pull alliances
of associations and lobbyists together" because "the school people view him as
one of theirs."

SEA officials saw the ISDs playing several roles in the state. One

reported that she used the ISDs as communication channels. It is obviously

easier for her to contact ISDs than each LEA in the state. She also uses them
to decrease her workload as they screen LEA funding applications, sending
workable ones on to her. She noted the forum role of the ISDs:
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I

Well, I think the coordinating-pare of their activity is really something
that districts need.to haye and when it's not there, I think -they feel

the loss of that... There's one person in a [local]. distrid-X-Usually and

they feel extremely isolated. They like to have the ability to get

together with le from the region who have similar interests and
,needs, and they wan know-what's going on.

As another state administrator...pointed out, the forum role also benefits the
.'SEA: "if the ISDs didn't exist, we would scramble for-places to hold our
training." Another tilt use of the ISDs as channels for communication occurs
when the state sends staff to the ISDs to explain new regulations, funding
changes,_etc. One director described his use of the ISDs as "the fan-out'\

System." When he received advance information of gasoline price increases; he
used the ISDs t9 relay the message to LEAs so they could fill up thei
vehicles and save money. Finally, another director used ISDs as leaders in a
diffuSion.end innovation process, for example, in training LEA personnel in
new strategies for gifted education.

A-_-

Most SEA divisions have fairly regular evaluations of the ISDs, both in
terms of program evaluation and fiscal monitoring. in special education, the
monitoring "is essentially complianCe monitoring and we would like to move it

to a more. evaluative type .thing...to have some effect on the quality of

programming." Although some classroom observation is included in triennial

reviews, the monitoring process does not lead to substantive, programmatic
suggestions from the state monitors. ISD programs are either in or out of

compliance, according-to-certein-7rigid-criteria.-
five years, instituted new fiscal checks and more detailed requirements; As a

staff member in this division explained:

We have an administrative manual that was just published a year ago, and
unlike previous administrative manuals in Michigan that you have seen,
the administrative manual has [more detailed] interpretations...

L--

He described the impact of some of the changes:

We've in the last three years told locals what is anfipproved cost and
what isn'A. So it's had an impact on distribution of intermediate
millage too, not just state aid. And it's also had an impact on what the
intermediates can use their own millage for, if they're going ta program

themselves. So it's had a lot of fiscal impact and it's really been
needed at this time of fiscal restraints. Everybody has to be sure that

they're being treated equally. So, to me, it's had a very positive

effect. I think people are more secure: special education-
admia-istrators, bookkeepers and-so-forth, accountants are probably more
secure than they've ever been about what's reimbursable and how you play
the game fiscally.

In gifted education; the state asks for semi-annual written reports and

on-site meetings. State officials also get informal feedback from LEAs over

the telephone. In vocational education, evaluation takes the form of annual

follow-ups on the placement of students from the programs. The vocational

education divisi has also begun a more comprehensive evaluation process,
prompted by tigh Cning fiscal constraints. As one state administrator

described it:

?.13
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we've developed what's called a program review and planning process,
which is extremely 'popular, so popular we can't keep [up] with
it...really_gets into in-depth evaluation of seven different components
from administration, construction, to equipment, facilities, the support
services, placement guidance and counseling.

Ln every area of their dperations except for _geperal education, the ISDs
received high marks for their` contribution to the educational systemln
Michigan. In special education, they are essential:`

I think they are critical,'from a couple points of view.. Particularly I

think in the area of compliance and +ft-the area of monitoring. We have a
'strong...regulatory functiorrOT-- [PL] 94-142 and as a result, we have a
compliance- monitoring unit here at the state departMent, but as well, we
use the ISDs as a regulatory arm, you will, of the State department.

The director of the vocational education division had an equally positive view
- of____the__LSO centers:

In fact, I'm very, very satisfied with our centers. Possibly one
exception, a K-12 center and we're going to do a thorough evaluation on
this K-12 center... Generally speaking, our centers are doing a sgood job,
they're very well supported by the communities and doing a good job.

The legislature has a supportive view of the ISD network as well. One

itaffer said that between the declining enrollments and declining,*

resources, the ISDs are needed now WaTE-th-an ever. The-legi-s4a-tum views ISOs

primarily as a means of saving money and providing "low incidence"
programming.

The general education staff held the least positive iMpressions of the
ISDs. While granting that the REMCs are a big asset, at least one member of
the staff sees ISDs as a threat to uniform policy implementation:

And also in the bureaucracy the ISD is that much further away from the
state department of education superintendent in particular philosophy and
the further away you get from that the more variation you take on...It's
certainly easier to control the influeqe you think ought to be in place

'7,:t the state levdl than going through ISOs that may.have an 'entirely

different philosophy.

On balance, the ISDs contribute substantially to the SEA's ability to
accomplish its policy goals., As part of their positive view of the ISDs,
several SEA staff members noted a recent change in the ISOs for the better.
Aliost everyone interviewed said that there is considerable variation in
quality among the ISDs, and most agreed that a large part of the variance it a
function of.tne the ISD superintendent. As one person put it, in the past the

ISDs were:

not used much and they weren't.maybe careful in their hiring of people
who were dynamic, people who could realty provide the kinds of services
locals needed...I think the ISD superintendents are maybe in a process of
re-evaluating what their role is and what kinds of services they could
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provide to locals. And as their leadership is changing, I see some of
them taking on a.nevkind,Of_l_Mage_and trying to provide more services.

Another administrator noted a positive generational difference:

I tend..to see over the long haul a changing leaderslip in the
intermediate school district. Some younger people, not necessarily
yoUnger in terms of age, but younger`in terms of ideas, of people,who
think there should be some role changes in the 150s.

A third staff member reported that 150s are "now beginning to bloom" as a
result'of a new crop of supe.r.intendents. A fourth noted that in the
beginning,150 superintendencies,were places where LEA superintendents could
finish out their tenure in semi,-retirement: "As these people have been
replaced, many of the 15Ds are taking a more active role in the operation of
the school districts."

B. WILDERNESS INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT

1. Chronology of Events

1947 l'A

The Price County Board e0 Education is organized. Walter Barton, who has
been county chool commissioner since 1935, becomes county superintendent.
The county fice assumes jurisdiction over threeschool districts that employ
superihtend nts and eighteen non-superintendency districts. The 1947 -48
school year budget is $4,600. The pressing issue facing the schools is
nonattendance. Becau-se the school-a i-efti-sdtsperted over a huge

ransportation is difficult. The Board also discusses
the need to distribute fad and clothing to encourage school attendance.
However, a resolytion is adopted that "each district should be encouraged to
handle its own attendance problems."

it

1948

A county school nurse is hired. She fo$uses on testing for vision and
hearing,

1950

Barton, the county superintendent, organizes in-service training and
county-wide testing, makes arrangements for districts to get rental films,

school lunch programs, and presides at gradUacions. FoF four years
he has been trying to generate interest in a county circulating library, to no
avail.
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1952

The county,office now generates enough business to hire a stinographer.
During the summer, one part-time clerk helps with the schooLcensUs. The

other staff are the nurse and the superintendent.

1954

The school nurse urges the board to t up classrooms for the retarded
children of the county at county expen The board does not indicate any

interest.

7!r

A parent group coAes to the board to argue for claIsrooms for retarded
children. The board sponsors a conference on.the needs of the mentally

retarded.

1957

Barton is repeatedly ill and unable to work. .A deputy superintendency is

created and filled by a local principal. Eventually the superintendent's

office is declared vacant. Barton becomes a part-time consultant to the
county and, the principal, Eugene Webb, is named superintendent. The 1956 -57

budget is'$14,903.

1961

During'Webb's first four years, neither the staff nor the budget expands

significantly. In May, the board authorizes Webb to set up acount_y_speech___
--correctivr-program-as-a firgt-Vrep-Th-the-diiilipme-nt of a more-.comprehensive

special education program. A speech therapist is hired. The state pays part
of her salary and four local districts agree to pay for her services on a per-

pupil basis. The salary reimbursement is the county's-first significant state

aid.

1962

For the first time, the board considers asking the voters to approve a
tax levy earmarked for special education. They prepare for a vote in June,

but then postpone it.

A new state law calls for the formation of intermediate school districts
in all counties with school populations over 5,000. Price County has that.

many children. But adjacent Yates County does not. The Yates County Board of
Education asks the PricwCounty Board to annex the Yates County office to form

a two-county.intermediate district. The Price County Board asks the Yates

Board to ask the approval of the voters of Yates County. before they go ahead
with the annexation.
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1963

Thevoters of Yates County approve the proposal to join with Price
County. The Price County Board approves tfie annex?' The Wilderness
Intermediate School District (WISD) -is created wi .diction over both

counties. Its offices are located in Price Count )e Price County
superintendent, Eugene Webb, becomes superintende' .ne WISD. The Yates
County Superintendent is given the newly created of deputy
superintendent; he al,so takes on some responsib / for diagnostic testing in
the schools. The new Board of Education inclu five members from Price
County and two from Yates.

Four speech therapists are hired. Ten school districts are now involved
in the speech program: The WISD's special education budget for 1963-64 is.
$18,462. The general education budget is $29,838.

The special education director of Price City (the largest community in'
the two county area) and a specialist from the local university present the
board with a proPosrl for a more complete special education program. The
Board agrees to ask the voters to approve a 1 mill levy for special education.
In June the millage passes overwhelmingly. The superintendent and staff
propose to spend the money on building special education classrooms in local
school buildings. Some of the laaver districts resist this:idea-

1966

The local superintendents express' their concern about the WISD's plans in
special education. The ISD.Sorms an advisory committee on special education,

_Made.. up__af.__Local_.ancl.....int-ermediet-e-staft- -and-troartrillitletit; As recommended by
this committee, the ISD agrup to reimburse lowal districts .for some of their
added costs of special education. . -

/'
Wilderness and a group of neighboring ISDs apply for an ESEA Title 11

grant to fund a library to serve the entire region. The l'ibrary i\ to be
loCated in Price City; WISDbecomes the fiscal agent for the group.\

The ISD moves out of the Price County, Court House into rental office
space. 1

. \.

\
In the 1966-67 school year, the ISD spends $46,297 for general edaration

and $128,110 for special education.
. /..., .

The professional staff at
WL

SD form a chapter of the Michigan Education
Association. The board tecogniz Ahem as the official' bargaining unit.

* ,

1967

Webb announces his intention to retire. The superintendency is offered
to Kent Foster, a local superintendent in Yates County. When he assumes
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office in July. the ISO staff consists of the superintendent, deputy
supei.intendent, secretary/bookkeeper. school nurse, five speech therapists,
school diagnostician. two mental retardation consultants, and two secretaries.
Foster immediately adds a part -time janitor and a vocational education

consultant. IOctober, he also hires a spetial education coordinator,

A small. vocatrD11 program is begun with S1.50 per student from each high

school and some state aid. A vocational advisory committee is formed and a
proposal takes shape to establish an area vocational center. Meanwhile, the

local uniVersity announces its intention to develop a vocational program for
high school students.

1968

The Board agrees to ask the voters' to approve a t3x levy to support title

cons t r tie on of _11_53-7. i an vota-t -tn-/une, 111e-vlt --CU r n

down the proposal.

Superintendent Foster surveys the local superintendents on the role of

the WISO. The ISO considers. mounting programs in media and data processing.

as well as expanding its special education programs. A program for trainable

mentally retarded children is begun.

T969

The ISO acqUires rights to land in, Price City to build new administration

offices. The staff has grown rapidly. Special education alone now employs 23
full-time professiznals including teachers and/or consultants for learning
disabled children. multiply handicapped children, per-school children, and
emotionally disturbed children, as well as a social worker. nurse, two
diagnosticians. And 8. speech therapists.

The deputy superintendent (former Yates County superintendent) resigns.
He is replaced by Michael Smyer who has been an administrator at a local
univcriity.

1970

The WISO's plans to build a new headquarters fall through as the
construction costs exceed available funds. The board decides ifstead to buy

the building they are now renting.

Foster asks the board for an assistant superintendent's position. The

top administrators now. the superintendent, deputy superintendent; and

the director of special education. The board does not see the need for

additional administrators. For the firs; time. the board adopts policies
describing job responsibi.lities, job classifications, and personnel policies.
At the insistence of the professional staff union, a program review committee

has been set up in each of the last three years to evaluate ISD programs:
policies, and practices. The board's policies are a partial response. 'to staff

concerns. Some standardization is deemed necessary in an agency 0t-spent
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over half a rn ll c>n doliais in the 1969-1970 school year. New programs

continue to develop. thClud,ng one for preschool handicapped children (jointly
run Head Start). three media and library federal grants. adult basic
1iteracy educat,or., ,n Price City Prison. drug education workshops. and a state
funded diagnott=c p!ograr7, foe multiply handicapped children.

44

The iV) continues its search to find a way to improve vocational
education in the two counties. An ISD staff member and some local
superintendents propose to convert a closed mine in Price County into an area
vocational center to serve )-000 high school students. He also becomes the
state-designated coordinator of the Career Educatign Planning District (CEPD)
for the Wilderness region.

Foster sees the statewide developrs%ent of Regional Education media Centers
coming in the spring of 197.L Responding to his urgings. the board votes to
seek actively to become the center of media - related activity in its geographic

region, to that it wi'l become the logical place for a regional center.

for two years the :SD has had trouble getting proper audits performed. A

net accounting firm nd... reports a deterioration of the general accounting
function The boaro instructs Fosler to implement the auditors' many
vecommendations for improving internal fAcall control.

iQ

The WISO now ha% over 70 employees. An outside data processing firm is

hired to do the payroll. The first brochure describing ISD activities is
printed and o.stritited

.11

The plan to build an area vocation center n a closed mine collapses as
tree mine site is leased to someone else. The Chard votes to hold another

millage elettton. The CM) coordinator points out that neither local high
schools no the iota; university have the classroom space or staff to mount a

edible vOCattOnai program. The (tillage proposal Ls withdrawn.

After some 1S(';-encouraged consolidation of non-K-12 districts. the iS0

now covers 17 districts serving 18.734 school children.

1323

Redo ons ,n state aid force cutbacks to special education staff.

Perentt ISO subsides for special educat ion Lc 17Ca districts are

roduesed The special education director resigns, A new director is hired; he

appoints six coordinators.

The Local oni,,iessit:i decides to build a vocational skills center to

service both secondary anti post secondary students. The ISD and local
clstricts organize many Meetings ..with the university to review these

proposals, They dont like the university's proposal}. but they don't have
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the-funds fto develop their own center. They decide to try to share time in
local vocational programs.

A REMC is formed in the Wilderness area, covering the WISD and two other
ISDs. WISD becomes the fiscal agent.

A business manager is hired.

1974

After 8 months, the new special education director is relieved of his
responsibilities. Foster takes over the job for four months, and then offers
it to one of his special education teachers. She accepts.

A full time REMC director is hired.

The business manager installs a computerized data processing system for
budget and finance. He also begins a small cooperative purchasing program
early in 1975.

1975

he local superintendents agree not to cooperate with the local
university's plans for to high school students in their skill center.
They support an ISD-oper,ted vocational area center. The board votes to try
for voter approval of a millage increase. The election is held\in April and
once again the millage increase is rejected.

In the 1975-76 school year, the ISD spends $321.153 on its general
education activities. $1,062,292 on special education, and $62,787 on the
REMC.

1976 ,-

A curriculum consultant is hired to coordinate and improve the ISD's
general education offerings. The 1SD now has 101 employees and serves 113
students in its classroom programs.

The Par'ent Advisory Council for special education objects to the 1SD's
plan for special education, complaining that the classrooms are not large
enough-and the staffing is inadequate. Local legislators intervene on behalf
of the parents, and some adjustments are made.

The ISO embarks on a spree of grant proposal writing, leading to new
programs in vocational education, career education,'.professional development,
food services, planning and evaluation, drug education, and dissemination of
innovative materials. Some of these serve only the W1S0 area; others serve

several ISO jurisdictions.
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Superintendent Foster turnsigver most authority for day-to-day
administration of the district to Michael Smyer, the deputy superintendent.
Foster is serving on two state advisory councils and is the President of the
Michigan Association of Intermediate School Administrators. The curriculum
consultant is appointed Director of General Services. A compliance monitor is
hired in special education.

The auditors report that the accounting records are now excellent.

1978

CETA funding becomes available, and the WISD launches a Youth Employment
Training Program. The ISD receives the funds and contracts with local school
districts to supply staff in local high schools.

Foster resigns as superintendegq. Smyer replaces him. The board decides
not to fill the deputy superintendent job to save money. The 1978-09 budget
is just under $3 million.

1979

Vocational education activity in WISD expand ramatically. Having given
up on millage as the major source of funding, the WISD now seeks state and
federal grants tb mb,nt programs. CETA funding is aggressively pursued.

_.These and other funds allow programs in job counselling and placement in 10
local high schools, career education classes, vocational and prevocational
classes fOr handicapped-students, vocational guidance for displaced homemakers
(WISD's first adult-oriented program), and employability assessments. In.the

1979-80 school year over $1 million flows into the ISD for vocational
programs. The ISD also serves as the broker for high schools to place
students in the local. university's skillcenterl)rograms.

.1980

Smyer finally convinces the board to let him hire an assistant to the
superintendent to help out with personnel, legal, and finance issues.

M/
New programs continue, to sOrout in the general education area. St ff

development, arts, and gifted and talented programs are begun. The RE also

continues to grow; it sets up a regional media fair and, after years of
planning, a two-way emergency radio system for school buses traveling the long
distances of the Wilderness region. It also begins to facilitate local

purchases of small computers.
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As the state economy continues to decline, state aid for education is cut
drastically. As a result, the ISD and its three unions face the painful
necessity of lay7offs. The total staff has now reached 149.

The business manager resigns; the new assistant to the superintendent
assumes the bus' ess functions in addition to his other responsibilities. The
WISD now has ix top administt, ators: superintendent and directors of special

ftY.education, v cational educ ion, general services, business and finance, and
REMC.

1982

Further cuts in state aid reduce the staff to 130. CETA funds are being
phased out; consolidatioh of federal programs into block grants will halt some
of the ISDs federal grants. The ISD launches several efforts to increase
local contributions to ISD activities in 1982-83. But of a total 1981-82
budget of $4,177,000, local funds accounted for only $213,000, and local
school districts also face severe cuts in state aid.

1111

2. History

In tracing the Wilderness Intermediate School District's development
back to its original inception in 1947 as the Price County Board of Education,
it is possible to identifq f4ve critical periods of growth and transformation.
The first of these periodiovers the life of the Price County Board of
Education until 1962, when the Wilderness Intermediate School District was
formed from the consolidation of Price and Yates Counties.

The Price County Board of Education was organized in 1947 in accordance
with state mandate. Walter Barton, who had been county cOmmissiongr since
1935, was named county superintendent, and the jurisdiction of the County
Board of Education extended over 21 district school officials. The first
budget was $4,600. Throughout its existence, the board was a small scale, low

V
visibility operation. Until 1961, its full time salari staff consisted of
two people -- the superintendent and a school nurse who as hired in 1948 to
do hearing and vision testing. According to the board minutes, the issues
that preoccupied the board were health, attendance, and the lack of library
services. The board did take an active role in hiring a school nurse to
coordinate and run hearing conservation and visual' testing services for the
entire county, and played an intermediary role in obtaining rental films for
the local schools from downstate sources. However, for the most part, the
board maintained the philosophical position, that-key issues of special
education, library services, and attendance were most effectively dealt with
at the local level, and therefore were not appropriately included in the
County Board of Education's functions. Consequently, there was little impetus
fpr the board to take seriously the few proposals that were presented,
including those for programs to serve mentally handicapped students,
establishment of a circulating 6punty library, or services to minimize
nonattendance.-
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In the late 1950's, some of the more progressive downstate counties
awere quick-to take advantage of new state legislation which permitted county

ssessment of taxes to implement special education programs, But_the_Eri_ce_

County Board of Education consistently demonstrated little inter.pst in
initiating such programs, despite urgings from both the school nurse and
concerned parent groups to build separate classroom facilities for mentally

'handicapped children at county expense. Clearly, the board's reticence to put
a special education millage before the county voters is evidence that the
board viewed special education concerns as beyond the scope pf the board's
role. --

After 10 years of service, Barton was taken ill and eventually
relinquished his post to a local principal, Eugene Webb. The annual budget.
was now $14,903. During Webb's first term a full time speech therapist was
added to the staff at state expense, and speech services were provided to four
local districts on a per-pupil basis.

In 1962, as Webb renewed his four year` contract, the state legislature
abolished the office of Count% Superintendent, creating in its place
Intermediate School Districts. To meet the minimum requirement of 5000
students in an ISO region, adjacent Yates County proposed to Price County a
consolidation of the two counties. After obtaining voter approval the
annexation occurred, and the Wilderness Intermediate Sdhool District was
formed with jurisdiction over both counties. Webb was named WISD
superintendent and Yates County's superintendent (its only full -time

employee) was named deputy superintendent of the WISD. The budget was
$23,802. The merger resulted In a modest change in attitude about special
education programs. The Yates County superintendent persuaded his board and
the voters to accept the annexation in part because the two - county, area could
support superior special education programs.

The beginning of Webb's second term as WISD superintendent in 1962
marks the start-of the second period of growth and transformation. In the

first year, four speech therapists were added to the staff. The budget, which
by now had doubled, was divided into separate accounts for general and special
education revenues. The ISD Board propcied a special education millige which
was passed overwhelmingly by the voters of the two counties in 1965. With
vastly increased revenue, the special education program blossomed. The
special education budget outdistanced the general education budget by nearly
three times, and two consul ants for the mentally retarded, two additional
speech therapists, and a se etary were hired.. The local superintendents,,
while voicing .a lot of disc reement over specifics of the special education

r
programs, got together to f rm an advisory committee to guide the ISD.

This growth in special education was largely attributable to the WISD's
ability to overcome its reluctance to assess a special education millage. The
county board had been rigidly cautious and protective of local autonomy.(
operating primarily in an auditing capacity as state law provided. But once
it overcame its reluctance to take an active part in special education, the
experience became a precedent for exploring a broader conception of the ISD
role. This exploration would take three directions.-in the future: first, the
acknowledgement and exploitation of legislative funding opportunities; second,
the central distribution of services and goods, and. third, the formation and
implementation of new regional programs. Thus the WISD's self-image had begun
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to evolve in the direction of mediator between the state and the local school

districts, and_contdinatorof pr-egfams-,revenues-,--ahr:services whereby the
local districts could benefit'from economies of scale. This was a significant

change from the narrow view of the county board of education as school monitor
and record keeper. A

This pattern of Vole exploration began to emerge in the second half of
Webb's last term with the passage of the Elemental)), and Secondary Education
Act in 1965. In addition to taking advantage of special education funding
opportunities, the WISO board now sought to make optimal use of the new ESEA
funding for a regional film library and other innovative programs. WISD

applied for a grant in conjunction with a group of neighboring ISDs and became
fiscal agent for the $40,000 awarded to build a school library at the local
college in Price City. Similarly, the board was ready to think innovatively
when it agreed to help in the development of a. adult education program for
the Price County Prison. Finally during Webb's final year as superintendent,
the Board responded to the newly acquired authority to levy millage for
vocational education by laying the groundwork for a high school vocational

program.

Superintendent Webb announced his intention to retire in 1967, and Kent
Foster, a local superintendent from Yates County was selected by the board to

take over the post. This began the third critical period of growth and
transformation of the WISD, which covered the 1968-1978 period of Foster's
administration. The tentative role exploration of Webb's administration
became much more aggressive under Foster, resulting in drastic changes in the
size and scope of WISD functions.. In contrast to Webb, who carefully explored
the ISO's role from within .a narrow legal context, Foster was guided by the
philosophy that, "laws are sometimes made to be violated" and that the only
limits to ISO programming were those of imagination. As Foster said, the
"basic philosophy of any intermediate district is to serve and create a
climate for better education for children. That's a very lofty thing, but

that's what you're there for." Diversification and growth became primary

goals during this period. After just two years of Foster's superintendency,
the first program for deaf children had been initiated, a state funded program
for the multiply-handicapped was underway, the full time staff was expanded to
include 23 professionals, the general fund stood at $76,950 and Special
Education had over $250,000 in revenues.

We just grew and grew and grew. The other thing probably responsible for
our tremendous growth was a large amount of money coming in from special

education...10 to 50 percent of all grants earmarked for special
education not only nationally, but statewide.

Foster was not thoroughly content to have special eddcation dominate ISD
services. At he put it, "I have some ambivalent feelings about it. It became

the.tail that wagged the dog." He actively encouraged development of other

program areas.

The years that followed witnessed continued innovation and new

programs. A preschool handicapped study, an adult basic literacy program,
drug education workshops, a juvenile delinquency' project, and career
development workshops were all in action by 1971. A deputy superintendent's
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position was created and Michael Smyer, an administrator at a local
university, took the job.

But all was not smooth in the course of this great expansion.. An

outside accounting firm, ca,led in to troubleshoot auditing procedures,
reported "the breakdown in several areas of internal controls." Although
Foster's activity had produced tremendous funding for the ISD, Foster had been
rather unconcerned with the details of accounting for the funds. In fact, one

of the board members described him as an "extremely flagrant risk taker".
Another administrator put it more gently in saying that Foster took a "more
liberal approach to program development." Foster himself admitted, "I knew it
was a little topsy-turvey. I guess that was a time when you were free
wheeling and some-programs were good and some were not so good. Some of them

were risky." At this point the board stepped in and instructed Foster to
implement the auditors recommendations for improved internal fiscal control.

Other setbacks marked Foster's superintendency. Twice, ISD attempts to
levy a vocational millage failed. On the second try, Foster hired a man whose

specific job was to pass the millage. He had a hell of a campaign.
Gimmicks and stuff. It did a little better but there were still some
problems with-who was gonna operate it. I don't really think [one of the

local districts] wanted it. In fact the mayor of [the district] got up
at a meeting and said "I'm not sure we should be spending [district]

oo. money on the outlying area." ... Well, it got shot down.

By 1973, the special education budget had grown to $584,330 and Foster
hired a new special education director. The directorlturned out t. -fie a

failure and had to be relieved of his duties. Foster recounted, "they got me

out of bed to get him fired." Foster himself took over the job for a while,
and then, after a long search, the position was offered to one of the special
education teachIrs on the staff.

0veral these setbacks did not hinder the growth of the WISE), as

Foster was ade t in correcting his mistakes. A business manager was hired who
installed a dat rocessing system. The teacher whotook over as director of
special education worked out well. Finally, Smyer, the deputy superintendent,
took over the details of running the administration. Foster described Smyer
as good on systems and paperwork: "he wrote all this crap up". Smyer was

strong where Foster was weak. For the first time, perionnel procedures were
drawn up and records were kept.

The ISD continued to grow. The organization was sufficiently young and
unformed that Foster's disregard for procedure and impatience for paperwork
did not ',seriously impair its functioning. Smyer stepped in when necessary to
organize and process the streams of funding produceil by aggressive program
activity. In addition, Foster's local roots and charismatic style won the
local confidence necessary to hmplement the various programs, and hence
legitimize them. The ISD became an exciting place to work.

r-
During Foster's tenure, a state funded Regional Educational Media

Center (REMC) that served four ISD regions was built in Price City with WISE)

as the fiscal agent. Smyer was instrumental in the development of the REMC
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and served as its director for a shOrt while. layer described the REMC's
development:

The law was passed and then it was funded a couple-years after ... So
when the REMC came into being, then e hired a bona fide consultant... I

just worked at it, as I said, I was i plementing it from the beginning...

A curriculum coordinator was hired to improve general education and under
his direction, a new spree of proposal writing took place for programs in
vocational education, career education, professional development, food
services, planning and evaluation, and drug education. WISD became the
coordinating agent for a state funded job placement program that served three
neighboring intermediate districts. As time went on Smyir was given more and
more authority, including the general administration and supervision of the
day-to-day operation of the intermediate. Foster told the board tharlit would
"prepare Smyer to be a strong and effective candidate for the Superintendency
of the district." When Foster resigned, the budget was just under $3 million
and Smyer stepped right in. The deputy position was not refilled.

The fourth period of growth and development of the WISD really began
back in' 1977, when Smyer's organizational constraints began to have an impact
on the intermediate. Under Smyer's direction, the ISO's goals were
transformed from the growth and innovation made possible by foster's
aggressive exploitation of state and federal funds to planni,ng and
accountability of the programs that had been developed. This shift in attitude
was tvldent when the board appointed Smyer rather than Foste's original
protege, the director of general education who initiated much of the new
program development. As Smyer himself stated, "I'm different from Foster in
that I probably would monitor a lot more closely. Foster was 100% development
oriented...he just didn't bother with the details." Thus, Smyer narrowed the
interpretation of the ISD role to that of a regional service center, rather
than an all-purpose innovator. Consistent with his philosophy of
accountability, Smyer saw the need for and developed a public relations
pamphlet describing the functions of the various departments of the ISD. More

thorough procedures were adopted for auditing local counts of student
enrollments to qualify for state aid and a compliance monitor for special
education was hired.

Not everyone, however, was completely happy with the procedural
bureaucracy that accompanied Smyer's accountability. One staff.member for
example, claimed to have to go through "all kinds of processes just to do the
simplest job." In other words, some'of the innovatorseamong the professional
staff found Smyers' administrative influence confining.

Srnyer was aware of these tensions and tried to remain open to new ideas
and possible avenues of expansion. WISD became fiscal agent for a CETA Youth
Employment'Training Program, and the vocational and media education programs
continued to grow. Although vocational millages had.twice failed.to receive
the endorsement of the voters,.CETA funding of over,$1 million in 1979-80
provided extensive offerings of vocational servites. A gifted and talented

program was created with funds made available iO 1978. Smyer encouraged
appropriate responses to real needs of the constituent school districts. For

example, because WISD was a sparsely populated district-spread out over vast
amounts of rural land, transportation in the winter was A ma:jor problem. In
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the late 1970's, an innovative two-way emergency radio system for school

busses was installed.

Thus until 1981, the ISD continued to grow and prosper, but it did so

in a more controlled manner. The role of the 'ISD was refined to be responsive

to ldtal needs and service oriented, working toward innovative and economical

solutions to common problems of the constituent school districts.

1981-1982 saw a further narrowing of the role of the WISD. Thii was

imposed by federal cutbacks and a declining state economy, and marks the

beginning of the most recent era for the WISD. Layoffs became necessary for

the first time as state funding for ISD programs shrank. As one administrator

said, the ISD had now moved into "the survival mode." The special education

budget was cut by 30% and general education by 15%. Federal aid provided

under ESEA was collapsed into a block grant distributed directly to the local

districts on a formula basis. CETA grants were abolished. Except for some
94 -142 special education funds that went directly to the ISO, it was now up to
the locals to allocate federal funds for ISO use if they were so inclined.

Smyer went' to the local superintendents and appealed for a share of the
federal Chapter 2 money to continue ISO programs such as REMC and vocational

education. Smyer recounts,

When we learned that priority would be channeled through the local school

districts, Chapter.2 federal money, we decided that we best appeal to the

local school districts for part of that money to continue programs which

we had formerly funded-with competitive grants. I had-'to break down

the contract for all of the services and give a definition of the

services... And the contract is alright...we got pretty good support on

this.
S

At the time of our interviews, the local superintendents were ambivalent about 7

turning over their grants to the ISD. The districts themselves had suffered

severe cuts in state aid and the future remained uncettain. The local share

of the ISD budget was only $213,000 of S4 million. Thus, even whopping
increases in local funding would not permit the ISO to retain its programs at

the status quo. Nevertheless Smyer and his administrators remained hopeful

that financial security could be regained. Local school officiils were eager

to see some ISO services continue. Meanwhile the ISD staff was cut from 149

to 130, and further reductions were planned.
4

Thus, once again the 1SD'entered into a phase of re-evaluation of its

role. The most likely direction to take was a central coordinator of local

servicee,that could effectively use economies of scale. The ability of the

ISD to adapt in the face of severe cutbacks must be credited in part to

Smyer's organizational efforts. Due to careful planning, the !SD was in shape

to assess, evaluate, refine anset priorities among programs and,

expenditures.

3. Internal 'management

The Wilderness ISO i4 organized into foUt independent program divisions,

special education, vocational education, general education, and the regional
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educational media center (REMC). Each of the four program directors has
substantialrauthority over the staff, budget, fund-raising, marketing, and
quality of his or her program. Each manages the relationships between WISD
programs and local school districts, parents, and students, and each has an
independent personal relationship with state people in the relevant program
areas. Within the general and special, education divisions, there are smaller
units that are only loosely coupled within divisions. The only central
administrators are the superintendent and a director of finance and
administration.

Even this level of hierarchy came relatively recently to the ISD. Until

1973 all the professional staff in all areas reported directly to the
superintendent. First a special education director was appointed to supervise
the various programs in special education. Then a real deputy superintendent
position was created. (The first deputy was a face-saving title for the
former Yates County superintendent, who principally worked as a
diagnostician.) Webb'never had enough staff to justify an elaborate
administrative structure and Foster, who did, resisted hierarchy..

The rapid expansion of the size and scope of the WISD during Foster's
superintendency created pressures toward formalization of goals and procedures
as well as complicating the structure of the ISD's programs. -Foster's disdain
for detail and procedures led him to ignore these presslies. During his
.tenure, there was little formal goal setting or procedure to direct-the
organization in a Standardized or consistent manner. Rather, programs were
set up in response to new opportunities without regard to an overall vision of
the goals of the ISD. Standardization came rly in response to specific
problems.

Foster's request for an assistant superintendent in 1970 came at a time
when the organization was suffering most from its structural and procedural
deficiencies, especially'in fiscal matters.' The board minutes reveal that an
outsid accounting firm "encountered what represented.in our opinion, a
deteri83 tion of the general accounting function...and the breakdown in'
several areas of -internal controls." In this context, Foster is- request can be
interpreted as a sign of. his awareness of the need for greater formalization
of the WISD, although he himself was not incllhed to move in'that direction.
Outside experts came-in to put the internal auditing system in order, and
Foster began to delegate responsibility for procedural details to deputy
superintendent Smyer... Smyer began by setting up personnel files and
procedures. As he demonstrated considerable success in the management of .

paperwork and what Foster regarded as the "dirty work" of everyday operations.
his responsibilities continued to grow.

Other pressures toward standardizatiorvand formalization were Coming 'from
within the organization. In-a Rrecedent setting case; the Board voted to .

discontinue the school nurse position in spite of a recommendation to the
contrary by a labor-management committee charged with program review. for

years, the school nurse had been the only professional staff member, and when
the Board decided that the ISD.no longer needed her, she filed a grievance
with the National Labor Relatons,Board with the support of the union. This
launched an extended grievance procedurey resolved by formal arbitration in
favor of the Board in 1970. ThiS outcome protected,the right of the ISD
administration to discontinue old programs as well as create new ones, thus
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facilitating the ISD's ability to implement its innovative etrategy. However

pressure from union activity forced the ISD toward, meticulous documentation of
decisions with major personnel implications:

In 1977 Smyer assumed most of the responsibility for the day to day
functioning of WISD. When Foster retired the following year and Smyer became
superintendent, he continued to press.the issues of standardization and
formalization. While it was evident that an institution whose budget exceeded
$2.5 million needed some structural and procedural guidelines, the transition
to a more formalized operation was not entirely smooth. Program directors
used to Foster's style balked at the new requirements. As one of them
described the change,

Mike has more, I'd say process steps and everything to go through. ..-.

You've got to go through the superintendent more such as on purchises,
contracting, you know, all the different things like this. ... Now
there's much tighter controls on. everything that we got to go through.
Many more things are going through the board of education now, where
before we hardly had anything go through there.

Furthermore, some report that this accountability mentality.has,giyen
them a "tough time." Ore director reported that board meetings have taken on
a different character:. --.

I would say Mike would tend.to be a perion who would want it in some
fashion written down...so the preparativi is different...it affects the
way you prepare a proposal. has affitted my style inthe effect thlt
I spend much more time now, in refining. my data and my recommendations!
prior to brjnging them to the superintendent. ... I'm not at a loss Apt."
words because I've thought that through carefully because Mike has
organized my thinking to do that... We just never,prepared for board
meetings at all like we do now. We never met before a board meeting. We

got to the board meeting and we found out what was on the agenda... First
of all, the, board disliked paperwork...and then it got to the point where
they wanted it on paper.

Again the feelirAgs about this new proceduralization were ambivalent as the
same director also said; "In the long run,. as far as I'm concerned, I've
gotten basically the same results," with procedures as without.

While Smyer was quite concerned with instilling standard procedures
across individual programs, he was less concerned with creating a centralized
decision making process for the ISD. Commuhicatior among bonr'0 members was
encouraged but the program administrators are:

all pretty much independent people. We get more.for the dollar because
.they're not always checking whether it's ok. Which is all right and
'that's why I insist we do some cross communicating or thei-rnown-sakes
and mine. But so far, we manage, we seem to understand the frailties of
the. system and somehow we do communicate sometimes. ... We've worked
together alot, but we are also all-flying by the seat of. our pants a
lot... So it's a tradeoff. As long as l'feel comforytable as
superintendent at understanding what they're doing, then I'm alright.
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Thus, while'Smyer prompted individual programs to accept common adminiktrative
procedures, he did little to encourage greater programmatic cohesion. In fact

Smyer placed a high value upon the ability "to move without being inhibited."
An advisory cabinet of Smyer and the five top administrators was formed in
order to improve interdepartmental communication. But Smyer had difficulty in

getting full attendance at meetings. In his view, the cabinet has "a long way

to go before it would be the kind of unit,that would go together and make a
team decision...and that's alright, the only thing I would caution them to do

is we need to touch base from time to Mime."

This loose structure of autonomous departments has been consistent with
the separate funding streams for the individual programs. Special education,

vocational education, and the REMC seek their own funds, with little
coordination with other ISD Staff. Grant monies'are budgeted and spent within
programs without obtaining any form of central approval. In fact, all four

programs have separate accounts and outside revenues are channelled directly
into those accounts. Although the board authorizes the original proposal,
neither the board nor the superintendent is inclined to monitor day-trday
operations. In this system, central input was not necessary to decide owlix

resources were best utilized. Thus far the altered funding picture has t

had major impact on this system of internal resource allocation. The
superintendent's confidence that established programs wilt continue to provide
services comes in part from the knowledge that the ISD has built up a hefty

fund balance. Large ISD reserves have thus, provided an element of stability
even when "unexpected contingencies are the rule of the day."

Thus, no real financial impetus existed to lead the WISD toward internal
coherence. Program directors were responsible only for decisions involving
_their programs, and staff members derived their sense of professional identity
from the value of their contributions to a particular program, rather than
from membership in the WISD. This program autonomy was supported by powerful
internal norms that too much central administrative direction would result in
"wasting your time" and would inhibit creativity.

The ISD maintained 4chanisms, both internal and external, to provide
feedback on quality and effectiveness of programs. The first of these
mechanisms was the norm of professional competence and innovation which
permeated the Ib0 staff. individual stafriembers were carefully chosen for --
their energetic, professional, and creative styles. 'A legacy of'innovation
evolved from FOlter's administration and continued to be an important factor
in maintaining program quality. As one program director described it:

My. department really had grown into what it is because of the staff we
have, We recruited...some of these people before I was director. And by

we I mean the ISD, has recruited leadership people, a leadership kind of
person, they have energy, they have creativity, they are always ahead in
.their field. They're people who are not necessarily satisfied with the
status quo and because of this...there's a lot of questioning going on,
there's a lot of enthusiasm for children's growth.

A second kind of influence on program evafuation and quality con rol
evolved externally with the possibility of funding through Chapter 2 As

local districts considered usingitheir Chapter 2 funds to suppp:t I D
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programs, they signaled to the ISO what kinds of programs they believed
The director of the REMC reported:

We are in the most e;-.onomically deprived time. This service, Regional
Media Center Service, was identified as a valuable service by local
school districts in a most effective way. They were all given an
opportunity to contribute to its support and most of them [did], two-
thirds of them for the very first, time, and there was no hesitancy on
their part at all. What that tells me is that they really value what
they have.

The vocational and general ed programs are also subjected to a market test.
,Districts only participate if. they are willing to give students and teachers
release time, bus transportation, and, in some cases, fees or tuition to
participate. This creates pressure on the ISO to mount programs that can
generate interest among at least some of the local districts.

A third external pressure towards high quaffiy programs is parent
influence in the special education domain. The Special Education director
described the ISO's. parent advisory committee:

We have a very active parent advisory committee for special education.
It's not huge but we have 10-12 people in there and they are legitimately
the closest thing to a parent advisory committee that I've heard about in
the state. ... Our PAC is very-proactive, very activeiy involved in
advocacy for parents of handicapped kids, but also have a very great
interest in working through the problems with the school dislricts...
they've really fought some battles for their kids.

They have forced the ID to provide sPce, staff, and programs for
programs run within the ISO and those in the local districts. The ISO is
required to be responsive to all pa ents of children with special needs, as
state law permits parents to ring g

(6

'evances against local district plans for
their children to the ISD fo resoluti n. But the responsiveness of the PAC
goes beyond mere compliance with the law.- In several capes the PALS has had an
influen.al voice insetting policy direction for specTW1 education in the two

.

county ..:gion.

Program evaluation and quality control mechanisms vary from program to
prOgram and are not monitored centrally by formal evaluation systems. Rather,

quality control has been achieved through staff creativity and competence and
parent influence, as well as through legally enforced procedures in special
education laws and state and federal grants and contracts. Although formal
evaluation systems seemed to play a minimal rote in WISEr services, the staff
was quite sensitive to a variety of informal ilidicators of program
effectiveness. A mission to bring quality education services to the local
schools pervaded the staff and this created a sense of collective purpose.

Still the organization had to find a way to generate some internal
coherence in spite of the strain of the independent directions of the
divisions. This was achieved in several ways. One was the financi,a1 control

and personnel procedures. Another was Smyer himself, who has tried to do some
bridging across the programs. The staff members generated some coherence
through union membership and shared professional norms. Finally, physical
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location in a single building (except for the REMC) and social events. such as
the annual Christmas Party, allowed for informal contact among staff members
of different programs. Thus the W1SD structure, while not under tight central
control, met the demands that it faced. It provided services to local
districts that they were unable to provide for themselves. It was able to
generate enough revenue and support to survive without drastic change.

4. Relationships with Local Education Agencies

From the perspective of the' ISO staff, the ISO is responsible for
bringing innovation in education to the mostly rural. sparsely.popula!ed local
districts in the intermediate region. From the perspective of the locai
educators the ISD provides services to special popJlations in a context of
local' autonomy.

For several reasons local school districts have a perspective on the
role, functioning, and evaluation of the WTSD that differs from that of ISD
staff. One is that WISP functions are peripheral to the basic.operations of
the local schools. This keeps -,he WISD from the center of local
administrators' attention, ano limits direct contact with classroom teachers,
students. and parents. A second reason for differences between the WISD and
the local school districts is the geographic, social, and economic composition
of the Wilderness District. The 10 local districts are rural, relatively.
poor, sparsely populated, and geographically spread out over a very large
expanse. This seriously inhibits transportation and communication between the
districts and the WISD. The transportation problem is exemplified by one
local superintendent's comments:

Now [vocational education] is no longer as significant as it once was
because of the cost in transportation. We were spending twice as much on
transporting our students to the skills center as we were for the
educational program at the skill center when they got tKere. So the
decl;ne in transportation reimbursement coupled with increased costs in
transportation caused us to withdraw from the skills center...

The transportation barrier also makes communication difficult. Referring to
erratic attendance at the meetings of the superintendent's roundtables. one
superintendent said: "We tend to be isolated here, can't share thoughts
easily., What is lacking is close communication between the districts."

.Despite these barriers, an essentially positive relationship has evolved
between the WISD and the local school districts. This relationship stems from
the recognition of mutual dependence in a few critical areas. Small-and
isolated, the locals depend upon the ISO to provide sooKisticated services.
In low incidence, high expense areas, such as speCial education, the ISO
serves to comb'ne the efforts and resources of the districts, as well as
soliciting addi 'oriel funding.. For programs with prohibitive start-up costs.
such as the film :brary. the WISD has written grant proposals to obtain
funding, and has acted as fiscal agent for the operation of the program.
Finally, the local districts depend on the WISD to complete mandated
attendance, transportation and financial audits.
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Tnt L' SO /hu3 dtrveS its legitimacy with the local districts in two

wayt, ,t fv!filis its state-mandated role as compliance monitor.
Sc'ecd it has created for ,:.self the role of interpreter of state law.
provider of specie' services frx- !ow-incidence needs, and innovator in

education on behalf cf the local districts. in thz face of local resistance,
incapacity. ditinteest. the WISO has also taken crimary responsibility for
seeking ov. ;rants end initiating new programs for 1,e local districts,

from the local perspective. the 114.;50 has become a useful. agent in
coordinating local district interests and resources to achieve common goals
which supercede the capacities of any individual local district because of 'ow
incidence or prohibitive Cott. Before the establishpent of the REMC, teachers
had to obtain films from Ann Arbor at considerable cost. Rem; as greatly

increased the quality and quantity cf media available.to interested'teachers.
It has had other benefits too. As one local superintendent describes them:

...the KM( we're involved in a number of things. We make use of their
film service. the,r equipment repair, their 2-way radio. ... Another area
that were involved in with them is we have what we call a Wilderness
School business officials group... One of the big benefits that-we
receive from that particular group is were involved in cooperative
Purchasing which is eig money saver. ...we figure we save a number of

thousand dollars ; through that program..*

in speciet education. the s0 provides direct service to severely handicapped
cn.idren and makes Possible a full range of special services in the local
districts through a network of cooperatives. All of the districti agree that

the WISD has filled genuine local needs. Both the ISO staff and the locals
see the ISO role as being oriented toward service rather than regulation. A.

local,superihtendent said,

proVide or use services of things that ore to our district's

advantage...and I will use whatever services I can. to provide the best

education I can. if that's through the in\ermediate, fine. If it's not.

fine, . I dOr't view them as a regulatory kind of thing at all.

7.),,e :SO staff views its regulatory function as en excuse to spend timp in
the fcholt, with legitimate access to the local dittricts that enhanCes i/s -

credibility as a change avert. The locals see the ISO regulatory duties os
necessary evil; the ISO becomes en intermediary with the SEA. to help the
local districts to comply w,th state mandated regulations.

In addition. the local school districts appreciate tne protective.
tolerant attitude toward compliance monitoring that the ISO practices.
Regarding 4th fridey counts which establish enrollment and bussingroute
accuracy. one superintendent states

realize they have to do it and by rights it should be done. it causes

no problem for ur- glad they do it [rather than the SEA doing it).

let another super ir.tets1el,t reported tnat.
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Special ed causes problems... I've been cited for not complying with
mandatory rules. We'll probably apply for a waiver -- the ISO will have
.to verify our petition.

The ISO acts as an intermediary between the state and the local schools to see
that the local schools are in compliance with legal standards Although local
officials sometimes. object to the standards, we heard'no indication that the
ISD's monitoring or enforcement was harsh, rigid, or unfair. In fact, some
parents were concerned that the ISD bends too far in the direction. of leniency
and assistance.

..

ISO professionals have several wags to keep abreast oflocal needs. The
WISD his not setup formal methods of needs assessment but i general policy of
open communication, supported by committets to facilitate this communication,
functions to keep the WISO in tune with lOcal concerns. As grant funds become
available, the WISD prides itself on taking advantage of new opportunities.
In conjunction with this attitude of innovation, the WISO staff is sensitive
to the fact that the district is comprised of mostly small, rural communities
that are slow to change. With this in mind, friendly channels of
communication are keptPpen between the locals and the WJSO. Most of the
to al superintendents volunteered the opinion that the WISO superintendent is
readily available and generally friendly toward the local district members.
One'superintendent,reports:

[The superintendent) comes without particular concerns just to talk.
When ISD people are hc-e in the building for some reason, they stop in to
say hello. Seems to make the tie a little tighter.

In addition to informal channels, a number of- formal committees serve to
solicit local advice and feedback about ISD deeisionsiand activities. The ISO
Board of Educrtion is elected by local school board representatives. In a

publid relations pamphlet published by the WISD, one of the board's stated
objectives is to. "focus attention upon the improvement of existing Services
andprograms." When asked whether she consulted with lbcal people about,
issues before the board, one board member responded:

Well, not in an official way. 1 had friends that were on several [local]
boards. I would talk with- them sometimes about what was going on.

Several of the board members have served on local boards themselves, and a few
serve concurrently on local and ISO boards.

But the board is not the chief channel of consultation. Board members
are lay people with little personal stake in the ISO's programs. The local
superintendents are the ISO's most knowledgeable and concerned stakeholders.
Formal consultation with the superintendents occurs at the monthly
superintendent's roundta le disCussion.. While the feelings about the
roundtable discussi are generally favorable, they are not intense, and
attendance is erratic.. One superintendent from a one school elementary school
district explained that he doesn't necessarily share the problems of the
superintendents of the'larger K- 12 districts.
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I generally get a lot of useful information fr,pm the group. But again,

the only problem being...they have problems teat I typically don't have

to deal with...

Another superintendent reported:

I' was one of the poorer attendants...we're asked to offer ems for the

agenda, there's no difficulty getting something on.

The superintendents share a strong commitment to local autonomy; a reluctance
to interfere with each other or the ISO, and, with a few exceptiqps, a general

predisposition against cooperative efforts.

Finally, many of the WISD programs have local advisory,committees to
obtain a more direct kind of local input. The Regional Educationaldiedia
Center, the Vocational Education program, and the Curriculum Development
program all use local people to provide guidance and feedback. The Special

Education Program has a Parent Advisory Committee (PAC), as well as regular
meetings of local special education personnel. A former PAC member who now

serves on the ISD Board describes the special education PAC:

1

The intermediate staff was very helpful. [The special education program

director was on] all the years that I was on PAC. Attended all our

meetings. Reported things back and forth from the board to us and from

us to the board. Was very enthused about involving us in state

visitations. Always open, access to her office. The compliance

coordinator also came to most of the meetings. One of the things tWat,we

did as'a PAC was that our meetings were always housed at different
schools of Price and Yates County which was really a neat thing when you

consider the miles. I think that the total thing, that you get as a PAC

member is involvement and knowledge.

Local evaluation of WISD programs and services is limited to keeping
track of the Individual Education Plans for handicapped children. However,

.open informal channels of communication serve to inform the ISD of local

satisfaction or dissatisfaction. A WISD Board member explains:

I
think right now the performance of our _people and the credibility is

much better now than it has ever been...basically because you don't get
the -- it's rare in the school system when anybody comes up and tells you
that'you do a good job. So you judge it when you don't get complaints.

rt When you're not getting the complaints, people are more satisfied.

To the local superintendents and central administrators, the WISD is
responsible for several essential educational programs as well as establishing

local compliance. However, not all local officials share a view of the WISD

as essential, or even useful. Evaluation of WISD programs differs radically

depending upon the position of the local, person. Administrators, who share

frequent and friendly contact with Wilderness staff members, report favorable

assessments of the WISD and its activities. One superintendent describes the

relationship: "we have a good cooperative relationship with.theM." On the

other hand, principals and classroom teachers are more negative toward the

WISD and its programs. These groups have much less direct contact with the
ISD staff and little knowledge of the overall WISD contribution. They resent



the ISD for not being sensitive enough to their needs and those of students in
,...5.5gular education. The ISD staff's missionary zeal has also "irritated some
of the teachers because of what we have done in breaking tradition with
convention or not having our value systems that agree." A survey commissioned
by the WISD in 1979 to assist in planning services, programs, and facilities,
found that half of the classroom teachers in the sample thought that the ISD
should offer no program services for regular students. In the weds of one,
"I do not support the ISD."

t

Although the mechanisms of evaluation are informal and intermittent, this
arrangement satisfies both WISD and the local districts. Local officials are

satisfied because they have little time or energy to invest in more
comprehensive evaluation and monitorin . T have few standards of
comparison by which to judge the meri of SD.services, so they tend to rely
on informal indicators like complaint , reoutatidns, or anecdotes from parents
and teachers. The WISD staff are sat sfied because they retain the discretion
to run their programs as they see fit.

The arena where the local districts exert the most powerful influence is
new programming. By withholding participation or support, they are able to
deter the ISD from mounting some programs and they keep other programs
relatively small. The WISD is able to surmount some local reluctance or
indifference by going to outside funding sources and by serving other ISD
regions. The ISD's substance abuse program, for example, initially received 4
distinctly lukewarm reception in many local schools. So the ISO began
offering it to schools in the adjacent counties. The program was able to
survive and improve by finding pockets of receptive principals in the broader
service region, and eventually became popular in.the WISD region itself. But

as a rule, programs with little local support simply do not last, even when
the ISD staff is enthusiastic. Thus conservatism in the local districts has
constrained the ISD's ability to be as innovative and influential in the two
counties as it would like to be.

5. Relationships with the tate Education Aericy

Throughout its development as an organization, WISD has aggressively
pursued reationships at the state level. -The ISD superintendents and
professional staff have forged.extensive professional, networks with other
ISDs, the state legislature. SEA officials, and statewide professional groups.
Contacts were made, proposals written, and numerous grants and contracts were
obtained:

Our department directors are vey active at the 'state level. [The

special education director's ] a member of the State Advisory Committee.
[The director of general eduiation] has his hand in every one of
those..they are our strength at the state level. When I go down there
try to make the rounds of the department and I try to visit so I can get

public relations.

Even the 1SD Board has visited the S to Board of Education and top SEA staff.

The WISD has aimed for visibility at the state level in order to obtain
advantages afforded the larger, more progressive, less rural districts. Their

efforts have been successful. They have ach4ved a respected status at the
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SEA and with state funding, have instituted impressive programs that would
have otherwise been unattainable. One program director typifies the
aggressive manner in which state relationships have been cultivated:

I know all the leadership. Of course that's built up over a big time and
I know the superintendent and deputy, just about everybody in the
divisions. I visit them an average of once a month, but I've been there
the last three weeks in a row.

He does comment with regard to the recent economic crisis: "You don't go [to
Lansing] unless you have to; it's too expensive."

The elaborate, modern skills-center that the ISD uses for its vocational
program was obtained as a direct result of close ties with a regional state
representative. Within the general education program, a motorcycle safety
program was instituted because of an ISO staff member's friendship with an
influential state administrator. A displaced homimaker's program was
implemented with state vocational education funds and became a state model for
other such programs. Thus the WISD has come to be regarded as a successful,
creative educational innovator at the state level even though the recent
travel budget cut-backs for state and ISD staff have restricted state-WISD
contact to some extent.

Still, the reduction in state funding has exerted a profound impact on
the ISD. FOr the first time in its history the ISD has had to reduce its
staff through a series of painful layoffs. Furthermore,'the cutbacki have
altered staff visions of the 1SD role as innovator in education. Rather than
seeking to expand and improve existing programs and to bring new programs to
the local districts, the ISD has been thrown into what one program director
calls the "survival mode." Implementation of new programs.has become
impossible and some departments have trouble meeting all of their legally
mandated responsibilities.

As the cutbacks took hold, the only way for the ISD to maintain its level
of operation was to run down its financial reserves. The eventual depletion
of these reserves wi11 force the ISO to depend more upon its state and local
constituencies for support.

C. ARROW INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT

1. Chronology of Events

1947

A county Board of Education is elected in Arrow County, as required by
new state law. The former county commissioner of schools, Christopher Judd,
is appointed to be the new County Superintendent. The Arrow County
Superintendent's office is located in the Arrow County building and has a
budget of less t n $10,000, which is set by the County Board of Supervisors.
The total scho enrollment in Arrow County is 24,412 children, of whom 13,804
attend scho in Arrow City. The county superintendent's duties are to
supervise small rural districts that do not have their own superintendent,
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monitor school attendance with the assistance of a part-time county attendance
officer, compile statistics for the state, and record teacher certificates.

Judd organizei a Teachers' Institute to encourage professional
development for all school districts except the Arrow City district.

1949

State money becomes available to begi a speech correction program, if
local districts will pay their share. Seven schools agree to participate and
one teacher is hiredto serve them.

1952

One home-bound handicapped child requests service from county. Some

state money is obtained to provide 7tutor.

1952

The state asks the county office to audit the attendance umbers reported

by local school districts. The county hires auditors and bills he local

districts for 350 hours of time.

1154.

Upon request of the Crippled Children's Society. the county board agrees
to pay part of the salary of a full -time teacher of home-bound hand4capped
children in the county. The rest of the salary is paid on a cooperative basis

by LEAs.

1252

The county office is nosj spending $68.671 to serve the 40.364 children in
the county. About half of that sum is spent on the speech correctionists and
the home-bound teacher.

A committee of concerned citizens asks the county board to put before the
voters a request to levy a tax to support special education programs. State

law recently authorized counties to request elections for millage specifically
earmarked for special education. Superintendent Judd is very supportive of

the request. The board confers with the Arrow City board of education, which
already has its own program to serve handicapped children.

f'. 0 238
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ArrT4 City school official& agndW not to oppose the, special education

millage. 'Fourteen other boards of education in the county support it. Four

boards oppose it. The county board votes to put the question on the ballot..
In July, the millage is approved by the voters. It goeS into effiCt

immediately. In the 1959-60 school year, the county receives $415,857 in

funds earmarked fOr spiciai education. A binge of building and. hiring ensues..

Because of the drastic increase in funds handled by the county, the board

starts receiving monthly financial.repOrts and adopts its. first salary

schedule.

As a result of.a change in state law, the Arrow County. Board of Education

becomes the Arrow,Intermediate School District (A1SD). A new board of

education is elected by representatives of the local school districts ID the

county, but the members of the county board are handily elected, to thelgISD

board.- Superintendent Judd continues in his post. The APSD takes over

responsibility for its own financial and admnistrative arrangements from the

County Board of Supervisors. Their offices are now located in a rented

storefront in Mann Village, 15 miles south of Arrow City.

The special education staff has grown to 29 people. The position of

assistant superintendent for special education is created. 1

te,
1964

41.

.
-

Judd and the ISO draw up proposals to offer currrular services to the

local school districts. Of the ten local superintendents, six favor the

development of such a service, and four, including the Arrow City

superintendent, oppose it. Judd recommends taking no furthes action.

!NI
Arrow City and the Arrow !SD a ree to cooperate to build a school for

trainable mentally retarded children in Arrow City at a projected cost of

1450,000. When the plans are drawn up seven months later, the cost is

estimated at $1,000,000. The AISD board eventually agrees to pay up to

$974,800 for construction. The facility will serve children from the whole

county.

1967

At the request of the local superintendents! roundtable. an AISD

consultant prepares a report on the status of vocational education in the

county. The report recommends that the ISO build two area vocational centers,

one in Arrow City, one in the surrounding rural communities, to serve 1,900

high school students. The Arrow City Superintendent notes that Arrow City

already has an outstanding vocational program and expresses concern about

239
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turning over responsibility for that program to the ISD, which has no
experience. All lace) superintendents except Arrow City support the creation-
of an ISO area vocational education center.

The full time staff of the ISD is now 57 people, compared-to 17 in 1959.
As the staff is outgrowing its offices, the board agrees to build a larger
facility. A site is found in Senn Village.

A second assistant superintendent slot is created for vocational
education.

Judd announces his intention to retire at the end of the 1967-68 school
year after 25 years on theob.

Judd proposes that Arrow City share its computer and data processing
facilities with the rest of the county, under ISD administration. ArrowCity
declines.

1968

In order to build a new area vocational center, the ISD board agrees to
put on the ballot a millage increase earmarked for vocational edutation.
Because of its size. Arrow City has the right under state law to exempt itself
from the millage vote. The rest of the county votes in June to levy the
vocational millage.s In order to provide vocational programs while a county
center is under construction, the ISD uses the millage funds to contract with
Arrow City and the Arrow City Community College to run vocational classes.

A new ISD superintendent, Howard White, is hired. He had been a local
superinteddent in a suburb of Detroit.

1569

The special education millage no ) T.ger generates enough money to cover
the costs of educating all the county's children with Special needs. A

miltage. increase goes before the voters rnd is approved.

The ISD establishcA ) d"ta prrAce, 4ng service. A director, 3 1/2 (full
time equivalent) programmyrs. ane A , punch operator are hired. The board
still hopes to merge this opoir4L ftw.h Arrow City.

1971

The ISD and. Arrow City` gres to cooperate to build another facility in
Arrow City for physically hartrlicaoped chTluren.

I'
ft
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1972

The ALSO board accepts responsibieity to serve as the planning board for

a Regional Educational Media Center (REMC) to serve Arrow County and two

neighboring counties. °

The first comprehensive special educatioh plan for Arrow County is

written, as required under the new mandatory special education laws.

The vocational education center is opened to serve all the LEAs except'

Arrow City.

1971

A third assistant superintendent's job, this one for administration, is

created.

The ALSO board and the Arrow City board agree to establish 4 joint data

processing operation. A Data Processing Board of Cdntrol is set up to govern

the operation with two Arrow City representatives, one ISO representative, and

one other local superintendent.

The 1SD continues to expand. The vocational facility opens, teaching 30

occupational soicialties: A full time REMC director is hired. The board

decides td build another school for moderately and severely mentally r0tarded

children, as the school- in Arrow City is now overcrowded. The special

education division provides a regional diagnostic service for five counties.

The special education budget is now over $5 million; vacations) education

expenditures exceed SI million; and general education expenditures total

nearly 5800,000.

1976

AiSD goes back to the voters for another millage increase for special

education. The increase is approved. A program is developed for autistic

Ot;Idren.

Lerr flows of money and rapid increases in staff have created massive

AdministrrA;ve problems. Cash flow has been erratic; state and federal

reports w often late, or inaccurate; fiscal control is sloppy. A new

coftptdccrizeC ftccounting system is installed which, within a year, brings some

imnrovemeht :o the ISO's accounts. However, the three divisions -- special

educatiort, ',,gcationat education,, and administration -- maintain separate and

s;:)at"melf inconsistent personnel and administrative practices. The data

Ordr.ess:ng operation generates complaints from local districtt about slow and

inadequate service.

1978

In May, Superintendent White is killed in an automobile accident. One of

the assistant superintendents is appointed by the board to be acting
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superintendent. The local superintendents' roundtable volunteers 'its
assistance to Ahe 1SD board in selecting a new superintendent. After some
hesitation, the ISD board accepts the offer. Three local superintendents and
the.ISD board interview candidates. In August the job is offered to a local
superintendent, James Zigler. He accepts.

The Arrow Developmental Center opens, operated-by AISD.

Superintendent Zigler and the ISD board develop a set of priorities for
the ISD. Number one is reorganizing the 1SC to address the needs of the
districts. The list also calls fog evaluatiods of programs, a,performance
-appraisal system, a program of staff development, better internal budgeting
and fiscal control, and bettir internal communication. One of the assistant
superintendents resigns. Two new assistant superinteddents are hired -- one
for business and finance. the other for instruction. The director of the
Regional Data Processing Center resigns.

A planning and evaluation office is created.

1980

A new post -- assistant superintendent for personnel services -- is
created and filled.

Arrow City and the AISO disagree about the best way to continue their
joint data processing center. Arrow City withdraws from the venture. The
AlSO continues a program to serve its own needs and some of the needs of the
other local school districts. .

1981

The assistant superintendent for business and finance resigns. His
replacement becomes director of financial services. There are now four
assistant superintendent positions.

At Zigler's suggestion. the board creates seven critical issues task
forces of ISD and local staff to address the mutual needs of the ISO and the
local districts: educational marketing, planning support, business and
finikrice, curriculum and instruction, legislative relations, physical plant and
operations, and personnel management.

15.82

As state aid continues to decline. the board goes back to the voters for
a third millage increase for special education. In spite of the gloomy
economic picture, the millage passes. The assistant superintendent for
special education intensifies a policy begun 10 years before to use 1SD funds

42
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to encourage local districts to hire their own special education staff, rather

than serving local districts with 1SD-based staff.

2. History

The history of Arrow Intermediate School District is marked by three

periods: origin, growth and management. The era of origin dates from 1947 to

the late 1960s; we can adopt 1968 as a convenient chronological milestone.

From here until the middle"of 1978. the ISD experienced a period of rapid

growth; both in various specific programs and in its overall role. Since

1978, the leitmotif of. Arrow has been :strict management. These three- periods

coincide almost exactly with the tenures of the three superintendents of Arrow

ISD. Howeverrthese chief executives were only part of the picture; other
factors were also important in the transformation of education in Arrow

County.

Arrow's constituent LEAs comprise a group whose diversity would challenge

any regional agency charged with promoting cooperation. The Arrow ISD region

has 15 LEAs. Of these, Arrow City is the,oniy major city. Its school

district includes one-half of the county's students. Arrow City has both a

significant minority population and many students who are classified as

underachievers. The remainder of the LEAs are suburbs of Arrow City or

outlying rural LEAs. The LEAs range in size from under 1000 to over 25,000

students. The suburban and rural areas have very few minority students or

staff. The suburbs send a very high percentage of their students to college.

The rural communities and Arrow City do not. Because of its size and
sophistication. the Arrow City district is able to provide much of its own

programming without the help of the 1SD. Because of the long and troubled
relationship between Arrow City and Arrow ISO, Arrow City prefers to go Lt

alone. Currently, Arrow City is advocating a piece of legislation that would

allow it (and other cities) to become their own ISDs. If successful. the

secession would vastly increase the fiscal., difficulties of the ISO by removing

a large portion of its students'and its tax base, without substantial y

decreasing demand for its programming.

The ISDs in Michigan evolved out of the county education system. Before

1947 the county commissioner of schools was appointed by the County Board of

SUpervisors. When the legislature created County Boards of Education in 1947,

the'county commissioner became county superintendent. The Arrow County

Commissioner, Christopher Judd, was first selected at a political convention

in 1943. This manner of selection influenced the quality of the county
commissioners &cross the state; these men,were often more politician than

educator. However, Judd had been a teacher prior to his selection, and over
the years he placed high priority on the improvement of educational

opportunity in his county -.N

In the middle 1940s, those education commissioners who were concerned

with educational issues worked toward changes in the law to establish County

Superintendencies and County Boards of. Education. Judd recalls that the

commissioners lobbied the Legislature with two goals in mind. First, County

Boards would be concerned with education for education's sake. As county

commissioner, Judd had been under the formal authority of the county

supervisors, who were necessarily inteirested in matters other than education.
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Second, Judd wanted to expand the range of activities that he could pursue.
The legal changes he advocated would (and did) open up new activities and
funding sources-to county superintendents. He took an active role in the
successful lobbying effort.

So. in 1947 Judd 'became Arrow County sUperintendent, with an elected
County Board of Education.. The county supervisors still had the authority for
his budget, but policy matters were in the hands,of the county board. Arrow's
board was relatively progressive due to the presence of Arrow City. Between
1947 and 1959, Judd pursued his 'desire to expand his role and improve Arrow's
educational system. Starting in 1949, he was successful in getting the state
to pay for small-scale programs that were very innovative at that time (e.g.,
speech correction and home-bound handicapped education)-. Arrow City was
substantially more sophisticated than other LEAr in the county in then
provision of special education services, vocational education, and media
services. Judd was careful with Arrow City, and through frequent negotiation.
did not push county programs on Arrow City officials. A long-time ISO staff
member recalled:

Mr. Judd was very cautious. He wouldn't do anything without a direct
request from the local spool districts....he was'very supportive of
special education, but ere was careful not to usurp local prerogatives.

This is how Judd saw his role. He was supportive, 'set unwilling to step
on anyone's toes. He attempted to stay off of Arrow City's turf, and
encouraged more and better programming in the out-county areas. Judd's
supervisory duties dealt primarily with the smaller LEAs, and here he saw a
critical need for special services and innovative'programming.

Throughout the 1950s, Judd worked with special initriiit Voupi to devtio
a broad spectrum of support for Arrow County's educational programs. The
Cr.ippled Chilldren's Society was instrumental in the origination of the first
cooperative special education program in 1954 (ahome-bound handicapped
program). The Association for Retarded-Children lobbied local boards and the
county board for a millage, vote designated for special education. Judd was
sympathetic. But the board was hesitant. As one board member rttalled:

And so he was sympathetic with the special education concept, and he felt
that children had the right to be educated. But the board did not want
to put the issue on the ballot. The procedure was that they had to vote
to put it on the ballot and they just did not want to. a

The issue was a special education millage. Judd felt it was not wise to
actively cajole the board:

...because people would naturally think or would tend to think that if I

went out and promoted it without the backing of the citizens
groups...that I would have had a selfish motive in mind, that I wanted to
build an empire. so to speak.

After most of the local boards in the county voted to support it and
Arrow City promised no active opposition, the county board agreed to put'the
millage on the ballot in 1959. At this point. Judd said, the citizen
involvement he had nurtured was a "godsend."

244
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Despite the fact that a feu7 LEA superintendents were "less than totall!
supportive" because they were worried that the county might "infringe on their
turf," the millage was passed by the voters. It resulted in &huge increase
in special education programming. financed by almost half a million dollars
brought in by the millage. Observers credit part of the acceptance by the
voters to the inroads that had already been made through the county's efforts.
Some of the programs funded by the initial millage were simply expansions of
ongoing prograMs in'tiated by Judd prior to the millage. For example, the
county financed the construction of special classrooms in local schools to
provide a permanent base for the itinerant special education teachers.

The evolution of the county's non-reguhiiOry services preceding the
millage had two distinct components,orOistrated by Superintendent Judd. As

described above, Judd avoided an rible while attempting to build
support for an expansion of county rvices. First, he encouraged citizen
involvement. A significant portion of county programming can pe traced to
such involvement, as was the first millage vote in Arrow County: Second, Judd
worked with the local superintendents too. Much of the programming evolved
because ltscal superintendents desired it. According to Judd,

A
...some of these services from this office that preceded-the millage came
as a result of suggestions from local superintendents rather than from me
to sit here and say that we ought to be doing this. So we took some
satisfaction from that. They asked for it.--

Judd did not merely wait for their requests. He encouraged their
participation. As he commented on the programs of the 1950's:

This, of course:was all a way of demonstrating, first, of providing
service. secondly, it was demonstrating to the local districts that maybe
there were some services that could be coordinated at a central level.

Citizen involvement and LEA desires continued-to be significant after the
passage of tte millage. From 1959 tor Judd's retirement in 1968, the county
continued to grow. with new funding. and new additions to the menu of
programs. Thus "origin" is a f::r concept with which to characterize the
period up through 1968. Arrow County became an ISD when the. Legislature
mandated the formal change in 1563: The change was largely a formality. Ai

we have seen, the Arrow County Board of Education. under Judd's leadership,
was providing a significant reperthire of educational services well before
1963, to all of the LEAs except Arrow City.

A staff member in special education at Arrow ISD described the years
immediately following the initial. millage:

...those first 10 years were growtO years. And they were, they.were fun
years in that they were all very dOkielopmental Where there had been no
programs, you could start programs. Where there had been no rooms, we
built rooms. There were rooms built in almost. every school. We could
use the intermediate millage to build rooms and dedicate them for special
education for handicapped children.

He continued, recalling-some of the new areas of programming and the sources
of origin:

2
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The growth was especially fast in the area of mental retardation -- you
can understand why when citizens for the Arrow association, when the

parents who represented mentally-retarded children,pushed the millage,
you can imagine that was one of the first areas. Other areas got

started; speech therapy' expanded rapidly too...

At Judd's suggestion, one parent activist who had supported the millage
campaign ran successfully for the county board, giving the parents a permanent
voice on the board. Other groups were also involved in the developments of
the early 1960s:

The Association for Retarded Children -- that was the powerful group.
There were other groups...there were parent groups representing deaf and
hard of hearing children. Tbere were parent groups that were active for
physically handicapped. Cerebral Palsy Association, CP has been active
in this area.

The Michigan Department of Education played an increasingly supportive
role in this period as well. 'Judd recalls that in the 1950s, the specialists
in the SEA were skeptical about the ability of the county to deliver quality
services; the SEA ha assigned mostly regulatory functions to county systems.
Buttes Arrow's serve capacity developed, and as LEA staff and parents
proffered positive feedback to the SEA about the county's services, the SEA's
doubts dissipated. ISD personnel said that the SEA was particularly
supportive of Arrow's entry into vocational'education in the mid 1960s.

The moVt-into vocational education came after the county had been
transformed into an ISO in 1963. The board remained the same, and Judd
remained: as 1SD Superintendent. The staff was still quite small, with fewer
than 10 people in the rented headquarters, and an LEA-based (often itinerant)

special. education staff of 35 specialists. The major change involved in
becoming an ISO waS the transfer of all administrative functions from the
county board of supervisors to the ISO. itself (which inexorably led to an
increase in staff). The name change seemed significantat the time, accofding
to Judd, principally_ because it paved the way for eventual consolidation of

1SDs. Such consolidation, (which never happened) would have been more
difficult, it was thought, if regional units were called County School
Districts.

During the late sixties the major infusion of innovation and funding came
in vocational education. Years of delitate negotiation with the local
districts culminated in a plan for an area vocational center that excluded
Arrow City. Arrow City preferred to continue its own successful program, and
the City board of education refused to put the vocational miiiage question
before the Arrow City voters. in 1968, all the other voters in the county
approved a millage earmarked for -vocational education in a center to be built

and operated by the AISD.

The area vocational center was not the only building that the ISO was
planning. The staff had outgrown the rentetheasiquarters and some began to
lobby the board to build an SD center with significant potential for
expansion. Although Judd was dubious about such ambitious and expensive
plans, he and the board agreed to acquire land on which to build a
headquarters' and the vocational center. The new building was significant not
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zlnly for expanded fac71,t,2s, It signallob 3 shift of focus for the ISO from
a provider of pr,maely tpecia education programs to a provider of many
services rionctng from currHCvlowr. (e.g reading consultants) to vocational
education, and administrative Services fOr the LEAs (e.g.. data processing).
Special education had dominated the image of the ISO the minds of local

staff and.ISO stet°. with the new faciiity. everyone began to take the ISO
more seriously in other areas.

Short)), after the decision to build Lhe new center was made. Judd
announced his decision to retire. He hno been having mure freclitent conflicts
with Arrow City, As the ISO's program offerings expanded in scope. Arrow City
became ,increasingly h.astiie. Disagreements flowered over cur.ricular,
vOtetonals and date processing services to which Arrow City had access Out
were unaeailaoie to other dAitricts in the county.

Judd's retirement brought in a new superintendent with a different

managemeht style-. Judd's style had been ClUte loose. The Arrow ISO had, J't
Otis time, only the barest ruu:ments of formal procedure (e.g., a salary

schedule) Decision-making authority was relatively decentralized because
Judd's personal activities focused mainly on external factors. Ihe LEAs and
the state-level actors. The position of as.istant superintendent for special
education; was created in 1163. and this formalized the authority held by the
speciel IducatiOn director.

Howard White. who became Judd's successor. had a different style," with
important implications, for the development of the ISO. it selection began a
period of growth for the ISO with little focus or direction: With. an

increased millage in 1969. a state mandatory special education law in 1971
(and concomitant increases in statefunds), a frferal special education. law in
1975, and a prol:feration of state categorical pro4rams. White was destined to
oversee increases in many areas of service and regulatron.- The esfly 1970s
were characterized by one ISO staff member as a peri-dof "shotgun"
entrapreneurshp,

The combinatIch of increased funds and strict-r reQuireMers in special,
education resulted.in more age and disabil'. y categories being served, as welt
at a shift in trie ref or influence of Arrow ISO. .At r- 1971, special

education programs served children from birth to age 26. The 150 developed
comprehensive infant ideification programs, tied to public and private

infant care facilities. One special education official described the posjtive
effects of this increase in r!oMprehensiverass:

Preprimary imPaired, that was new to s:hools. That's zero, tc lye. We

had some programs for huh ing impaired.and phys;tally impaired, below age
fife. Priclr to mandatory. but very title else. Now any hand gipped

thld from the moment you know he s eligible for service. -That's

sgnficantlY different. And_u rep, plus I think, that's really a'
significant thnj under manlaioey special education. You pet early
interventionl we found youngsters, frahkly. that were more handicapped
than they needed to be because they were not discovered early, and the
parints re4W'y dAn't know how to deal with the situation, We found somh-

botnet;C things, - the area of visually, impaired and blind children.
Trie,r parents ream), didn t Anow, The person. the child, had, no
stimulation or very littre stimulation. and lying in cribs, you have the
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flat head syndrome froM lying in a crib.. And I just really feel good

abc t that early intervention and we have a lot of ch:'dren that are less
handicapped because of it.

Along with a plethora of new programs in special education resulting in
large new groups of clients. the service to existing clients was improved
because of the required Individual Education Plans (IEPs) and the concomitant
"due process" mandated for parents. The special-education director described
the before and after situation:

We too often determined a program by the labelling of a youngster, prior
to mandatory. As soon as you put a label on a youngster, we knew what
the youngster needed. Noy, we look at the child in various dimensions
and say, what does the child need? And it really is a significant
difference, And I'm just outlining some of the areas there. And again

another way of saying it, we educated by class or group. You knew what

type A classroom needed, type A classroom or educable mentally retarded.
Now the program is individualized with long and short term goals and
individual performance objectives. And that was quite a switch for
teachers, to go from making a lesson plan by a class for a whole group,
to now look at an Individuals' needs and write out some performance

.

objectives for-that child.

The appeal provisions in'the law not only improved the quality of the
programs, they also required the ISO toshare authority for their programming.*

One special edlation official depicted the ISO's difficulty in learning t.
deal with the changes in authority structure:

The sphere of influence I think changed significantly where school and
special education directors determined what was.going to happen. Under

mandatory, parents. advocates, and sometimes what I refer to as "the
martians" (the courts, the federal and-state regulations; whatever), they
come'shooting at you and they influence how you develop programs.
Sometimes theyf\make you scratch yourhead, but you learn to deal with
that and it's ndt all bad .- But it was, quite a switch, going from this
being the good guys and developing programs, fun times, to suddenly
sometimes you're the enemy because schools are:suspect... But you de
with the martians and they're okay, you just learn to deal with that.

' The balance between regulation and service definitely shifted: "we s

ourselves more as-service units prior to mandatory." Afterwards, the

regulatory roles of the state and the ISO loomed much larger.

This shift made Arrow's relationships with its constituent LEAs that much

more precarious. White lacked the political caution of his predecessor. He

alto, lacked the management skills to keep tight control,over the enormous

growth in role of the ISD. One of the primary means of communication
between the ISD and its LEAs is the ISD Board; White ignored the Board's
potential as a vehicle for communication, keeping his board members quite
uninformed. As pne board member said, he practiced a "close to the chest"

style..

White received some warnings from h;s administrative staff concerning the
pawIty of procedure within ArrOw. In July 1975, he received a memo frog his
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business manager indicating the manager's substantial concern over the
worsening fragmentaton of the organization. In 1976, White recommended that
the position of personAel administrator-be created to -omote uniformity in

intra-org-nizationwl personnel practices. Because White refused to pass
negative information shout the ISO to the Board, the recommendation was
tabled. An April 1977 memo fror the business manager tothe superintendent
indicateci problems, with- thn overall management system: late and inaccurate
federtl reports, cash f'ow probiems and the widespread reluctance of staff to
accept fiscal controls. At tt:s time the staff was more than 800 people. The
organi2atioh, was handling extremely large amounts oe money; a special
educaticx budget of $5 million, .a vocational education budget of $1 million,
and general education at S80u,000. The special and vocational education
orogramr were managed separately, with little or no coordination.

The 1;0's relationship with Arrow City continued to be less than
cooperative. Between 1967 and 1974, 'he ISD repeatedly approached the Arrow
City school district concerning a joint:data-processing program. Finally, in
1974, Arrow City agreed tc:Lpar icipate in a joint program if it had equal
control over the governance of the program. A separate four-person governing
board for data processing war established with two representatives of the
Arrow City superintendert, one other local superintendent, and an ISD
representative. The ISD reluctantly agreed to this arrangement because Arrow
City had a superior progrrm and the other LEAs in the county were,clamoring
for better service. The joint operation was created, and the Regional Data
Prodessing Cooperative_ made ro mention of Arrow or ISO on its letterhead. In

1975, there were repeated arguments -- never settled to either party's
satisfaction -- over which hardware to purchase. In early i977, local clients
raised concerns before the data processing board About lack of programs,
difficulties in ordering products from the cooperative, and too much clerical
work. The data-processing cooperative exemplified the worsening relationship
between the Arrow ISD and Arrow City.

The irony of the situation is that Arrow was managed so poorly during the
time of maximum resources. Then in 1978, Superintendent White died suddenly
after an automobile accident. One of the assistant superintenUents filled in
as acting superintendent while a search for a successor was conducted. The
three assistant superintendents reported that the crisis drew them together
and strengthened their working relationships-. The local superintendents in
the county volunteered their advice and support to the ISD board, but the
board was extremely reluctant to accept outside cpunsel. The board grudgingly
conceded that the locil superintendents might contribute to the selection
process and permitted them to do so. In 6ne end the board chose a local
superintendent to succeed White, although the vote was not unanimous. The new

Superintendent, James Zigler, was not only an abrasive personality, but some
participants objected to the selection of a superintendent from within the
county, rather than an outsider with no previous history in the.area to live

down.

Immediately after Zigler became superintendent, Arrow City announced that
it was no longer willing to continue its participation in the data processing

coope-ative. The following year, the decline in state. funding for,ISD

programs,began. Zigler faced a steadily worsening financial situation and an
uneven internal equilibrium in the twig main program areas. The -ISD staff was

uncertain about how, he would cope with these dilemmas. So were the LEAs. The
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collapse of the data processing cooperative was a symbolic culmination of
Arrow's problems with its constituent LEAs, and Arrow City in particular. A

significant minority of the local superintendents. from the most sophisticated
districts, felt that the Arrow ISO was not responsive to their needs. In

fact, they were right. During White's tenure the Arrow ISO responded only to
persistent, concerted LEA requests for service and principally responded to
the needs perceived by ISO staff and funding opportunities. Officials rn
Arrow City felt that the ISO had made-little contribution to education in the
city and was incapable of responding to the complex educational problems faced
by Arrow City teachers and students.

Zigler's management style helped the Arrow ISO attain better relations
with its LEAs, even in'ihe case of Arrow City. His first priority was to
increase the ISO's responsiveness to its local districts. The fiscal pressure
on Arrow, and the steps he took to mitigate it have'altered dramatically the
internal workings of the ISO, as well as its stance toward the LEAs. His

organizational innovations and reforms have made Arrow more effective
externally, while centralizing internal control in the Sherintendent's
office. The organization has become more efficient-under the pressure of
sustained fiscal stress and Zigler's grip on the financial and personnel
systems.

The funding cuts on the state and federal level have been dramatic. The
Regional Educational Media Center funding is in jeopardy, and a dissolut'on of
the-REMCs on a state-wide basis is possible. State categorical* funding for

special education has been cut by more than half. When Zigler arrived, Arrow
had a $2 million reserve in the special education funds; in 1982 the ISO had a
half-million dollar deficit. Arrow has reduced its staff by more than 120 in
the past year. The most important results of the fiscal strest.are the
effects on the internal management of the ISO (discussed in-more detail in
Part 3) and the increased dependency on local funding, and therefore the ISO's
relations with constituent districts (discussed in Part 4). In order to clear
up the internal organizational confusion he perceived, Zigler has implemented
radical changes in the internal management of the Arrow ISO.

3. internal Management

The management style of Zigler is rather easy to characterize, even if
its implementation is still evolving. It is a style involving
standardization, integration, evaluation, planning and a general tightening up
of the internal structure and procedures.

A new assistant superintendent of personnel position was created in 1980,
after Zigler disposed of an incompetent personnel manager. The new director
began to standardize personnel policies across the various divisions in terms
of hiring, vacation leaves? etc. With the support of the ISO board and at the
urging of Zigler, the new director slowly developed some procedure out of the
chaos that existed.

We opened the career center and then the developmental center was built,
so here we had two classroom programs side by side, operated by two
different divisions of the ISO. You wouldn't have recognized them as
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belonging to the same district. Hours were different, personnel
practices were different, you name it, it was different.

Zigler initiated an admlnistrative council as part of his push for
integration of the various subunits of the organization. This is a group of
ten people: the assistant superintendents and the departmental supervisors.
Because of the size of this council, a natural sub-group emerged which meets
more often than the council. This cabinet consists of just the assistant
superintendents and Zigler's administrktive assistant, who functions as a
deputy superintendent. AI the weekly meetings of the cabinet, the staff goes
over the ISD board agenda -- the board meets once or twice a month -- and
their divisional activities.

Upon his arrival, Zigler became aware of the absence of almost any
planning and evaluation activities. In 1979, he created a unit that would
handle these chores for the LSD, and for LEAs on a contract basis. Roughly
half"of this unit's work is internal. The director of this un't is also part
of a Special Projects Team initiated by Zigler to pursue publi and private

grants. He uses formal mechanisms (e.g. surveys) and informal annels for

feedback. He described the informal channels:

I get a lot of informatiOn from the assistant superintendent for
instruction. And the curriculum directors and superintendents in the
locals. And sometimes that feedback is direct to one of us in the
department, and sometimes it is sent in letter form to James and he kicks
it back to us.

This feedback contributes to their evaluation services and to their self-
evaluation of their- own programs. The director has a lot of discretion
concerning projects to be initiated, although he always follows up on the
recommendations of James Zigler.

The superintendent has also included the board in the planning process.
Soon after he took over, he had the board draw up a list of priority issues
for the ISO to tackle (one that emerged was the personnel problem). More
recently, he and the board created task forces of LEA personnel and ISD staff
to address critical 'issues in several areas of interest to both the LEAs and
the ISD (e.g., educational marketing and finance).

Although Zigler has not transformed the organization into a rigidly
centralized entity, he has shifted authority upward significantly and
tightened up the general. operation of the ISO. He must pass on all hirings
and firings; previously the supervisors could hire whomever they wanted. He

seldom circumvents his subordinates' recommendations, but he does keep a close

eye on what goes on. The division directors used to have much more discretion
concerning their programming. As one described it:

There wasn't a lot of pressure from the divisions. Because they really

rather liked functioning on their own. Nobody was gonna complain about

that. Plus there ras plenty of money and if you wanted a new
program...any kind of new program you wanted, you didn't have too much
trouble. There was never a money problem because there was always
funding somewhere...The staff was really not unhappy with the situation
because they had a tremendous amount of freedom.
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Under White's lack of internal leadership, the huge river of funds pouring in
to the organization elicited the natural organizational response to resource
surplus: a decentralization of decision-making authority. The educational
result was a surfeit of programs.

Through a combination of happenstance and Zigler's direct intervention,
he has been able to choose most of his high-level subordinates. The new
superintendent fired the personnel director and hired a new one as well as
increasing the,importance of the position. He brought in a colleague from his
LEA as an administrative assistant,' who serves in effect as a. deputy
superintendent, as evidenced both by the range of tasks in his purview, and
the descriptions of him by the superintendent, other Arrow staff and LEA
personnel. Many other positions were filled by Zigler after voluntary
resignations and retirements. In all, more than 75% of the members of the
administrative council have been hired by Zigler. This high turnover has
given Zigler the opportunity to place in high-level positions people he trusts
to share his sense of organizational mission.

Zigler's style is obviously much different than White's. One di-rector

noted some major differences between the two superintendents:

...this place has gone from what I would term a family type of operation,
informal, smaller, I guess, than it is today; and I think it was'a

happier organization in the past. I'm not saying that happier means
better, but in terms of how people felt about the organization, I think

things have gone downhill... I think you had a change in top-level
management when James came in who was very much, in my view a manager, a
student of, management.- He's tried to bring forward some concepts that I

think will upset people.

Most of the concepts referred to are in the area of planning and evaluation: a
wage and compensation study, performance appraisals, etc. Most of the staff
interviewed, as well a$ the ISO board members and LEA staff, view Zigler's
changes with some ambivalence. On one hand, the ISO has lost its
gemutlichkeit and its sense of adventure. On the other hand, it runs more

efficiently and predictably, and that has its advantages. One director
described the planning system under White: "we'd all go fishing." The
director of one program shared with us his positive outlook concerning staff
evaluation:

The idea that you can look at several responsibilities and get your
Impression, share your impression of how you're doing and what needs to
be done with that of your supervisor...I think it's important that we
have a. feeling that we're going in the right direction and doing a
creditable job.

Another 'professional staff member commented on the improved communication
since Zigler's innovations:

Really, I don't think there's much I could ask for, that I've not gotten

to make my job easier. I feel a very supportive situation exists here in

terms of any times I've had problems. He's helped me address that, has
brought the rest of the group together in terms of looking at some things
-- that was helpful. I think we a're kept well-informed, which is
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important so that there aren't some things that come up, or agreements
made, that don't know about.

Zigler also has instituted much more formal structure than White did.
One staff member who observed both said,

I would say that probably the greatest contrast that I could see would be

in terms of formal operation, in that White seemed to be more informal
and less concerned with standardization across divisions. I think our

present Superintendent is more oriented to business operation in terms of
organization and also pushed for more cooperation across divisions.

One local observer described White as "a quiet summer breeze" and Zigler as
"the tornado coming across the plain."

4. Relationships with the Local Education Agencies

Since Zigler became superintendent. there has been a significant
improvement in the ISD's relationships with local school people. Before 1978,

the ISD operated qUite independently of the local districts. Because of the
special millages that flowed directly into ISO coffers, it was financially
independent. The ISD paid the full cost of building and operating the area
vocational center, and paid 100% of the added costs of special education for
the local school districts, including the-costs of building and equipping
special needs classrooms and schools. As a result, there was little need for

formal, intensive consultation with local officials. With a strong sense of
professional commitment to doing a good job, the ISD staff developed and
expanded a sophisticated set of special and vocational education programs, in
some cases over the protests of local school people who were less innovation-

minded. Local people saw the ISD as a separate entity, not very well
integrated with their major concerns, and primarily oriented to smaller, rural,
districts that depended most heavily on ISD services. The ISD's location in
Mann Village, rather than in one of the larger d:stric , encouraged this

perception.

Two factors turned these relationships around. First was Zigier's

determination to involve local school officials more aNetively in ISD

decisions. Second was the common fiscal predicament that befell the ISD and
all the LEAs in the Carly .1980's as the state economy plummeted, bringing down
with it state support for public education.

Zigler's enthusiasm for local involvement can be explained in part by his
background as a local superintendent who felt disenfranchised in the ISD. A

framed motto on the wall of the Superintendent's conference room spells out
Zigler's philosophy:

The function of the Arrow ISD, and its reason for existence, is to help
school districts within its constituency to achieve Their educational
goals°. In this spirit, all activities and services of the ISD are
complementary to programs conducted by local districts.

In this spirit, Arrow has begun to decentralize its special education
programs to the LEA level. Whenever there is a vacancy in an ISD staff
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position, for example, a diagnostician who serves the Baker schools, the ISD
coffers the Baker school district the opportunity to hire its own
diagnostician, and the ISD reimburses the district for the salary expense.
The ISD has become more sensitive to local autonomy:.the staff works carefully
and politically, to bring along the local boards and administrators. The ISD

no longer mounts new programs because the need exists; they wait until the
locals see the need and request ISD assistance. Sometimes they nudge the
locals in the right direction. Nevertheless, there has been a marked change
in style.

Arrow has developed several ways to maintain communication with LEAs,
both for planning And evaluation. Zigler set up a flock oftask forces
combining LEA and ISD personnel to assess local needs in several areas. There

are also thre superintendents' advisory committees: data - processing, special
education and general education (which includes vocational education and the
REMC)..Thest ommittees are subgroups of the Arrow County superintendents'
:round/table, w ch meets regularly. At Ziglerla suggestion, the roundtable
meetings have r ently-been restructured. Every other month, the
.superintendents meet as usual'. But in the alternate months, three subgroups
meet separately to discuss common problems with the ISD superintendent and
staff. Instead of all the local superintendents meeting together, Arrow City
and the Arrow Community College' meet together, the suburban middle -sized LEAs
meet together, and the small rural LEAs meet together. This grouping has
facilitated discussion of common interests, according to the local
superintendents, and they prefer meetings structured in this manner. Each

group uses the meetings to provide feedback and dirention to ISD l ograms.
for example, superintendents may express concern about the allocation of slots
in vocational education or the quality of data-processing service. Zigler

often has to justify hia distribution'of resources.

One drawback to the multitude of participatory mechanis.s is the time,
required from local officials. Although local administrators enjoy the
opportunity to meet, discuss, and support one another, small LEAs, with few
administrators, are overloaded by the number of hours taken up by the ISO. A

single person may be charged with participating in all these areas and still
have to run a district.

Since the ISD board is elected by LEA boards, the board members are, at
least in principle, an important link to the districts. Zigler has taken
great pains to keep them informed and active. Although most of the agenda for
board meetings originates with Zigler, Board members are free to add to it
One member noted the difference between Zigler and White vis-a-vis the Board:

Zigler is also more interested in the Board, and I think their legitimate
function, much more so than White. To some extent, White thought of the
school board members as a necessary evil...and the result was that
intermediate Board members were not particularly well informed.

Although many mere ISD-decisions now go to the board, the board remains quite
insulated from local concerns and from ISD staff. The board members we
interviewed had little or no contact with local school boards, except at
election time, and collected no independent information about ISD activitiLs,
apart from that channelled through Zigler.
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Local education officials expressed positive evaluation of almost all
Arrow's rograms. One LEA vocational education director stated his reasons
for Dating the career center so positively:

I think it's because of the level of instruction that's offered out there
and also the relationship that 80% of the instructors have with the kids.
I think it is quite good.

Similar comments were made about other programs, save for data-processing.
The LEAs remain dissatisfied with the data-processing services they buy from
the ISD, The data-processing program, devastated. during. the battles over
control with Arrow City, has still not recovered a clear sense of purpose or a
workable method for serving local needs. But the major programs -- special
ed, vocat nal ed, and REMC -- are highly regarded by local administrators.
All of th LEAs except for Arrow City said that they would be \err off
without the ISD's services.

With all of the ISD's regulatory functions, there is some tension with
the service orientation of most ISD programs. As one superintendent summed it
up:

I think that [monitoring] is an unfortunate responsibility of the ISD,
which always prides itself in being service-oriented and I don't see that
as being.well mingled with the policing responsibilities of
94-142... [That is] the only whistle-blowing activity that they've got.
I think it's still possible to -do bus route monitoring, to do any and all
of the form monitoring that they've got. I think that's all possible to
do in the name of service. But I don't think it's possible to'receive a
complaint from the parent and then come to the local and still be
otiented towards service when you've got your badge on. It's just not

consistent. I don't think the people who drafted the law, they just
thought that's, something that somebody should take care of and the
intermediate district got stuck with it.

f7.igler and the ISD staff attempt to mute the inherent conflict. between
regulation and service through taking the perspective of the LEAs. People who

conduct the compliance monitorin r the ISD are almost without exception
former local staff members. W n problems emerge during ISD compliance
monitoring, the ISD seeks wa to solve the problems rather than to punish the
malefactors. If there is anyway to avoid reporting a problem to the state,

the ISO finds it. The local districts have a clear sense that the ISD is on
their side.

With all the effort in recent years to improve local-ISD relationships,
the one factor that may have had the most impact was the precipitous decline
in state funding for education. For the first time, local districts and the
ISD had to confront the same problems. Lay-offs, cutbacks, setting new
priorities, deferred maintenance, energy conservation, seeking public support
for the schools and increased funding --these issues were on the minds of all
the superintendents in Arrow County. They created a sense of shared, purpose

that, seems to have worked to the benefit of the ISD. Before, many district
offilcials saw the ISD as an independent, ,not terribly relevant empire, free of
the political and practical demands that they faced in running their systems.
After the fiscal crunch, the ISD administrators were in the same boat with
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local administrators. facing many of the same constraints and difficulties.
The perception of,a common fate increased local willingness to. participate in
ISD-initiateg activities.

Some problems remain in the ISD's relationships with its constituent
districts. One is the area of affirmative action. Although several of the

local districts have significant minority student populations and have
responded by increasing their minority staff, the ISD has never hired minority
administrators or teachers in any significant number. Several local
superintendents repeatedly expressed concern over this omission, arguing that
it served to isolate the ISD from the'needs of the county. But not until

1981, when a local chapter of the NAACP protested the ISO's hiring record,
with attendant publicity in the local papers, was the ISD moved to adopt an
affirmative action plan.

The relationship with Arrow City remains troubled. The history of
conflict between the boards and superintendents has left sufficient bitterness
on both sides that it is difficult to imagine much improvement in the short.

Among the professional staff, however, the problem is much less severe.
In special education, vocational education, and the REMC, the ISD and the
Arrow City school district have a record of occasional informatl cooperation

and support. The rhetoric is clear. Arrow City has its own .vocational
center, its own special education department, and its own film library. Arrow

City officials told us that they have no need for the ISD. But at the program
level they do exchange materials, ideas, and student slots with the ISD to
their mutual benefit. Arrow City board and district officials see the ISD as
irrelevant at best, inexperienced with the educational problems of an urban
district, and damaging at worst. The ISD board and staff see Arrow City as
hostile and unreasonably resistant to what the ISD believes to be obvious
benefits of county-wide programs. The result, for now, is an uneasy truce.

5. Relationships with the State Education Agency

Arrow's relations with the SEA and the legislature are quite congenial.
Arrow has some personnel who are well respected (e.g., the special education
director) by the specialists at the SEA. The SEA has had little input into

the decision-making at Arrow. The 1-SD has the usual array of state
categorical grants in their major programming areas, Like special and
vocational edligation. Contact with the SEA is frequent, even at levels below

Zigler. The staff members said they felt free to call their various contacts
at the SEA whenever they had a problem, question, or suggestion. Sometimes

the SEA will send someone to meetings at Arrow to explain new responsibilities
or regulations.

Contact with the legislature is not so frequent. The ISD has set up a
legislative support team, which encourages the LEAs to supply personnel to
lobby the Legislature in rotation. In this way, the LEAs and Arrow avoid the
cost of a full -time lobbyist, which other large ISDs deem useful, but still
benefit from sustained representation in the capitol. The ISD does keep watch

Jon legislative activities pertinent to ISDs through these lobbying activities.
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CHAPTER VII
COMPLEXITY AND COOPERATION IN ESA REGIONS

A. THE ANATOMY OF ESA SUCCESS

In a paraphrase of the old joke about pornography, the project began with
the notion that, even if we could not confidently define ESA success, we would
know it when we saw it. We were wrong. ESA success (or effectiveness or
performance -- the label hardly matters) was a concept that grew increasingly
less clear as we learned more about it. As the reader of the preceding
chapters knoWs by now, ESAs selected for their allegedly loW levels of
effectiveness turned out to be quite successful on-critical dimensions.
Similarly, "very successful" ESAs showed distressing deficiencies. Before

analysis can reach the question of why some ESAs are more successful than
others, the complexities and facets of "success" must be sorted through.

_____This_prOcesS has 1 ifiks lo several recent developments in the

organizational literature. Researchers have traditionally focused on the
attainment of basic goals, on the extent to which critical resources have been
obtained, or simply on survival (Goodman and Pennings, 1977). The assumption
that organizations pursue a single goal or a limited set of goals in a linear
fashion appears to have given way to a recognition that many organizations
pursue multiple, contradictory goals (Cameron, 1978). In a related vein, a
number of researchers have observed that the outputs of some organizations
lend themselves more easily to quantification than do the outputs of others.
The.number, quality, and profitability of units produced in a shoe factory is
much more easily measured than the performance of a school, and there is less
debate over the validity of the measures used. Not only do organizations vary

. with respect to how easily and validly performance is measured. -Given
multiple goals, some areas of performance within_a single organization are
subject to easier and more valid:measurement than others.

Another recent theme' in the literature on effectiveness is that most
organizations have more than one strategic -constituency attending to how well

the organization is doing (Connolly, .Conlon, and Deutsch, 1980). If many

constituencies have an interest in what a given organization does, they are
likely to use multiple criteria to judge performance. Different expectats
will be held, different demands will be made and different conclusions wilg:be

reached about performance by different constituencies. An organization is
effective to the extent that its stakeholders are satisfied that they-are well
served by the organization's activities. The larger the number of
constituents, the more evenly distributed the power among them, and the more
divergent their orientations, the more complex will be the performance demands
on the focal organization. The organization's efforts to respond to those
demards make it impossible to get a quick fix on overall performance.

However complex performance demands do not by themselves make it
impossible to gauge success if one is prepared to take more care with the

process. The case studies permit tht examination of success'on multiple
indicators. Three seem particularly important in the case of ESAs: size,

professiona quality, and ..he maintenance of supportive relationships with

state and 1 cal constituents. The naive assumption that success on one
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dimension would be associated with success on the others was the most obvious
flaw in the original plan to select sites based on size as the indicator of
success. Although size, as measured by staff, budgets, and number of programs
or services, is the most traditional indicator of success, it proved
inadequate in this setting. -

Size is an indicator of effectiveness transplanted from the study cr
private sector organizations. In a market environment, size is a reavi3nnble
proxy for both product quality (higher quality products are likely to :!enerate
higher demand, enabling the firm to groW) and supportive relationships ,-;;t1
key constituents (large firms are large because they enjoy the support c!
their customers and have not been confined by their competitors, employees,
suppliers, or regulators). Thus size is not only easily measurable (and
therefore popular among researchers) but sensible to use in some settings to
judge relative performance.

Many ESAs are located in environments with some properties of markets,
and measuring size does measure to some degree their competitive success at
capturing resources. For example, the ESAs in Connecticut and Massachusetts
are legally permitted to behave entrepreneurially to produce products and
services that they may sell to such markets as they develop. The larger ESAs
in these states are those that have done a better job of assessing the local
and state "markets" and selling ESA programs to state and local buyers.
However, all the ESAs in this study depend on more than budget or staff size
for their survival. The ESAs' at,lity to survive and thrive often hinges on
their performance on the other two indicators of professional quality and
maintenance of supportive relationships. Size turns out to be unrelated to
success on these dimensions.

Quality of professional services can be a crucial determinant of the
ESAs' ability to attract resources. Local participation, local funding, state
funding, and community support are often justified on grounds of professional
quality. Quality matters because professional groups at local, regional, and
state levels often share norms about appropriate professional service. For

example, special education officials in local school districts, ESAs, and the
SEA now have sufficient training and experience with one another to develop
mutual understanding about a high quality individual education plan for an
autistic child. If ESA psychologists habitually submit low quality plans, the
mechanisms are in place to withdraw trust and support from ESA services.
Several small ESAs (Wi+derness ISD, fOr example) managed to thrive largely on
the strength of high quality services.

Perhaps more important than the ability to sustain high quality services
is the ability to sustain successful relationships with key constituents.
ESAs are permitted to exist so long as they do not pose a threat to existing
configurations of interests at the state and local level. To behave in a way
that does not threaten state or local officials, ESAs need to walk a
tightrOpe. Much negotiating, cajoling and nudging is involved. Such behavior
is the key to effectiveness in these contexts. Yet it is neither visible nor
easily measured.

The two RESAs in West Virginia are relatively ineffective as judged by
size or professional sophistication. Yet they have managed to survive and
enjoy the support of the local superintendents and the state nepartment of
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Education. They have maintained low profiles in their regions, working
steadily if unspeattularly to supplement existing capabilities. They have
not threateNgkexisting interests by becoming too visible or too active.
Their executive dir tors, who serve at the pleasure of the local
superintendents. under tendtend local politics and have been careful to keep the
superintendents happy. It virtually inconceivable that a highly
entrepreneurial director de ermined to create a highly visible showcase for
regional cooperation in West Virginia would last long. Success on this count

t
does not translate i *o the ability to secure ever-increasing budgets, Rather
it refers to the abi ity to negotiate and nurture relationships with those
rarganizations and a ors on whom a focal organization is most dependent. The
resource dependence perspective of Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) capturei much
of this dimension organizational performance and effectiveness.

The Rurll Collaborative in Massachusetts provides an interesting example
of an organization that might have been judged as highly effective at some
points in its hiitory on grounds of quality.and at other points on grounds of
size. But on balance, it lacked sensitivity to the relationships it needed to
build and cultivate if it were to survive. The rapid rise and meteoric
decline of its budgetilllustretes the point. Despite, or perhaps because of,
its rapidly increasi budget, this ESA was threatening to its local
constituents and faced subsequent battles for survival.

No organization can survive without producing some tangible benefits,
benefits that can be observed and communicated. Haver, effectiveness
involves'more than the production.of tangiblebOlfits, It involves an
ability to respond appropriately to those interests that have fate control
over the organiiation and its future. "Appropriately" may, under certain
circumstances, mean doing less rather than more, keeping a low profile rather
than achieving high visibility, or keeping size lower rather than higher. But

appropriately a)ways means, first, taking the pulse of key constituencies, and
second, acting in ways that do not jeopardize the ESA'sgood standing with
those constituencies. ESAs falter when they neglect to monitor constituent
needs and preferences or when they miscalculate or ignore probable constituent
responses to ESA activities.

To complicate this picture further, an ESA's success on any criterion
cannot be understood independently of the legal and political context of the
state in which it is located. This reality guided the original selection of a
sample. The fieldwork provided overwhelming confirmation of the importance of
state context. The case studies also permit us to see exactly how context
shapes ESA performance.

Two sets of contqtual influences, the role of legislation and the role
of the state education agency, are central to this story. There are
considerable differences among the states in the nature of the initial
legislation regarding ESAs, the regulations issued subsequent to. the
legislation, and changes in the legislation over time.

The legialative context has to be vi wed in evolutionary terms. Contexts

change, with significant consequences for rganizational performance. In

Connecticut and Massachusetts, the initia legislation permitting local

creation of ESAs was passed at a time when there was already considerable
cooperative activity among school districts in the two states. This meant
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that existing ventures could play a role in shaping the very Legislation that
was to define the terms of their. existence. In Connecticut, for example, the
Joint ESC was founded in 1965. whereas Statute 10-66 defining regional
educational service centers was not passed until 1972 and the Joint ESC did
not officially become an ESC until 1976.

In West Virginia, SE 183 authorizing the creation of regional educational
service agencies was passed in 1972. at a time when there had been very little
preVious cooperative activity among local school districts. The fact that
West Virginia has only 55 LEAs may help to explain why cooperation was slower
to develop there. But the important point is that few cooperative ventures
-,....;-e-dated the law in that state. There were therefore no organized interest
groups advocating cooperation who were themselves exemplars.

The laws in each state were brief and non-specific as to what an ESA
might (or should) be. In West Virginia, however, the state Board of Education
promulgated a set of regulations which defined in very clear and concise terms
the boundaries of each. of_ the eight RESAs, their governance stiucture,_ and the
areas in which they should develop programs and services. These regulations
very deliberately vested control in the loca4 superintendents-by mandating a
Board of .0irectors for each RESA composecrof local superintendents-plus one
representative from the SEA and by giving the Boards the authority for hiring
and firing the executive directors and control over the budget. They thus
formally recognized the principle of local control in the relationship between
state and local interests and spelled out unambiguously the fundamentally
local character of RESAs in the state.

Washington and Michigan ESAs developed in a vastly different legal
context. In these two states. ESAs evolved out;of formal systems of county
districts. Laws specifying the.boundaries, funding, governance, and
activities of county districts predated ESAs and people and programs were
already working at the county level long before ESAs were dreamed of. When-

the Iwo states moved to transform their county districts into service
agencies, they did so by making changes in these detailed laws. They thus
ended up with much more specific, constraining bodies-of law related to ESAs
than did the three sates that started from scratch: _However, unlike the three
states that started from scratch,, Michigan and Washington began their ESA
networks with a comprehensive group of organizations alrtady in plate. This
had some advantages in that these organizations had preexisting egal mandates
and the capacity to execute them. However, they also had the burden of taking
on new Wassions with employees who 'had been hired to achieve the earlier goals
of the county system. The Michigan legislature chose to wait out the old
employees,' relying on turnoyer, attrition, and generational change to replace
them with new employees better suited in temper'ament and training to the ESA
model. The Washington legislature took a more activist path, by permitting
and encouraging a series of mergers among county districts to c -eate larger
service regions that. could not be served in the old manner, because'of their
geographical scale.

Another feature of the Washington and Michigan ESAs is the continued high
level of legislative involvement with ESAs. Because legislators know they
ex;st and are used to giving them money, ESAs in these states are more often
written into other educational laws than in the first three states. For

example. Michigan's 1971'special education law makes explicit provision for
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iSO monitoring am) review of LEA ipe6a1 education, activities. Massachusetts'
law, with very.similar objectyes.- makes.no provision for any collaborative
invoivemcntin implementing specal education prografrl. (The Massachusetts
special education regulations.make reference to the possibility of using
collaborative*. at local discretion.)

Over time, further differences among tht states.have developed. in West

6rginia, there have been no changes in the initiar law or the regulations
issued shortly thereafter. There has been a.decadeof ConTextual Stability.
In MaSsachusetts, several technical amendments have been added to the original'
law, but no major changes have appeared. Here, tco. the context has been
stable. although the conditions.created by the context are much more fluid
than in West Virginia. The constraints placed. by Massachusetts law on the
development of cooperative ventures are minimal. The collabeirativis vary
widely in s :e. bOandariel. prograN emphases, and the range of the services
they provide.. Tttre are even a few7privata, non- profit enterprises among
the few constraints have yitlded high variety. Connecticut has seen many
morellt;hanges in legislative context than either Massachusetts or West
Virginia. Several amendments and two new taws were, passed subsequent to the
original law. Boundaries have been established for each of the seven ESCs.
Washington has put -its ESDs through continual reorganization and several
different funding mechanisms-, Michigan,4SOs have experienced much less_
fundamental change it legal structure and function,. They4 however, have had
frecooe with dramatic decreases in state support as the state slid into
economic crisis: The nature of the legislative changes has been such that. in
Massachusetts. Connecticut, and Michigan considerable variety in
organizat,onai form and outtomei has been'poisible: 'Less variety emerged in
Washington.. partly because of the constant. consolidations. Still leas variety
has been poSs;ble in West Virginia. becauie tfte law gave the RESAs so little
to work with,

The role of the SEA has varied among the states as well. in

Massachusetts and West Virginia. the SEA has been minimally active in the life
of the ESAs, West Vifgiriii state superintendent of schools lobbied-strongly
for the -creltIon ol RESAs. but also played A central role in ensuring that
they be 'order local control, An associate commiss-ioner in Massachusetts
'strengthened the col:aboratives' capacity to provide special education
ser_ces, but the state has since retreated from his enthusiasm. The SEA in
ConneCticut, by contrast, hall seen the ESCs as useful inturmediaries in its
dealings with the LEAs, and nas used them -in a viv-isty of ways, both
programmatically in Washington, the SEA-has used ESDs '

primarily to achieve some of its regulatory functions and secondarily. to seed
innovative programming across the state. In Michigan, the SEA has actively
used ISOt for both regulatory and service functions in several program areas.

Analysis of variatkility in state conte4 lea 1p to the conctusion that

ESAI fit ,rito 4 Web of interdependencies that critical shapes their
perd;,rmanct. State laws. politics. and programmatic emphases in the state
education bureaucracy had real and distinct consequences 'for the ESAs studied

he,T. The variabity among these organizations in size. 'technology. arid,
berfcrmar-e is only Partly attributable to organizational variables such as
the ieadefsho.or strategies of the ESAs. The Quality of management:clearly
makes a o,fference. but only withtrr a set of parameters determined by external

infuenles.
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Thee parameters are not immutable and can, under certair circumstances,
be changed by actions taken by the ESAs. They are, to varying degrees,

negotiable.. As the West Virginia example suggests, organizations can be
successful by living up to limited expectations. As the Wilderness 1S0 case

suggests, organizations can also be successful by pursuing those opportunities

that are not bounded by explicit expectations of their constituencies. And an

organization can be successful by educating its constituencies to hold the

expectations it wishes*, meet. Expectations for performance are not always

comprehensive or unyie ng. But tie central point is that these expectations

constitute a set of i l encei on the performance of ESAs that are well known

to practicing managers a t'at need to be taken into account by thJse

interested in ESA success:\\

B. CuaPERATION AMONG ORGANIZATIONS

1. Introduction

lnterorganizaPional research has strongly emnhasized the virtues of
.

cooperative efforts, whet.ier these .are voluntary or required, formal or
informal, oriented to dedision making or oriented td outcomes. This is most

obviously true in,research about social service agencies that try to
coordinate the delivery of services to clients (tor example, Warren, 1967).

But a concern for effective cooperation is also present in research in -ealth

organizations (White and Vlasak, 1911), employment services (Hall et al.,

1977), educational institutions (Yin and Gwaltney, 1981) rural development

(ti gland and Sutton, 1978), urban development (Turk, 1977), child care

(St ner. 1976). mental health (Aiken et al., 1975), and other groups of

Publ sector and non-profit organizations. There is a parallel strain o:

research about cooperation among private sector firms, for example work on

interlocking directorates (Palmer, 1983), diffusion of technical innovation

across firms (Nelson and Winter, 1982), and responses to government regulation

'Rreyer, 1982).
i

This preoccupation with cooperation is not trivial. It is rooted in the

practical questions of public administrators who seek effective and efficient

ways to work together with other agencies. It is also rooted' in the

attractive symbolic overtones of cooperation and the rational appeal of a

i'clivision of labor among organizations with specialized competence (Weiss,

1981). It shapes public policy choices,. as assumptions about how and why

organizations work together have direct and immediate implications for reform

strategies and their anticipated outcomes.

But in spiteof all this attention, it is still easier to advocate

'cooperation than to practice it. ha-y. research accounts document the

failures. Fundamental properties of organizational systems account-for the

difficulties of cooperation. Each organization seeks to preserve its autonomy

and independence. Organizatio...41 routines ,re difficult to synchronize.

Goals overlap but are not identi.:al. Policy makers attempt to minimize the

uncertainty of their own environments bL are less concerned with minimizjng

uncertainty for others (Crozier, 1964). Van de Ven (1976) summarizes if

nicely:""From an agency's point of view, to become involved in an.inter-agency
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relationship implies ,a) that it loses some of its freedom to act
independently, when it would prefer to maintain control over its domain and
affairs, ant (b) that it must invest scarce resources and energy to develop
and maintain relationships witi- other organizations, when the potential
returns on this investment are ofte unclear or intangible." (p. 28)

So'let us back up a ,tep. Why do organizations ever cooperate with each
other? A review f the theoretical literature on relationships among
organizations turns up six possible reasons: (1) to get more resources,
especially money, (2) to sr :4e internal problems, (3) to reduce uncertainty,
(4) to obey a, legal mandate to cooperate, (5)"to satisfy values and norms, and
(6) to obtain political advantau.2 Each reason is supported by a
theoretical framework that highlights some factors at the expense of others.

fir

This section explores the ways in which these six reasons, separately and
together, help us to understand why cooperation has flourished or faltered in
the nine sets of organizations surrounding the nine ESAs. (Each set included
between three and sixty local school 'districts, the ESA, and the state
department of education. I have two objectives for this analysis. One is to
assess the relative succesi of each reason in explaining the presence and
abs6ce of cooperation in each set of organizations. Most evidence on the
bases of cooperation is drawn from research that only considers one
perspective. In this research multiple hypotheses permit an empirical look at
the relative importance o- the six reasons to cooperate in these settings. My

'second objective is to consider the contexts in which the six reasons offer
the most powerful explanations, as a step toward clarification of the
conceptual underpinnings of interorganizational research.

2. Six Reasons to Cooperate

Many researchers make w_sumptions abou. forces that create and sustain
relationships amo g organizations and go on from there. Those researchers who
have ,ctually examined nterorganizational relationships find six classes of
motivations. The si) are not mutually exclusive, and neither I nor the
authors cited below are so naive as to --cpect each to operate in total
isolation (Schmidt and Koclan, 1577). but if there are six plausible reasons
for organizations to cooperate, it seems worthwh'!e to disentangle them at
least momentarily.

Economic Benefits. The most widely acknowledged motive for
interorganizational ties is to getmore resources. The theory that best
accounts for this motive is exchange theory. In an influential early
statement, Levine and White (1961) propost) that orgInizations voluntarily
interact with one another to realize their respective goals or electives.
Cook's (1977) helpful refinement emphasizes that exchange relations are
"transactimis involving the transfer of resources between two or more actors
for mutual benefit." (p. 64) Given that organizations need each other's

2As my interest is intentional acts of cooperation, tnis list doel, not
include mutual adjustment of other market mechanisms that result in
coordinated activity although no one sets cut to create cooperation (Lindblom,

1965).
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specialized services and products and that none has unlimited resources, an
exchange theorist would expect cooperation to occur among organizations if the

organizations all received benefits from each other's participation in 4

cooperative transactions.

The tricky part of deriving predictions from exchange theory is to bound

the limitless domain that exchange, in its amoeba-likerway, seems to engulf.

To avoid the tautological prediction that organizations cooperate when

exchange produces mutual benefit and fail to cooperate when the benefits are

not worth the costs, I limit exchange to the deliberate transfer of resources
for expected benefits that exceed expected casts. Of course,4 sufficiently
free-thinking observer may consider almost anything to be a benefit.

Therefore I also limit my discussion to tangible, economic benefits. This

does a considerable injustice to the breadth of exchange theory, but makes the

application of exchange ideas to data much more manageable. The central

prediction is that orgarlizations cooperate with others only when they expect

to receive net economic benefits from a mutual transfer of resources.

Solving Problems. Functional theories of interorganizational relations
emphasize cooperation as a solution to internal problems faced by the

individual organizations (Paulson, 1977). Hage's (1975) analysis suggests

that "certain problems are so large and complex they cannot be handled by a

single organization... There is a certain desire created to cooperate

whenever there is a clear technological imperative or functional necessity for

this" (p. 225, 229). Under some circumstances an organization can solve its

internal performance difficulties by creating cooperative links to other

organiiations (see, for example,Axeirodiz elegant demonstration, in press).

Like exchange theory, functionalism can be extended to mean altriost anything.

To focus on a testable prediction, I restrict my use of problem solving to

internal problems of organizational technology. In the context of the

organizations examined here, that means finding grays to cope with e ucational

and other programmatic demands on'the schools. The central prediction is that

organizations cooperate when by doing,so they, are able to satisfy demands for

organizational performance on particular problems. Once these demands have

been satisfied, orgarOzations are not interested in further cooperation even

if it would briAg obvious economic benefits.

Uncerta:nty Reduction. One of the break-through insights of organization

theory was that organizations seek to reduce the uncertainty in their

environment as 'much as possible. Resource dependence is the latest -

incarnation of theoretical attention to this process. Beginning with

Aldrich's 6976) work, there has been an outpouring of interest in his claim:

that "organizatlons seek.to manage their environments so as to reduce

dependencies and uncertainties stemming from environmental actors..." (p. 420)

In Pfeffer and Salancik's (1978)' account, an organization's relationships with

others are controlled by "the nature and amount of interdependence confronted

by the organization" (p. 108). Interdependence is bound up.with uncertainty in

complex ways. But one thing is clear. "The more you must depend on other

organizations for crucial resources, the more vulnerable you are to

d'sruptions in supply. The central prediction is that organizations cooperate

in order to reduce uncertainty about essential reswpce flows in their

environments. This prediction offers a diffirent angle than the first two,

although the three are related. It suggests that net benefits are not

decisive; the benefits that are uncertain are those that motivate cooperation.
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It also suggests that organizational problems that hinge on resolving
uncertainty outside the organization are much more important motivators than
problems that can be handled with tichno'ogies that have been mastered
internally.,

Legal Mandate. Other researchers hale been impressed with the importance
of legal requirements as a reason to cooperate. For example, Hall et

al. (1977) treat separately organizations that have a legal mandate to-work
together and organizations that do not, on the grounds that the legal mandate
provides the basis of the interaction in the former case. The implicit theory
is that law is determinative in organizational life. Regardless of other
factors, organizations cooperate because the law requires it. In fact, one
version of this argument suggests that legal mandates to cooperate are useful
in just those circumstances where organizations left to their own devices will

not do so (Balch, 1978). Others have emphasized the motivating qualities of
the broader social legitimacy conferred upon organizations that obey legal
mandates (e.g. Zald, 1970). Note that the concern here is with laws that
specifically instruct organizations to. cooperate. Many laws impinge on-

organizations in ways that may make cooperation more or less attractive. They

are not germane. The prediction here is organizations cooperate when a law
says to cooperate.

Norms and.Values. One organization may cooperate with another because
its staff believes that cooperation in and of itself is desirable. The
motivator is the psychological gratification of acting in accord with those

norms and values. Sometimes this gratification grows out of professional
values about service, for example, that agencies working toward the same ends
should work together rather than at cross-purposes (Weiss, Rein and White,
1981) and that cooperation improves service to constituencies (Mott et al.,

1976). Meyer and Rowan (1976) suggest that some aspects of cooperation may
serve a ceremonial function; everyone participates becauSe everyone expects to
participate. Halpert (1982) reviews research showing'the importance of
attitudes and ideologies (which he calls interpretive schemes)-in the
organization's decision to cooperate. These values may arise and persist

under diverse circumstances. Thus organizations may value cooperation even
though they receive little or no objective pay-off by way of economic
benefhtilproblem solving, or the others. The central prediction la that
organize 'ons cooperate when members ofthe organizations believe that
cooperation in and of itself is gratifying.

Political Advantage. A diverse family of theorists discuss cooperation

to advance political power. Although power can be considered to be just
another resource to be exchanged, Zeitz (1980) points out that "the exchange
perspective tends to overlook the fact that systems of equal exchange develop
dialectically into complex emergent structures in which concealment,
manipulation, and domination are pervasive" (p. 86). Administrators try to
accumulate political advantage for themselves, their,proposals, and their
organizations (Allison, 1971), and relationships with oZ:er organizations
offerian obvious vehicle for this accumulation.. Seid" n (1976) reminds us of
the implications: "To the extent that [cooperation] results in mutual
agreement or a decision on some policy, course of action or inaction,

inevitably it advances some interests at the expense of others" (p. 194).

Organizations may cooperate-in order to achieve precisely this end. Benson
0975. 1982) has been the principal proponent of this point of view in the:
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interoriianizational literature, proposing that cooperation is one outcropping
of the alignment of power and authority in a system of organizations.
Organizations and the multitude of Participants and coalitions within
organizations have political interests, and may use links'with outsiders to
seek relative advantage. The central prediction is that organizations
cooperate when they expect cooperation to increase their' political power vis a

vis other organizations.

These ideas about why organizations cooperate offer six angles from which
to view cooperative relationships. All six have generated enough supporting
evidence to keep them alive in the work of discerning researchers. My

intention here is to take advantage of the insights and direction each
provides.,

(__
3. Educational Service Agencies and Cooperative Arrangements

ESAs are created by local districts themselves, state law and regulation,
or both to serve.purposes that vary from region torsgion. But there are two
nearly universal arguments on behalf of ESAs. First, they p ovide an
organizational vehicle for school districts to cooperate with ach other,
which is'desirable because districts seldom cooperate without s ch a vehicle.
Second, such cooperatibm can result in economiesof scale and i proved service

delivery. Working together, districts may participate in coops ative
purchasing arrangements, share the expense and benefits of a c outer, set up .

joint classes for handicapped children with unusual needs, swap spare places
in specialized classes, plan jointly to meet changing legislative, and
regulatory demands, create a centralized arts program, share equipment and
instructors for vocational'education, conduct lobbying foradvantageous
educational policies, merge lists of available substitute teachers, run joint
staff development workshops, establish a shared library of audiovisual
materials, hire teachers to run drug education programs, operate and service
school buses, run programs for pregnant teenagers, share information about
energy conservation, new math and science curricula, accounting practices,
union negotiations, or educational research. In short, matey activities of '

many school districts may be pursued in cooperation with 'other school
districts or an ESA.

However, all the essential activities of a school district may be carried
out with no cooperation with the activities of other school districts. School

districts are legally, politically, and financially autonomous from each,

other. The same is true of most aspects of a district's relationship to its
ESA although there are important exceptions that vary from state to state.
Cooperation' involves a sacrifice of autonomy and an expenditure of time,
energy, thought, and money. Understaffed, under-financed districts find these

commodities are in short supply. So why cooperate? ESAs must find answers.

4. Cooperation in ESA Organization Sets

To understand why districti, ESAs, and SEAs cooperate in these settings,

I applied the six predictions attout cooperation to each of the nine
organization sets. In many instances these organizations did cooperate i
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useful and creative ways and did derive substantial benefit from their,
cooperation. In many other instances, the organizations chose not to
cooperate. To most observers, the pattern of choices. (to cooperate or not)
was inexplicable. It was clear that all organizations in all nine sets could
have benefited for all six reasons from a broad range of cooperative
activities. But in all cases, organizations limited their participation in
cooperation and, as a result, received a few, but only a few, of the potential
benefits. Why were they willing to cooperate sometimes and not others when
the inducements for cooperation appeared equally compelling? That is the
puzzle addressed by this analysis.

Economic Benefits. Many school district staff-reported tnat cooperatior
is the result of transfers of resources among organizations for mutual
benefit. As they would have put. it cooperation pays. But in fact the
patterns of cooperation in the nine settings show some, but not many cases of
cooperative relationships in which economic benefits were the primary
motivation.

School districts need, many tangible resources from external sources:
students, votes in the community, tax revenues, state aid, certification of
their staff, etc. But few a these resources can be obtained from other
school districts or ESAs. Therefore, one might argue, the districts do not
have much to gain from exchange relationships. with other districts or the ESA,
and therefore will not enter into such relationshiOs. Although one can to
imagine that districts might.join together to extract more state aid from
their state legislature, for example, there was no evidence that the idea had
ever occurred to anyone. Districts simply did- not view each,other as
potential sources of economic benefits.

Some transactions for economic benetitmorked through cost reductons.
The most, direct path by which cooperation reduces costs is when the 7A
obtains a grant from an eAternal funding source (state, federal, c' 3xivate4)
to serve the local school districts. The Wilderness ISD, ESD West, *nd tho
Urban Collaborative financed most of their activities with grants. 'Ole t,41;,.t

is to make services essentially free to loCal districts. All districAs bad )

do was demonstrate their. need for, say, youth employment programs f;:1,14.-;4
the Department of Labor through the Urban Collaborative or the visLing
artists program funded by the Michigan Arts Council through the-Wilc-t.
ISD. If districts simply maintained their relationship with the ESA,
cooperation of the most nominal sort produced services with no charge.

Other cost reductiohs were obtained by economies of sc,,Y4e. Some
significant economies of scale prover! :'tractive enough to. indwm local
participation. For example, the two Aictigan ISDs were some to a cooperative
purchasing operaf!on that permitted local districts to buy audiovisual
equipment at substantial discounts. Although few Wasnington :Astricts
could afford tc Wre a consultant forAifted education, they could share the
expense of a gifted education consultant on the payroll of their ESD. Only
one-district in the Arrow ISD region could afford to equip an "automobile
mechanics clas,:,room or otfiv exper.,sve qocational facilities. But all the
other districts got together to b;4i:d A second vocational school, operated by
Arrow ISD, that none of them touted have justified alone.
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In a few cases efficiencies were realized through barter., For ex:me:tie,
the Urban Collaborative in Massachusetts helped districts to share eiTte rAle

another staff development activities. Workshops, lectures, and traieing
sessions offered by any one district were advertised to other participating
districts so that all teachers and administratops in the collaborative region
could benefit. Some duplication was probably' eliminated this way, Co',4 std f

were exposed to a broader range of opportunities than any single die..rict

could provide. The Arrow ISO in Michigan, together with the speeHO education
directors from the twelve districts, organized an inter-district veep of
special education classrooms. For example, rather than every disleict
creating a special program for handicapped preschool children, foer local
districts took the preschool children from all twelve districts. Each

district reduced the cost of serving particular groups of children.

In spite of these instances of cooperation for economic benefit, money
turns out to be of little help in explaining why cooperation eccurn sometimes
and not others. Cost was more often advanced as a rationale fir eeeperation
than, eseemed justified by the.pattern of local behavior. The Rult
Collaborative ran a trial program in joint purchasing for one :ear, saved
everyone thousands of dollars on supplies, and asked the districts whether
they wanted to continue. Too much trouble, they said. The dittriees it e'est

Virginia have elevated to an art refusals to accept economic bteefile croe the
RESAs. The districts in the Joint ESC region refused to contribute e ee111
fee to support a library and reference service that none of them coul, Leein
to replicate at any price. Each organization set had generated some
cooperative activities while rejecting others that seemed (to me) at !east as

profitable. Pri accoenting of potential costs and benefits of coonerative
activities does not support the prediction that districts engage in
cooperation that maximizes net resources. District adminietralers ,eeoved
remarkably resistant to the idea of giving up discretion, moeey, staff or
students, even when they acknowledged that mutual transfer e; such resources
would have yielded whopping returns.

Problem Solving. If districts seldom cooperate as etenomic benefit
dictates, perhaps their behavior is shaped by the educational problems they
face, The prediction that districts cooperate in order, to solve problems is

amply confirmed in our nine settings. Federal and st4T., policies and changing

4 social realities have required school districts to rtster entirely new
technologies of education and administration. One of these, the revolution in
educating children with special needs, has played a leading role in promoting

eeeperation.

Beginning in the early steentiest,
districts to provide every child, no m
appropriate public education'in the le
Where once school.administrators turned
did not fit into regula- classrooms, no
Brigades of specialists joined district staffs. Moreover the laws required

parental approval for an appropriate program of services. Many school
districts, especially the small ones, floundered in the face of the vastly

increased expectations. The needed help to fulfill their new obligations .1

In part they found it in regional cooperation.'

ederal, and state. ;:eis required local

ter how handicapped, with a free
t restrictive environment possible.
ay sever0e handicapped children who

such children had to be educated.
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ESAs in the five states worked' to provide necessary expertise to school
districts and to forge regional solutions to common problems. In all nine

settings, ESAs hired specialists to serve small numbers of students in each of
several districts, for example an itinerant diagnostic psychologist who could
move from district to district as her services were required. In most

settings, ESAs also created regional programs in special schools or classrooms
to serve the severely or multiply handicapped children most difficult to serve
in their home districts. Local districts actively cooperated in the
development of these regional offerings because they were unable to deliver
the services themselves. Cooperation flourished. But as local district
personnel became more competent during the late seventies, the cooperative
programs of the early' seventies were displaced by local programs. Time after

time, as istricts acquired the ability to run their own programs, they
withdrew r cooperative solutions. As s. result, remaining-regional programs j
tend to b hose thatirequire the most specialized personnel, handle the
lowest inci nce prObfems, and serve the most handicapped students.

\Y The pattern seems clear. When school districts faced problems to which
t had no adequate solutions, they sought cooperative solutions. As the
districts became equipped to handle the problems, they turned away from
solutions requiring cooperation with other districts. The pattern held even
when regional programs were cheaper or technically superior to those that
districts did for themselves.

Problem solving was al o facilitated as ESAs created opportunities for
local administrators to lea n from each other. In all settings, school

officials got together on regular basis in varying combinations of
superintendents, special ucation directors, business managers, data
processing people, b6sic education directors, librarians, principals, and
school board members. !I each ESA region, people with similar training and
responsibil,ties particlipated in meetings and committees so they could learn
about what their neighboring districts were doing, share common problems, and
ventilate common frustration,. The nine settings displayed widely varying
levels of this sort of exchange.' But every setting had at least some of it.

The state education agencies (SEAs) atli6pted to solve problems through
cooperation with districts and ESAs. The principal problems were lack of
expertise and staff positions. For example, the Washington SEA placed
monitors for special education, traffic safety, and other programs on the
staff of ESDs, partly as a way to circumvent state personnel ceilings. In

another example, as Massachusetts phased in its special education law, local
school districts were supposed to develop educational programs for their
children who were temporarily or permanently resident in state institutions.
Neither districts nor the state institutions themselves were capable of
compliance. So the SEA turned to the collaboratives and, with money, legal
contracts, and moral support, helped them to acquire the expertise and
legitimacy to act on behalf of their local school districts. In the familiar
pattern the SEA withdrew its mOney and support as soon as local districts on
Iheir own could manage to serve institutionalized children. The state's
concern was for managing the probLem, not for promoting cooperative
activities. de,

Uncertainty Reduction. Local school districts, I have already noted, do

not depend on each other for critical resources. However, cooperation among
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districts can help a local district to reduce some uncertainty about its
ability to,meet external demands. And, although the local districts do not
need each other very much, the ESA needs its districts to reduce its
uncertainties by participating in ways that sustain the ESA's legitimacy and
viability.

The one critical uncertainty that districti can help each other to reduce
is their ability tc-cope with low-incidence needs. A district is legally

required to meet certain needs of any child that happens to live within
district boundaries. Small districts are especially vulnerable to unexpected
fluctuations in the number of children who need special programs. A small

district may go for years without an autistic child and then have three show
up one September. If districts participate 'in cooperative programs, the
aggregate regional enrollments help to smooth out the lumpiness of special
needs. The Joint ESC can count on serving 8-12 autistic children a year.
Although no member district knows whether it will need the Joint ESC autistic
program in any given year, each district can count on the program's existence.
By maintaining membership in the ESA, the districts have purchased some
insurance against the unpredictability of low-incidence needs.

The second point is the ESAs' uncertainty about the participation of
local districts. In West Virginia, Massachusetts, armi, Connecticut, local
districts are permitted, but not required, to become a member of their ESAs.
In Michigan and Washington, local districts are required to be members, but
participation in most ESA activity is discretionary. Regional activities
organized hy ESAs do not receive automatic cooperation from local districts.
For most FSAs, this is a dilemma. Some of them reduce the uncertainty by
establishing a few noncontroversial activities that local districts in the
area find attractive, and by promptly abandoning any activity that local

districts find threatening. This is the strategy of the West Virginia RESAs.
Other ESAs seek third party funding for regional programs so that local
districts can participate in cooperative programs at essentially no cost to
them. The ESAs benefit from the legitimacy conferred by active local
involvement, which makes possible further grants, growth, and innovation. The

Urban Collaborative exemplifies this strategy. Still other ESAs become a

catalyst for communication, planning, and program development among local
district peopie and state education officials. By soliciting the active
involvement of local people and addressing problems that they identify, ESAs
can generate enough commitment and participation from local school districts

to sustain a full menu of activity. The Joint ESC has been the best example

of this approach. Or an ESA can depend on state mandates to deliver local
participation. As I discuss below, this often yields the motions rather than

the substance of cooperation. Most of the ESAs in Michigan and Washington
that rest on their mandates have dwindled into record keeping entities.

To be deemed successful by their state and local constituencies, ESAs

must keep lodal attention fixed on the merits of regional cooperation.
Because ESAs need local districts more than local districts need them, ESAs
arrange cooperative activities that operate'to the advantage of the local
districts. One of the reasons that cooperation exists at.all in these sets of
organizations is because ESAs have the incentive to create favorable
conditions for cooperation to emerge.
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Legal Mandate. Much is made in the literature of the compelling nature
of legal instructions to cooperate. The school districts we studied did not
agree. Legal mandates, by themselves, had practically no effect on the
willingness of school districts to cooperate with each other or with their
ESAs.

For example the Michigan SEA repeatedly charged local school districts to
work with their 150s to find ways to merge smaller districts into larger, more
efficient units. The districts repeatedly refused to do so. By complying

r with the mandate the tiny ones could only get merged out of existence and the
larger ones could see no reason to participate in painful coercion of the
others. Similarly, the Connecticut Legislature's admonitions to improve
teaching of basic skills by sharing resources received a stony response at the
local level. The SEA tried to locate curriculum specialists in the ESAs. But
many local districts believed that basic skills were a local, not a regional
'matter. Faced with massive diVinterest in joint efforts, tie state retreated.

In some cases, compliance with mandates occurs in form but not in'
substance. The districts go through the motions of mandated cooperation, then
do as they please. Special education for handicapped children in Michigan is'
administered largely through 150s. In the Arry ISD setting, one district
holds itself aloof from the joint planning and program development process.
That district demands its share of funds, but its staff don't attend meetings,
don't participate in regional workshops, bon't swap materials or students.
The-15D is able..to extract from this district only the formal Motions of
cooperation, in spite of 150 control over both funds and legal requirements.
When tre Washington legislature changed its-method of funding ES0s, it
requireblocal districts to contribute a fixed share of ESO core
expenses. When districts resisted making these payments, ESO East worked out a
way for the payment to be made in name only. When districts do not want to
cooperate, laws do not have much effect.

Of course some laws have potent effects. Michigan law requires 150s to
audit local districts' enrollment figures to qualify districts for state aid
based on numbers of students. Both ISDs and rbcal districts do as they are
told, although there are varying degrees of enthusiasm for the task. Both
15Ds and local districts have a large_stake in obtaining their fair share, of
state aid and there is no other way to get it. In West Virginia a.1978 law
caned for six audiologists, one in each RESA, to serve chit ren with impaired
hearing in local school districts at state expense. In the t RESAs we
studied, the districts cooperated fully and made use of audiol ist services
in precisely the ways that the state had intended. It is the combination of
the mandate with contingent control over indispensable outcomes that creates
the incentive to cooperate.

Norms and Ideology. Some local districts cooperated with others because
superintendents, school board members, principals, and teachers thought that
cooperation was a good idea. Other districts did not cooperate because their
staff did not place any value on cooperation. These norms about cooperation
were not based on calculations about objective costs and benefits to the
district that might flow from cooperation. In fact pro-cooperdation norms were
often strongest in districts that benefited least in an economic sense.
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Norms can be powerful motivators. in five of the nine sets, at least a
few central districts came to believe that cooperation was good for them and

for the region. These beliefs significantly shaped district behavior. For

example, both the Joint ESC and the Rural Collaborative were rocked by
financial scandals that nearly destroyed them. In both cases, they were saved

when local school districts actively intervened. The interventions' came when

the two ESAs were least able to make any objective contribution to the well-

being of their local districts. The local rescuers explained that they
believed that regional cooperation should be encouraged.

In ESD East, the Urban Collaborative, and the Wilderness ISO, somewhat
different norms supported cooperative activities. Local people argued, "we

owe it to the others" to participate in Joint programs. For example, the

largest district in the Wilderness ISO provided adequate vocational education

for its high school students. But all the other districts together did not
have enough students to serve their vocational needs at a reasonable price.
Only if the largest district also joined in was the student base large enough

for a workable regional program. For many years this district refused. But a

new superintendent with different values was persuaded that the district's

participation would promote the good of the region. Fqr him, that was reason

enough.

Other norms that worked in favor of cooperation were found in districts
that valued innovation and high professional standards. Although most

districts were content to do things as they had always been done, some
districts, usually but not exclusively wealthy suburban districts, actively
welcomed new ideas and creative perspectives. For example, one wealthy

district in the ESD East region contributed considerable staff time and
initiative to development of a sophisticated regional computer network, even
though the district could easily have done its own data processing in-house.
The district believed in regional solutions. Another norm among some

teachers and principals emphasized service imperatives: If a cooperative

program or activity could offer students better service than a local program,

some local staff were all for it. (This norm was not widely shared. Although

local staff cared deeply about service, most found it hard to believe that

.their services were inferior to those offered elsewhere.)

In some districts,-powerful norms opposed cooperation. The largest
district in the Arrow ISD region had a long history of resistance to all
cooperative activities, no matter how beneficial. In RESA B, two districts

refused to allow themselves even to bt called members. In Massachusetts many

proposals for cooperative activity were stymied by ritual invocation of local

control. Decisions to forgo obvious benefits could usually be explained by

these norms and values.

These results show that noms .ther than goal consensus influence
decisions to cooperate. The school iistricts in these settings were
universally committed to high qua v education. But some of them habitually

preferred to go it alone while otf,.!:: sought out partners. These
predispositions about whether to cooperate were not the product of conscious
calculations about costs or benefits of each opportunity to cooperate. In

most cases the cooperators could not explain why they valued cooperation while

their neighbors did not. In these districts, cooperation was valued for its

own sake.
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Political Advantage. Another potential reason to engage in cooperation
is to secure political advantage. In these nine settings, few local actors
were able to achieve p "cal advantage through use of interorganizational
ties organized around ESAs. he school districts had political goals, but
they pursued them in other ways, especially the state assoc,4-ions of school
boards, administrators, and specialists (e.g. librarians or education

directors). These coalitions were created, in part, for explicitly political
purposes and they fulfilled most local needs for political ackion directed at
state policies.

Local school districts did not aspire to influence each other. Some of
the larger districts in the study saw themselves as setting an example for the
little ones., But there were few'active efforts to change the behavior of
other districts. One partial exception was two districts who refused to join
the RESA B or participate in its programs. At various points, the
participating districts attempted to coax the hold-outs into the fold, because
they believed that their political position would be strengthened by 100%
participation. As the hold-outs persisted, however, no one in the districts
or in the RESA tried very hard. In a parallel case in the Connecticut ESC, no
one at the local level ever tried to entice the non-participants into
membership, although a few token efforts were made by ESC and SEA staff.

But local districts have been terribly sensitive to the political reasons
not to cooperate. In all nine sites, most local districts were protective of
their territory and autonomy.and were on guard against an over-ambitious ESA,
Even where economic or educational factors would demand cooperation with.an
ESA, some districts refuse q to participate because they did not wish to
legitimize the ESA's "inappropriate" activities. For example, the rural ESAs
in Michigan and Massachusetts both prOposed to offer advanced high school
courses in science, mathematics, and foreign languages on a regional basis,
because local high schools had been forced to drop such low enrollment
courses. In both cases, local school people preferred to deny their students
access to physics, calculus, and German rather than permit peir ESA to
organize high school classes.

In all five states, local school districts exerted sys-ematic pressure in
the state legislature and the SEA to constrain ESA growth r activities., All

states require ESA governing boars'. to consist of local superintendents, local
school board members, or their designees. Thusslocal districts may restrict
ESA activities at least through formal governance, and usually by withdrawing
their participation when the ESA oversteps the invisible boundaries.' The ESAs
;ire the structural cenler of the communication and cooperation hub, and
districts have been wary of permitting power to concentrate in ESA hands.

Nor were the ESAs as useful as I predicted for taking political heat off
the districts. Although-four ESAs did run potentially controversial programs
-- one in Connecticut for pregnant teenagers, one each in Michigan and
Washington for substance abuse and one in Massachusetts for voluntary
desegregation -- the districts wanted these programs run by the ESAs because
it was cheaper to run them to serve a larger population base, and because all
were financed by state or federal grants. Local district staff were far more
aware of the cost advantages of using the ESAs for such programs than of the
political advantages.

7
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The principal locus of political activity in these settings was the
state. In ail five states, a State Superintendent or.CoMmissioner at some
point had clear policy goals related to cooperative activities in.ESAs.and
attempted to influence their development. in Masiachusetts the chief worked
to prevent the collaboratives from becoming centrally involved in local.
educational programs. The Connecticut and West Virginia chiefs strongly.
promoted ESAs because they believed.that organized regional cooperation would
facilitate the local districts' ability to respond to state initiatives. In

these two states, the SEA's'active support (moral, financial, programmatic.
and political) made it.possible for local cooperation to persist and multiply.
The Michi an and Washington state legislatures and Governors have been much
more acti ly involved with their ESAs than their counterparts in the other
three sta es. The ISDs in Michigan and the ESOs in Washington have been
shaped by legislative battles between urban and rural interests and between
promoters of efficiency and promoters of local control. The chiefs-have token
various aides in these battles, as they saw SEA policy interests served by
various arrangements for cooperation.

These activities show that the ESAs are not apolitical. They can be
vehicles for political advantage. From the state perspective, they have
served .a valuable policy function. But from the local point of view, they
were less useful and more threatening. If local officials were appropriately
sensitive to the political costs of cooperation, they were unexpectedly
insensitive to the possible political advantages.

5. Conclusions

The six reasons to cooperate were-not equally helpful in explaiping why
cooperation occurred sometimes but not others among local districts, ESAs. and
SEAs. Some reasons proved more muscular than previoUs evidence had intimated
(in particular, problem solving, norms, and lolitical advantage). Some proved
less compelling (legal mandates and economis: benefits) . All sis provided
useful angles from which to view cooper activity,

The limited helpfulness of economic benefits and legal mandates calls for
some refinement of these concepts. It is surely not news to discover that
organizations do not pursue economic benefits in a single-minded way.
Confronted with organizations that repeatedly reject economic benefits, the
exchange theorist is tempted to expand the definitions of exchange and
benefits so that these rejections come to seem rational. But, if exchange is
everything, ihan it is nothing. It does not explain why cooperation occurred
in cases when few resources were traded and failed in other cases whertt many
resources were available. My attempt to craft a testable prediction may have
artificially limited the value of these ideas. But better predictions are not
readily accessible in the exchange literature.

Previous work on legal mandates suffered from some conceptual confusion
that can be more easily remedied. These organization sets show legal mandates
standing alone, without underpinnings of supportive moral codes, political
consensus, operational procedures. or systematic application of rewards and
penalties for complianCe. Standing alone, they are weak reeds. Why, then
have other researchers been so impressed with the potency of the law? Legal

mandates often co-occur with other influences on organizational behavior,
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mdrai codts, polit;ca consensus, SOPs, and rewards.and penalties,
£ k.,0-ter read,ng suggests that other researchers used "legal mandate" as a

snorthand .reference to a panoply of pressures that governments can bring to

bear on other agencies. Because many of these pressures.may apply.eVen in the

absence of a law. it is useful to separate the effects of the law per se friolin

the effects of other government action or rhetoric.

Perhaps the most interesting result is that the cooperative behavior of

different -;articipants in these organization sets seemed to be motivated by

Quite diffe'ent forces. The behavior of the ESAs was beat accounted for by
uncertainty reduction. for ESAs faced overwhelming uncertainty that had to be

managed. But uncertanty did not seem to motivate much of the behavior of
other major participants. The state role was best understOod as a search for

political advantage. Local school districts cooperated as necessary for
solvnb_technical problems. Their cooperative behavior was, also.guided. by

their internal norms about the value of cooperation, which in some cases led

to more cooperation than was necessary for problem solving, and inathers led

to less. Thit. Pattern of findings, showing syseematir differences among types
of organizations. could-only have emerged through analyses, of multiple

theories.

The regationshipt observed here reprent_an interorganizational system

with some unique properties. For one thing the organizations:rivolved are

Public education. agencies. For another, the relationships among these
agencies are shaped by a long history of legal and poli-iical ponds, and are

also connected to the distribution of power and resource* among state and

local governments. The state pursues political goals because' its authority

and resources are overwhelming Comparedo ESAs and local districts. SEAs

need Policy mplementation, not mc'e resources, from local districts. local'

districts also have ample access to authority and resources based on state

grants of authority. state ano local tax revenues, and generatiohs of

political support for lo-r.al control over schools. They are driven to

cooperate by increasingly complex demands for professional performance.
Solutions to taeseproblems are often available from private sources as well

As from cooperative arrangements. which leaves cooperation a matter of local

judgment about the gratifications of cooperation and its political dangers.

in contrail. ESAs, at least at first, neeo resources: legitimacy,

OartidiPation, and visibility..for they have no independent basis for

existence without the involvement of state and local education agencies. As

tte yearn pass..ESAs can create predictable cliEntt, as state and local

'agencies come to rely on ESA services. Butrthe'ESA's dependence can never be
foc;procated. because of the historical, legal, ,and financial supports

sc11;tiso;e to states ano 1ical districts.

The distinctive qualities of these organizations do not rule out the

POs,S;Oilty that the results described may have more general I

suspect that they offer fou5. useful lessons for the design and management of
intarorganieationalocooperation-in other settings. First, it is clear that

organizations cooperate for reasons other than rational cost-penefit,

caiuiations, Offering organizations tangibie inducements to cooperate will

not lead ineluctably to the desired results. Second, this. study demonstrates

the importance of norms about. cooperation. Norms can be managed and

mob;1;zid, and successful cooperation may require explicit attention to

increasing the perceived leg;timacy, visibility. and desirability of joint
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activities. Third, the most suc'essful c.-.1pei.tive efforts in this study

solved important problems for their participants. ESAs created to serve

diffuse efficiency goals did not attract enthusiastic support. ESAs that

served children with whom districts were struggling were praised to the skies.
The lesso6. perhaps, is that cooperation should he organized a.-ound common
groblems, not around common goals. Fourth, cooperation served some
constituencies better than others, and the resulting distribution of benefits
affected district decisions to cooperate. Architects of cooperative efforts

must consider who will gain and who will lose, as well as aggregate benefits.

As for the state of theory about ioterorganizationa' cooperation, the
comparative analyses reported here display the assets of the field. The six

theoretical perspectives make It possible to understand cooperation on the
level of the organization, the organizational network, and the larger society.
They allow the discovery that different motives explain the behavior of
different participants in the same organizational field. They show us that
organizations may follow multiple paths to the same end. Cooperation is not

;merely a matter of resources, nor is it simply aipower struggle or an
alignment of perceptions. It grows from many roots. While no single
theoretical perspective allows us to understand all instances of Cooperation
among all organizations, at least we hay', diversity and the flexibility to

make the best of it. Theoretical pluralism permits us to define, refine, and

use a pool of tried and true explanations. That is enough to ask.

C. THE ROLE OF ESAS IN EDUCATIONAL euicy AND POLITICS

Even in times that have been hard for state and local education agencies,
ESAs have grown in size and influence. The literatures on the politics of
education, the implementation of educational policy, and the reform of
educational practice have ignored regional arrangements. Although ESA-style

programs and service do not approach; the significance of the state and local

_ --contributions to elementary and secondary education, ESAs are no longer
insignificant players. In several major program areas, notably.special
education, vocational-education, media services, and data processing, ESAs in

some regions have aiumed a great deal of responsibility for services to

students and administrators. This section examines some of the implications

of these new realities.

1. Accountability and Legitimacy

ESAs are public education agencies. In all five states, thes, are

supported almost exclusively by state and local tax dollars. In many cases,

they are the sole providers of legally mandated services to school children

and school officials. Yet by a wide margin they are less directly accountable
to public review and control than are state or local education agencies.

Even formal provisions for ESA governance put primary control in the
hands of other education officials, rather than the public. In. Massachusetts

and West Virginia, ESA governing boards are composed of local superintendents "'

and school board members. In _onnecticut, the governing boards are composed

ext.usively of school board members. The problem with this arrangement is
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that school board members Are elected by and for their individual communities.
Local voters have no way of knowing which of their local board members has
been responsible for ESA governance, nor of holdiAg any local board member
accountable at election time for ESA performance. This problem is compounded-
by the fact that in the ESAs described here, the school board members were
much less active participants in board meetings than the superintendents. For

reasons of time (they often held other full-f time jobs), convenience (meetings
were often held during the day), and expertise, local board members generally
deferred to local superintendents in dealing with the ESA. In Michigan and

Washington, ESA board members were elected by local school board members.
(Successful candidates were commonly former local board members.) In both

states, the voters in these elections were heavily influenced by the
recommendations of local and ESA administrators, for they had little incentive
to elect board members to promote any other interest. In this system, too,
the local electorate had no way to hold any office-holder responsible for ESA
performance.

Because ESAs are relatively young institutions, and because they are
highly specialized in function, they receive little press coverage. They have

(to the dismay of some ESA staff) a low public profile. When we attended ESA
5oard meetings, we frequently were the only members of the public on hand. As

a rule, ESAs do not have boundaries that are coterminous with other units of

government. Therefore it is difficult for press or public knowledge and

interest to develop.

The upshot is that ESAs go about their business' with no direct public
oversight or accountability. The absence of1 public involvement in ESA
governance has created a set of education agencies more responsive to the
needs of state and local administrators than the priorities of the public.
As a result, some ESAs were able to be more flexible and innovative than LEAs
in handling controversial programs. Programs for voluntary desegregation,
pregnant teenagers, and drug and.alcohol education were handled by ESA staff
who would not have to stand before a hundred outraged parents at the next
local school board meeting. ESAs were also able to avoid responding to
pressures that LEAs automatically respond -o. For example, the record of most
r.f these nine ESAs on affirmative action hiring was abysmal compared to the
minority staff proportions in the large LEAs in their regions. The insulation
of ESAs from public pressures becomes a more serious concern as they come to
control more money and assume more substantial program responsibilities.

But if ESAs have escaped the travails of public accountability, they are
vulnerable to a remarkable array of effective pressures from their remaining
constituents. Sate and local stake-holders have five basic ways to hold ESAs
accountable for their performance: legal, fiscal, political, programmatic, and

market mechanisms.

Legal mechanisms are most readily used by state legislators and

administrators. Laws governing ESAs may require ESAs to undertake certain
activities (e.g. collecting certain data from LEAs), prohibit them from other
activities (e.g. owning property), require them to engage in specified
processes of planning, budgeting, or consultation, constrain their ability to
attract and retain qualified staff, involve them in new policy areas (e.g.

metric education), or exclude them from others (e.g. migrant education).
Although legal mandates do not automatically elicit desired behavior (as I
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have already discussed), they do produce pressure,on the ESA to comply. Local

districts may also attempt'to exert legal control over ESAs through revisions
in legal contracts with the ESA or in the ESA's charter or articles of
,incorporation.

Fiscal mechanisms are available to the federal government, state
legislature, ,EA, and LEAs insofar as these groups control the flow of funds
to the ESA. Cari,jcs in the state aid formula or administrative grant process
may induce an Um to respondto state priorities. Control over eligibility
for categorical grant and contract competitions may shape ESA program
directions. Required audits dictate the ESA's budget and financial practices.

POlitical mechanisms of control may be exerted by state and local
officials and by parent zind professional associations. In their perpetual
search for security and legitimacy, ESAs establish advisory councils that
provide a channel for the transmission of stake-holder views. Local officials
exchange their participation for influence over ESA policies. Parents of
childrenwith special needs are heavily involved by law in program decisions
affecting their children. State officials meet with ESA staff (especially
superintendents) to communicate state priorities. Professional groups of
teachers, specialists, and administrators influence ESAs by organizing ESA
staff (or threatening to do so)', and by setting standardsof desirable
professional practice, which ESAs strive to meet,

Programmatic mechanisms are- available to the same groups that have
political clout, and are often used in tandem with political mechanisms.
Local and state officials request new programs or services from the ESA by
documenting their need for the programs or services. Parents approve
educational plans for their children on the basis of observed progress, or
disapprove them based on ESA failure to provide quality services. State
officials make funding contingent on evaluation of program effectiveness.
Local administrators and school boards decide whether to support ESA
initiatives on the basis of evidence about service quality and cost. These
mechanisms drive the ESAs' attention to keeping their programs and services
operating competently.

Market mechanisms operate when the ESAs are not the sole providers of
services to federal, state, and local funders. Frequently ESAs must compete
with state and local agencies themselves, and sometimes with other ESAs or
private vendors to offer certain services. Federal and state officials may
allocate funds for innovative art programs, for example, and fund the best
proposal. ESAs win such competitions by meeting the specifications of the
funder. ESAs attract students from 'local districts into their programs only
when loc -'1 officials do not have easier or cheaper ways to serve those
students ESAs respond by making their programs convenient and cheap. The

market ralities keep ESAs responsive to other actors' priorities ih cases
where cr-.petition is a serious threat to ESA resources.

Thu. there are many mechanisms for keeping ESAs responsive to outside
demands. These mechanisms are present in all nine cases, although to varying
degrees. The ESAs are, as a result, responsive to varying degrees to state
and local concerns.
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Given this distinctive set of accountability demands, it is perhaps less

surprising that ESAs seek legitimacy in ways so different from local school

districts. As Meyer, Scott, ad Deal (1981) describe it, "educational
organizations are structurally formed, not to coordinate their own technical

work, but to conform to rules institutionalized in their environment'." This

conformity shows up in homogeneity of school and school district stricture and

in shared systems of norms and expectations. Legitimacy is obtainer through
accreditation, credentials, standardized curricula, and common strut.L4'es.

ESAs do not share these common' structures, norms, rules, or other paths to LEA

legitimacy. Among themselves, they vary considerably in structures,
technologies, methods of organizing, and aspirations for official badges of

acceptance. Perhaps their distance from Niblic,view makes this heterogeneity

possible.

However, like the school districts that Meyer,. Scott, and Deal studied,
ESAs are enormously responsive to their external constituents. It is 4r.ong

their immediate constituents that ESAS seek their legitimacy, not from remote

state and national accreditation or credentialing bodies, nor from the voters.

Thus the critical environment in which ESAs seek support and acceptance is

less well-defined and rule-bound than the environments in which school

districts operate.' The process, of achieving legitimacy is therefore more a
process of gaining acceptande and participation than of engaging in more rigid

rituals or meeting widely-held expectations.

The ESA's ability to respond to the separate, occasionally sontraJictory

demands of its constituents depends, like a school distract does, on internal

loose coupling. Programs within E.SAs are permitted to operate quite
independently, even at crosp-purposes if necessary (Weick, 1976). The service

functions of the ESA are seOom closely nonitered or evaluated by the ESA

administration, unless. low quality threatens the satisfaction attentive

constituents. ESA managers exercise littje authority over professional staff.
If the ESA's units attend to the problems of finding resources and monitoring

and boosting support, t`le ESA is eeemed by mos_ to ba performing a legitimate

function.

2. Implementation of ttate Education Policies

State support for ESAs is premised in part on the value of ESAs to

promote state policies'in education. In four of the five states
(Massachusetts is the exception) the legislatures and SEAs played .a major role

in designing and supporting the development of ESAs. But it would be a

mistake to infer from this support that ESAs serve predominantly state

purposes. In every ESA we studied (with the possible exception of the Urban

Collaborative in Massachusetts), local districts had achieved effective

control overthe ESA's ability to promote state policies. This cooptation has

limited the value of ESAs to the state for monitoring and enforcing local

.
compliance with state laws-and regulations: Even when ESA staff is

sympathetic to state goals, local control shapes the,ability,of, the ESAs to

mount new programs or to encourage implementation in, local school districts.

The ESAs walk a tight ope between accountability to their state and

federal funders and responsiveness to local school administrators. AS a

result, their role in implementing state educational policies is 'far more
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complex than most state officials acknowledge. State law and regulations that
call for ESAs to play an important role in implementation may be usefully
informed ly a clearer understanding of ESA capacity to influence local
activitiek.

The importance of local context has been examined in detail by Norling
(1984). He not only studied the ESDs in Washington, but also surveyed 310
local school administrars acposs the state about the ESD role in pub ic
education. He found that impoirtant forces shaping-ESD success at
implementation include characteristics of the districts (such as Ize, budget,
professional sophistication), local predispositions toward! SD, and local
perceptions of the clarity of the ESD role. He also found hat local
administrators believe that their ESDs are on their side in ..silting undue
influence of the SEA. Under these circumstances, it is not ; - ising to find
that ESAs are not the most stringent of regulators.

The theme in recent literature (Elmore and McLaughlin; 1984 At the
trade-off between achieving policy goals by insistingon complianc. by
offering technical assistance is a compelling one for ESA administ,..- In

\Michigan ESA staff are often put in the position of monitoring comp.ca and,
in some cases, even imposing penalties fo'r noncompliance. In othi.r

ESA staff are informally expected toMohitor compliance, especial t:. in their
relationships with 'local special education programs. In the course of their
work, they get a good feel for the appropriateness of services offered to
individual children, and the corners that LEAs cut. But the political costs
to the ESAs of enforcing strict compliance with state and federal law are
.staggering, and the rewards z-e non-existent. School officials are in a
.position to protest strenuously adverse ESA decisions. State officials are

. helpless when ESAs fail to report noncompliance. The dual role is stressful,
but almost always resolved"in favor of serving the school district. This
process reiPforces the ESAs' weakness as an instrum..nt of implementation.

3. The Design of Policy Systems

The establishment of ESAs in these five sates teas been supported by !ome
shared assumptions about how to improve e+'; practice, Educational'

collaboratives, regional educational service apen:cies, educational service
centers, educational service districts, and :ntermedia..e-school districts were
all created as free-standing organizations, with a resource base and
governance arrangements that were formally independent of local
districts and state education agencies. These organizations were to be
vehicles to encourage cooperation, provide assistance and' cost-effective
services to. school staff and students, promote innovation, and to encouNge
local, compliance with state policies: ESAs have never been ends in
themselvet; indeed, 1pgisiators express persistent reservations about the neea
for another "layer of bureaucracy." They are means to an end -- improvement
of education provided by local school districts.

The justifications for choosing this strategy for improving local
practice must be based on some assumptions about how to effect change in a
complex policy system. First there.must be-the assumption that SEAs are not
completely fulfilling their dual function of regulation on one hand and
support,. technical assistance, and stimulation of innovation on the other
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hand. Second the assumption must be that local districts left to their own
devices will not cooperc,e, innovate, and comply adequately. If they would,

then ESAs are indeed superfluous bureaucracies. Third, 0k...creation of r-As
presumes that direct intervention in local districts by rttelf is not li,kely
to achieve the desired ends. It presumes that the indirect route (i.e. .

creating new agencies to assist districts to improve) wil' be more effective

in the end.

This faith in the establishment of independent service agencies to
achieve Vont), goals is disconcerting in the face of, the literature on the
pathologies of government bureaucracy. Work on organizational process (such
as Allison's, 1971, Model II) usually conceives of organizational inertia as
an obstacle to the flexibility, creativity; and responsiveness envisioned for
ESAs. Organizations, once established, seek their own survival aid calcify in
their own world-view. This work'suggests that creating new c?ganizations is
precisely the wrong way to build more flexibility into local dist-ict
praCtice. Although some form of cooperative inter-district arrangement may be
desirable, there is no necessary reason to build an on-going organization
around that arrangement.

Another reason for skepticism about ESA success in achieving ultimate
impPovement in practice is the considerable_ uncertainty about how C..As are

accomplish this goal. Not only is the underlying technology of,ingtruction
uncertain, but the ways in which ESAs are supposed to make a difference, in
district implementation of that technology are unspecified in i'orrral polio.:
statements and in informal practice. Oite'naturally, the policy goals of ESA
staff have therefore shifted toward helping local officials ar.d studerits do
what they want to do, ei-id away from improving the quality-of educitio. The
policy goals of state officials slide toward reducing the cost of education,
but no one calculates the cost of maintaining the ESA infrastructure.

ESAs were created without any compelling reason to believe that they
could do what SEAs and LEAs could not. Yet they were created, and they
continue to exist even though they predictably struggle with the same d:lenro.
that SEAs and LEAs face. As in local districts, the special education
services that ESAs provide are fantastically expensive. As kn SEAs, ESA staff
find it difficult and stressful to monitor and assist simultalheously. LEA

reluctance to cooperate and innovate has not disappeared because regiJnal
r.rganizations wereestablished to facilitate the process. ESAs were but iv,1104

-th inflated missions, limited expertise, and laughably inadequate resoLces.
Their gradual capture by local administrators and drift away from educational
reform comes to seem sensible and natural in light of the impossibility of
their original task.

ESAs are not unique in this regard. In many policy arenas, new agencies
-e created to symbolize commitment to a Policy objective, not because anyorm

knows how to accomplish that objective (Weiss, 1981). Why new organizations
should succeed where old ones hiVe failed is a question too seldom asked. The

oew organization symbolizes the commitment, the intention to succeed. For

many policymakers, that is enough. But +or those who seek policy impacWit

is not enough. There are two alternative courses to consider.

First make a clear-eyed assessment of what ESAs can be expected to
accomplish at what cost. For example, the evidence presented here suggests
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that ESAs can provide significant economies of scale in the provision of those
services that LEAs are willing to use. t LEAs vary considerably in their
willingness to Jse ESA services. Therefore the major cost advantages that are
attached in principle to regional programs are much attenuated in practice.
ESAs also provide a useful forum for transmitting state news tolocal
districts, for ifterdistrict communication, and for mutual support and self-
help, but it is not clear whether such an elaborate institutional apparatus is
necessary to sustain this benefit. Other outcomes of ESA activities may be
examined in the same way.

Second, ce.nsider altc.riate policy mechanisms for achieving the same
outcomes or a closer approximation of the original goals. For example,
improved technical assistance to help districts implement complex legislation
can be offered by private contractors to the SEA on an as-needed basis.
Temporary coalitions of school districts can be pulled together for particular
purposes, ;such as to improve staff development offerii,ngA. The SEA can
increase ils own auditing, monitoring, and compliance staff, or move part of
;ts staff into regional state offices to maintain closer contact With local
districts. Many ESA activities can be pursued with positive results through
alternate means.

States contemplating ESA creation or reditign should give serious
.sons c,eration to these alternatives and their feasibility. Articulating the
theory underlying the-choice of ESAs to solve educational problems in these
five states reveals considerable confusiongout how to achieve desired
change. Sometilies the ESAs succeed brillikWtly despite the confusion. More

often, they do not.
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